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I have worked in the field of molecular magnetism for almost two decades and I have
been more and more fascinated by the beauty of this area and by the diversity it
presents. Even if this judgment is, to a large extent, subjective, I would like to explain
why I hold such an impression.
Molecular magnetism is essentially multidisciplinary. First, it involves synthetic
chemistry; one of its challenges is to design molecular systems that exhibit predictable
magnetic properties. To achieve this aim, quite original compounds have been synthesized containing several kinds of metallic ions, organic radicals, and novel bridging
networks. Second, it uses ideas from theoretical chemistry. To design compounds with
expected magnetic behavior, it is necessary to use strategies that derive from an
understanding of the underlying mechanism of the phenomena. Quite spectacular
advances have been achieved in this way. Recently several microscopic and macroscopic approaches have been proposed that cover various aspects of molecular
magnetism. These approaches actually derive directly from the basic concepts of
quantum mechanics. Molecular magnetism may even be one of the most straightforward applications of the quantum mechanism. Molecular magnetism also allows us to
stress the limits of theoretical models used in other fields. This is particularly the case
for the molecular orbital model. The key concept, the interaction between two
magnetic centers, cannot be properly understood within the framework of this model
at the self-consistent field level. It is absolutely necessary to go further, and take into
account the correlation. From a theoretical viewpoint, molecular magnetism is far from
being a closed field, where all knowledge is well established. Many questions are still
quite controversial. For instance, the interpretation of the phenomenon of interaction
between magnetic centers uses several models that compete. Each model has some
advantages and some disadvantages. All this makes the field very exciting.
Molecular magnetism is related to both molecular and solid state physics. Indeed,
the pioneering approaches are often due to physicists. Some of them may be considered
as the founding fathers of the field. Two famous names emerge in this respect, those
of J.H. Van Vleck and P.W. Anderson, and I would like to express my admiration to
them here.
It is also worth pointing out that molecular magnetism occupies a crossing point
between two areas that would otherwise be incompatible. These are material science
and study of the biological processes involving active sites containing metal ions. It
v
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is, for instance, quite remarkable that the interaction between iron(III) and copper(II)
(d 5 and d 9 ions) that occurs in cytochrome c oxidase (a metalloenzyme whose structure
is still a mystery) is exactly of the same nature as the interaction between manganese(II) and copper(II) ions in a ferrimagnetic chain compound exhibiting a spontaneous magnetization at low temperature.
Last, molecular magnetism plays an important role in the emerging field of
molecular electronics, i.e., the use of molecular systems in electronic circuits and
devices. The spin transition phenomenon that occurs in some transition metal complexes represents the most spectacular example of molecular bistability.
At this stage, it is probably necessary to specify the scope of molecular magnetism.
Molecular magnetism deals with the magnetic properties of isolated molecules and
assemblies of molecules. These molecules may contain one or more magnetic centers.
Assemblies of molecules are most often found in molecular crystals with very weak
interactions between the molecular entities. They can also be found in extended
systems, built from molecular precursors or "bricks," in a way that maximizes the
interactions between the bricks and, hopefully, yields bulk magnetic properties. A few
books have recently appeared that cover some aspects of this field, but none of them
is really devoted entirely to molecular magnetism.
This book is organized as follows. The first chapter gives some generalities
concerning magnetization and magnetic susceptibility, establishing the fundamental
equations of molecular magnetism. The following four chapters concern molecules
containing a unique magnetic center. In Chapter 2, the simplest situation is treated
where this magnetic center has no first-order angular momentum. Chapter 3 deals with
the significantly more complicated, and not yet fully resolved, case where the angular
momentum is not totally quenched to first order. Chapter 4 is devoted to the phenomenon of spin transition and discusses its potential applications in molecular electronics.
Chapter 5 deals with the difficult questions of intermediate-spin and spin-admixed
states in transition metal compounds of low symmetry. The main part of this book,
beginning with Chapter 6, concerns molecular systems containing several magnetic
centers. The phenomena of isotropic, dipolar, anisotropic, and antisymmetric interactions in dinuclear compounds are first introduced and discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.
The orbital theories appropriate for these phenomena are then presented in Chapters
8 and 9. Chapter 10 concerns molecular entities of higher nuclearity, i.~., trinuclear,
tetranuclear species etc, and the concept of irregular spin state structure is introduced.
Chapter 11 is devoted to the various types of magnetic chain compounds and describes
the thermodynamic models appropriate to the quantitative interpretation of magnetic
data. Chapter 12 concerns molecular magnetic materials and their models. The main
emphasis is on the design of molecular-based magnets, and the first successes along
these lines are outlined. Chapters 6 to 12 treat polynuclear compounds in which the
unpaired electrons that lead to magnetic properties are localized in magnetic orbitals.
The magnetic properties then arise from interaction between magnetic orbitals. In
contrast, Chapter 13 is devoted to compounds where there is some synergy between
electron delocalization and magnetic interaction, which leads to the concept of
spin-dependent delocalization. Finally, some useful data and formulas are gathered in
appendices at the end of the book.
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Throughout this book, I have presented numerous examples. However, my purpose
was never to write a comprehensive review of the field. The examples were selected
out of a large choice, and, to a large extent, their choice is a reflection of my own
subjectivity. Similarly, I did not attempt to reference all the papers dealing with
molecular magnetism, or even all the good papers. Rather, I have quoted only a few
to help illustrate the text or to provide additional information with regard to the text.
One of the difficulties in writing a scientific book is deciding on the prerequisite
knowledge of the reader. My philosophy here was to assume that the reader is not
acquainted with the field itself, but possesses a good background knowledge, particularly in symmetry, ligand field theory, and molecular orbital theory. I have also
supposed that the reader is rather familiar with the operators and matrix notations used
in quantum mechanics. This knowledge is provided during undergraduate studies in
most, if not all, countries. A few textbooks are mentioned among the references, in
which the reader could acquire the basic assumed knowledge. In another respect, this
book is primarily written for chemists working in the field of molecular magnetism,
or intending to do so. Therefore, the concepts have been described at the expense of
mathematical technique. In other words, I have not attempted to prove the general
formulas in the cases where this would have required tedious calculations. Instead, I
preferred to consider specific cases first, and then generalize the results they yield.
I would like to thank heartily all my colleagues in my group at Orsay and in other
groups who have collaborated with me on this subject. I have learned a lot from them.
The writing of a book in addition to the normal research, teaching, and administrative
duties is always a rather difficult task. I would like to express my deepest gratitude to
those who have created an atmosphere around me that allowed me to achieve this work.
I have in mind all my colleagues from the Laboratoire de Chimie Inorganique in Orsay,
as well as my sons Fabrice and Sylvain, and my wife Joanna, who deserves special
thanks. The crystalline beauty of her soul, the delicacy of her mind, the depth of her
faith at all times have been an invaluable support for me.
Olivier Kahn
February 1992
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CHAPTER

I
Magnetization and
Magnetic Susceptibility
1.1 Definitions and Units
In this first Chapter we establish some key equations in molecular magnetism, which
will be used extensively throughout this book. To begin with, we consider a sample
containing 1 mol of a molecular compound within an homogeneous magnetic field H.
The sample acquires a molar magnetization M related to H through

aMlaH=X

(1.1.1)

where X is the molar magnetic susceptibility. M, which is also called the molar
magnetic moment, is a vector, H is an axial vector, and X is a second rank tensor. It is
always possible to choose the reference axes in order for X to be diagonal with the
Xu (u = x, y, z) principal values. If the sample is magnetically isotropic, then Xbecomes
a scalar.
When the magnetic field is weak enough, X is independent of H, such that one can
write

M=XH

(1.1.2)

The problem of units deserves a few words [1.1]. The SI is the legal system, but
legality is not science. Indeed, this system is particularly inappropriate in molecular
magnetism and, like most of the researchers involved in this field, we prefer to use the
cgsemu system. Strictly speaking the unit of magnetic field is the oersted. As many
authors, however, we will express H in gauss which is the unit of magnetic induction
created by the magnetic field H. In the vacuum B is related to H through B = j.l{)H, and
the permeability flo in the cgsemu system is equal to 1. The volume magnetic
susceptibility is a dimensionless quantity traditionally expressed in emu/cm3 , such that
the dimension of emu is formally the cm 3 . Therefore the molar magnetic susceptibility
is expressed in cm3 mol-I. We will see that the quantity of interest is often XT, which
is the product of the molar magnetic susceptibility by the temperature. XT is expressed
in cm3 K mol-I. As for the molar magnetization M, it is expressed in cm3 G mol-I.
1
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Alternatively, M may be expressed in N~ units, N being Avogadro's number and ~ the
electronic Bohr magneton. The correspondence between the two units is
1 N~ = 5585 cm3 G mol- 1

(1.1.3)

The other units used throughout this book are collected in Appendix 1. It should be
stressed here that all energies will be expressed in cm-I.

1.2 Diamagnetic and Paramagnetic Susceptibilities

Table 1.1. Diamagnetic Susceptibilities and Constitutive
. Corrections
(in 10-6 cm3 g atom-lor 10-6 cm3 mol-1)O
Atoms
H
C
N (ring)
N (open chain)
N (imide)

o (ether or alcohol)
o (carbonyl)

Let us examine Eqs. (1.1.1) and (1.1.2). In principle X is the algebraic sum of two
contributions associated with different phenomena:

3
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p

-2.9
-6.0
-4.6
-5.6
-2.1
-4.6
-1.7
-26.3

As(lII)
As(Y)
F
Cl
Br
I
S
Se

-20.9
-43.0
--6.3
-20.1
-30.6
-44.6
-15.0
-23.0

C N
N N
N=O
C-Cl

0.8
1.8
1.7
3.1

Constitutive corrections

(1.2.1)
where XD and xP represent the diamagnetic and paramagnetic susceptibilities, respectively. The former is negative and the latter positive. When XD dominates, the sample
is said to be diamagnetic; it is repelled by the magnetic field. When xP is the leading
contribution, the sample is said to be paramagnetic; it is attracted by the applied field.
Diamagnetism is an underlying property of matter. It is always present, even when
it is masked by the paramagnetism. The diamagnetism is due to the interaction of the
magnetic field with the motion of the electrons in their orbits. The theory of this
phenomenon has been well understood for several decades, and, for some small
molecules, ab initio calculations of the molar diamagnetic susceptibility afford reasonably good results. This problem, however, is outside the scope of this book devoted
to molecular paramagnetism. For our purpose it is sufficient to specify that XD is
independent of the temperature and the strength of the applied field. Empirical
formulas have been proposed to estimate its value. They are based on the idea that the
diamagnetic susceptibility is essentially additive. XD can then be roughly calculated
either from atomic susceptibilities and constitutive corrections, or from group susceptibilities (group meaning here ligand or counterion). The constitutive corrections are
generally positive. They account for the fact that a molecule with mUltiple or conjugated bonds is less diamagnetic than a rather similar molecule with only single bonds.
In the 1940s Pascal tabulated data allowing the application of these additive methods.
Some of these data are gathered in Table 1.1. When only a very rough estimation of
the diamagnetic susceptibility is required, we can use an equation of the type
(1.2.2)
where M is the molecular weight of the compound and k is a factor varying between
0.4 and 0.5.
For paramagnetic compounds of low molecular weight the additive methods or
even Eq. (1.2.2) may be sufficient to estimate the diamagnetic contribution XD . In such
cases this contribution is indeed small and may even become negligible at low
temperature. On the other hand, the situation is different when studying compounds
of high molecular weight containing only a few paramagnetic centers. This often

C=C
C==C
C in aromatic ring
C

N

Cations
Li+
Na+
K+
Rb+
Cs+
NH4+
Mg2+
Transition metal cations
*Ti3+
Ti4+
*y 2+
*y3+
*y4+
y5+
*C?+
*Cr3+
*Mn2+
*Mn3+
*Mn4+
Anions
0 2S2-

r
ClBr-

r
OW

5.5
0.8
-D.25
8.1

-1.0
-6.8
-14.9
-22.5
-35.0
-13.3
-5.0

Ca2+
Sr2+
Ba2+
Zn 2+
Cd2+
Hg2+

-10.4
-19.0
-26.5
-15.0
-24
-40

-9
-5
-15
-10

*Fe 2+
*Fe3+
*Co 2+
*Co3+
*Ni 2+

-13
-10
-12
-10
-10
-12

-7
-1
-15

-11
-14
-10
-8

-12.0
-30
-9.1
-23.4
-34.6
-50.6
-12.0

Cu+
*Cu2+
*Mo 2+
*Mo3+
*Mo4+

-11

-31
-23
-12
*Rare earth3+ -20

C~

N0 2N03NCSC03 2CI0 4S04 2-

-13.0
-10.0
-18.9
-31.0
-28
-32.0
-40.1
(Continued)
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(Continued)

Some usual ligands
H20
-13
NH3
-18
CO
-10
CH3COO-30
C2042- oxalato
-25
C2HsN2 ethylenediamine
--46
CSHS- cyclopentadienyl
--{)5
CSH702- acetylacetonato
-52
CSHsN pyridine
--49
C4H4N2 pyrazine
-50
CIOHgN2 bipyridine
-105
Cl6Hl4N20i
ethylenebis(salicylaminato)-182
C12HgN20-phenanthroline -128
Q 10ns preceded by an asterisk are paramagnetic; only the underlying diamagnetism is
indicated.

happens in biomagnetism. For instance, for a metalloprotein of molecular weight
50,000, XD is of the order of 2.5 x 10-2 cm3 mol-I according to (1.2.2). If the protein
contains an high-spin iron(III) ion per molecular unit, the molar paramagnetic
susceptibility is of the order of 1.5 x 10-2 cm3 mol-I at room temperature (vide infra),
which does not compensate for XD . The accurate determination of XD is then crucial.
Two methods may be used to solve this problem; the first consists in studying
independently the diamagnetic susceptibility of the appropriate apoprotein, i.e., the
derivative of the actual protein in which the paramagnetic ions have been eliminated,
or replaced by diamagnetic ions. In a few cases such a method has been possible [1.2].
The second method consists of extracting mathematically a temperature-indepen en
contribution from a temperature-dependent signal. Concerning the diamagnetic correction, the situation becomes even more dramatic when solutions, in particu ar
biological solutions, are investigated. Diamagnetism of the solvent, and even the
buffer, has to be taken into account and the temperature-dependent paramagnetic
contribution may be only a very small part of the whole signal. High-sensitivity
magnetometers like the superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) are
then absolutely necessary.
In this book we will always assume that the experimentally determined susceptibilities have been corrected for the diamagnetic contribution, and for the sake of
simplicity we will use Xin the place of Xp .
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magnetic field H interacts with the angular momenta associated with the thermally
populated states of a molecule. In classical mechanics, when a sample is perturbed by
an external magnetic field, its magnetization is related to its energy variation through

M=-dE/2JH

(1.3.1)

This equation may be easily translated into the language of quantum mechanics. We
consider a molecule with an energy spectrum E" (n = 1, 2, ...) in the presence of a
magnetic field H. For each energy level we can define a microscopic magnetization
J.!" as

J.!,,=-dE,/2JH

(1.3.2)

The macroscopic molar magnetization M is then obtained by summing the microscopic
magnetizations weighted according to the Boltzmann distribution law, which leads to

M = "-.-N--=L.:. c""-.-(--=d..:::E-"., !--=d:..c.H)c..!. . ::.. .ex,, ,p,--,C---=E.:. .!,!.:. .,!--=kT=.. !. .)
L" exJX-EnlkT)

(1.3.3)

where Tis the temperature and k is the Boltzmann constant. In the system of units used
in this book k is equal to 0.695039 cm-1 K- 1.
.
This expression (1.3.3) may be considered as the fundamental expression in
molecular magnetism. It does not lean on any approximation. The molar magnetic
susceptibility is deduced from (1.3.3) through (1.1.1), or, if H/kT is not too large (vide
infra), tmoug (TT1).
- -Equation (1.3.3) may be transformed in a different way which will be used later on.
For this we define the partition function Z as
Z= L" exp(-E,,/kT)

(1.3.4)

We can now write:
din Z/dH = (lIkT) L,,(-dEnldH) exp (-E ,,!kT)
L" exp(-E"lkT)

(1.3.5)

which leads to

M = NkT(d In ZldH)

(1.3.6)

and
(1.3.7)

1.4 Van Vleck Formula
1.3 Fundamental Equations in Molecular Magnetism
The molar paramagnetic susceptibility (hereafter noted simply as molar magnetic
susceptibility or even molar susceptibility) characterizes the way in which an applied

Although Eq. (1.3.3) is general, it is often difficult to apply. Indeed it requires
knowledge on the E" = fCH) variations for all thermally populated states to calculate
the dE"ldH derivatives. In 1932 Van Vleck proposed a simplification based on a few

6
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where L' means that the summation runs over the levels m with Ei~) ::t= E (~). H ZE is the
Zeeman operator, which accounts for the interaction between the magnetic field and
the electronic angular momenta:

approximations [1.3]. The first of them is that it is legitimate to expand the energies
E" according to the increasing powers of H :
(1.4.1)

HZE

where E~?) is the energy of level n in zero field. E~;) and E(,7) are called first- and
second-order Zeemann coefficients, respectively. From (1.4.1), Il" in (1.3.2) becomes
Il" = -E(,;) - 2E"?;)H +..

(1.4.2)

The second approximation is that H/kT is small with respect to unity. In other words,
it is assumed that H is not too large and T not too small. The exponential in (1.3.3)
may then be written as

exp(-E"lkT) = exp(-E~?)lkT)(1- E(,l)HlkT)

(1.4.3)

From these two approximations, we obtain

M = N L ,,(-E~) - 2E~7)H)(1 - E~PHlkT) exp(-E~?) IkT)
L" (I-E~PHlkT) exp(-E(~)lkT)

(1.4.4)

In zero field, the magnetization vanishes, such that

L" E~;)exp(-E~) Ik1) = 0

"

X=

M = NHL,,(E~)2 IkT - 2E~7»exp(-E(~) Ik1)

(1.4.6)

L" exp(-E~?)lk1)
and finally

X = NL" (E(,P 2IkT- 2E~7»exp(-E~?)lk1)

(1.4.7)

L"exp(-E n(O)lk1)
which is the Van Vleck formula. To apply this formula we only need to know the
.. It 'IS no I onger necessary to calculate the derivatives
E (O)
", E(I)
", an d E(2)
" quantIties.
aE"/aH. From a theoretical point of view, the Van Vleck formula can be utilized when
the eigenvalues E-~) and eigenfunctions In> of the Hamiltonian in zero-field associated
with the molecule under consideration are known. E-~) and E-,7) are then calculated
through perturbation theory as
E~) = < n I H ZE In>

(1.4.8)

E- 2) _ L'

(1.4.9)

,,-

< n I H ZE I m >2
/II

E-0 ) _

("

,..,(0)

n'/II)

= ~Li(Ii + geSi) . H

(1.4.10)

where Ii is the orbital momentum of electron i and S i is the spin momentum of the same
electron. ge is the gyromagnetic factor, or the g-factor, of the free electron (equal to
2.0023), and ~ is the Bohr magneton already introduced in Section 1.1. In principle
the summation in (1.4.10) runs over all electrons of the system. In a molecular orbital
approach (without configuration interaction) only electrons occupying singly occupied orbitals contribute to the Zeeman perturbation. The expressions for E(~), in
(1.4.8), and Ee?;), in (1.4.9), suppose implicitly that the Zeeman perturbation is
diagonal using the functions I n> as a basis set. In the following chapters we will see
numerous examples of application of Van Vleck's formula. We would like to stress
here that before using Van Vleck's equation, it is always necessary to check that the
approximations on which it leans are valid. In particular, the_Van Vleck eql,lation giveli
the magnetic.§usceptibility 0!1b' in the...maglletic fii:ld ra!lge whe!~ the!yf ver~us H plot
is linear. This goint will be discusseq agajn l~r 0[1 ..
When all energies E" are linear in H, the second-order Zeeman coefficients Ff?;)
vanish and (1.4.7) becomes

(1.4.5)

This condition (1.4.5) excludes molecular-based compounds exhibiting a spontaneous
magnetization. Chapter 12 will be devoted to this subject.
Substituting (1.4.5) into (1.4.4) and retaining only terms linear in H results in

7

NL "E-,;)2 exp( -E-~) I kT)

(1.4.11)

,..,(0)

kTL" exp(-n'" IkT)

1.5 Temperature-Independent Paramagnetism
If the only thermally populated state of a molecule is a spin singlet without first-order
angular momentum, then the paramagnetic susceptibility is intuitively expected to be
zero, and the measured susceptibility will be negative. In a few cases a somewhat
different situation is encountered, which the Van Vleck formula easily accounts for.
Let the energy E-8) of the ground state be the energy origin. Since this state has no
angular momentum-it is said to be diamagnetic-E-J) is zero and (1.4.7) becomes
(1.5.1)

X= 2NE-r}
or, from (1.4.9)

X = - 2NL

lII 'I{)

< 0 I H ZE I m >2
DiO)

(.e'O -

(1.5.2)

E-0)

/II)

The diamagnetic ground state may couple with excited states through the Zeeman
perturbation provided that the energy gaps are not too large. X in (1.5.2) is positive
since all denominators are negative, and temperature independent. This contribution
is often called temperature-independent paramagnetism (TIP). The TIP is actually
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rather small, often of the same order of magnitude as the diamagnetism, but of opposite
sign. For example it is estimated to be about 60 x 1O--{) cm 3 mol- I for copper(II)
mononuclear species, 100 x 1O--{) cm 3 mol- I for nickel(II) mononuclear species and
--{)
3
-I
'
200 x 10 cm mol for the octahedral complex [Co(NH3)6]3+ possessing a IA 1g
ground state.
TIP is not restricted to compounds with a diamagnetic ground state. The coupling
between a magnetic ground state and nonthermally populated excited states may also
give a weak temperature-independent contribution, which then superimposes to the
dominant temperature-dependent contribution arising from the ground state. In the
following we will assume that the measured susceptibilities have been corrected not
only for diamagnetism, but also for TIP.
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CHAPTER

2
Molecules Containing a
Unique Magnetic Center
without First-Order Orbital
Momentum
This chapter, and the three that follow, concern the magnetic properties of molecular
species in that there is a unique magnetic center, generally a transition metal ion. The
various situations that can be encountered will be treated in a progressive way from
the simplest case, leading to the Curie law, through more complicated cases of orbital
degeneracy, which are not yet perfectly understood.

2.1 The Curie Law
The simplest situation in molecular magnetism is that of molecules in which the
2S+lr ground state has no first-order angular momentum and has a large separation in
energy from the first excited states, such that any kind of coupling between ground
and excited states may be neglected. In the absence of external magnetic field the 2S+ I
spin degeneracy is then retained. It is convenient to choose the energy of this 2S+lr
state as the energy origin. When the field is applied, the energies of the 2S+ I Zeeman
components are given by
(2.1.1 )
with M s varying by an integer value from -S to +S. Since the first excited states are
assumed to be too high in energy to couple with the ground state, g is in principle
isotropic and equal to ge = 2.0023; the magnetic properties will be isotropic too. The
energies En are linear in H, so it is possible to use the simplified form of the Van Vleck
formula (IA.II), provided that H/kT is small, with
E~)=O

(2.1.2)
9
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(4Ii)xT
(em 3 K mol-I)

1/2
1
3/2

2
5/2

3
7/2

+S

Z=

0.375
1.000
1.876
3.001
4.377
6.002
7.878

L exp(-Msg~HlkT)

(2.2.1)

Ms=-S

(2.2.2)

= sinh[(2S + l)xl2]/sinh(xl2)
with

(2.2.3)

x=g~HlkT

E~) =MSg~,

M s =-S,-S + 1, ... , S - 1, S

(2.1.3)

din Z/dH, which appears in (1.3.6), is given by

dlnZldH = (g~l2k1){ (2S + l)coth[(2S + l)xl2] - coth(xl2)}

which leads to
2 2

+s

x=N~l L

Mil(2S+ 1)

(2.1.4)

and finally to

X-

3kT S(S + 1)

(2.2.4)

and may be rewritten as

Ms=-S

: _ Ng 2@2
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M must be calculated from the key Eqs. (1.3.3) or (1.3.6). It is actually more convenient
to use the latter. The partition function Z is

Table 2.1 Values of (4/g2)XTas a
Function of the Spin S
S

MOLECULES WITHOUT FIRST-ORDER ORBITAL MOMENTUM

dIn ZldH = (g~l2k1){ (2S + l)coth[(2S + l)yI2S] - coth(yl2S)}

(2.2.5)

y=g~HlkT

(2.2.6)

with
(2.1.5)

The molar magnetic susceptibility varies as CIT, the constant C depending on the spin
multiplicity of the ground state; this is the Curie law, which was proposed in 1910
from experimental data before the introduction of quantum mechanics. The most
convenient way to establish experimentally that a compound obeys this Curie law is
to obtain an horizontal straight line for the XT versus T plot. In the cgsemu unit system
N~2 13k is equal to 0.12505 (very close to 1/8). Values of(4Ig2)xTfor different values
of the spin S are given in Table 2.1.
Sometimes magnetic susceptibility data are given in the form of the temperature
dependence of the so-called effective magnetic moment /leff defined as
(2.1.6)
the unit being the Bohr magneton. We will avoid using this old-fashion notation,
which is rather confusing. We prefer to reserve the Bohr magneton as a unit of
magnetization.

The molar magnetization M is then

where Bs(Y) is the Brillouin function defined by
2S
Bs(Y) = 2S2; 1 cot{ 2; 1 y)- ;S coth

It is important to keep in mind that the Curie law (2.1.5) is valid only when H/kT is
small enough. The molar magnetization is then linear in H. When H/kTbecomes large,

Us

y)

(2.2.8)

We can check that for H/kT and y small, Bs(y) may be replaced by

B s(y) = yeS + 1)/3S + term in l + '"

(2.2.9)

such that, in this approximation, X =MIHis effectively given by the Curie law (2.1.5).
On the contrary, when HlkTbecomes very large, Bs(Y) tends to unity and M tends to
the saturation value Ms:
Ms=Ng~S

2.2 Magnetization

(2.2.7)

M=Ng~SBs(y)

(2.2.10)

If the saturation magnetization is expressed in N~ units, its value is simply given ~y
gS. The variations of M in N~ units for g = 2 and different values of S are shown III
Figure 2.1.
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The relative energies of the d metal orbitals in such an environment, with their
symmetry labels, are e(dyz ' dzx) < al(dl) < b 2(dxy) < bl(di-i) or e(dyz' dzx) < b 2(dxy ) <
al(dl) < bl(di-i), the z axis being colinear with the fourfold rotation axis, and the x
and y axes colinear with the projections of the short eu-ligand bonds within the basal

S = 5/2
4
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S=2

plane:

S = 3/2
S= 1

S = 1/2

a

"'""'-_---L_ _---'-_ _"---_----L_ _-"

a

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

2

~H/kT

Figure 2.1. Magnetization M in Np units versus PH/kTpIots for molecules with a 2S+ I r ground
state. The g-factor is taken equal to 2.00.

2.3 Anisotropy of the g-Factor
In a second step again we assume that the 2S+lr ground state has no first-order angular
momentum, but we no longer neglect the coupling between this state and some excited
states arising from the same free-ion state through the spin-orbit coupling A,LoS; Land
S are the total electronic orbital and spin momentum operators, respectively, defined
as
(2.3.1)

Since copper(II) has a d 9 configuration, the relative energies of the states are 2B I <
2B < 2Al < 2E or 2B I < 2Al < 2B2 < 2E. The 2B I ground state has no first-order angular
2
momentum. The matrix elements < di-iILu1di-l > are zero, L u (u = x, y, z) being the
components of the orbital momentum L. On the other hand, 2B I may couple with 2B2
through the component L z of the orbital momentum, and with 2E through the components Lx and L y. Indeed, we have the following non-zero matrix elements (see
Appendicies 2 and 3):
(2.3.3)

< dxy I L z I di-i > = 2i
<dyz I Lx I di-l> =<dzx I L y I di-i>

=-i

(2.3.4)

Taking these matrix elements together with those of the spin operators Su (u = x, y, z)
given in Appendix 4, the wavefunctions 'Pa and 'P~ associated with the ground state
at the first order are

(2.3.2)

'Pa = di-la - < dxya I A,LzSz I di-la > dxya/A I

-«
where the sums run over the electrons of the open shells. The excited states, however,
are supposed to be high enough in energy to be totally depopulated in the temperature
range of interest. This coupling may lead to two phenomena, namely the anisotropy
of the g- factor, and, if the spin S associated with the ground state is larger than 1/2, the
zero-field splitting. In this section we study the anisotropy of the g-factor, and since
there is no zero-field splitting within a doublet state 2r, we take a compound with such
a ground state as an example. More precisely we treat the case of a copper(II)
mononuclear entity in which the metal ion is in elongated tetragonal surroundings with
C4v symmetry. There are actually a huge amount of complexes of this kind with
copper(II) in square planar, square pyramidal, or elongated octahedral surroundings.

dyz~ I A,LxSx I di-la > dyz~

+ < dzx~ I A,LySy I di-ia > dzx~)/A2
'P~ = di-i~ - < dxy~ I A,LzSz I di-i~ > dxy~/AI

-«

dyza I A,LxSx I di -l~ > dyza

+ < dzxa I A,LySy I di-l~ > dzxa)/A2
The closed shells have been ignored. Al and A2 are the energy separations:

(2.3.5)
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It follows

\}Io: = di-iO: - iA.dxyO:/ill + A(idyz~ - dzx~)l2il2
\}I~ = di-i~

+ iA.dxy~/ill + A(idyzO: + dzx o:)l2il2

(2.3.8)

To calculate the components gz and gx = gy of the g-factor, we write

< \}Io: I L z + geSz I \}Io: > = < ':Po: I gzSz I ':Po: >

(2.3.9)

< ':Po: I Lx + geSx I ':P~ > = < ':Po: I gxSx I ':P~ >

(2.3.10)

and

which affords

MOLECULES WITHOUT FIRST-ORDER ORBITAL MOMENTUM

To introduce qualitatively the zero-field splitting we consider a nickel(II) ion in
octahedral surroundings. If the octahedron is regular, the symmetry is Ok but actually
it is sufficient and more convenient to work with the group 0 of the 24 rotations
retaining the octahedron invariant. The ground state arising from the t~ e 2 configuration
is 3A2 and the spin triplet excited states arising from the ti e3 configuration are 3T1 and
3T2. This latter is lower in energy than the former and, since we limit ourselves to a
qualitative approach, we take into account only this 3T2excited state. First we suppose
that the nickel(II) environment undergoes a trigonal distortion so that the appropriate
symmetry group describing the system becomes D3 . The 0 ~ D 3 symmetry lowering
splits the 3T2 excited state into 3A}~+3E, but does not affect on the ground state, which
remains 3A 2. Second we look tor the effect of the spin-orbit coupling, the molecular
symmetry remaining that of a regular octahedron. The three spin functions associated
with the spin triplet are a basis set for a representation r S=I of the group 0, whose
characters are given by
X(cp) = sin(3cpl2)/sin(cpl2)

(2.3.11)
gx = gy = ge - 21./il2

(2.3.12)

For transition metal ions with more than five d electrons the spin-orbit coupling
parameter A is negative such that gz is larger than gx and gy, which in turn are larger
than ge' Typical values are gz = 2.20 and gx = gy = 2.08.
The molar magnetic susceptibility Xu for a magnetic field applied along the u
direction is
(2.3.13)
All the Xu versus T plots are homothetic and the XuT versus T plots are horizontal
straight lines. In fact EPR spectroscopy is much more appropriate than magnetic
measurements to determine accurately the anisotropy of the g- factor. In most cases the
magnetic data are recorded on polycrystalline samples and interpreted with an average
value, g, of the g- factor defined by
(2.3.14)
In the rest of this book we will no longer consider this type of anisotropy.

2.4 Zero-Field Splitting: Qualitative Approach
When the ground state has a spin multiplicity larger than 2, its coupling with the
excited states through the spin-orbit coupling may provoke a splitting of its Zeeman
components in a zero applied magnetic field. This phenomenon, called zero-field
splitting, also leads to an anisotropy of the magnetic properties. This anisotropy is
more complicated and has more important consequences than that studied in the
previous section.
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(2.4.1 )

where cp is the rotation angle defining the operation. Applying (2.4.1) we find that
is equal to T I. It follows that the spin-orbit coupling splits the excited state 3T2
into T I X T2=A 2 + E + T 1 + T2components but does not affect the ground state. Indeed
the direct product T I x A 2 is T2. The threefold degeneracy is retained. Therefore neither
symmetry lowering alone nor spin-orbit coupling alone can affect the degeneracy of
the ground state. On the other hand, if both perturbations are present, the result is
different. If the distortion is applied first, r S=I transforms into A 2 + E in D3 so that the
combined effect of trigonal distortion and spin-orbit coupling splits the ground state
into Al + E and the excited state into Al + 2A 2 + 3E. The same result is obviously
obtained if the spin-orbit coupling is applied first. The T 1 and T 2 irreducible representations in the group 0 give A 2 + E and Al + E in the group D3, respectively. What
is important is that the components arising from the ground state are stabilized through
the ground state-excited state interaction, but generally not by the same energy. Figure
2.2 summarizes what precedes. If the local symmetry is no longer axial but lower, the
threefold degeneracy of the ground state is totally removed.
The discussion above can be generalized to all other spin multiplicities superior to
2. When the spin multiplicity is even (the number of electrons is then odd), the spin
degeneracy cannot be totally removed in zero field. If the symmetry is low enough,
all the components are twofold degenerate, and are called Kramers doublets. This is
due to the fact that for an even spin multiplicity the spin functions no longer transform
as the representations of a group isomorphous to the symmetry group r, but as the
doubled-valued representations of a group isomorphous to the double group r'.
It is worth noting that the zero-field splitting does not always require the combined
effect of distortion and spin-orbit coupling. In some cases it even occurs if the metal
center is located in a rigorously cubic environment. This is the case for high-spin d 5
ions. The ground state arising from the de 2 configuration is 6A 1 • The spin functions
associated with the spin sextet transform as a representation r s=Yz of the double group
0', whose characters are given by

r S=I

MOLECULES WITHOUT FIRST-ORDER ORBITAL MOMENTUM

E

2.5 Zero-Field Splitting: Quantitative Approach

3

AZ+E
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A j +2A Z+3E ~
~
+ T1 +T Z

The zero-field splitting within a 2S+lr state without first-order angular momentum is
expressed by the phenomenological Hamiltonian
(2.5.1)

HZFS=S·D·S

where D is a symmetric and traceless tensor. In matrix notation the total spin
Hamiltonian taking into account the Zeeman perturbation is then

E

E

-------<0::::::::::=

--_=:>>--distortion +

s.o. coupling + octahedron

~-------------

+ distortion

_

H = BS'gB + S·D-8

+ s.o. coupling

(2.5.2)

g being the g-tensor. Assuming that the D- and g-tensors have the same principal axes,
Eq. (2.5.2) may be rewritten as

-------------~

(2.5.3)

Figure 2.2. Zero-field splittings of the ground state and first excited spin triplet state for a
Ni(II) ion in a trigonally distorted octahedral surroundings.

where the index u notes the direction of the applied magnetic field;

gu

is the value of

g and Su is the component of S along this direction. D and E are the axial and rhombic

zero-field splitting parameters, respectively. D and E are related to the principal values
xC<\»~

(2.4.2)

= sin(3<\»/sin(<\>/2)

The characters of the doubled-valued irreducible representations of 0' as well as those
of rs=Yz are given in Table 2.2. From Table 2.2 we can see that rs=Yz is equal to E3 +
G. Thus the spin-orbit coupling splits in zero-field the 6A 1 ground state into a twofold
degenerate component E3 and a fourfold degenerate component G. This zero-field
splitting without distortion is actually a very weak phenomenon, at most of the order
of 10-2 cm- I for iron(III). In principle, it provokes a deviation of the magnetic
susceptibility with respect to the Curie law, but of course does not create any magnetic
anisotropy. Any symmetry lowering will split the G component further into two
Kramers doublets and will lead to an anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility.
Additional information on the symmetry considerations used in this section and
throughout the book may be found in many textbooks; some of those, which we often
used in our own work, are quoted in references [2.1-2.9].

D uu (u = x, y, z) of the D-tensor through
D= 3Dzz /2

I

(2.5.4)

E = D xx - D yy 1/2

We will apply Eq. (2.5.3) to three examples, namely Ni(II), Cr(III), and Fe(III) ions
in axially distorted surroundings. The rhombic parameter E is then zero.

2.5.1 Ni(ll) Ion with d 8 Configuration in Axially Distorted
Octahedral Surroundings
Let us begin with the case of a nickel(lI) ion in trigonally distorted octahedral
surroundings. When the field Hz is parallel to the unique axis, the energy matrix on
the I M s> basis set of the spin triplet is as follows:

11>
o
o

Table 2.2. Doubled-Valued Representations of the double group 0' and
Resentation rs=~
0'

E2
E3
G

rs=Yz

E
Z

2
4
6

R

-2
-2
-4

-6

(2.5.5)

4C3

4C3R

3C2

3C4

3C4R

6C'2

4C~R

4d

3C2R

3dR

3d

6C'2R

0
0
0
0

-Y2
--Y2

~-Y2

1
1
-1
0

-I
-1
1

0

0

--Y2

-Y2
0

-Y2

1-1>

0
0
0
0

In (2.5.5) the zero-field energy of the 10> component is taken as the energy origin.
The energies are then

Eo=O
(2.5.6)
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Figure 2.3. Field dependences of the energies of the Zeeman components arising from a spin
t~iplet state with an axial anisotropy; (top) the field is along the distortion axis; (bottom) the
fIeld is perpendicular to the distortion axis.

Figure 2.4. Principal susceptibilities Xz and Xx versus temperature plots for a spin triplet
molecule with an axial anisotropy; (top) the axial zero-field splitting parameter D is equal to 5
em-I; (bottom) D = -5 em-I. Both gz and gx are taken equal to 2.00.

When those energies are introduced in the Van Vleck formula, the parallel magnetic
susceptibility Xz is found as

the eigenvalues of which are

2Ng~p2
exp(-DlkI)
Xz=-U 1+2exp(-Dlk1)

(2.5.7)
(2.5.9)

When the field H x (or H y) is perpendicular to the unique axis, the energy matrix is

11>
D

10>

V2gx PHx l2
0

To make use of the Van Vleck equation, we must assume that IDI is much larger than
gxPHx. The energies £2,3 may then be approximated by

1-1>
0
V2gxPHx l2
D

£2

= - g;p 2H;ID

(2.5.8)
(2.5.10)
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1.2 r - - - , - - , - - - - - r - - - , - - - ,
when T approaches zero. On the other hand, Xz tends to zero for D > 0 and diverges
for D < O. We also give the XzTand XxTversus kT/IDI curves for D positive and negative
in Figure 2.5. For D > 0, both XzT and XxT tend to zero when kT/IDI approaches zero;
X zT continuously decreases while X xT passes through a maximum. For D < 0, X zTslightly
increases on cooling and tends to the finite value Ng~p2 / k when kT/IDI approaches zero.
XxT, on the other hand, tends to zero. In Figure 2.5 the curves xTversus kT/IDI are also
plotted, where Xis here the average magnetic susceptibility approximated by

1

......
so

0.8

~

"'§

0.6

........

~0.4
0.2

D> 0

2

3

A more accurate value of the average magnetic susceptibility is given by

X = (4nr 1

4

5

(2.5.13)

sin 8 d8 d<j>

where X(8,<j» is the magnetic susceptibility in the direction noted by the polar angles
8 and <j>. It is important to note that the variations of XT are not very sensitive to the
sign of D. This result is quite general. It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine
unambiguously the sign of D from powder magnetic susceptibility measurements.

1.6

XT
z
1.2

XT

2.5.2 Cr(lII) with d 3 Configuration in Axially Distorted
Octahedral Surroundings

~
M

f X(8,<j»

space

kT /D

"0
6

(2.5.12)

X = (Xz + 2Xx)/3

6 0.8

u

........

The second application of Eq. (2.5.3) will deal with the case of a Cr(III) ion in
tetragonally distorted octahedral surroundings. The 4A 2 ground state is then split in
zero field into two Kramers doublets. The energy matrix on the IMs> basis is diagonal
when the field Hz is applied along the tetragonal axis, and the energies are

E-<

?'<"

0.4

0

D<O

0

2

3
kT / IDI

4

E±V2 = ±gzPHz/2

5

(2.5.14)

Figure 2.5. XuT (u = z, x) and X versus kT/IDI plots for a spin triplet molecule with an axial
anisotropy; (top) the axial zero-field splitting D is positive; (bottom) D < O. Both gz and ltx are
taken equal to 2.00.

We can note that the energies En (n = 1 to 3) have no term in Hx. The three g~)
coefficients are zero. The E(~) and E?!) coefficients may be introduced in the Van
Vleck formula, which leads to the perpendicular magnetic susceptibility Xx:

Xx = 2Ng~p2 1 - exp(-D/kT)
D
1 + 2 exp(-D/kT)

the zero-field energy of the I± 1/2> components being taken as the energy origin. -The
parallel susceptibility is then

Xz = Ng~p2 1 + 9 exp(-2D/kT)
4kT 1 + exp(-2D/kT)

When the field H x is perpendicular to the unique axis, the matrix energy is (see
Appendix 4):

(2.5.11)

The field dependences of the energies for both the parallel and perpendicular
situations are plotted in Figure 2.3. The Xz and Xx versus T plots for D =±5 cm- 1 and
gz = gx = 2 are shown in Figure 2.4. Whatever the sign of D, Xx tends to a finite value

(2.5.15)

nit.?

I~~/~)
II/L/

(.1/'-7

1~12>

1-312>

11(2)

1-112>

2D,

0
2D

..f3gx~Hxl2
0
0

0
..f3gx~Hxl2
gx~Hx '
0

r,

(2.5.16)
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2.5 r----,----,--------,---,------,
n
1

2D

2

2D

3
4

o
o

3gi~2/8D
3gi~2/8D
-3gi~2/8D
-3gi~2/8D

(2.5.18)
Their insertion into the Van Vleck formula leads to
D>O

2A2

Xx=Ngxp
O'-----'--------'----L-_--L-_----l

o

2

3
kT /D

4

5

XT
z

Ng~~2 1 + (3/4x)[1 - exp(-2x)]
Xx=--U
1+exp(-2x)

(2.5.20)

x=DlkT

(2.5.21)

with

~ 2.5

E

~

(2.5.19)

or

3.5 c---,----,---,-----r-~
3

(llkT) + (3/4D) - (3/4D) exp(-2DlkT)
1 + exp(-2DlkT)

2

M

The variation of XzT and XxT versus kT/IDI for both D positive and negative are
plotted in Figure 2.6. For D> 0, XzTdecreases on cooling and tends toNg~214k when
kT/IDI approaches zero, and XxT passes through a maximum, then tends to Ng;~2 Ik.
For D < 0, XzT increases on cooling and tends to a low-temperature limit of
9Ng~~214k; XxT decreases continuously and tends to zero when kT/IDI approaches
zero. Finally, the XT versus kT/IDI plots are also shown in Figure 2.6, Xbeing here the
average magnetic susceptibility approximated through (2.5.12); XT is not at all
sensitive to the sign of D.

E

~ 1.5
E-<
'K,'"

1

0.5

D<0

O"-----L-----Jl--_I_._~I_.___.J

o

2
3
kT / IDI

4

5

Fi~re 2.6.. XuT (u =~, x) and ~ versus kT/IDI plots for a spin quartet molecule with an axial

amsotropy, (top) the aXial zero-fIeld splitting D is positive; (bottom) D < 0 B th
d
taken equal to 2.00.
. 0 gz an gx are

Assuming t~at IDI is much larger than gx~Hx, the eigenvalues of the matrix (2.5.16)
may be approxImated by :
"J/

<±312 I H I ±312> = ±3gz~Hzl2 + 9DI4

')/'

The E~O) ,E~l) , and E~2) coefficients are

The third example of zero-field splitting concerns the high-spin d 5 ion in an axially
distorted cubic field. This example again involves Kramers doublets. We assume that
the spin Hamiltonian (2.5.3) with E = 0 is valid. The matrix energy on the IMs> basis
set, for H = Hz parallel to the unique axis, is diagonal with the following nonzero matrix
elements

<±512 I H I ±512> = ±5gz~Hzl2 + 25DI4

E 1•2 = 2D + 3g;~2HxI8D
E 3,4 = ±gx~Hx - 3g;~2HxI8D

2.5.3 d 5 Ion [FeOII) or MnOI)] in Axially Distorted
Octahedral Surroundings

(2.5.17)

<±1121 H I ±112> = ±gz~Hzl2 + DI4
and the eigenvalues are

(2.5.22)
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(2.5.25)
Assuming that IDI is much larger than gxf3Hx, the eigenvalues of the matrix (2.5.25)
may be approximated by

10

kT /D
10 1 -.,---,---,-----,-----,

2
EI,2 = 6D + 5gif3 Hi/16D
2
E3,4 = 2D + l1gif3 Hi/16D

XT
z

8

E5,6 = ± 3gxf3Hxl2 - gif3 2Hi/D

~

6

~

"'8
u 4

XT

n

F!:0)

D<O

1
2

6D

8

3
4
5
6

"

~

2

2

(2.5.26)

The perpendicular magnetic susceptibility is then calculated from the E~°l, E~I), and
E~2) coefficients gathered below:

........

Eo-<

25

For H = H x perpendicular to the unique axis, the elements of the matrix energy are
calculated as (see Appendix 4)
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u , x an X versus T./DI plots for a Spill sextet molecule with an axi I
amsotropy; (top) the axial zero-field splitting D is positive; (bottom) D < 0 B th
d
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Figure 2.7.

(2.5.27)
which affords
Ngif3 2 (9IkT+ 81D) - 11 exp(-2DlkT)I2D - 5 exp(-6DlkT)I2D
XX=-4I +exp(-2DlkT) +exp(-6D/kT)

(2.5.23)
E5,6

=6D ± 5gzf3Hzl2

th~ ~ero-field energy

(2.5.28)

I

of the ±1I2> Krarners doublet has been taken as the
~nehrgy ongm. The insertion of the E~O) and E~l) coefficients deduced from (2 5 23)
m t e Van Vleck formula leads to
. .
where

- Ng~f32 1+9 exp(-2DlkT) + 25 exp(-6DlkT)
X z- 4kT
1+ exp(-2DlkT) + exp(-6DlkT)

(2.5.24)

or
Ngif3 2 9+8/x-11e-2x l2x-5e-6x l2x·
Xx = 4kT
I + e-2x + e-6x

(2.5.29)

x=D/kT

(2.5.30)

with
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The variation ofXzTand XxTversus kT/IDI for both D positive and negative are plotted
in Figure 2.7. On cooling, for D > 0, XzT decreases and tends to Ng;~2 14k when
kTiIDI approaches zero, whereas XxT passes through a maximum and tends to
9Ng;~2 14k. For D < 0, XzTcontinuously increases and Xx T continuously decreases
on cooling. Figure 2.7 also shows the variation of XT, X being the average magnetic
susceptibility.
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s

L

M s [1- Ms(g~H - zl<Sz»lkTJ

Ms=-S

<Sz> = - - - - " - - s - - - - - - - - - - -

(2.6.4)

L[1- Ms(g~H - zl<Sz»lkTJ
Ms=-S

where the exponentials have been expanded up to the first order. It follows that

2.6 Intermolecular Interactions

<Sz> = -S(S + 1)(g~H - zl<Sz> )/3kT

Most magnetic measurements are carried out in the solid state and the molecular
magnetic species, even if they are well separated from each other, are rarely perfectly
isolated from a magnetic viewpoint. A large part of this book will be devoted to the
phenomenon of interaction between magnetic centers (see chapters 6-13). Here, we
restrict ourselves to showing how the Curie law in (2.1.5) has to be modified to account
for weak intermolecular interactions. This problem may be treated in the molecular
field approximation where a perturbation is added to the Zeeman term. This perturbation takes the form -zJ<Sz>Sz where <Sz> is the mean value of the Sz component of
the spin operator[2.10]. J is the interaction parameter between two nearest neighbor
magnetic species and z is the number of nearest neighbors around a given magnetic
molecule in the crystal lattice. According to whether J is positive or negative, the
intermolecular interaction is said to be ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic, respectively. In the former case, the neighboring spins tend to align in a parallel fashion,
while in the latter, they tend to align in an antiparallel fashion. The total spin
Hamiltonian is
(2.6.1)
where the magnetic field is assumed to be along the z direction and the g-tensor to be
isotropic. The eigenvalues E(S,Ms) of (2.6.1) are given by
E(S,Ms) = Ms(g~H - zJ<Sz»
<Sz> is given by the Boltzmann distribution law

s

L
<Sz> =

Ms=-S

L exp[-E(S,Ms)lkTJ
Ms=-S

From (2.6.2), (2.6.3) may be rewritten as

<Sz> =

S(S+ l)g~H
3kT-zJS(S+ 1)

(2.6.3)

(2.6.6)

<Sz> is negative because the Zeeman components with negativeMs are more populated
than those with positive Ms. The magnetic moment m of the electron with spin s is
given by

(2.6.7)
The minus sign comes from the negative charge of the electron. For a polyatomic
system in the molecular field approximation, the magnetization M may be expressed
as
M=-Ng~<Sz>

(2.6.8)

such that the magnetic susceptibility Xdefined as aMlaH is
Ng2~2S(S

+ 1)

(2.6.9)

X= 3kT-zJS(S+ 1)
X may be rewritten as :
(2.6.9)

which is known as the Curie-Weiss law. C is the Curie constant and 8 is the Weiss
temperature (or the Weiss constant) defined by

8 = zJS(S+ 1)
3k

M s exp[-E(S, Ms)lkTJ

~-s;;----------

hence

X = C/(T- 8)
(2.6.2)

(2.6.5)

(2.6.10)

A plot of [ I = f(T) for a system obeying the Curie-Weiss law gives a straight line of
which the slope is C- I . The intercept with the Taxis yields both the sign and the value
of 8 (see Figure 2.8). In the framework of this model positive 8 indicates ferromagnetic intermolecular interactions and negative 8 indicates antiferromagnetic intermolecular interactions. In the former case (8 > 0) the Curie-Weiss law is obviously
limited to the temperature range T> 8. If the magnetic data are represented in the form
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where H' defined by

H' = zJXMH/N~2i

'0

(2.6.12)

is the molecu lar exchang e field. For J > 0 the magnet ic field expe~ienc~d
by the sample
is larger than the applied magnet ic field. For J < 0 the reverse sItuatiO
n holds.
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CHAPTER

3
Molecules Containing a
Unique Magnetic Center with
a First-Order Orbital
Momentum
3.1 First-Order Orbital Momentum and Spin-Orbit
Coupling
In the previous chapter we assumed that only the 2S+'r ground state was thermally
populated and that this state had no first-order orbital momentum. This means that the
average values <Lu> (u = x, y, z) of the three components Lx, Ly , and Lz of the orbital
momentum L are zero. Such a situation is observed when all the matrix elements
<'Pi I L u I 'Pj > are zero, 'Pi being one of the wavefunctions associated with the 2S+'r
state. L u has the same transformation properties as the rotation operator R u in the group
describing the symmetry properties of the molecule. It transforms as the irreducible
representation ~rb of this group. The condition for <Lu> to be zero is that the direct
product r x r does not contain ~rb. When this condition is not fulfilled for at least
one of the directions u =x, y, or z, the first-order orbital momentum cannot be ignored.
It couples with the spin momentum, which partially removes the degeneracy of the
state, and the magnetic properties may be different from what was described in
Chapter 2. The magnetic anisotropy is often much more important, and the average
susceptibility may not follow the Curie law, even at relatively high temperature. This
chapter deals with this problem. We will not try to cover all situations where the
magnetic properties are influenced at the first order by the orbital momentum. Rather,
we will focus on two cases of transition ions of the first row, namely those of d' [for
example, Ti(III)] and d7 [for example, Co(II)] ions in octahedral surroundings, then
we will speak about the magnetism of molecular compounds containing rare earths.
The Hamiltonian we need to consider when applying a magnetic field is

2St'r

H = ALB + ~(L + geS)-H

(3.1.1)
31
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where').." is the spin-orbit coupling parameter; '). " is positive if the number of d electrons
is smaller than five, and negative otherwise. The first term in the right-hand side of
(3.1.1) corresponds to the spin-orbit coupling and the second to the Zeeman perturbation. This second term may be considered as a perturbation acting on the eigenstates
of ').."L-8. In (3.1.1) the coupling between the thermally populated 2S+tr ground state
and the excited states is assumed to be negligible. Otherwise, ge = 2.0023 should be
replaced by an anisotropic g-factor (see section 2.3).
In principle, the determination of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (3.1.1)
requires the calculation of integrals like <\{Ii I L u I \{Ij>. If the wavefunction 'Pi is
expressed as an antisymmetrized product of orbitals <Pu, then <\{Ii I L u I \{Ij> reduces to
a sum of one-electron terms <<p~ I I u I <Pv>. For a paramagnetic metal ion surrounded
by ligands, <P~ is generally expressed as a linear combination of atomic orbitals
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dxyU

a

dyz~

dzx~

dxy~

dyZu

dzxu

KAI2

-iKA/2

a

-iKAI2

a
a
a
a

a
a
a

a
a
a

-KA/2

-iKA/2

a

a

iKA/2

a
(3.2.1)

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix (3.2.1) are
E = -](')..,,/2

(3.1.2)

\{It = (~/6)(2dxya - dyz~ - idv:~)
\{I2 = (~/6)(2dxy~ + dyzu - idv:u )

where d~ notes a d metal orbital and <I>~ a linear combination of ligand orbitals.
Neglecting small integrals like <d~ I I u I <l>v> and <<I>~ I I u I <l>v> results in

\{I3 = (ffl2)(dyzU + idv;a)

(3.1.3)

\{I4 = (ffl2)(-dyz~ + idv:~)

(3.1.4)

\{Is = (..g/3)(dxyU + dyz~ + idv:~)

with

where]( is generally called the orbital reduction factor [3.1-3.3]. The delocalization
of the unpaired electrons from the metal toward the ligands reduces the role of the
orbital momentum in (3.1.1). To account for this effect, the Hamiltonian (3.1.1) may
be replaced by
(3.1.5)
and the eigenfunctions are then expressed from pure d metal orbitals. The matrix
elements <d~ I I u I dv> are tabulated in Appendix 3.

\{It, \{I2, \{I3, and \{I4 transform as the irreducible representation r 8 of the double group
0', and \{Is and \{I6 as the irreducible representation r 7 · It follows that the spin-orbit
coupling splits the 2T2g state into two levels separated in energy by 3](')..,,12. The lower
energy level is fourfold degenerate, whereas the higher energy level is twofold
degenerate.
Using the \{Ii functions diagonalizing the spin-orbit coupling as a basis set, the
matrix associated with H defined in (3.1.5) is
'1'1

3.2 Magnetism of a d l Ion in an Octahedral Field
A classical and simple application of the above is provided by the case of a d t ion
situated at the center of a perfect octahedron. The ground state arising from the dg
configuration is 2T2g. The components of the orbital momentum L transform as the
T tg irreducible representation of the Dh symmetry group, and the direct product
r x r = T 2g x T 2g (= A tg + E g + Ttg + T2g) contains T tg , such that the 2T2g ground state
has a first-order orbital momentum. The degeneracy of this state is partially removed
by the spin-orbit coupling. From the Appendices 3 and 4 we can easily build the matrix
associated with the spin-orbit coupling operator using the six functions dxyu, dyzu,
dv:u, dxy~, dyz~, and dv:~ as a basis set. This matrix may be written in the block
diagonalized form shown below:

(3.2.2)

\{I6 = (..g/3)(dxy~ - dyzu + idv;u)

-KAI2 +

'1'2

'1'3

'1'4

'1'5

'1'6

a

a

a

-./2(2 + K)~H 13

a

-KAI2
- (I-K)~HI3

a

a

a

--./2(2 + K)~HI3

-KA/2+
(1- K)~H

a

a

a

-KA/2(1- K)~H

a

a

KA.(1 + 2K)~HI3

a

(1-K)~HI3

KA+(1 +2K)~HI3

(3.2.3)
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The eigenvalues of this matrix (3.2.3) may be expanded according to the powers
of H up to the quadratic term. The results are gathered in (3.2.4) in a form appropriate
to the use of the Van Vleck formula, the energy of the r slevel being taken as the origin:
n

£(0)
n

e;,l) /H

e;,2)/H2

1

0

(1- K)~/3

2
3
4

0

-(I-K)~/3

-4(2 + K)2~2127KA
-4(2 + K)2~2/27KA

0
0

(I - K)~
-(I - K)~

0

5
6

3KA./2
3KA/2

-(I

(I

+ 2K)~/3
+ 2K)~13

N~2 8 + (3x - 8)exp(- 3xl2)

x=3kT
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x[2 + exp(-3xl2)]

The xTversus lIx = kT/KA plots for K= 1 and 0.6 are shown in Figure 3.1. The magnetic
susceptibility does not follow the Curie law. XT decreases as T is lowered and, for K
1, tends to zero for T approaching absolute zero. This rather surprising result is due
to the fact that for this specific value of K, the r slevel is nonmagnetic at the first order;
spin and angular momenta exactly cancel each other (in the approximation where ge
is taken equal to 2.00). For K:/:.l this situation is no longer true and the low-temperature
limit of XT is 5N~2( 1 - K)2/9k.
It is worth noting that Eq. (3.2.5) is not valid for K= 0 (or even close to 0). Indeed,
r 7 and r s are then accidentally degenerate (KA =0), and it is no longer legitimate to
treat the Zeeman term as a perturbation with respect to the spin-orbit coupling.

=

0

4(2 + K)2~2127KA.
4(2 + K)2~2/27KA
(3.2.4)

Introducing zero-field energies and Zeeman coefficients in the Van Vleck formula
leads to:

x=

N~2 [30(1 - K?X + 8(2 + K?] + [3(1 + 2K)2x - 8(2 + K)2]exp(-3xl2)
27kT
x[2 + exp(-3xl2)]
(3.2.5)

with
x=KJ...lkT

(3.2.6)

If the reduction of the orbital momentum operator L is neglected (K = 1), then (3.2.5)
becomes [~

"2)';],1

3.3 Magnetism of a d l Ion in an Axially Distorted
Octahedral Field
The derivation of Eqs. (3.2.5) and (3.2.7) is a pedagogically interesting exercise but
is a little formal since it is rather unlikely for a d 1 ion to have a perfectly octahedral
environment. Actually crystal packing and/or the Jahn-Teller effect are expected to
remove the orbital degeneracy and to give an orbital singlet and an orbital doublet if
the symmetry is axial, or three orbital singlets if the symmetry is lower. Let us assume
that the actual symmetry is D 4h with a distortion along the z axis. The IT19 state is then
split into lB lg and lEg. Such a symmetry lowering may be accounted for by the effective
operator V dis:

V dis = A(2 - L~)/3

0.5

(3.3.1)

which acts on the tl g orbitals as (see Appendix 2):
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Figure 3.1. xTversus kT/KA. plots for a i ion in a perfect octahedral environment. The curves
are plotted for two values of the orbital reduction factor, namely K = 1 and 0.6.

H = AL·S + V dis + ~(L + geS)-H

lB lg

and lEg states is A. The Hamiltonian to
(3.3.3)

where, for the sake of simplicity, we have neglected the orbital reduction (K = 1). The
method used to solve the problem consists of diagonalizing the first two terms of
(3.3.3) using the matrices (3.2.1) and (3.3.2), then of treating the Zeeman term as a
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perturbation acting on the eigenstates of AL·S + Vdis. This treatment must be carried
ou~ for tw~ directions of the magnetic field, namely along the z axis and perpendicular
to It, to. fm~ the parallel Xz and perpendicular Xx susceptibilities, respectively. The
calculatlO~ IS rather .tedious but does not present any conceptual difficulty. It leads to
the followmg zero-fIeld energies [3.5, 3.6]:

=E2 = (A/2)[(v + 1/2) E 3 =E4 =A(V - 1/2)
EI

E5 =E6 = (A/2)[(v

(v 2 + V + 9/4)Yz]

+ 1/2) + (v 2 + V + 9/4)Yz]

(3.3.5)

and to the following first- and second-order Zeeman coefficients:
H parallel to the z axis

Ei~i =±(2 - a 2)j3/(1 + a 2)
E\~l = ±(2 - b 2)j3/(1 + b2 )

~~~=O

(3.3.6)

Ei~i = -2(2 - abfj32/[A(1 + a 2)(1 + b2)e]

Ei~i = ±a(fi- a)j3/(l + a 2)

(3.3.8)

E\~l = (2j32/A){ [(a + b - abfi)2/2(1 + a 2)(1 + b2)e]
- [(b - fi)2/(1

+ b2)(v - 3/2 - e)]}

~~~ = (2j3 2/ A){ [(a - fif /(1 + a 2)(v - 3/2 + e)]

+ 9/4)1;2]
(3.3.10)

Figure 3.2 shows the XzTand XxTversus kT/A plots for v =±1O. When v (> 0) increases,
the coupling between 2B 2g ground state and 2Eg excited state through ALB decreases
and, since the 2B2g state has no first-order angular momentum, both the temperature
dependences of XzT and XxT and the magnetic anisotropy (defined as I Xz - Xx I T)
decrease. For v < 0, on the other hand, the 2Eg state is the lowest. This state is split by
the spin-orbit coupling into two Kramers doublets such that temperature dependences
of XzT and XxT, and magnetic anisotropy remain pronounced.
The most likely situation for a d l ion in octahedral surroundings is that where v is
positive with an orbital singlet ground state. It is especially the case if the distortion
is due to the Jahn-Teller effect. In the temperature range where only this state is
thermally populated, the magnetic properties may be approximated by considering a
S = 1/2 spin state and using a Zeeman perturbation of the form
(3.3.11)

H ZE = j3S·gB

gx = gy =

I

12a(fi- a)/(1 + a2) I

_ Ng;ex)j32
Xzex) - 4kT

E\~l = ±b(fi- b)j3/(l + b2)

+ [(a - fif/(l + a2)(v - 3/2 + e)]}

(v 2 + V

(3.3.12)

As anticipated, for v very large both gz and gx tend to 2. For v = 10, gz and gx are equal
to 1.97 and 1.80, respectively. The principal magnetic susceptibilities in this approximation where only the 2B 2g state is thermally populated are given by

H perpendicular to the z axis

Ei~i =_(2j32/A){ [(a + b - abfi)2/2(1 + a 2)(1 + b 2)e]

+ 1/2) -

gz = 12(2 - a 2 )/(1 + a2 )
(3.3.7)

nil) -0
1:.5.6-

a = (fi/2)[(v + 1/2) + (v 2 + V + 9/4)1;2]

the principal values of the g-tensor being

E\~l = 2(2 - ab fj32/[A( 1 + a2)( 1 + b2)e]

~~~=O

with

e = (v 2 + V + 9/4)h
(3.3.4)
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b = (fi/2) [(v
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+ Czex)

(3.3.13)

where Czex) are positive temperature-independent contributions accounting for the
coupling of the ground Kramers doublet with the excited levels through the Zeeman
perturbation (see Section 1.5), which in this case may be rather large. Figure 3.2
confirms that XzT and XxT vary almost linearly versus temperature for v = + 10.
The same kind of treatment may be carried out for any other case where the ground
state has a first-order angular momentum, for instance for d 2 , low-spin d 4 , low-spin
d 5, high-spin d 6, and high-spin d 7 ions in octahedral surroundings. The derivation of
the magnetic susceptibilities is quite similar to what was performed above for a d l ion
even if the calculation may be a bit more tedious since there are more populated states.
Such an approach has been developed by Figgis et al. in the 1960s [3.6-3.9]. The
important point emerging from the comparison between theoretical and experimental
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Figure 3.3. Energy spectrum for a high-spin Co (II) ion an axially distorted octahedral
environment.

Figure 3.2. XzTand XxTplots for a d' ion in an axially distorted environment. The curves are
plotted for v = M'A = ±1O.

susceptibilities is that for octahedral complexes with an orbital triplet ground state the
average magnetic susceptibility does not rigorously follow a Curie law. This is due to
the second-order Zeeman coefficients. The deviation from the Curie law, however, is
usually.less pronounc~d than anticipated. This is due to two factors, namely the partial
quenc.hIng of the orbital momentum resulting from the covalence (K < 1), and the
lowenng of symmetry leading to an orbital singlet ground state. To explore further this
situation, we will treat in detail the case of high-spin cobalt(II) complexes of octahedral
symmetry in the next section.

functions associated with the 4ylg state and the Hamiltonian is that given in (3.3.3).
The spin-orbit coupling parameter A, for cobalt(II) is negative since there are more than
five d electrons, and of the order of 170 cm- 1. The calculation requires the introduction
of a new parameter describing the degree of mixing of the two 4T1g states arising from
the ground 4F and excited 4p terms of the d 7 free ion. A convenient way of performing
this calculation consists of using the analogy between the T 1g irreducible representation in Oh and the P irreducible representation in R 3 , the rotation group of the
sphere. The basis set is then made out of the functions M L , Ms> with M L = 0, ±1, and
M s = ±l/2, ±3/2. The Hamiltonian is written down as

I

H = ~(L~ - 2/3) - (312)KA,L-8 + P(312)KLu + geS,tl-Hu

3.4 Magnetism of a Cobalt(I1) Ion in Octahedral
Surroundings
The mononuclear compounds containing a high-spin cobalt(II) ion in octahedral
surroundings present magnetic properties deviating substantially from a Curie law. If
the symmetry was purely Oh, then the ground state would be 4T 19. For real compounds,
however, t~e symmetry is at best axial, generally with an orbital singlet ground state
and an orbital doublet excited state. If the distortion is tetragonal (D 4h ), these states
may be labeled as 4A 2g and 4Eg. They are split by the spin-orbit coupling such that the
spect~um is as shown in Figure 3.3 where the levels arising from the action of spin-orbit
couplIng are labeled with the irreducible representations of the double group D'4.
r 6 refers to Ms = ±1I2 and r 7 to Ms = ±3/2. If the symmetry were rhombic instead of
axial, t~en the 4E g state would be split into two components and each would be split
further Into two Kramers doublets by spin-orbit coupling.
The derivation. of m.agnetic properties for such a system may be carried out using
the method descnbed In the previous section. The basis set consists of the twelve

(3.4.1)

The factor -3/2 comes from the fact that the real angular momentum for the 4ylg state
is equal to the angular momentum of the 4p free-ion state multiplied by -3/2. As for
the reduction factor K, its meaning is a little bit more complex than in the case of the
d 1 ion. It takes into account both the covalence of the Co-ligand bonds and the
admixture of the 4T 1g(4p) excited state into the 4T 1gground state. Neglecting covalence,
K varies between 1 and 2/3. The higher value corresponds to the weak-field limit; there
is no mixing of the two 4ylg states. The lower value corresponds to the strong-field
limit. The 4T 1g ground state arises from the 0.ge~ configuration and the wavefunction
is of the form

(3.4.2)
The method used to solve the problem again consists of diagonalizing spin-orbit
coupling and distortion together, then calculating the4:eman coefficients for the two
directions parallel and perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. To help the reader
who would like to become acquainted with this kind of calculation, we give some
information on the way to follow.
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The matrix associated with Vdis = ~(L~ - 213) is diagonal on the IML , M s> basis,
the matrix elements being
(3.4.3)

1312>

1112>

1-112>

1-312>

0

-./3/2

0

0

0

1

0

0

-./3/2

sx=

The spin-orbit coupling operator H so may be written as :
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0

(3.4.4)
where L+, L, S+, and S_ are the escalator operators defined in Appendix 5. The nonzero
matrix elements associated with H so may be calculated (see Appendix 5) as

(3.4.8)
which leads to the nonzero matrix elements

< ML, Ms IH so IML, M s > =(-3/2)I\.I.M~s

<1, M s IHZE,x I0, M s>

<ML,MsIHsoIML+ I,Ms-I >

= <O,Ms 1HZE,x I-I,Ms> = -3--ffI\.~Hx/4
< M L, ±3/21 HZE,x IM L,±1/2 > = -{3ge~Hz/2

=<ML+ I,Ms-i/HsoIML,Ms>
= (-3/4)1\.1.,[(2 + ML)(l - ML)(5/2 - M s)(3/2 + MS)]Y2

< ML, 1/21 HZE,x IML, -1/2 > = ge~Hx

with M L '# 1, and M s '# -3/2

with

<ML,MsIHsoIML-I,Ms+ 1>

(3.4.9)

=<ML-I,Ms + 1 IHsoIML,Ms>
= (-3/4)1\.1.,[(2 - ML)(I + ML>(5/2 + Ms )(3/2 - Ms)]h

with M L '# -1, and M s '# 3/2

I I

(3.4.5)

The matrix associated with the Zeeman perturbation H ZE z for H parallel to the z axis
is diagonal on the IM L , M s> basis, the matrix elements b~ing

< ML, M s /

HZE,z

I ML, Ms > = [(-3/2)KML + geMs]~Hz

The calculation of the parallel and perpendicular magnetic susceptibilities may then
be easily performed on a microcomputer.
The xTversus kT/ A curves for v (= N A = and 10 are shown in Figure 3.4.
In both cases I\. is taken to be equal to 1 (no covalence and weak-field limit). Except
at very low temperatures, XT is larger than expected for a S = 3/2 spin state with g =
ge (XMT= 1.876 cm3 K mol-I). The smaller v is, the more pronounced this difference.

v=O

I

Lx =(L+ + L)/2

~

(3.4.7)

as

Lx =

3

'0
E
v = 10

'" 2.5
E
u

Sx =(S+ + S_)/2

11>

10>

1-1>

0

-Y2/2

0

0

-Y2/2
0

°

3.5

(3.4.6)

The matrix associated with the Zeeman perturbation HZE,x, for H perpendicular to the
unique axis, can be determined from the matrices associated with Lx on the M >
L
basis, and with Sx on the IM s> basis. These matrices are easily established from

I I)

---~

2
1.5

°

0.4

0.8
1.2
kT /11.,1
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2

Figure 3.4. XT versus kT/ IA, I plots for a high-spin cobalt(lI) ion in an axially distorted
octahedral environment. The curves are plotted for v =t:J IA, I =0 and 10.
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The distortion quenches the orbital momentum provided that the lowest state has no
first-order angular momentum. This approach, where the orbital momentum is explicitly taken into account, reproduces fairly well the temperature dependence of the
average magnetic susceptibility, However, the situation is much less satisfying as far
as the principal susceptibilities are concerned. All efforts to reproduce the details of
the magnetic anisotropy for octahedral high-spin cobalt(lI) compounds have more or
less failed. This might be due to the fact that the model is oversimplified [3.10-3.12].
Let us mention two of these simplifications: (1) the mixing of the two 4T 1g states is
properly taken into account, but the coupling between the ground state and the other
excited states, especially the 4T2g and 4A2g states arising from the 4F free-ion state,
through the spin-orbit coupling and the Zeeman perturbation are ignored; (2) the
covalence factor involved in K and the spin-orbit coupling parameter A, might not be
isotropic. A more elaborate model, taking into account all these factors, can be
constructed but is then overparameterized. It follows that the determination of the
various parameters by fitting of the experimental magnetic data is almost meaningless.
Therefore, it is worthwhile to look for more simple models where the magnetic
properties are deduced from Hamiltonians involving only spin operators, and to
examine their validity limits.
When Ll is large enough, only the two lowest Kramers doublets r 6 and r 7 arising
from the 4A 2g state are thermally populated. The energy separation D between r 7 and
r 6 may then be considered as a zero-field splitting within the quartet state, and Eqs.
(2.5.5) and (2.5.20) may be utilized to interpret the magnetic properties. In this case
the Hamiltonian to consider is
H = D(S~ - 5/4) + ~S·gB

(3.4.10)

The orbital momentum has disappeared. Its influence has been incorporated into D on
the one hand, and the principal values gz and gx of the g-tensor on the other hand. D
is of the order of several tens of wavenumbers, i.e., much larger than for a compound
containing a metal ion with a spin-quartet ground state without first-order angular
momentum and well separated in energy from the first excited states, for instance a
Cr(IlI) ion. It follows that the magnetic anisotropy is also much more pronounced than
for a Cr(III) compound.
A further approximation consists of assuming that only the lowest Kramers doublet

r 6 , is thermally populated, which is valid if the magnetic data are limited to the ver;
low temperature range. Since this r 6 level is split into two components by the Zeeman
perturbation, it may be treated as an effective spin S' = 1/2. The magnetic properties
then derive from the simple Hamiltonian
H=~S"g'B

(3.4.11)

where g' is the Zeeman tensor associated with the effective spin S' = 1/2. The influence
of the orbital momentum is incorporated into the principal values of g'. For Ll > 0 we
have gz' < g'x. In the limit where Ll is very large, g'z is close to 2 and g'x is close to 4.
For Ll = 0, g' is evidently isotropic with the principal value g' = 4.33 for K = 1. In a
few cases Ll is found to be negative, the ground state being 4Eg . If so, the lowest level
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arising from 4Eg again has the r6 symmetry but the g'-tensor is such that g'z » g'x
[3.13-3.16].
In this effective-spin approximation the principal susceptibilities may be written
down as
Xz(x) =

Ng' z(x)zA2
l-'
4kT

+ Cz(x)

(3.4.12)

where Cz(x) are positive temperature-independent contributions accounting for the
coupling of the r 6 populated level with the excited levels through the Zeeman
perturbation (see Section 1.5).
In this section the same problem has been approached at three levels of approximation. The first treatment is, in principle, the most rigorous since it explicitly takes into
account all the levels arising from the orbitally degenerate 4T 1g state as well as the
angular momentum in the Zeeman perturbation. The derivation of the principal
susceptibilities is not difficult; it can be easily performed with a microcomputer. The
size of the matrices to diagonalize to get the zero-field energies and the Zeeman
coefficients is 12 x 12. For a polynuclear compound containing n cobalt(lI) ions, on
the other hand, the size of the matrices would be 12n X 12n , which would rapidly
become intractable [3.17]. In the second approach the basis set is limited to four
functions associated with the lowest r 6 and r 7 levels, and the orbital momentum is no
longer considered explicitly. The spin, however, remains the actual spin ofthe problem,
i.e., S = 312. Finally, the third approach is obviously the simplest one. The basis set is
limited to the two spin functions associated with the effective spin S' = 1/2. Such an
approach is oflimited applicability; it is valid only at very low temperatures, say below
20 K if the r 6 - r 7 separation is of the order of 100 cm- I . Its interest, however, is that
it can be easily extended to polynuclear systems.

3.5 Magnetism of the Rare Earth-Containing Compounds:
The Free-Ion Approximation
The electronic structure of the rare earth ions has been extensively investigated,
essentially in relation to studies dealing with the EPR spectra [3.18, 3.19] or the optical
properties [3.20] of these ions doped into diamagnetic host lattices. On the other hand,
studies concerning the magnetic properties of rare earth-containing molecular compounds are not so numerous. This may be due to the fact that the number of well
characterized compounds of this kind is not yet very large, and also to the fact that
precise interpretation of the experimental data remains difficult in most cases [3.21,
3.22]. Some models have been developed for cubic or axial environments, but the
actual symmetry is usually lower, especially for molecular compounds. It is, however,
clear that the magnetism of rare earth containing species is a field where the role of
the orbital momentum cannot be ignored. We are thus justified in approaching this
problem in this chapter.
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The ground configuration of the rare earth ions is 4r5s 25p 6. These ions are
generally trivalent; they can be divalent [Eu(II),Sm(II) and Yb(II)] or tetravalent
[Ce(J~)] when the 4j'J, ~/7, or 41 4 configurations are attained. The 4/ orbitals, partly
occup~ed by the magnetI~ally active electrons, are very efficiently shielded by the fully
occupIed 5s and 5p orbItals. These 4/ orbitals are almost uninvolved in the bonds
between a rare earth ion and its nearest neighbors. It follows that the influence of the
environment on the magnetic properties is much less pronounced for a rare earth
compound than for a 3d ion compound. In a first approximation a rare earth ion in a
m~lecuI~ com~ou~d behaves as a free ion. In other respects the magnitude of the
spm-orbit couplmg IS much larger than for a 3d ion, and increases from the left to the
right of the Periodic Table. This spin-orbit coupling partially removes the degeneracy
of the 2S+Ir ground term, where ris an irreducible representation of the R3 group This
gives 2S+Irj states, with J varying by an integer value from L - S to L + S. J is the
quantum number associated with the total angular momentum J defined as

I

I

J=L+8

(3.5.1)

The lowest state has the smallest J for the configurations 4l- 41', and the highest J
13
for the configurations 4j8 - 4/ . For the configuration 4/7 there is no first-order
a.ngular ~omentum. The energy separation between the state of lowest energy and the
fIrst excI.ted state varies from a few hundreds to several thousands of wavenumbers.
When thIS e~er~y separation is weak, the first excited state may be thermally populated; w.hen It .IS lar~e, only the ground state is thermally populated. The ground
electro~Ic confIguratIOn together with ground and first excited states, and their energy
separation are given in Table 3.1.

The free-ion states ofthe same J arising from different 2S+ Ir terms may mix through
spin-orbit coupling. The resulting states are split further and mixed by the ligand field,
such that the spectrum of the low-lying states together with the magnetic properties
may be rather complicated. A first approximation, however, consists of neglecting the
ligand field effect as well as the mixing of the free-ion states through spin-orbit
coupling, and of assuming that only the ground state is thermally populated. We are
then faced with the magnetism of a system with a well isolated 2S+lrj ground state,
and J, L, and S are then good quantum numbers. In the presence of a magnetic field
H, the 2S+Irj state is split into 2J + I components, the wavefunctions of which are
noted J, M j >, with M j varying by an integer value from -J to +J. Let us now calculate
the energies E(J, Mj) of these components.
The magnetic momentum M is defined by

I

Ion
Ce(I1I)
Pr(I1I)
Nd(I1I)
Pm(I1I)
Sm(I1I)
Eu(I1I), Smell)
Gd(I1I), Eu(ll)
Tb(lll)
Dy(I1I)
Ho(IIl)
Er(lll)
Tm(I1I)
Yb(I1I)

Configuration

4t", n =
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13

Ground state
2
FS12
3

H4
419/2
S14
6HS12
7Fo
8S712
7F6
6H1S/2
S18
41IS/2
3
H6
2F7/2

First excited state
2F712
Hs
4111 /2
SIs
6H7/2
7F1
6p7/2
7Fs
6H1312
S17
4113/2
3
HS
2FS/2
3

Energy state
separation (cm-I)

(3.5.2)

M=L+28

M is not co-directional with the angular momentum J defined in (3.5.1) owing to the
gyromagnetic factor ge = 2 occurring in (3.5.2). This is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Because of the rapid precession of M about the direction of J, it may be assumed that
the component BC of M averages out to zero in any finite time, such that only the
component AC of M along J needs to be considered (see Figure 3.5). Let (J,L denote
the angle between Land J, and (J,s the angle between 8 and J. We can then write
8 2 = J2 + L 2 - 2LJ cos

(J,L

(3.5.3)
The components Lcos

Table 3.1 Ground Configuration, Ground and First Excited States and Energy
Separation between These States for the Rare Earth Io~s

L cos

(J,L

(J,L

of L, and 8 cos (J,s of 8 along J may then be expressed as

= (J2 + L 2 - 8 2)I2J

(3.5.4)
The Zeeman perturbation may then be written as

2200
2100
1900
1600
1000
300
30000
2000

6500
10000
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Figure 3.5. Magnetic momentum M and kinetic momentum J vectors (see text).
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H ZE =~(L cos (XL + 2S COS (Xs)H

Table 3.2. Values of gJ and XTfor Rare Earth Ions in the
Free-Ion Approximation

= ~[(J2 + L 2 - S2)/J + (J2 + S2 _ L2)/J]H
= ~[312 + (S2 - L 2)I2J2]JH

The eigenvalues ofL and S2 being L(L + 1) and S(S + 1), respectively, H
=
ZE

~[l + S(S + 1) -

L(L + 1)]JH
2J(J+ 1)

2

ZE

(3.5.6)

I

I

E(J,Mj) = <J,MM H ZE J,M j>
= ~gjMjH

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ce(III)
Pr(III)
Nd(III)
Pm(III)
Sm(III)
Eu(III), Sm(lI)
Gd(III), Eu(lI)
Tb(III)
Dy(III)
Ho(III)
Er(III)
Tm(III)
Yb(III)

becomes

and the energy E(J, M j ) of the J,Mj> Zeeman component is

I

Configuration 4fn, n =

Ion

(3.5.5)

2

H

(3.5.7)

with

11

12
13

(3.5.8)
j~'
+

As expected, for a pure spin (L =0), gj =gs =2, and for a pure orbital motion (S = 0),
!!j= gL =1. For J =0, Eq. (3.5.8) is indeterminate sinceL and S are then equal. However
m that case we can put J = S - L, and write

X' =-2N

gJ

6/7
4/5
81ll
3/5
2/7
5
2
3/2
4/3
5/4
6/5
7/6
8/7

0.80
1.60
1.64
0.90
0.09
0.00
7.88
11.82
14.17
14.07
11.48

7.15
2.57

IJ',Mr >2

[E(J,M j ) _ E(J',Mr)]

(3.5.11)

and has been found as [3.23]
I

X

3
S+L+l
=-+

L L L

< J,Mj I~(L + 2S)

Mj=-j r# Mr=-J'

go=l+ (S+L+ 1)(S-L)
2 2(S-L)(S-L+ 1)

2
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=

2N~2(gj - 1)(gj - 2)
3A,

(3.5.12)

where A, is the spin-orbit coupling parameter occurring in the spin-orbit coupling
~
. on t he 2S+1rterm.
actmg
operator I\,L-8
The magnetization is also given by an expression very close to (2.2.7), namely

2(S-L+l)

=2 + S (or 2 + L)

(3.5.9)
ro
Of Course a 2S+1 state is not perturbed by the Zeeman perturbation at the first order.
On the other hand, this state couples with the component M j = a arising from the
2S+1 r1 state through the Zeeman perturbation, and the matrix element <0,0 H 11,0>
ZE
depends on go [see Eq. (3.5.12)].

I

(3.5.13)
with
(3.5.14)

The derivation of the magnetic susceptibility is rigorously parallel to the derivation
in Section 2.1, J replacing Sand gj replacing g. This leads to
Ngl~2

X = 3kT

J(J + 1)

(3.5.10)

In this approximation the magnetic susceptibility obeys the Curie law. The values of
gj and XT calculated from (3.5.10) for the various rare earth ions are given in Table
3.2.
The presence of excited states not too far in energy from the ground state may add
a significant temperature-independent contribution to the magnetic susceptibility
calculated in (3.5.10). This contribution X' is calculated as

3.6 Magnetism of Rare Earth-Containing Compounds:
Some Examples
3.6.1 Gd(lII) or En(ll)
The simplest situation as far as the magnetism of the rare earth co~P?unds is
concerned is offered by Gd(III) and Eu(lI) derivatives. The ground state arlsmg from
the 4/ configuration is SSm. Since L = 0, there is no spin-orbit coupling. Furthermore
the first excited state is located at some 30,000 cm- 1 above the ground state. The
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zero-field splitting within this ground state is very weak, of the order of
lO-z cm- I, and
not detectable in magnet ism except in the temperature range of fraction
s of Kelvin.
The magnetic susceptibility is almost perfectly isotropic, and follows
the
Curie law
XT= 21N~z/k (= 7.88 cm 3 K mol-I).
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2
1.6

'0
8 1.2

3.6.2 EuOII) or SmOI)

~

<'IS 0.8

For many rare earth compounds the average value of XT at room tempera
ture is
close to what is predicted in the free-ion approximation, even if the
XT versus T plot
does not exactly follow the Curie law. For Sm(III), Smell), and Eu(III),
on the other
hand, the situation is quite different owing to the presence of thermal
ly populat ed
excited states. First let us consider the Eu(III) [or Smell)] case. The 7F
ground term is
split by the spin-orbit coupling into seven states TFJ with I taking the
integer values
from 0 to 6. The spin-orbit coupling operator is:

U so =AL-8

(3.6.1)

where A is the spin-orbit coupling parameter. This operator may also
be express ed as
U so = A(Jz - L Z - 8 z)12

(3.6.2)

and the energies of the states are
E(l)

(3.6.3)

where the energy of the 7Fo ground state is taken as the origin. Since A
is small enough
for the first excited states to be thermally populated, of the order of
300 em-I, the
magnetic susceptibility may be expressed as
6

X

(21 + l)X(l)e xp[-Al (l + 1)/2kl1

J=O

(3.6.4)

6

L

(21 + l)exp[- Al(l + 1)l2kl1

J=O

where from (3.5.10) and (3.5.12) X(l) is
(l) = Ng]~zl(l + 1)
3kT

X

+ 2N~z(gJ -

1)(gJ - 2)

(3.6.5)

3A

In the present case all the gJ factors are equal to 3/2, except go which is
equal to 5 from
(3.5.9). It follows that X can be expanded as [3.24]

X=(N~z /3kTx) [24 + (27xl2 -

+ (189x -

312)e-X+ (135xl2

-

512)e- 3x

?-<

0.4

o l L - _ - L_ _
o 0.2 0.4

L-_--'---..L------'

0.6
kT / A

1312)e-zIX]/[1

0.8

Figure 3.6. XT versus kT/'A. plot for an Eu(II1) compound.

with

(3.6.7)

The high-temperature limit (x1)HT, for kT » A, is obtained by assumin
g that the
magnetic susceptibility of the 7F term is the sum of an orbital contribu
tion and a spin
contribution, according to
(x1)HT = (NPZ/3k) [g[L(L + 1) + g~(S + 1)]

(3.6.8)

z
with gL = 1, and gs =2. This high-temperature limit would then be equal
to 12Np /k,
namely 4.50 cm3 K mol-I. Actually this limit cannot be reached. Indeed,
owing to the
value of A, only the first three low-lying states with the energies 0, A,
and 3A can be
significantly populated. As for the low-temperature limit of XT, it is
zero because the
7F ground state is nonmagnetic. The low-temperature limit of the suscept
o
ibility X is
finite and not zero owing to the term X'(O) arising from the coupling
between the 7Fo
and 7FI states through the Zeeman perturbation. The XT versus kT/A
plot is shown in
Figure 3.6. As expected, XT decreases continuously as T is lowered down
to absolute
zero. The curve of Figure 3.5 is limited to the 0;:; kT/A;:; 1 range. The
upper limit kT/A
= 1 corresponds to T"" 430 K.

3.6.3 SmOII)
The 6H ground term for Sm(III) is split by spin-orbit coupling into six
levels. The
energies, E(l), increase from 6Hs12 to 6HIS/Z. These energies are :

712)e- 6x + (405x - 912)e- IOX + (l485x l2 - 1112)e- lsX

+ (2457x l2 -

f-<

x=A/k T

=Al(l + 1)12

L

--

E(l) = A[l(l + 1) - 35/4]12

+ 3e-x + 5e-3x
(3.6.6)

(3.6.9)

The energy of the ground state is again taken as the origin. The spin-orb
it coupling
parameter is of the order of 200 cm-1, such that the first excited state
6H712 can be
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~~~ulate~ at .room temperature and above. The expression of the magnetic suscepti-
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Ihty takmg mto account the six states arising from 6H is

1.6 ~--,----,------,

1~2

I. (21 + l)X(l)exp[-E(l)lkT]
J=%

X=

6

"0

e
'"'e

(3.6.10)

1~2

<.)

I. (2J + l)exp[-E(l)lkT]

'"'
S
-...

J=V2

1.5S

4
ZSO

~

300

350

2

X(J) being given by (3.6.5), and E(l) by (3.6.9). X may be expanded as

x = (N~z/3kTx)[aIx + b I + (azx + bz)e-7x /2 + (a3 x + b3)e-8x

o0

+ (a4X + b4 )e-Z7x /2 + (asx + bs)e- zoX
+ (a6X + b6 )e-sSx/2]1[3 + 4e-7x /2

50

100 150 200 250 300 350 400
T/K

Figure 3.7. X versus T plot for an Sm(lII) compound. The minimum of the curve is emphasized
in the inset.
(3.6.11)

with
aI=2.143
az = 42.92
a3 = 283.7
a4 = 620.6
as = 1122
a6 = 1813

bI = 7.347
bz = 1.641
b3 = -0.6571
b4 = -1.9400
bs = -2.835
b6 =-3.556

and x defined as in (3.6.7). As was the case for EU(III), E(l) and X(l)T decrease with
J. Therefore XT decreases as T ~ecreases, and tends to the value 0.089 cm 3 K mol- I as
T approaches abs.olute zero. ThIS magnetic behavior is rather unusual in the sense that
Eq. (3.6.11) p.redicts that the X versus T curve should exhibit a rounded minimum for
T
; 7 vahlue d~fmed by kT/A = 0.956. This susceptibility minimum is shown in Figure
. , were I\, has been set equal to 200 cm- I.

3.6.4 A Few Additional Remarks
the:e have already mentioned that with the exception of Sm(III), Sm(Il), and Eu(I1I),
easured XT value at room temperature is rather close to that tabulated in the third
~olumn of Table 3.~. This does not mean that the free-ion approXimation allows to
mterpret all.the detaIls of the magnetic properties. In most cases the situation is much
~o~~ co.mphca~ed. The ZS+Irj fr~e-ion ground state is partially split by the ligand field.
t IS hgand fIeld has a rhombIC symmetry, which is the most likely for molecular
com~ounds, the number of components is 21 + 1 for integer J, and J + 1/2 for
half-.mteger. J. In the latter case, the components are Kramers doublets The total
multIplet WIdth of ~uch. splitting may vary from a few tens to a few h~ndreds of
wavenumbers. If thIS WIdth is small enough, all the components arising from the

ZS+Irj ground state are statistically populated at room temperature, and the free-ion
approximation applies. As T is lowered, however, the components of higher energy
are successively depopulated, and the free-ion approximation becomes less and less
valid. This may have two consequences: first, the magnetic susceptibility does not
follow the Curie law; second, the system becomes more and more anisotropic on
cooling. When the multiplet width is larger, the components of higher energy arising
from the free-ion ground state are not statistically populated, even at room temperature,
and the compound may present a significant magnetic anisotropy. In such a case the
fact that the average value of XT is close to the value predicted in the free-ion
approximation may be somewhat fortuitous. The magnetic anisotropy always increases as the temperature is lowered. The simulation of the magnetic properties is in
principle possible. The first requirement is to describe the effect of the ligand field in
a satisfying fashion. For rare earth compounds the electrostatic model seems to be
well suitable. The diagonalization of the spin-orbit coupling, the ligand field and the
Zeeman perturbations using all the kets associated with the ZS+Irj free-ion states
arising from the
configuration as basis set is now tractable, thanks to the storage
capacity and the speed of the vectorial computers. In such an approach, however, the
chemical intuition tends to vanish. For this reason we will not pursue this subject.
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When a transition metal ion of configuration d n , n = 4 to 7, is in octahedral surroundings, its ground state may be low spin (LS) or high spin (HS), depending to a first
approximation on the magnitude of the Ll energy gap between the eg and t2g metal
orbitals relative to the mean spin pairing energy P. More precisely, for Ll » P, the
ground state arises from the configuration where the d electrons occupy first the t2g
orbitals of lowest energy, and then, if there are more than six electrons, the eg orbitals
of highest energy. The ground state is then LS. For Ll« P, on the other hand, Hund's
rule is obeyed. The HS ground state has the same spin multiplicity as the free metal
ion. The nature of the ground state for d n ions, n = 4 to 7, in Oh symmetry is specified
in Table 4.1. When the symmetry is lowered with respect to Oh, the orbital degeneracy
is partially or totally removed but the spin multiplicity is retained.
When the conditions Ll « or » P are no longer fulfilled, a LS H HS transition
may occur, which leads to quite spectacular physical properties [4.1-4.5]. The condition for a spin transition to occur is often defined by ILl-PI", kT. Such a formulation
is confusing and, in our opinion, must be avoided. As a matter of fact, Ll depends on
the electronic state; for a spin transition compound Ll(LS) and Ll(HS) are clearly not
the same. Similarly, the mean spin pairing energy P is defined in a rather ambiguous
way. The occurrence of spin transition is related to LS and HS potential energy curves
as will be specified in Section 4.2. A spin transition may be induced either by
temperature or by pressure. The temperature-induced spin transitions are by far the
most widely studied and we will focus on them. This chapter is organized as follows:

Table 4.1. Ground State of the d n Ions, n = 4
to 7, in Octahedral Environment

d4
d5
d6
d7

t'1»P

t'1 «P

3
T1g
2
T2g
I
A1g
2
Eg

5
Eg
6
A1g
5
T2g
4
T1g
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first, we will discuss the various types of spin transition and the techniq
ues used to
characterize them. Second, we will study the mechanism of spin transitio
n at the
molecular level. We will show that in many cases this purely molecular
approach does
not allow the correct interpretation of experimental data; it is necessa
ry to take into
account the cooperativity. The main models including intermolecular
interactions
within an assembly of molecules are presented. A few selected examples
are discussed.
Finally, the spin transition phenomenon is discussed within the more general
framework of molecular electronics.

4.1 High-Spin Molar Fraction versu s Temperature Curv es
for Spin Transition Compounds
~hermally induced LS H HS transition is characterized
by an x = f(T) curve, where
x IS the molar fraction of HS molecules and (1 - x) that of LS
molecules. Several

A

techniques are currently used to obtain such curves. The simplest method
consists of
measuring the temperature dependence of the molar magnetic suscepti
bility. In most
cases the orbital degeneracy in a strictly octahedral environment is totally
removed by
the symmetry lowering. If so, XT is constant in the temperature range
where all the
molecules are in the same spin state, with (xTks and (XT)HS values,
respectively.
Therefore, the x =f(T) curve can be deduced in a straightforward manner
from the
experimental XT =f( T) curve according to:
(4.1.1)
~ny other technique that provides different respons
es according to whether the state
IS LS or HS may also be used to determine the high-spin molar fraction
x. Distinct
signa~s are obtained in principle when the spin flipping
frequency is slower than the
techmque ~requenc~. scale. Otherwise, a single average signal is observe
d. Among
~hese techmques, Mossbauer spectroscopy has been
particularly useful in the case of
Iron compo?nds. :ne M.ossba~er spectra then show two well resolved
quadrupole
doublets wIth varIable IntenSIty as a function of temperature, provide
d that the
coexisting spin isomers have lifetimes larger than 10-7 s. One of these
doublets is
asso~iated with LS molecules and the other with HS
molecules. The high-spin molar
fractIOn x may then be deduced from the relative intensities of these
quadrupole
doublets [4.6].
Tem~erature-dependent infrared studies also allow
the study of spin transition. The
meta~-hgand stretching vibrations are systematically
higher in energy in the LS state
than In the HS state. Other stretching vibrations, such as the VN--{; of the
thiocyanate
groups,. may be strongly affected by a spin transition. An example of
spin transition
~or w~Ich. the temperature dependence of infrared spectra
was the only available
InvestIgatIOn method is given in Section 4.6.
For a few iron(III) and coba1t(II) compounds the x versus Tplot has been
calculated
from the temperature dependence of the intensities of EPR signals [4.7].
For iron(II)
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compounds which are EPR silent, EPR may be used in another way,
by doping the
lattice with an EPR active ion such as copper(II). In the HS phase,
owing to the
magnetic concentration, the spectrum is poorly resolved. On the other hand,
in the LS
phase, the host lattice is diamagnetic and the EPR spectrum may
be beautifully
resolved with fine, hyperfine, and superhyperfine structures [4.8]. If
the LS H HS
transition is abrupt, the switching from one kind of spectrum to the other
one may be
quite spectacular.
Let us return to the x = f( T) curves, irrespective of the techniques used to
plot them.
Various types of transition have been observed, which can be summed
up as follows:
• The transition may be abrupt, occurring within a few Kelvin, or smooth
, occurring
within a large temperature range.
• The transition may be complete both at low temperature (x = 0)
and at high
temperature (x = 1), or incomplete. The incompleteness may occur at low
temperature (x "# 0) and/or at high temperature (x "# 1). The incompleteness
at low
temperature is more often observed.
• The transition may occur in two steps in exceptional cases.
• The x = f(T) curves may be strictly identical in the cooling and heating
modes, or
exhibit a hysteresis effect. In the latter case the critical temperature Te-!.
on cooling
is lower than the critical temperature Tci upon heating.

4.2 Mechanism of the Spin Transition at the
Molecular Scale
In agreement with the general spirit of this book, we discuss the mechan
ism of the spin
transition by focusing on a specific example, that of octahedral iron(II)
complexes.
These compounds are the most intensively investigated in the field.
The LS and HS states for iron(II) compounds may be schematized as

LS

At the molecular scale the spin transition corresponds to an intraionic electron
transfer
with spin flip of the transferred electrons. The word "intraionic" means
that the
electrons are transferred from the tz g to the eg orbitals but remain in
the immediate
vicinity of the metal ion. For an iron(II) compound this transfer involves
two electrons
and the spin variation is AS = 2. For a d 5 ion two electrons are also transfer
red. For rf
and d 7 ions a single electron is transferred and the spin variation is AS
= 1.
The occupancy of the e orbitals is higher in the HS state than in the LS
state; these
g
orbitals are more antibonding than the tzgs. It follows that the average
metal-ligand
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bond length is longer in the HS state than in the LS state. This differen
ce is in the range
A for iron(II) compounds, and 0.11-0.15 A for iron(lII) compounds, both
with I1S = 2. It is in the range 0.09-0.11 A for cobalt(II) with I1S =
1.
At the first view it could be thought that a spin transition is more likely
when the
energies of the LS and HS states are closer. Actually the situatio
n is a bit more
complicated. The quantity we need to consider in order to define
what state is the
lowest is the Gibbs free energy G which takes into account the entropy
factor 5 in
addition to the enthalp y factor H. At constant pressur e the Gibbs free
energy variation
I1G accomp anying the transformation LS H HS is

0.14-0.24

I1G = M! - TI15

---~~-l
------- ------- ---

(4.2.1)

I1G (= G HS - GLS ), M! (= HHS - HLS) and 115 (= 5HS - 5LS) refer to
an assemb ly of,
say, N molecules. The critical temperature T for which there is the
same amount of
c
LS and HS molecules is defined by I1G = 0, hence

nuclear coordin ate
Figure 4.1. LS and HS potential energy curves for a spin transition compoun
d.

(4.2.2)
In order for Tc to be positive, M! and 115 must have the same sign.
The entropy
variation, 115, neglecting the intermolecular interactions, may be written
as the sum of
electronic 11$,1 and vibrational I1Svib contributions:
115 = 11$" + I1Svib

(4.2.3)

11$,1 is related to the ratio of the degeneracies ,QHsl ,QLS between
the HS and LS states

accordi ng to

between the lowest vibrational states associated with the LS and HS
electronic states,
respectively.
. .
.
The existence of two minima in the potential energy curves, the LS mInImU
m belllg
lower in energy than the HS minimum, has allowed the observa
tion of a very
interesting phenom enon called light-induced excited spin state trapping
~LIESST) by
Decurtins et al. [4.4, 4.11-4.14]. These authors first recorded the
slllgie crystal
electronic spectra of Fe(ptzM BF4)2 with ptz = I-propy ltetrazo le

(4.2.4)
and is therefore always positive. For a perfectly octahedral iron(II)
compou nd ,QHsl
,QLS is equal to 15 and 11$,1 is equal to 1.882 cm- I K- 1. If the symmet
ry is sufficiently
low, such that the orbital degeneracy is completely removed, ,QHs/,QL
S is equal to 5
and 11$,1 to 1.119 cm- I K- I. As for I1Svib, it is also positive. Indeed,
the vibrational
disorde r is more pronoun ced in the HS state than in the LS state owing
to the longer
metal-l igand bond lengths. Hence, both 115 and M! are positive. Therefo
re, in order
for a spin transition to be observed, the minimu m of the LS potentia
l energy curve
must be slightly lower than the minimu m of the HS potential energy
curve, as shown
in Figure 4.1 where the nuclear coordinate Q in the abscissa refers
to the breathin g
vibration ofthe coordination sphere. At low temperatures, below T , the
enthalp y factor
c
domina tes; I1G is positive and the LS species is the most stable. At high
temperatures,
above Tc , the entropy factor dominates. I1G is negative and the HS species
is the most
stable.
In Figure 4.1 we have drawn a crossing between the LS and HS curves
due to the
fact that these states do not have the same symmetry. This crossing,
however, may be
avoided if we take into account the spin-orbit coupling which mixes
LS and HS states
in the crossing region. This situation has been investigated by Bacci
[4.9,4.1 0]. In
other respects, M! in Figure 4.1 is defined as the energy difference between
the minima
ofthe LS and HS potential energy curves. Strictly speaking, M! is the
energy differen ce

~N,\
\

~

N-R

at room temperature and at 10K. This compou nd was known to exhibit
a spin transition
at 135 K with a spectacular change of color. Fe(ptzM BF4h is purple
in the LS phase
and white in the HS phase. The spectrum at room temperature is actually
typical of a
I
5T ground state with a 5T2g ~ 5Eg spin-allowed transition at 12,250
cm, and that
2g
.1
1
1
1
'
ll
at 10 K of a IAI ground state WIth
d
A Ig ~ TIg and A 1g ~ T 2g splll-a
owe
transitions at 18}00 and 26,700 cm-I, respectively. Then, Decurtins
et al. irradiated
the sample at 10 K with a 15 W xenon arc lamp. Within a few minutes
the sample
turned white and showed all the spectroscopic (electronic and Mossba
uer spectra) and
magnet ic properties of the high-temperature phase. The spin state
convers ion is
quantitative and the trapped HS state does not decay within several h~urs
or days when
maintai ning the temperature around 10 K. The thermal energy kT IS
too low for the
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4.3 Spin Transition and Cooperativity

>-

<.9

cr
w
z

In this section we consider an assembly of N molecules exhibiting a LS ~ HS
transition and we define the molar fraction of HS molecules as x and that of LS
molecules as 1 - x.
Even if we assume that there is no intermolecular interaction, i.e., that each
molecule ignores its neighboring molecules, we must introduce an additional entropy
term, the mixing entropy, to the Gibbs free energy G. This term accounts for the fact
that there are many ways of distributing xN HS molecules and (1 - x)N LS molecules
within the assembly of N molecules. This mixing entropy is given by

w

Smix = k[N In N -xN InxN - (1 -x)N In (1- x)N]

(4.3.1)

which may be written as

Smix = -R[x In x + (1 - x) In (1 - x)]

=

(4.3.2)

=

where R Nk is the gas constant. Smix is maximum for x 0.5 and vanishes for x
and 1. Taking into account Smix, the molar Gibbs free energy is

=0

(4.3.3)
where GHs and GLS are the molar Gibbs free energy for the HS and LS species,
respectively. The partial derivative of G with respect to x is
C1G/C1x = A.G + RT In (_x_J
I-x

NUCLEAR COORDINATE

Figure 4.2. Potential curves for the ground and excited states of an iron(II) spin transition
compound. Arrows indicate the mechanism for LIESSTand reverse LIESST (from ref. [4.4]).

and at any temperature and pressure the equilibrium condition for the tranformation
LS ~ HS is defined by
(4.3.5)

(C1G/C1xh.p = 0
system to clear the energy barrier between the HS and LS states. Above 50 K the HS
state relaxes back to the stable LS state. The same result is obtained when the LS phase
is irradiated at 10 K into the lA lg ~ IT Ig d-d absorption band with the 514.5 nm
(19,436 cm- I ) beam of an Ar+ laser.
The interpretation of LIESST is visualized in Figure 4.2 showing the potential
energy curves for the states involved in the phenomenon. The irradiation with the
intense xenon arc lamp occurs in the absorption region of the LS spectrum and leads
to a population of the excited spin singlet states. These states are very short lived and
mostly decay back to the LS ground state. However, an alternative decay path is
possible, due to spin-orbit coupling. This decay leads to the lowest spin triplet state
3T Ig , and from there either to the LS ground state, or to the metastable (at 10 K) HS
state. The phenomenon is reversible. When irradiating a sample trapped in the HS state
at 10 K, using a light corresponding to the 5T2g ~ 5Eg transition, a pumping back to
the normal LS state is observed [4.4, 4.13].

(4.3.4)

hence
In

(I-XJ= A.G =I'1H _115

l

x

RT

RT

R

(4.3.6)

Taking into account (4.2.2), (4.3.6) may be transformed as

x

1
1 + exp[(I'1H/R)(lIT - liTe)]

(4.3.7)

An example of x versus T plot is shown in Figure 4.3, where I'1H has been taken equal
to 600 cm- I and T e to 150 K. At T = 0 K, x is zero. All the molecules are LS. On
the other hand, at high temperature, the transformation is incomplete; the high-spin
molar fraction x tends to [1 + exp(-I'1H/RTe)r l and not to unity. Moreover, the
transformation is very smooth, covering a large temperature range. Such smooth
transitions are normally observed in solution, but are rather exceptional in the solid
state. Therefore, it is not legitimate to ignore intermolecular interactions. If the
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which allows us to plot the G =fix) curves for various values of tili, ~S, and y, and
at different temperatures T. The x values corresponding to extrema of G are defined
by the condition (dG/dXh,p =0, which leads to the implicit equation

><
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.g 0.75
u
ro

<t::
....ro
'0 0.5
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Figure 4.3. High-spin molar fraction x versus T plot for a spin transition compound in the
absence of intermolecular interaction. I:!.H is taken equal to 600 cm-l and Tc to 150 K.

origin of the spin transition phenomenon is essentially molecular, it is due to a
subtle balance between enthalpy and entropy factors, the manifestation of the
phenomenon is largely influenced by the cooperativity within the assembly of
molecules.
So far two types of thermodynamic models have been proposed to account for this
cooperative character. One of these models is based on the hypothesis of regular
solutions, and the other on the idea that there is formation of domains within the
molecular assembly. We will discuss both approaches successively and we will look
for their ranges of validity and their limits.

y=ln

rex,

rex, T, P) = yx(l - x)

(4.4.1)

where only the x dependence is taken into account; y is an interaction parameter
assumed not to depend on T in a first approximation. Although this model was first
applied to pressure induced transitions, we assume that we work at constant pressure,
which is by far the most frequent case. Taking GLS as the origin of the energies, we
can write
G = x tili + yx(1 - x) + T{R[x In x + (1- x) In (1 - x)] - x ~S}

(4.4.2)

(4.4.3)

One way to study this implicit equation is to plot point by point the explicit equation
T = f(x) deduced from (4.4.3). When y is smaller than 2RTe, the derivative dT/dx is
positive in the whole 0 s x s 1 range, and for any T value there is a corresponding x
value. The transition is relatively smooth and occurs without a hysteresis effect. When
y is equal to 2RTe , dT/dx is zero for x = 0.5 and positive otherwise. The transition is
abrupt around T= Te , but again without hysteresis (see Figure 4.4). When yis larger
than 2RTe , dT/dx is zero for two x values, denoted XA and XB, the corresponding
temperatures being denoted TA and TB, respectively; XA is smaller and XB larger than
0.5. The derivative dT/dx is positive for x < XA and x > XB, and negative in the XA < x
< XB range. The T versus x plot then has the shape of a double fold with the external
branches XA and BY corresponding to minima of G, and the central branch AB
corresponding to maxima of G (see Figure 4.4). For any T value between TA and TB,
there are two x values minimizing and one maximizing the Gibbs free energy. A new
situation is encountered, which may be explained as follows (see Figure 4.4): When
the temperature increases up to TA, x increases up to XA (branch XA). At T = TA, x
jumps from XA to XA' (horizontal line AA') and when warming further above TA, x
increases again and tends to unity (branch NY). Now, when T decreases from high
temperatures down to TB, x decreases down to XB (branch YB). At T = TB, x jumps
from XB to XB' (horizontal line BB') and when cooling further below TB, x decreases
again and tends to zero. The warming and cooling routes are no longer similar. The
spin transition occurs in an abrupt fashion with a hysteresis effect.
In their original paper published in 1972 Slichter and Drickamer proposed another
method to solve the implicit equation (4.4.3). The solutions of (4.4.3) are provided by
the intersects of the logarithmic curve

4.4 Regular Solution Model
This model was proposed in 1972 by Slichter and Drickamer, who added an interaction
term rex, T, P) to the Gibbs free energy defined in (4.3.3) [4.15,4.16]. These authors
T, P) in a simple and symmetrical fashion as
expressed

tili + reI - 2x) _ ~S
RT
R

l-x-

(I-X)

(4.4.4 )

and the straight line
y=

~H+y(I-2x)

~S

RT

R

(4.4.5)

which at any temperature passes through the point P defined by x = 1/2 + tili/2yand
y = -~S!R (see Figure 4.5).
For y< 2RTe there is a unique intersect corresponding to a minimum of G, whatever
the temperature may be. The transition is continuous without hysteresis. For y = 2RTe
the straight line is tangent to the logarithmic curve at T = Te . Again a unique solution
is found, although there is a jump of x at Te due to the vertical tangent of the x = f( T)
curve. Finally, for y> 2RTe, there is a temperature range TB < T < TA in which there
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Figure 4.4: Temperature T. versus high-spin molar fraction x plots for a spin transition
compound III the presence of Illtermolecular interaction. Top: y:s; 2RTe ; bottom: y> 2RT .
e

are three solutions, the two extreme ones corresponding to minima of G and the middle
one c?rresponding to a maximum of G. An abrupt change in x occurs at T when
A
warmmg up, and at TB when cooling down. The transition is discontinuous with
hysteresis.
In o~der to visualize the ideas presented above, we consider two concrete cases,
I
both wIth f!Jl = ~OO cm- and ~S= 4 em-I K- 1. The critical temperature is then equal
to 150 K. In the fIrst case we take Y= 208.5 cm- I, i.e., exactly 2RTe. Indeed R is equal
1
to 0.69504 em-I K- • The G = f(x) curves are plotted in Figure 4.6 for several
temperatures around 150 K. At T = 140 K, G has a minimum for an x value close to
zero. The regular solution is rich in LS molecules. The position of the unique minimum

Figure 4.5. y = In[(l-x)/x] logarithmic curve (solid line) andy = [LVi +y(l - 2x)]/RT -~S'R]
(dotted line). The intersects give the x values corresponding to the extrema of the Gibbs free
energy G. Top: y= 2RTe ; bottom: Y> 2RTe ·

moves to the right as T increases, reaches 0.5 for T = Te = 150 K, and rapidly becomes
close to unity above Te. The regular solution is then rich in HS molecules. The x = f(T)
curve deduced from (4.4.3) is represented in Figure 4.7. It exhibits a rather abrupt
transition with a vertical tangent for x = 0.5, but without hysteresis.
In the second case we take Y= 300 cm- J , hence larger than 2RTe . The G =f(x) curves
are plotted in Figure 4.8 for several temperatures between 138.3 and 157.5 K. Outside
this temperature range G only shows one minimum. In this 138.3-157.5 K range G
exhibits two minima, one for x close to zero and the other for x close to unity. For T <
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Figure 4.6. G versus x curves fOfLVI = 600 em-I, LlS= 4 cm- I K- I, and y= 208.5 cm- I in the
regular solution model. y is then equal to 2RTc.

Figure 4.8. G versus x curves for LlH = 600 em-I, LlS = 4 cm- I K- 1, and y = 300 em-I in the
regular solution model. y is then larger than 2RTc .

Tc the minimum close to x = 0 is lower in energy than that close to x = 1. The former
corresponds to a stable state, and the latter to a metastable state. For T> Tc the reverse
situation holds. At T = Tc the two minima are symmetrically situated with respect to x =
0.5 and have the same Gibbs free energy. Between 138.3 and 157.5 K hysteresis can occur.

The x = f(T) curve associated with the minima of G is shown in Fi.gure 4.9. This curve
shows an hysteresis loop around 150 K with a maximum ~agmtude of 19:2 K.
To understand the microscopic origin of the parameter y mtroduced by Shchter and
T, P) as
Drickamer, we can write a general expression of the x dependence of

Y= 2RTc

X

rex,

y> 2RTc

x
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Figure 4.7. High-spin molar fraction x versus T plot for LlH =600 em-I, Ll 5 =4 cm- I K-1,
I
and y= 208.5 cm- in the regular solution model. y is then equal to 2RTc; the transition is abrupt
but without hysteresis.
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Figure 4.9. High-spin molar fraction x versus T plot for LlH = 600 em-I , Ll 5 = 4 em..
and y = 300 cm- I in the regular solution model. y is then larger than 2RTc ; the tranSitIOn IS
abrupt, with hysteresis, the maximum width of which is 19.2 K.
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(4.4.6)

where YLL is the interaction parameter between LS molecules, YLH between LS and HS
molecules, and YHH between HS molecules. The probability of having a pair of LS
molecules is (1 - x)2; similarly the probability of having a pair of HS molecules is x 2
and the probability of having a pair with one LS and one HS molecule is 2x(l - x). Eq:
(4.4.6) may be rewritten as
rex) = Yo + YIX + Y2~

(4.4.7)

Yo =YLL

(4.4.8)

with
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tivity in an assembly of spin transition molecules is still badly understood, even if
several hypotheses have been proposed. Our opinion is that the available experimental
data cannot determine which hypothesis is most suitable, even if each author is
obviously convinced that his own model is by far the most appropriate. Among these
hypotheses let us mention an electron-phonon coupling [4.23], an intermolecular
coupling of the molecular distortions of the Jahn-Teller type [4.24-4.26], and an
elastic interaction between molecules of different spins [4.27-4.29].
The main merit of the regular solution model arises from the fact that it can be
applied to continuous as well as discontinuous transitions. Moreover, it can account
for hysteresis, which has been observed in quite a few compounds, particularly in
iron(II) chemistry. The problem of hysteresis deserves some additional comments. The
condition for observing hysteresis has been found as

y> 2RTe
(4.4.9)
(4.4.10)
In the absence of intermolecular interactions the Gibbs free energy already contains
an e~thalpy term independent of x and an enthalpy term linear in x [see Eq. (4.3.3)].
The Intermolecular interaction introduces a term quadratic in x, the coefficient of
which is Y2. In Slichter and Drickamer's approximation the interaction coefficient Y
may be expressed as

(4.4.13)

This condition has to be considered as necessary but not sufficient. When (4.4.13) is
satisfied, hysteresis will occur provided that the system can be trapped in the secondary
free energy minimum. However, tunneling through the barrier between the two minima
due to a demixing process can reduce or even suppress hysteresis. Thus, this model
permits a prediction of only the maximum amplitude of the hysteresis, for instance
19.2 K in the second example treated above (y = 300 cm- I ). The demixing process
depends on many factors such as grain size, frontier domains, rate of nucleation, etc,
which are not easy to quantify, and to our knowledge have not yet been introduced
into models describing the spin transition [4.30].

(4.4.11)
and represents the interaction energy between molecules of different spin states with
respect to the average interaction energy between molecules of the same spin state.
This is a measure of the tendency for the molecules of one type to be surrounded by
like rather than unlike molecules [4.17,4.18].
Several modifications of Slichter and Drickamer's model have been proposed.
None o~ them changes its basic philisophy. Rao et al. worked with the complete
expressIOn (4.4.6) [4.19,4.20]. Zimmermann and Konig assumed that the intermolecular interactions were of the Ising type (see Chapter 12). If the two spin states are
4
5
7
paramagnetic (d , d , and d ions), the full expression (4.4.6) must be used. On the
other h~nd, if the LS state is diamagnetic (d 6 ions), YLL and YLH in (4.4.6) as well as Yo
and YI In. (4.4.7). are zero. Actually, these authors focused on iron(II) species so that
the only InteractIOn parameter used was between spin-quintet molecules [4.21].
Concerning the temperature dependence of y, we can mention the work of Purcell
who used an expression of the type
(4.4.12)

4.5 Domain Model
This model was developed for the first time by Sorai and Seki [4.31]. These authors
considered that LS and HS molecules were not distributed in a random fashion within
the assembly, but formed domains of like spin. These domains are assumed to have a
uniform size around the critical temperature Te . The number of domains per mole is
'J{, such that the number of molecules per domain is n = N/'J{,
The mixing entropy is now given by

-Srux = k[V\[ln V\[- xV\[ln xV\[- (1 - x)V\[ln (1 - x)V\[]

(4.5.1)

-Srux = -(R/n)[x In x + (1 - x) In (1- x)

(4.5.2)

or

Replacing -Srux as expressed in the model of the regular solutions in (4.4.2) by (4.5.2)
and imposing (oG/oxh,p = 0 results in

to interpret the magnetic data obtained with the Fe(phenMNCRh compounds with R

= BH3 , BPh 3 , S, and Se [4.22].

. The interaction Gibbs free energy rex, T, P) in what precedes has been introduced
In a phenomenological way. At the microscopic level the real mechanism of coopera-

In
thus

(1 -x xJ= nl1G
RT

= nMl _ nl1S

RT

R

(4.5.3)
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At T = Te, Cp is maximum and takes the value Cp(Te) given by

x
c

.9

Cp(Te) =

tJ

cb

CLs(Te) + CHs(Te)
nAH2
2
+ --Q.
4RTc

(4.5.9)

The number n of molecules per domain may be deduced in principle from the Cp =
f(T) curve, using

i-<

ro

'00.5

8

(4.5.10)

_ 4RTe [
CLs(Te) + CHs(Te)]
2
n - AH2 Cp(Te) I
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Figure 4.10.

High-spin molar fraction x versus temperature T plots for b.H = 600 cm- 1, b. S

= 4 XIl- 1 K- 1, and n = 1,5, and 100 in the domain model.

1

x = ---------=------1 + exp[nA H/R)(lIT- liTe)]

(4.5.4)

Indeed, this curve presents a A-peak with a maximum Cp(Te) at Te. The integration of
the peak gives AH. CLs(Te) and CHs(Te) can be estimated by extrapolating up to Te the
Cp values obtained far from Te in the low- and high-temperature regions, respectively,
as is schematized in Figure 4.11.
It is worth noting here that it is impossible to derive an expression for Cp in regular
solution model since x cannot be expressed explicitly versus T. However, a numerical
calculation would be feasible.
The physical bases of the domain model are probably easier to understand, and the
calculations are particularly simple. However, in its present form, this model has a
severe limitation. It cannot account for hysteresis. Hysteresis could appear if the sizes
of the domains were different in the cooling and warming modes.

For given values of AH and Te the abruptness of the transition, deduced from the slope
ofthex = f(T) curve around Te, increases with the number n of molecules per domain.
Figure 4.10 shows the x versus T plots for AH = 600 em-I, Te = 150 K and n = 1,5
and 100.
lf we know AH from thermodynamic measurements as described in Section 4.6,
then n may be determined from the slope of the straight line In[(l - x)/x] = f(1IT).
In this model it also possible to calculate the molar heat capacity at constant pressure
Cp, defined as

,---------,-~-------,

-C (T)
p

c

(4.5.5)
= (1 - x)CLS + xCHS + AHax/aT

(4.5.6)

C LS and CHS (which stand for Cp,LS and Cp,HS, respectively) are the molar heat
capacities for the LS and HS species, respectively. Calculating ax/aTfrom (4.5.4) and
inserting into (4.5.6) leads to
Cp = CLS+

CHS - CLS

I +A

nAH2A
+---,,---,;RT 2(l +A)2

(4.5.7)

T

e

with
Heat capacity Cp versus temperature Tcurve showing the meaning ofthe symbols
Cp(Te), CLs(Te) and CHs(Te).

Figure 4.11.

A = exp[(nAH/R)(l/T- liTe)]

(4.5.8)
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tinuity around 48 K, which is characteristic of an LS (5 = 1) H HS (5 = 2) transition.
No other information on this transition has been reported so far.

4.6.1 d 4 Ions
There is only one report on spin transition in a d 4 compound [4.32]. This report
concerns Mn[(pyrolhtren] where a Mn(III) ion is sixfold coordinated by the trianionic
Schiff base (PyroI)3tren:

4.6.2 d 5 Ions
The spin transition phenomenon was observed for the first time by Cambi in the
1930s for tris(dithiocarbamato)iron(III) compounds [4.33-4.35]. The ligands dithiocarbamato(-) are of the type
- 1

The ~tructure of the molecule is presented in Figure 4.12. The MnN6 core comprises
the nItrogen atoms of the pyrol and imine groups. The coordination is distorted about
the threefold axis joining the metal center and the amine nitrogen from octahedral
toward trigonal-prismatic symmetry. The XT versus T plot displays an abrupt discon-

and the complex has a FeS6 core with a pseudo-threefold axis [4.36,4.37], as shown
in Figure 4.13.
The actual magnetic behavior of these molecules strongly depends on the nature of
the substituents R, and the solvent molecules which may be present in the crystal
lattice. The substituents R interfere sterically with the sulfur atoms of the FeS6 core
and thereby influence the ligand bite as schematized below, the arrows indicating the
steric interactions:

The most bulky R substituents, e.g., isopropyl groups, give strong steric interaction
and small ligand bite resulting in a high Tc critical temperature. Tc is defined as the
temperature for which the molar fractions of LS and HS molecules are both equal to
0.5. Even at room temperature XT is rather close to what is expected for an isolated
doublet ground state. Less bulky substituents, like R = methyl, result in spin crossover
LS (S = 112) H HS (5 = 512) with Tc around 200 K. Finally, small steric interference,
e.g., with the ligand tetramethylene dithiocarbamato
- 1

C

-1-,8

N-C'

Figure 4.12. . Molecular structure of Mn[(pyrolhtren] (from ref. [4.32]). In this figure, as in

all the other fIgures of molecular structures contained in this book, the carbon atoms are not
labeled.

.~

,

S

results in HS behavior in the whole temperature range [4.38].
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separated in energy from the first excited states. The magnetic properties of these
compounds are discussed in Section 5.3.
Other interesting examples of spin transition in iron(III) chemistry have been
reported by Hendrickson et al. These concern the series of complexes noted [Fe(Xsaleten)z]Y, where X-saleten(-) is a monoanion shown below [4.42-4.44]:

R
R
Figure 4.13. Molecular structure of a tris(dithiocarbamato)iron(I1I) compound Fe(S2 CNR zh
(from ref. [4.37]).

A rationalization of the role of solvent molecules has been proposed in the case of
tris(4-morpholinecarbodithioato)iron(lII) compounds with the following ligand:

1 \ "fS
a
N-C
"--! .~

-1

s

An LS behavior is obtained with nonpolar solvents, e.g., benzene and nitrobenzene.
On the other hand, a spin transition or an HS behavior is obtained with polar solvents,
e.g., dichloromethane, chloroform, or water [4.39].
In the family of tris(dithiocarbamato)iron(lII) compounds, if there is a spin
transition in the solid state, it is always very smooth, without detectable hysteresis.
We are typically in a situation of noncooperativity. The In [(1- x)/x] =f(1/T) curve for
tris(dimethyldithiocarbamato)iron(lII) has similar slopes in the solid state and in
solution. The enthalpy variation Ml is in the range 500-750 cm- 1 (6-9 kJ mol-I). This
indicates that the interaction parameter y, in the regular solution model, is close
to zero, or the domain size n, in the domain model, is close to unity [4.40].
The 57Fe Mossbauer spectra of the tris(dithicarbamato)iron(lII) spin transition
compounds do not show distinct LS and HS signals, but rather an average signal
suggesting that the spin flipping frequency is faster than the technique frequency scale
[4.41].
From magnetic data limited to the 80-300 K range it had been reported that some
tris(dithiocarbamato)iron(lII) compounds exhibited an 8 = 3/2 H 8 = 5/2 spin
transition. It is now clear that this is never the case. On the other hand, several
halogenato-bis(dithiocabamato)iron(lII) derivatives have an 8 = 3/2 ground state, well

This monoanion arises from the condensation of salicylaldehyde (X = H) or 3(or
5)-methoxysalicylaldehyde (X = OCH3) with N-ethylethylenediamine. Y- is a counteranion like NO}", PF6, or BPh4. These complexes are assumed to have a pseudo-octahedral geometry with a FeN 40 2 core. All exhibit an LS (8 = 1/2) H HS (8 = 5/2)
transition in the solid state, which is characterized by magnetic susceptibility, Mossbauer spectroscopy, and EPR. In no case is an intermediate spin state 8 = 3/2 observed.
The Mossbauer spectroscopy sees either a superposition of 8 = 1/2 and 8 = 5/2 spin
states, or only one of them. For most of the compounds the transition is gradual, and
often incomplete at low temperature. For one of them, [Fe(3-0CH3saleten)z]PF6, it is
abrupt, occurring within 2 K around 159 K, and complete, at both high and low
temperatures.
Two observations have been made on the [Fe(X-saleten)z]Y compounds, which
give important insights about the mechanism of the phenomenon. First, grinding one
of the microcrystalline samples makes the transition incomplete, or more incomplete,
at both high and low temperatures. The more efficient the grinding is, the more
pronounced this effect. The modifications resulting from the grinding are reversible.
As a matter of fact, dissolving a ground sample in methanol and precipitating the
compound again gives a new sample which behaves in the same way as the original
unground sample. The second observation deals with the abruptness of the transition.
As the degree of grinding increases, the transition becomes more gradual. A similar
observation has been made for iron(III) active species doped into isostructural cobalt(III) and chromium(lII) hosts. As the percentage of iron(lII) decreases, the transition again becomes smoother.
Hendrickson et al. have explained these observations by the nucleation and growth
mechanism of phase transitions in solids. The transformation from HS to LS requires
the formation of domains of LS molecules in the HS phase and the subsequent growth
of these domains upon cooling. Before a domain can persist, and then grow, it has to
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attain a critical size. The rate of growth of critical-sized domains of LS molecules
determines the nature of the spin transition on cooling. Similarly, the rate of growth
of critical-size domains of HS molecules would be the key factor on warming from
the low temperatures. All the imperfections in the solid such as defects, grain
boundaries or vacancies are preferred sites for nucleation. Grinding a sample leads to
an increase in defects, and hence to an increase in nucleation sites. This explains the
presence of LS molecules at high temperature. The incompleteness of the transition at
low temperature is attributed to an increase in the activation barrier for the transition
when the sample is ground. This higher activation barrier would be due to the fact that
there is impingement between growing domains which are more abundant in the
ground sample. In a doped sample the host molecules play the same role as the defects
in a ground sample.

4.6.3 d 6 Ions
We have already mentioned that the iron(II) spin transition complexes were by far
the most extensively studied. An exhaustive review article on this subject was
published in 1981 by Giitlich [4.2]. Among these iron(II) compounds, two of them
may be considered as archetypes of spin transition systems, namely Fe(NCSh(bipYh
and Fe(NCShCphenh with bipy = 2,2'-bipyridine and phen = 1,IO-phenanthroline.
Both exhibit an abrupt spin transition with Te = 212 K and 176 K, respectively. The
hysteresis is very small, 0.15 K for the former compound and 0.40 K for the latter.
The crystal structures of Fe(NCShCbipYh and Fe(NCShCphenh have been solved,
both above and below Te, the former by Konig et al. [4.45], the latter by Gallois et al.

Table 4.2. Comparison of the Main Structural Data
for Fe(NCS)z(phen)z at 293 K and 130 K

Space group

293 K

130K

Pbcn

Pbcn

Lattice constants (A)
a

13.1612 (18)

12.7699 (21)

b

10.1633 (11)

10.0904 (25)

c

17.4806 (19)

17.2218 (30)

Fe-N(1)

2.199 (3)

2.014 (4)

Fe-N(2)

2.213 (3)

2.005 (4)

Fe-N(20)

2.057 (4)

1.958 (4)

Bond lengths (A)

Bond angles CO)
N(I)-Fe-N(2)

76.1

81.8

N(I)-Fe-N(20)

103.2

95.3

N(2)-Fe-N(20)

89.6

89.1

Figure 4.14. Molecular structure of Fe(phenh(NCSh (from ref. [4.46]).

[4.46]. The coordination of the thiocyanato groups is cis. In both cases there is no
structural phase transition. The main structural data for Fe(NCShCphen)2, the structure
of which was determined more accurately, are collected in Table 4.2. The labeling of
the atoms refers to Figure 4.14 where the structure of the compound is presented. The
high- and low-temperature structures are superimposed in Figure 4.15.
The transition is accompanied by a large reorganization of the iron(II) coordination
sphere. Passing from the HS to the LS phase results in an important shortening of the
Fe-N(phen) and Fe-N(NCS) distances (0.20 and 0.10 A, respectively), and a
noticeable variation of the N---,--Fe-N angles, leading to a less distorted FeN6 octahedron. The transitions have been followed by 57Fe Mossbauer spectroscopy, which
detects only one phase, LS at low temperature and HS at high temperature, far from
Te , and the coexistence of the two phases in the critical temperature region. The fact
that distinct signals are seen indicates that the rate at which each molecule interchanges
from LS to HS or vice versa is less than the inverse of the 57Fe Mossbauer spectroscopy
time scale, namely about 107 S-1 [4.47]. Variable temperature infrared spectra also
detect the presence of two spin isomers around Te . Other LS and HS crystal structures
have been compared by Konig [4.48].
An elegant work was carried out by Sorai and Seki who measured very accurately
the temperature dependence of the heat capacity Cp for Fe(NCShCphenh in the 13-375
K temperature range [4.31]. This curve is shown in Figure 4.16. The maximum of the
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Figure 4.16. Heat capacity Cp versus temperature T curve for Fe(phenh(NCSh (from ref.
Figure 4.15. Superposition of the high- and low-temperature structures of Fe(phenh(NCSh,
The LS structure appears in the front of the figure and the HS structure in the back. The molecule
has a twofold rotation axis so that only half of the molecule is represented (from ref. [4.46]).
Cp anomaly due to spin transition appears at 176.3 K. Enthalpy and entropy variations
1
are found as Mf =718(12) cm- and AS= 4.07(6) cm- I K- I. As for CHs(Te) - CLs(T )
e
~see Section 4.5), it is estimated as 1.56 cm- I K- I. The key point arising from this study
IS that the magnetic entropy variation Rln(QHs/Q LS ) due to the change of spin
multiplicity accounts for only 27% of the total entropy variation. Therefore, 73% of
AS is of vibrational nature. According to Sorai and Seki most of the vibrational
contribution is intramolecular. It arises mainly from the changes in Fe-N stretching
frequencies and N-Fe-N deformation frequencies. From the Cp versus Tcurve Sorai
and Seki determined the average number n of molecules per domain (see Section 4.5)
and found that n is equal to 100.
Interesting metal dilution studies have been reported [4.49, 4.50], in particular for
x
Fe M 1-xC NCS)2(phenh systems with M = Mn, Co, Ni, and Zn. The x versus T plots
were deduced from 57Fe Mossbauer spectroscopy. Two effects were found. First, the
transition becomes more gradual when x decreases whatever the nature of M, which
confirms the role of cooperativity in the abruptness of the transition. On dilution the
cooperative forces may be considerably weakened. The second effect is more subtle.

[4.31]).

When the ionic radius of M(II) is larger than that of Fe(II), dilution increases the
stability of the HS phase. Te is shifted toward lower temperatures and the amount of
HS molecules at low temperature (T« Te ) increases with metal dilution. When the
ionic radius ofM(II) is smaller than that of Fe(II), the LS phase seems to be stabilized.
In particular, the amount ofLS molecules at high temperature (T» Te) increases with
metal dilution. In the former case the volume of the unit cell increases on dilution,
which may be considered as applying a negative lattice pressure on the remaining
iron(II) sites. Therefore, the Fe-N bond may be longer in the dilute
FexMI-xCNCShCphenh phase, which favors the HS state. In the latter case the M(II)
ions exert a positive lattice pressure on the iron(II) sites. This may allow the Fe-N
bonds to be shorter, which favors the LS state. This role of the ionic radii would deserve
to be reinvestigated with other doped systems; it is not obvious that the above
interpretation is valid in all situations. The case where the atomic radius of M(II) is
assumed to be smaller than that of Fe(II), in particular, might be more complicated.
Only HS Fe(II) was taken into account (the radius is 0.92 A) whereas, below Te , Fe(II)
is in the LS form with a much smaller ionic radius (0.75 A).
Many other iron(II) compounds with an FeN6 core and two NCS- ligands in cis
positions exhibit more or less abrupt spin transitions. On the other hand, to date, only
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one iron(II) compound with two NCS- groups in trans positions has been reported as
a spin transition system. This compound is trans-bis(thiocyanato)bis(4,4'-bis_l,2,4,_
triazole)iron(III) hydrate. The transition is complete and abrupt. Moreover, in contrast
with the cis-compounds, it presents an hysteresis of 21 K with TcJ- = 123.5 K when
cooling the sample and Tci = 144.5 K when heating it. Let us also mention that when
this compound loses its noncoordinated water molecule, the spin transition completely disappears, the HS phase being stable in the whole temperature range
[~.51]. Crys~al structure and magnetic properties oftrans-bis(thiocyanato)bis(4,4'bls-l ,2,4,-tnazole)iron(III) hydrate are shown in Figure 4.17.
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Konig et al. have used high-resolution X-ray powder diffraction as a function of
temperature and the analysis of the resulting peak profiles to study the spin transition
in several iron(II) compounds, some of them exhibiting a gradual transition, and some
an abrupt transition [4.3]. For gradual transitions diffraction peaks of a single phase
are obtained, the individual peaks showing a systematic shift of their position versus
temperature. This situation is encountered, for instance, for Fe(btsh(NCSh, bts being
the ligand 2,2'-bis(5-methy1-2-thiazoline):

The transition occurs within ca. 100 K, with Tc = 219 K [4.52]. In X-ray powder
diffraction the system behaves as a solid solution of two spin isomers within the same
lattice. For abrupt transitions diffraction peaks belonging to both the LS and HS phases
are observed. The peaks of one phase replace those of the other, as the transition
progresses in either direction. Among many other compounds, Fe(phen)z(NCSh and
Fe(bipYh(NCSh present such a behavior. Concerning Fe(phen)z(NCSh, only small
changes of the diffraction patterns are apparent, which is consistent with the fact that
the LS and HS isomers crystallize in the same space group.
A spin transition iron(II) compound has been incorporated in a LangmuirBlodgett (LB) film, namely Fe(X 2Yphen)z(NCSh. X 2Yphen is the trisubstituted
1,10-phenanthroline:
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Figure 4.17. Crystal structure and XT versus T curves for [trans-bis(thiocyanato)bis(4 4'-bis1,2,4-triazole)iron(III) hydrate (from ref. [4.51]).
'

containing three hydrophobic long chains. Two hundred layers were transferred onto
a CaF2 slide. The spin transition in the LB film was studied by infrared spectroscopy,
focusing on the 200G-2150 cm- 1 frequency range, which corresponds to the C-N
stretching vibrations of the NCS groups. At room temperature a doublet corresponding
to HS molecules was observed as well as a doublet of higher frequency corresponding
to LS molecules, with a much weaker intensity. Upon cooling to about 200 K the
intensity of the HS doublet continuously decreases in favor of the LS doublet. The x
=f(T) curve was deduced from the relative intensities of the two doublets. The
transition is far from being abrupt. It takes place over a temperature interval of ca. 75
K. Nevertheless, it is less smooth than a simple Boltzmann distribution law between
S = a and S = 2 states separated by a 11 energy gap would suggest. Some cooperativity
is clearly retained in the two-dimensional network [4.53].
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We have already covered the LIESST discovered with [Fe(ptz)6](BF4h. Subsequent
results on Fe(mtzMBF4h with mtz = 1-methyltetrazole bring new insights on this
phenomenon [4.54]. Fe(mtzMBF4h has two different iron(II) sites A and B. Sites A
undergo a LS H HS transition at 160 K whereas sites Bare HS in the whole
temperature range. At 20 K sites A can be converted into the metastable HS state by
irradiation with a Xe arc lamp, which is the normal LIESST effect. At the same
temperature sites B can be converted into the metastable LS state by irradiation with
red light (Iv > 700 nm). This is the first example of a successful light induced formation
of a metastable LS state for iron(II) HS species.
A unique family of cobalt(III) compounds undergoing a spin transition was described by KHiui et al. The general formula of the compounds is (CoL 2)PF6, where L
is a tridentate ligand of the type:

- 1
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H2(fsa)2R is the planar Schiff base resulting from the condensation ofNH2-R-NH2
on 3-formylsalicylic acid. L is a ligand in an apical position [4.58-4.61].
For R = CH2-CH2 and L = H20 a rather abrupt spin transition is observed with
Te.l. = 81.5 K and Tel = 84.6 K. Mi, llS, and yin the regular solution model have been
estimated from the x = f(x) plot as Mi = 161 cm- I , llS = 1.94 cm- I K- I and y = 130
cm- I . In the domain model the domain size n is estimated as about 25, which is
intermediate between the value for Fe(phenh(NCSh, n = 100, and that for tris(dimethyldithiocarbamato)iron(III), n = 1. The EPR spectrum of the LS phase is typical
of an S =1/2 cobalt(II) ion with a strong axial elongation, on which a rhombic distortion
is superimposed. The actual symmetry is, indeed, C2v. Interestingly, when warming
Co[H2(fsahen](H20h above 70°C, the two apical water molecules are lost, so that the
cobalt(II) ion is in square planar surroundings and a LS behavior is observed in the
whole temperature range.
For R = CH2-CH2 and L = py the transition is again rather abrupt with a more
pronounced hysteresis. For a sample consisting of well shaped small crystals the
critical temperatures are found as Te.l. = 115 K and Tel = 127 K. If a pressure of 10
kbar is exerted and released on this sample, then the transition becomes more gradual,
the temperature at which there is 50% of LS and HS molecules is lower and the
transition is incomplete at low temperatures. These observations are similar to those
reported by Hendrickson et al. for [Fe(X-saletenh]Y compounds, except that the

The transition has been studied for various R substituents in the solid state through
magnetic susceptibility measurements, and in solution through NMR measurements
[4.55---4.57]. In both cases the transition is very gradual. Interestingly, NMR studies
have been performed using both 31p and 59CO NMR chemical shifts.

4.6.4 d 7 Ions
7

d spin transition compounds are relatively rare. The most thoroughly investigated
series is probably Co[H2(fsahR]L 2, the basic structure of which is

o
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Figure 4.18.

Molecular structure ofCoH2(fsahen(pYh (from ref. [4.61]).
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transition for the sample subjected to 10 kbar pressure seems complete at high
temperature. Finally, a new observation is made, namely a significant broadening of
the hysteresis loop for the perturbed sample (33 K instead of 12 K). The crystal
structure of Co[H2 (fsahen](pYh has been solved at room temperature [4.62]. A view
of the molecule is shown in Figure 4.18.
One of the most abrupt transitions in this series of compounds was observed for R
== CH 2-CH2 and L == 4-t-butylpyridine with Tc-!- == 138 K and Tct == 154 K. In contrast,
for L == 4-methylpyridine, the transition is of the continuous type.

4.7 Spin Transition and Molecular Electronics
One of the most exciting perspectives in molecular chemistry is the utilization of
isolated molecules, or of assemblies of molecules, in electronic circuits and devices
[4.63-4.65]. It is probably a rather long-term perspective and the challenge is not to
replace classical electronics, which may be defined as silicon electronics, but to use
molecular systems to perform functions that are not possible for silicon. Some ideas
have already put forward along this line and some preliminary advances have been
achieved in several directions, namely in switching, amplification, information storage, and signal processing. In spite of the different end points, a pervasive concept
appears in most of these fields; they require the use of molecular systems able to exist
in two different electronic states. Such a property may happen for either an isolated
molecule, or only an assembly of weakly interacting molecules. The spin transition
phenomenon might well be the most spectacular example of transition between two
electronic states in molecular chemistry [4.66], and devices for display and data
recording incorporating spin transition molecular materials have been decribed [4.67].
In this section we will generalize the concept of transition in molecular chemistry,
in relation with the possible emergence of molecular electronics.
To be appealing in molecular electronics, a molecular system must be able to evolve
from a stable (or metastable) electronic state to another stable (or metastable) electronic state in a reversible and detectable fashion when applying an appropriate and
controllable perturbation.
Almost every word of this definition deserves a comment. "Detectable" means that
it is possible to measure a response function R for any value of the applied perturbation
P and that the R == f(P) curve exhibits a discontinuity for a critical value of the
perturbation Pc. In fact, the situation of genuine discontinuity with a vertical tangent
at P == Pc is rather exceptional. More generally, the two states, stable below and above
Pc, may couple, leading to a softening of the transition. The thermal population of the
excited state in a given range of perturbation gives the same softening effect. There is
of course no precise limit to the concept of transition. When the softening of the R ==
f(P) plot becomes too pronounced, the concept tends to vanish.
"Reversible" means that the initial state of the system, where the perturbation varies
in a given way, is identical to the final state where the perturbation varies in the opposite
way. This does not require the routes to be identical. The case where the response
versus perturbation plots for P increasing (Pt) and P decreasing (P-!-) are different
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corresponds to the hysteresis phenomenon. It is then possible to define two critical
perturbations, Pet and Pel For any value of P between Pet and Pc-!- there is a
coexistence of stable and metastable states. In a certain sense, between these two limits,
the system remembers its history. This is a particularly interesting situation since it
opens the door to information storage.
Finally, the perturbation must be appropriate and controllable. Appropriate refers
to the fact that the concept of transition includes the system as well as the perturbation.
The couple molecular system-perturbation is indissociable. Controllable points out
that it must be possible to fix the value of the perturbation, either below Pc, or above
Pc, or also between P c-!- and Pet in the case of hysteresis.
The key concept is the existence of double minimum energy curves. An important
distinction has to be made based on whether the phenomenon is purely molecular, or
it is associated with an assembly of interacting molecules. In the former case we
consider the potential energy variation versus one or several nuclear coordinates
characterizing the molecular geometry [E == f( Q)]. Such a double well potential energy
curve is represented in Figure 4.1. In the latter case the notion of nuclear coordinate
becomes meaningless because, at a given instant, all molecules are not in the same
state. Here we consider the Gibbs free energy variation versus the molar fraction of
one of the constituents [G== f(x)]. Such curves are represented in Figures 4.6 and 4.8.
Although the two kinds of curves E == f( Q) and G == f(x) may appear rather similar,
they do not correspond to the same physical processes. Thus, in the E == f( Q) diagram,
there are at least three different ways to move from one well to another: (1) either by
climbing the activation barrier: this is the thermal process; (2) orby passing horizontally through the barrier: this is the quantum mechanical tunnelling effect; (3) or,
finally, by passing through an excited state in a Franck-Condon vertical process
followed by vibrational relaxation. This is the optical process. On the contrary, in the
G == f(x) diagrams, the system always evolves along the minimum energy path and can
be trapped in a secondary minimum, which leads to the hysteresis effect.
Let us explain this behavior on the G == f(x) curves of Figure 4.8 where the
perturbation is the temperature. In the cooling mode, down to 150 K, the system is
described by the lowest minimum corresponding to a regular solution rich in HS
molecules. At 150 K the two minima have the same energy but the system is trapped
in the one of the right-hand side, which is rich in HS molecules. Between 150 and
138.3 K the system remains trapped in the secondary minimum. Finally, at Tc -!- == 138.3
K this secondary minimum disappears. The transition occurs and the system is
described by the minimum which is rich in LS molecules. In the heating mode the
system is described by the left-hand side minimum which is rich in LS molecules up
to 157.5 K. The transition occurs at Tct == 157.5 K when this minimum vanishes.
Concerning the perturbation used to modify the relative positions of the two energy
minima, it is importanfto point out that the temperature may be the appropriate and
controllable perturbation mentioned in our definition only in the case of an assembly
of molecules. Indeed, T is then involved in the entropy component of the Gibbs free
energy. For an isolated molecule the only role of T is to change the population of the
LS and HS states and not to displace a potential energy curve with respect to another.
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For spin transition compounds it is well established that the occurrence of hysteresis
is due to intermolecular interactions within the assembly of molecules, even if the
microscopic origin of these interactions is not yet perfectly understood. The hysteresis
observed for molecular-based magnets discussed in Chapter 12 also results from
cooperativity within a crystal lattice. An important question may then be raised: can
hysteresis be observed for an assembly of noninteracting molecules, and if so, what
conditions must be fulfilled? Several groups are working on this problem and although
the definitive answer is not known yet, it seems that the occurrence of hysteresis at
the purely molecular level cannot be excluded [4.68,4.69].
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Spin-Admixed States
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5.1 Intermediate Spin: One-Electron Approach
In the preceding chapter we saw that for d 4 , d 5 , d 6 and d 7 metal ions in octahedral
environments, the nature of the ground state depends on the strength of the ligand field.
For d 4 and d 7 ions, the spin variation between the two possible ground states is !lS =
1. For d 5 and ~ ions, this spin variation is !lS = 2, so that we may wonder whether a
ground state with an intermediate spin state can exist. Such an intermediate spin would
be S = 3/2 for d 5 ions like iron(III), and S = 1 for d 6 ions like iron(II). As long as the
environment of the metal ion remains roughly octahedral, even strongly distorted, the
answer is negative. On the other hand, for five- or four-coordinate species such
intermediate spin states have actually been observed.
A first approach to this problem consists in considering a five-coordinate d5
compound with a square pyramidal environment and C4v symmetry.

z

tc

y

The d orbitals in C4v symmetry transform as al(dl), bl(di-l), bz(dxy ), and
e(dyz and dzx}. Their relative energies can be deduced from the tZ g and e g subsets valid
in octahedral symmetry. One of the ligands in the apical position is moved away along
the z axis toward infinity, such that the al orbital pointing toward this ligand is
stabilized with respect to the biorbital. As for the orbitals arising from the tZ g subset,
their relative energies depend on the in-plane and out-of-plane 1t interactions between
the metal ion and the ligands in the basal plane. If this basal plane is a tetracoordinating conjugated macrocycle like porphyrins or phthalocyanins, then the bz
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orbital is slightly stabilized with respect to the e orbitals. The relative energies are
then bz < e < al < b l .
If the ligand in the apical position creates a rather weak field, then the most
z
antibonding bl(x -l) orbital is not so high in energy with respect to the other four
orbitals. The spin-pairing energies are larger than the various energy gaps between
orbitals and the ground configuration is

-t- b 1
-t8

1

-t--t--tb

e

2

The ground state arising from this configuration is high-spin with the symmetry label
6A I. If this state is well separated in energy from the first excited states, the magnetic
susceptibility follows the Curie law, except in the very low-temperature range where
a weak zero-field splitting within the spin sextet may influence the magnetic data. The
Curie constant is XT = 35NgZ~z/12k, and the Zeeman factor is almost isotropic and
close to 2.00.
Conversely, if the apical ligand creates a strong field, the e g - tZ g splitting in
hypothetical six-coordinate species is large. The stabilization of the al(Zz) orbital in
the actual five-coordinate species is large, such that the h - al energy gap may be
greater than the spin-pairing energy. The ground configuration is then

-- b

1

with an S = 3/2 intermediate ground state. Its symmetry label is 4A z. If this state is the
only thermally populated one, then the magnetic behavior is that of a spin-quartet state
without first-order angular momentum (see Section 2.5). The high-temperature limit
of XT is NgZ~z/4k. The zero-field splitting, which gives rise to two Kramers doublets
Ms = ±1I2 and ±312, may be important, such that the magnetic anisotropy may be
pronounced, even at relatively high temperature.
In principle a third situation might be anticipated, namely a low-spin ground state
zE arising from the (bz)Z(e)3 configuration. However, up to now, such a low-spin state
has never been observed for a genuine five-coordinate d 5 ion. This is due to the fact
that the stabilization of the al (zz) orbital with respect to the hypothetical six-coordinate
case is always sufficiently pronounced for the al - e energy gap to be smaller than the
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spin pairing energy. On the other hand, low-spin S = 1/2 ground state is well
documented for six-coordinate compounds.
Although the existence of an S = 3/2 ground state was postulated by Pauling et al.
[5.1,5.2] as early as 1936, it has been ignored or rejected by most of the authors. from
the 1940s up to the beginning of the 1970s. Some authors even stated from SImple
theoretical considerations that an S =3/2 state could not have the lowest energy [5.3].
Actually, the S = 3/2 intermediate spin state is not easy to distinguish from the thermal
equilibrium between S = 1/2 low-spin and S = 5/2 high-spin states if the magnetic
data are not accurately recorded down to the lowest temperatures. Until the
pioneering work of Maltempo and Moss [5.4] in 1976, most of the cases where the
XT values were intermediate between what is expected for low spin (N gZ~Z /4k) and
high spin (35NgZ~z/12k) have been attributed to such an S = 1/2 - S = 5/2 thermal
..
equilibrium.
.
The above discussion may be easily extended to the case of ~ IOns. The hIgh-spill
.
Th e
g round state is then 5B z. It arises from the (b z)Z(e) Z(aI) 1(b)l1 con f'IguratIOn.
.
3
·
Z
Z
1
(b
)0
f'
.
intermediate-spill ground state E anses from the (b z) (e) (al) I con IguratIon.

5.2 Spin-Admixed Ground State
Let us return to the case of a d 5 ion in square pyramidal C4v symmetry. We have shown
that according to the strength of the ligand occupying the apical position, the ground
state may be 6A I or 4A z. In fact, in some compounds, the situation may be even more
complicated and can no longer be visualized in a purely one-electron orbital approach.
If the two states 6A I or 4A z are close enough in energy, they can couple through the
spin-orbit coupling to give a so-called spin-admixed ground state. Group theory allows
a qualitative approach to this phenomenon. The C'4v double group is as
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(5.2.1)
The spin functions associated with S = 5/2 span the E z + 2E3 irreducible representations, and those associated with S = 3/2 span the E z + E 3 irreducible representations of C'4v. For the unperturbed 6A I state the Ez + 2E3 Kramers doublets are
accidentally degenerate since there is no first-order angular momentum. In the same
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way, for the unperturbed 4A z state, the £z + £3 Kramers doublets are accidentaIly
degenerate. When the 6A I and 4A z states interact, the £z zero-field split states on the
one hand, and the £3 zero-field split states on the other hand can mix. The magnitude
of this mixing depends on the separation.1 between the unperturbed 6AI and 4A z states,
and the spin-orbit coupling constant ~.
For practical purposes it is more appropriate to label the Kramers doublets arising
from the unperturbed 6A I and 4A z states with the 16A I, ±Ms> (Ms = 112,312, and 512),
4
and 1 Az,±Ms> (Ms = 112 and 312) notations. This is possible because the symmetry
is axial, and the zero-field splitting operator acting within the unperturbed states is of
6
the form DS/. 1 AI, ±112> and 14A z, ± 112> correspond to the £z irreducible
representation, and the other Kramers doublets correspond to £3.
The Hamiltonian appropriate to describe the energy levels in zero field is

I

where the unperturbed 4A z state is assumed to be the lowest. When .1 is large with
respect to~, S = 312 and 5/2 remain good quantum numbers. The 6AI - 4A z interaction
leads to zero-field splittings within the almost pure spin states. The zero-field splitting
parameter D is
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(5.2.2)
where V is the ligand field provoking the.1 energy gap between unperturbed 6A 1 and
4Az states, and ~LiIi'si is the spin-orbit coupling operator, ~ being the spin-orbit
coupling constant for the five electrons occupying the d orbitals. Since the states 4A z
and 6AI in which we are interested do not arise from the same free-ion state, the
spin-orbit coupling operator may not be simplified in ALoS. The matrix elements of
this operator have been calculated by Maltempo and Moss [5.4]. The only nonzero
matrix elements are

I

I

I

<6A I,±1121 ~LiIi'si 4A z,±112 > = <4A z,±112 ~LiIi'si 6A I,±1I2>
= - (6/5)Yz~

I

(5.2.4)
Conversely, when .1 and ~ are of the same order of magnitude, the mixing of the states
is important. S = 3/2 and 512 are no longer good quantum numbers. On the other hand,
Ms = ±112, ±3/2,±512 remain good quantum numbers in zero field. The wavefunctions
associated with each Kramers doublet, except 16AJ, ±512>, are of the form
(5.2.5)
where the mixing coefficients a and b are determined by diagonalizing the energy
matrices:

----------

(5.2.6)
As expected, for .1/~ = 0, there is an equal mixture of high-spin and intermediate-spin
states for each of the four Kramers doublets with Ms = ±112 and ±312. For large values
of 1.1/~ the composition of the wavefunctions for the ground Kramers doublet
approaches pure intermediate-spin or pure high-spin according to whether.1 is positive
or negative. From the matrices above we can also determine the energies of the five
Kramers doublets as

I,

I

<6AJ,±3/21 ~LiIi'si 4A z,±312> = <4A z,±3121 ~L;lrSi 6A I,±3/2>
= - (4/5{'2~

£1=0

£z = [(25x z + 120{'2 - (25x z + 80)Y2]/1O

(5.2.3)

£3 = [5x + (25x z + 120)Y2]11O

It foIlows that the energy levels are

6

4
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1±1/2>

£4 = [(25x z + 120)1/2 + (25x z + 80)Y2]11O

1±3/2>

£5 = (25x z + 120)Y2/5

(5.2.7)

with

A1

1±5/2>

A2
!±3/2>
!±1/2>

x=M~

(5.2.8)

where the zero energy is assigned to the M s = 112 lowest Kramers doublet. The
variation of these energies versus .1/~ is shown in Figure 5.1.
The calculation of the paraIlel and perpendicular magnetic susceptibilities does not
present any conceptual difficulty. Using the appropriate eigenfunctions for the five
Kramers doublets as a basis set, the Zeeman perturbation g~S-H is diagonalized, and
the first- and second-order Zeeman coefficients are calculated for both the paraIlel (z)
and perpendicular (x,y) directions of the applied magnetic field, and finaIly introduced
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Figure 5.1. Energl (in I; units) versus t:J1; curves for the five low-lying Kramers doublets in
the case of 6AI - A2 spin-admixed state. The energy of the lowest doublet is taken as
the energy origin. L'1 is the 6AI - 4A2 energy gap for unperturbed states, and I; the spin-orbit
coupling constant.

into the Van Vleck formula (lA.7). We can note here that, owing to the orthogonality
of the orbital functions, the Zeeman perturbation does not couple unperturbed states.
Typical XT versus kT/~ curves for g = 2, and 11/"A = 0 and ± 2 are shown in Figure 5.2,
where X is the average magnetic susceptibility.
Interestingly, the degree of mixing in principle may also be deduced from EPR
spectroscopy. Resonance within the M s =±l/2 Kramers doublet is observed at gz =2

1
-4 -3

-2

-1

0

2

3

4

I1/S
Figure 5.3. Variation of the perpendicular Zeeman factor gx associated with the lowest
Kramers doublet as a function of L'1/1; in the case of 6AI - 4A2 spin-admixed state.

and gx = gy = 6 for a pure 6AI state in axial symmetry, and at gz = 2 and gx ~ gy = ~ for
a pure 4A 2 state in axial symmetry. For the ground Kramers doublet of a spJn-admlxe~
species, the value of gz is independent of t.J~, and equal to 2. As for the value of gx, It
varies as shown in Figure 5.3 from a minimum of 4 for large positive values of t.J~ to
a maximum of 6 for large negative values of t.J~, according to [5.5]:

(5.2.9)

4.5
where the plus sign stands for gx < 5, and minus for gx > 5.
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5.3 Examples of Intermediate-Spin and Spin-Admixed
States in Iron(lII) Compounds
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Figure 5.2. XT versus kT/1; plots in the case of 6Al - 4A2 spin-admixed state for t:J1;

=0 and ± 2.

The first well-documented examples of iron(III) compounds with intermediate S = 3/2
states are provided by halogenobis(dialkyldithiocarbamato)iron(III). Single crystal
X-ray structures for several derivatives of this family are available [5.6-5.9]. In all
cases the iron atom has a highly distorted square pyramidal geometry, the ~alogen
atom being at the apex of the pyramid and the iron atom at its center, about 0.6 A above
the mean basal plane of the four sulfur atoms belonging to the dithiocarbamato ligands.
The overall symmetry is close to C2 . The structure of chlorobis(diethyldithiocarbamato)iron(III) is sketched in Figure 504. Down to around 10 K the average magnetic
susceptibility [5.9-5.11] for this compound follows the Curie law anticipated for an S
= 3/2 ground state with XT = 1.90 cm3 K mol-I. Magnetic anisotropy measurements
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Molecular structure of chlorobis(diethyldithiocarbamato) iron(III) (from ref.

have permitted an accurate determination ofthe energy gap 8 between the two Kramers
doublets, related to the axial D and rhombic E zero-field splitting parameters appearing
in the spin Hamiltonian in zero-field:

H = D(S/ - 5/4) + E(S/ - S/)

(5.3.1)

through
8 = 2(D z + 3E z)1;2

Figure 5.5. Molecular structure of Fe(TPP)(CI04) with TPP =meso-tetraphenylporphyrinato
(from ref. [5.22]).

(5.3.2)

8 has been found to be equal to 3.4 cm- I [5.12, 5.13]. Interestingly, 8 has also been
determined directly by far infrared spectroscopy [5.14, 5.15] and found to be equal to
I
3.85 cm- . It should be noted, however, that this spectroscopic determination has been
carried out at 2.2 K, i.e., in the three-dimensional ferromagnetic state. Indeed, surprisingly, the compound orders ferromagnetically at 2.5 K, such that the two values of 8
are not exactly comparable. Mossbauer data confirm that only the S = 3/2 ground state
is thermally populated throughout the 4.2-300 K temperature range [5.9, 5.10, 5.16].
Low-spin, high-spin, intermediate-spin, and spin-admixed states in iron(III) porphyrins have been extensively investigated, in particular by Scheidt and Reed [5.17].
These compounds are invariably found to have one or two axial ligands so that the
overall geometry is tetragonal, or nearly so. The spin state is essentially controlled by
the nature and the number of axial ligands. More precisely, the coordination of strong
field ligands leads to six-coordinate compounds with an S = 112 low-spin ground state.
This is the case, for instance, for [Fe(TPP)(CNh]+ or [Fe(TPP)(imht with TPP =
meso-tetraphenylporphyrinato and im = imidazole [5.18, 5.19]. The iron atom is then
located within the,basal plane, and the Fe-N bond lengths in this plane are on the order
of 1.99 ± 0.02 A. Weaker field ligands lead to either six- or to five-coordinate
compounds with an S = 5/2 high-spin ground state. Six-coordinate geometry is
encountered with neutral ligands like HzO or dimethylformamide (DMF), while
five-coordinate geometry is observed for weak field monoanionic ligands like halogeno. For high-spin six-coordinate derivatives, for instance [Fe(TPP)(HzOht, the
iron atom remains within the basal plane, but the Fe-N bond lengths are about 0.06
A larger than in the low-spin case [5.20]. For high-spin five-coordinate derivatives,

for instance [Fe(TPP)Cl], the iron atom is extruded out of the porphyrinato plane in
the direction of the apical ligand, the distance between the metal atom and the center
of the basal plane being of the order on 0.5 ± 0.1 A. The Fe-N bond lengths involving
the porphyrinato nitrogen atoms are around 2.07 ± 0.02 A[5.2l]. Finally, moderate
field ligands may lead to five-coordinate compounds with either a pure S =3/2 ground
state, or, more frequently, an S =3/2, 5/2 spin-admixed state. The displacement of iron
from the basal plane is then on the order of 0.3 A.
A well-documented case of a spin-admixed derivative is offered by
[Fe(TPP)(CI0 4)], the structure of which is shown in Figure 5.5. Perchlorato is linked
to iron by one of its four oxygen atoms with an unusually short Fe-O bond length
(2.029 A) [5.23, 5.23]. The Fe-N bond lengths (mean value: 2.001 A) are shorter
than in high-spin iron(III) porphyrins as is the displacement of the iron atom above
the mean porphyrinato plane (0.28 A). At room temperature XTfor [Fe(TPP)(CI04)]
is equal to 3.18 cm3 K mor- l , which is significantly higher than anticipated for a pure
S = 312 state ("" 1.88 cm3 K mor- I), but lower than anticipated for a pure S = 512 state
("" 4.38 cm 3 K mor- I). On cooling, xTfirst smoothly decreases down to ca. 30 K, and
then more rapidly below 30 K. At 4.2 K, XT is equal to 1.71 cm 3 K mol-I. These
magnetic properties are fairly well reproduced by Maltempo's model; the parameters
are ~ = 108 cm- l , ~ = 188 cm- I, and the g-values associated with the lowest Kramers
doublet are calculated as gz = 2 and gx = 4.74 [5.24-5.26]. These values correspond to
wavefunctions for the ground state containing 65% of 4A z and 35% of 6A I. The
experimental EPR spectrum gives gz = 2 and gx = 4.75. In spite of this apparent
agreement, the ~ and ~ values must be considered at best as indicative. Indeed, the
electronic structure of [Fe(TPP)(CI04)] is certainly more complicated than is suggested by Maltempo's model in which only two low-lying states are taken into account.
Thus, this model does not allow a proper interpretation of the magnetization data, even
if the ~ and ~ values are different from those given above. Mossbauer spectroscopy
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confirms that only one state is thermally populated. This spectrum shows a
well-defined quadrupole doublet with a large quadrupole splitting that remains
unchanged throughout the whole temperature range [5.26). This unique populated state
might arise from the mixing of more than two spin states.
In addition to six-coordinate low-spin and five-coordinate high-spin species, intermediate-spin and spin-admixed species have also been characterized in iron(III)
phthalocyanine chemistry [5.27). Thus, [Fe(Pc)Br] with Pc =phthalocyaninato shows
an essentially pure S = 3/2 state. XT remains equal to 2.0 cm3 K mol- 1 in the 30-300
K range. Below 30 K, XT decreases owing to the zero-field splitting within the quartet
ground state. In contrast, [Fe(Pc)Cl] shows a significant degree of S = 3/2, 5/2 mixing. XT
is equal to 2.55 cm3 K mol- l at 300 K and decreases down to 1.32 cm3 K mor l at 4.2 K.
The gx value of 4.67 is consistent with a 4A 2 - 6A l mixing. For both [Fe(Pc)Br] and
[Fe(Pc)Cl], Mossbauer spectra conflfm that there is no equilibrium between two spin
states. The spectra remain essentially unchanged throughout the temperature range.

5.4 Examples of Intermediate-Spin and Spin-Admixed
States in Iron(ll) Compounds
The S = 1 intermediate spin state has also been observed in iron(II) porphyrins as well
as the S = 0 low-spin and S = 2 high-spin states. The situation as a whole may be
summed up as follows [5.17]: strong-field ligands lead to five-coordinate or
six-coordinate low-spin compounds. In five-coordinate low-spin compounds the iron
atom is pushed away from the basal plane by ca. 0.2 A whereas in six-coordinate
high-spin compounds it remains located within this basal plane. The Fe-N bond
lengths involving porphyrinato nitrogen atoms are on the order of 1.99 ± 0.02 A.
[Fe(TPP)(NO)] is an example of a five-coordinate [5.28], and [Fe(TPP)(CO)(py)] or
[Fe(TPP)(NO)(I-meim)] of a six-coordinate [5.29, 5.30] compound with an S = 0
ground state (l-meim = I-methylimidazole). Weak-field ligands lead to high-spin
compounds, which may be five- or six-coordinate. The Fe-N bond lengths are larger
(ca. 2.08 ± 0.02 A) as is the extrusion of the metal from the porphyrinato plane for
five-coordinate derivatives. [Fe(TPP)(2-meim)] is an example of a five-coordinate
[5.31] and [Fe(TPP)(THFh] of a six-coordinate [5.32] high-spin compound (2-meim
= 2-methylimidazole; THF = tetrahydrofuran). Finally, S = 1 intermediate-spin state
has been reported for the planar compound, without an apical ligand, Fe(TPP) [5.33].
The best analysis of the magnetic behavior of Fe(TPP) has been proposed by Mitra
et al. [5.34]. At room temperature XT is equal to 2.20 cm3 K mol-\, which is twice as
much as would be expected for a triplet state without orbital contribution. When Tis
lowered, XT decreases, first very smoothly, and then more and more rapidly below ca.
80 K, and eventually tends to zero when T approaches absolute zero. This lowtemperature behavior is indicative of large zero-field splitting within the triplet state
with a nonmagnetic level lying the lowest. The magnetic anisotropy curve
(Xx - Xz) = f(1) has also been recorded. Xx is larger than Xz in the whole temperature
range, and the anisotropy increases as T is lowered. The important point is that the
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principal magnetic susceptibilities Xx and Xz do not follow Eqs. (2.5.15) and (2.5.19)
valid for an S = 1 orbital singlet split in zero-field. Mitra et al. reached a satisfactory
explanation of the magnetic data from the following hypotheses: At least three S = 1
states strongly couple through spin-orbit coupling. These states along with the configuration from which they arise are 3A 2(a,2b 22e 2), 3E(a lble 3) and 3B 2(a\b 2e4 ) in
ascending order of energy, the order of the one-electron orbitals being
al(z2) < e(yz, zx) < b 2(xy) « b(x2 -l). The strong stabilization of the a\ orbital is
obviously due to the fact that there is no apical ligand. It is worth noting that the
pronounced mixing of the 3A2 ground state with the closely lying 3E state, which
explains the large orbital contribution to the magnetic susceptibility, has also been
deduced from a proton magnetic resonance study [5.35-5.37].

5.5 Spin Transition and Spin Equilibrium Involving an
Intermediate-Spin State
For all the intermediate-spin or spin-admixed state compounds mentioned so far in
this chapter, a single spin state was thermally populated in the temperature range of
interest, i.e., up to 300 K. In addition to those compounds there are a few species in
which a spin transition or a spin equilibrium between a low-spin (or a high-spin) and
an intermediate-spin state was characterized. The first report of this kind concerns
[Fe(salen)(NO)] with salen =N,N'-ethylenebis(salicylideneiminato) [5.38,5.39]. The
molecular structure of [Fe(salen)(NO)] was determined both at 296 and 98 K [5.40).
The results are shown in Figure 5.6. There are only marginally significant structural
changes between the two structures although the compound presents a spin transition
at 175 ± 3 K (vide infra). The iron(III) ion is in square pyramidal environment with
the oxygen and nitrogen coordinating atoms of salen in the basal plane, and the NO
group in the apical position. The Fe-N-O linkage is bent, with an angle of 141
above the transition and 127 below. The temperature dependence of XT for
[Fe(salen)(NO)] shows a rather abrupt transition around Te = 175 K occurring over a
temperature interval of ca. 8 K (see Figure 5.7); XT is equal to 1.7 cm3 K mol-\ above
3
Te and to 0.5 cm K mol-' below Te . These values indicate that the transition occurs
between S = 1/2 and S = 3/2 states [5.4l]. The variation of the EPR spectra versus
temperature recorded on a powder sample is consistent with such a spin transition. At
room temperature the spectrum shows a broad signal covering the g = 2-4 range. This
signal is the envelope of the two transitions at g = 2 and g = 4, respectively, expected
for the M s = ± 1/2 Kramers doublet arising from the zero-field splitting within the S
= 3/2 state. The other Kramers doublet, Ms = ± 3/2, is nonresonant. When cooling
down and passing through the transition, the component at g = 4 vanishes, and at
temperatures below 170 K only a sharp signal at g = 2 is observed, corresponding to
the S = 1/2 state. At 77 K the anisotropy of the g-tensor associated with the S = 1/2
state is resolved with gz = 2.133 and gx = 2.036. The spin transition can also be followed
by Mossbauer spectroscopy. Around Tc a superposition of two spectra belonging to
0

0
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the S = 1/2 and S = 3/2 states, respectively, is seen, which indicates that fluctuation
rates are slow on the Mossbauer time scale.
Several other NO complexes with substituted salen rings were also investigated.
For [Fe(4-CI-salen)(NO)] the high- and low-temperature limit values of XT are much
the same as for the unsubstituted species, but the decrease of XT when T is lowered is
gradual. This behavior is consistent with a spin equilibrium between a ground S = 1/2
state and a thermally populated excited S = 3/2 state. If so, the population of the two
low-lying states varies with temperature according to the Boltzmann law. For [Fe(5CI-salen)(NO)], on the other hand, only the S = 3/2 state is thermally populated
throughout the temperature range.
Another case of spin equilibrium between S = 1/2 and S = 3/2 states has been
characterized [5.42]. It deals with the compound [Fe(TMC)(NO)](BF4h (TMC stands
for 1,4,8, II-tetramethyl-I ,4,8, II-tetraazacyclotetradecane). This macrocyclic
tetramine shown below binds the iron(III) ion in such a way that the four N-methyl
substituents lie on the same side ofthe plane formed by the four nitrogen atoms, which
favors the formation of five-coordinate species. The NO group occupies the apical

T=296 K

T = 198 K
Figure 5.6. Molecular structure of [Fe(salen)(NO)] with salen = N,N'-ethylenebis(salicylideneiminato) at 296 and 198 K, i.e., above and below the S =3/2 H S = 1/2 spin transition,
respectively. The position of the oxygen atom of NO is disordered; only one of the two possible
positions is indicated (from ref. [5.40]).
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position. An investigation of the magnetic properties of [Fe(TMC)(NO)](BF4)2 shows
a continuous decrease of XT as the temperature is lowered, with XT = 1.7 cm 3 K mol- 1
at 286 K and 0.9 cm3 K mol- 1 at 4.2 K. This behavior is actually very similar to that
observed for [Fe(4-CI-salen)(NO)] and is attributed to .an S = 1/2 - S = 3/2 spin
equilibrium. The Mossbauer spectra at various temperatures show a single quadrupole-split doublet. Both the isomer shift and the quadrupole splitting are temperature
dependent, confirming that more than one spin state is thermally populated.
At least one convincing example of an S = 3/2 - S = 5/2 spin equilibrium has
been reported [5.43]. It concerns the dichlorodimethane monosolvate of tris(4morpholinecarbodithioato-S,S')iron(III). 4-morpholinecarbodithioato is a bidentate monoanion:

T = 175 K
c

o

50

100
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T/K
Figure 5.7. Experimental XT versus T variation for [Fe(salen)(NO)] with salen = N,N'ethylenebis(salicylideneiminato) (from ref. [5.41]).
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In this complex the iron(III) ion is in a distorted octahedral environment of six sulfur
atoms. The study of the magnetic properties reveals a continuous decrease of XT as T
is lowered fromXT= 3.7 cm3 Kmol- 1 at 300 K down to 1.75 cm3 K mol- 1 at 5 K. This
latter value is much too high for an S = 1/2 state, but is close to what is expected for
an S = 3/2 state. Temperature dependences of EPR and Mossbauer spectra are
consistent with such a spin equilibrium involving quartet and sextet spin states [5.44].
Interestingly, the unsolvated derivative exhibits a much more common S = 1/2 - S =
5/2 spin equilibrium.
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CHAPTER

6
Isotropic Interaction in
Dinuclear Compounds
There is no doubt that the most important developments in molecular magnetism in
the last two decades have concerned compounds where several magnetic centers
interact. These magnetic moment carriers may be transition metal ions, rare earths, or
organic radicals. This and all the following chapters will be devoted to the various
problems related to the interaction between magnetic centers within molecular units.
We will first study the physics of polymetallic systems in this chapter and in Chapter
7, and then we will treat the orbital mechanism of the interaction between magnetic
centers. This chapter deals with molecular entities containing only two magnetic
centers and focuses on the dominant phenomenon, namely the isotropic interaction.

6.1 Copper(ll) Dinuclear Compounds
The most thoroughly investigated dinuclear compounds by far are those involving
copper(II) ions, where the interaction occurs between two local doublet states. Let us
consider a compound of this nature, in which two copper(II) ions, noted A and B, in
the same molecular entity are bridged by a diamagnetic ligand capable of transmitting
the electronic effects between A and B. If the two metal ions interact through the bridge,
then the local spins SA = SB = 1/2 are not good quantum numbers. The good spin
quantum numbers are S =0 and 1. Let E(S =0) and E(S = 1) be the energies of the two
pair states. Due to electrostatic reasons studied in detail in chapter 8, E(S =0) and E(S = 1)
are in general not equal, but separated by a J energy gap defined as
J

=E(S = 0) -

E(S

= 1)

(6.1.1)

J is often referred to as the isotropic interaction parameter. When the state S =0 is the
ground state, the interaction is said to be antiferromagnetic; J is then negative. When
the state S = 1 is the ground state, the interaction is said to be ferromagnetic and J is
positive. This latter situation is much less frequent than the former. About 95% of
copper(II) dinuclear compounds present an antiferromagnetic interaction.
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In the absence of any other phenomenon, such as those studied in Section 6.5 and
in Chapter 7, the calculation of the magnetic susceptibility is straightforward. The
Zeeman perturbation does not affect the singlet state and splits the components of the
triplet state as
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This expression (6.1.3) was derived for the first time by Bleaney and Bowers [6.1].
The X versus T plot is shown in Figure 6.1, for J = 0 and ± 100 em-I. For J < 0, the
magnetic susceptibility presents a maximum, and then tends to zero when T approaches zero. Indeed, at low temperature, only the diamagnetic ground state is
thermally populated. This maximum in X is a signature of antiferromagnetic interaction. The temperature Tmax for which it occurs is related to J through

IJ IIkTmax = 1.599

150
T/K

200

250

300

versus T. For J = 0, XT is constant and equal to Ng2~2I2k. For J > 0, XT is close to
Ng2~212k when kT» J. On cooling, XT increases, due to the depopulation of the
diamagnetic excited state in favor of the triplet ground state, and tends to a plateau
with XT= 2Ng2~213k corresponding to the temperature range where the excited singlet
state is fully depopulated. The ratio (x1) LT/(X1)m between the low- and high-temperature limits is equal to 4/3. Of course, for J < 0, XT continuously decreases upon
cooling. The XT versus kT/ IJ I plots for J positive, negative or zero are compared in
Figure 6.2.

and the magnetic susceptibility is given by
X=----"'---'---kT[3 + exp(-J/kT)]

100

Figure 6.1. Xversus Tcurves for a copper(II) dinuclear compound with J = 0 and ±100 em-I.
For the sake of simplicity the Zeeman factor is taken to be equal to 2.

If the energy of the triplet state is taken as the origin, the E~) and E~) coefficients
intervening in Eq. (1.4.11) are
n

50

(6.1.4)

For instance, for J =- 100 em-I, Tmax is observed at 90 K since k is equal to 0.695
I I
cm- K- (see Appendix 1). For J > 0, on cooling, X increases faster than in CIT. We
notice that the difference between the X = f(T) curves for J = 0 and J = 100 cm- I is
weakly pronounced. The best way to reveal a ferromagnetic interaction is to plot XT

c--_ _ .J
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Figure 6.2. XT (in Nlr;,2/k units) versus kT11 J I curves for a copper(II) dinuclear compound
with J positive, negative, or zero.
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The isotropic interaction phenomenon is purely electrostatic in nature, as discussed
in Chapter 8. However, it is often formally described by a coupling between the local
spin operators SA and SB. The phenomenological Hamiltonian accounting for this may
be written as
(6.1.5)
Such a phenomenological description of the isotropic interaction was introduced first
by Heisenberg, then discussed by Dirac and Van Vleck. H in (6.1.5) is generally called
the Heisenberg-Dirac-Van Vleck (HDVV) Hamiltonian. Since

0

0

(6.1.6)
hence
(6.1.7)
H may be rewritten as

(6.1.8)

"'y

x
the eigenvalues of which are
(6.1.9)

Figure 6.3. Molecular structure of diaquatetra-ll-acetato-dicopper(II) (from ref. [6.3]).

which, after a change of origin, can be rewritten

E(S)=-i S(S+I)

(6.1.10)

such that Eq. (6.1.1) is obeyed. It is important to stress that the HDVV Hamiltonian
is easy to handle. Moreover, as we will see in the next section, it can be generalized.
However, it is purely phenomenological, and does not provide any information on the
real mechanism of the isotropic interaction.
An enormous amount of work has been devoted to copper(II) dinuclear compounds
and our goal is not to write a review here. Several review papers have been published
to which the reader can refer [6.2-6.7]. We limit ourselves to presenting a couple of
examples. Other important examples will be discussed in Chapter 8, which is devoted
to the orbital mechanism of the isotropic interaction.
The magnetic interaction phenomenon within a molecule was discovered in 1951
by Guha [6.8], then by Bleaney and Bowers [6.1], on a compound known at that time
as copper(II) acetate monohydrate. Guha found that the magnetic susceptibility
exhibits a maximum as a function of temperature; Bleaney and Bowers observed that
the EPR spectra resemble those of triplet states rather than doublet states expected for
noninteracting copper(II) ions. Furthermore, the intensity of the signal also passes
through a maximum around 270 K and rapidly decreases as the temperature is lowered.
The molecule is actually dimeric, as shown in Figure 6.3. The copper(II) ions are in
square pyramidal environments, with oxygen atoms from acetato groups in the basal

planes and water molecules occupying the apical positions. The metal atoms are
bridged by four acetato groups, the two basal planes being parallel, so the molecular
symmetry is very close to D4h. The Cu...Cu separation is equal to 2.64 A. The Xversus
T plot for a sample of diaquatetra-/-!-acetato~dicopper(II)CU2(CH3COOMH20h,
recrystallized twice, is shown in Figure 6.4. As described, Xpresents a broad maximum
around 265 K and becomes almost negligible below 100 K. On cooling further, X
increases again. This effect, which is often observed for polymetallic compounds with
a singlet ground state, is not intrinsic to the compound but is due to the presence of a
very small amount of noncoupled species in the sample. To account for this effect, Eq.
(6.1.3) may be corrected as follows:
2Ng2~2

Ni~2

X = kT[3 + exp(-l/kT)] (1- p) + 2kT P

(6.1.11)

in which p is the molar fraction of noncoupled species. In (6.1.11) it is assumed that
the "impurity" follows the Curie law and has the same molecular weight and the same
g-factor as the actual compound. Least-squares fitting of the data of Figure 6.4 with
the corrected equation (6.1.11) leads to I = -296 cm- 1, g = 2.09, and p = 0.0085. The
singlet-triplet energy gap I has been measured directly by inelastic neutron scattering
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on a deuterated sample CUZ(CD3COOMDzOh by Glidel et al. and found to be equal
to -298(4) cm- I [6.9,6.10].
Our second example deals with azido-bridged copper(II) dinuclear compounds,
whose magnetic properties present a rather intriguing versatility [6.11,6.12]. We will
consider three compounds, successively, with different types of bridging networks.
The first one is represented in Figure 6.5. The planar network
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Figure 6.4. Xversus T plot for diaquatetra-)l-acetato-dicopper(II).

is contained within a cryptate entity. The two metal ions are separated by 5.145 A. In
spite of this large separation the metal ions are so strongly coupled in an antiferromagnetic fashion that the compound is diamagnetic. Even at room temperature the triplet
excited state is totally depopulated. Its energy with respect to the singlet ground state
should be larger than 103 cm- I. All the copper(II) dinuclear compounds with symmetrical end-to-end azido bridges present such a strong antiferromagnetic interaction

[6.13-6.15].
The second azido bridged compound is shown in Figure 6.6. Each copper(II) ion
is surrounded by five nitrogen atoms, two from the terminal ligand tmen = N,N,N',N'tetramethylethylenediamine and three from azido groups, which occupy the vertices
of a slightly distorted square-based pyramid. Two azido groups bridge in an end-to-end
fashion between the apical positions of one copper atom and the basal plane of the
adjacent copper atom. The short and long Cu-N bond lengths in the bridges are equal
to 1.979 and 2.456 A, respectively, and the Cu...Cu separation is 5.004 A. The magnetic
and EPR properties of this compound have not detected any interaction between the
copper(II) ions. In the 4.2-300 K temperature range the magnetic susceptibility
follows the Curie law expected for two noncoupled copper(II) ions with XT =0.85(2)
cm3 K mol-I. In the same way, the EPR spectrum is typical of a noncoupled copper(II)
ion in an elongated tetragonal environment [6.16].
The third compound is [Cuz(t-bupyMN3h](Cl0 4h where t-bupy stands for 4ter-butylpyridine. The dinuclear cation shown in Figure 6.7 contains the planar
network:

Figure 6.5. Molecular structure of the inclusion complex [CU(N3h(CIsH3SNZS4)] with two
bridging and two terminal azido groups (from ref. [6.13]).
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Figure 6.7. Molecular structure ofthe dication di-ll-azido-tetrakis(4-ter-butylpyridine)dicopper(I1) (from ref. [6.17]).
Figure 6.6. Molecular structure of di-ll-azido-bis[[N,N,N',N' -tetramethylethylenediamineazido-copper(II)] (from reference [6.16]).

with two end-on azido bridges. The Cu...Cu separation is 3.045 A. The magnetic and
EPR properties of this compound are typical of ferromagnetically coupled copper(II)
species. The XT versus T plot is given in Figure 6.8. At room temperature XT is equal
to 0.92 cm 3 K mol-I, a value that is already higher than expected for two noncoupled
copper(II) ions; XT increases on cooling and reaches a plateau below 60 K with XT =
1.09(2) cm3 K mor l . The ground triplet-excited singlet separation as deduced from
the magnetic susceptibility data and Eq. (6.1.3) is found to be equal to J = 110(20)
cm-I [6.17]. We must point out here that the determination of J from the magnetic data
is much more accurate for J < 0 than for J > O. When J < 0, X exhibits a maximum at
a temperature directly related to the J value (see Table 6.1) whereas, when J > 0, both
Xand XTvary monotonically as a function ofT. Moreover, the derivative ofEq. (6.1.3)
with respect to J,

d /dJ = 2Ng2~2
exp(-JlkT)
X
k 2T2 [3 + exp(-J/kT)f

(6.1.12)

1.2 .----,----,--,----,----,------,
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Figure 6.8. XT versus T plot for di-ll-azido-tetrakis(4-ter-butylpyridine)dicopper(II) perchlorate.
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Table 6.1. Ratio IJI/kTmax Relating the Interaction Parameter J and the
Temperature Tmax for Which a Maximum of X is Observed for
Pairs of Local Spins SA Antiferromagnetically Coupled

XS(S + 1)(2S + 1) exp[-E(S)/k1]
Ng2~2 S

X =---'~--------3kT

SA

IJllkTmax

1/2

1.599

1

0.976

3/2

0.648

2

0.462

5/2

0.347
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(6.2.3)

X(2S + 1) exp[-E(S)/k1]
S

The variations of X and XT as a function of T are qualitatively similar to those obtained
with copper(II) dinuclear species. When J is negative, the ground state is diamagnetic
and X presents a maximum at a finite temperature Tmax' The ratio J /kTmax as a
function of local spin SA (= SB) is given in Table 6.1.
Let us treat explicitly the case of a pair of local spins SA = SB = 5/2 [high-spin
iron(I1I) or manganese(II)]. The spectrum of the low-lying states and the first order
Zeeman coefficients associated with the Zeeman perturbation are as follows:

II

5813
4813
3813
2813

is maximum for a negative J value (J/kT= -1.099). Both the shape and the temperature
dependence of the EPR spectra of [CU2(t-bupyMN3h] (CI04)2 confirm that the ground
state is the triplet state [6.18].

-15J----_ ~~====t
-2813
S=5

6.2 Other Symmetrical Dinuclear Compounds
The HDVV Hamiltonian (6.1.5) describing the isotropic interaction is valid for any
pair of interacting magnetic centers with local spins SA and SB, provided that the
local states have no first-order angular momentum. In thi~9ti~Il we considerthaJ
the two magnetic centers are identical, with SA = SB, and symmetry related within
the dinuclea~ unit. the total spin Hamiltonian taking into account the Zeeman
perturbation is then

-3813
--4813
-5813
4813
3813
2813
_~
~~~=====gJ3

-lOJ-~";""""~~
S=4

-2813
-3813
--4813

(6.2.1)
where gA and gB are the local g-tensors, which, in our hypothesis, are equal. Moreover,
we assume that they are isotropic with the g principal value. In (6.2.1) we neglect the
zero-field splitting (local anisotropy) of interacting ions with SA > 1/2 as well as
smaller effects, such as anisotropic interaction, which will be treated in Chapter 7. The
pair states are defined by S varying by an integer value from 0 to 2SA. The relative
energies of these pair states are given by Eq. (6.1.10). The general expression for
magnetic susceptibility is then

Ng2~2

X=-kT

X XM~ exp[-E(S)/k1]
S

which can be rewritten as

S=3

~

;
-813
-2813
-3813

~~gJ3
~-gJ3

-2813

S MIF-S

X(2S + 1) exp[-E(S)/k1]

--6J

(6.2.2)
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Figure 6.10. Molecular structure of [Fe(salen) jzO with salen = N,N'-ethylenebis(salicylideneiminato) (from ref. [6.21]).

Figure 6.9. Xversus Tcurves for a high-spin iron(III) dinuclear compound with various values
of J < O. The Zeeman factor is taken to be equal to 2.

The molar magnetic susceptibility Xis calculated as
2Ng2~2

X = ----pr-

eX + 5e 3x + l4e 6x + 30e lOx + 55e 15x
1 + 3ex + 5e 3x + 7e 6x + ge lOx + 11e l5x

(6.2.4)

with
x=JIkT

(6.2.5)

The X versus T curves for various values of J < 0 are represented in Figure 6.9. For
local spins SA =SB =2, the last term in both the numerator (55e l5x ) and the denominator
(lle I5x ) of (6.2.4) has to be suppressed. For local spins SA = SB = 3/2, an additional
term at the right-hand side of the numerator and the denominator has to be suppressed,
and so on.
We focus on high-spin iron(III) compounds as examples of symmetrical dinuclear
units with more than two unpaired electrons. Many systems of this kind have been
reported. For examples, we can mention the j.l-oxo derivatives with the Fe-O-Fe
linkage [6.19, 6.20). The structure of one of these, [Fe(salen)]zO, is shown in Figure
6.10. The Fe-O-Fe bridging angle is significantly smaller than 180°, as in most of
the j.l-oxo iron(III) compounds, being equal to 145° [6.21]. The magnetic susceptibility
of [Fe(salen)]zO, corrected for the uncoupled impurity, continuously decreases on
cooling from room temperature, characterizing a strong antiferromagnetic interaction.
The interaction parameter J deduced from the magnetic data and the theoretical
Eq. (6.2.4) was found to be equal to -178 cm- l [6.22). All the j.l-oxo iron(III)
compounds display rather similar magnetic properties with -J values in the range

170-230cm- l . In contrast with other series of related compounds (see Section 8.5)
J does not seem to be very sensitive to small changes in bridging angle values. In the
j.l-oxo derivatives the Fe-O-Fe angle may take values between 135° and 175° [6.19,
6.23).
The reaction of [Fe(salen)]zO with (Me3Si)zS in DMF affords the j.l-sulfido compound [Fe(salen)]zS. The Fe-S-Fe angle, equal to 121.8°, is substantially smaller
than the Fe-O-Fe angle (see Figure 6.11). At equal bridging angles the antiferromagnetic interaction would be expected to be more pronounced in the j.l-sulfido than
in the j.l-oxo derivatives, due to a stronger delocalization of the spin density toward
the bridging atom in the sulfur-containing compound. If the bridge X remained the
same, then a decrease of the Fe-X-Fe bridging angle should lead to a weaker
antiferromagnetic interaction (see Section 8.5). Apparently, in the present case, the two
factors almost exactly compensate each other. Indeed J in [Fe(salen)]zS was reported
as-l72cm- l [6.24).
Quite an interesting example of iron dinuclear unit is provided by hemerythrin, an
iron-containing respiratory protein found in some marine phila. In the deoxy form both
iron centers are in the +2 oxidation state, and the protein may reversibly bind 1 mol
of oxygen to form oxyhemerythrin [6.25]. The most stable form of the protein is
methemerythrin. The structure of the active site has been determined by X-ray
diffraction for both methemerythrin and the azido derivative, and consists of two triply
bridged iron(III) ions. One of the bridges is a j.l-oxo and the other two are carboxylato
groups of amino acid residues, a glutamate and an aspartate. The peripheral coordination sites are occupied by three histidine groups around one of the iron atoms, and only
two histidine groups around the other, such that the dinuclear unit is not rigorously
symmetrical as shown in Figure 6.12. In azidomethemerythrin N3- occupies the vacant
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Figure 6.12. Structure of the dinuclear unit in methemerythrine (left) and azidomethemerythrine (right) (from ref. [6.26]).
Figure 6.11.

Structure of the coordination spheres in [Fe(saIen)hS (from ref. [6.24]).

site around the second metal ion [6.26]. The magnetic properties of methemerythrin
were very carefully studied with an ultrasensitive magnetometer, which revealed a
strong antiferromagnetic interaction characterized by J = -268 cm- I[6.27]. Two
synthetic models of methemerythrin have been synthesized and structurally characterized. One of these is [(HBpz3)FeO(CH3COOhFe(HBpz3)], where HBpZ3- is the
tridentate tris-l-pyrazolylborate anion [6.28, 6.29]:

The structure of this compound is shown in Figure 6.13. The other synthetic model is
the dication [LFeO(CH3COOhFeL]2+ where L is 1,4,7-triazacyclononane (or 1,4,7trimethyl-l,4,7-triazacyclononane) [6.30,6.31]:

In both compounds the iron(III) ions are bridged by an oxo and two acetato groups
with a FeO(CH3COOhFe core very similar to that found in azidomethemerythrin. For
instance, the average length of the Fe-O bond involving the oxo bridge is 1.784 A
and the Fe-O-Fe angle is 124.6° in [(HBpz3)FeO(CH3COOhFe(HBpz3)]' These
values are 1.79 A and 132°, respectively, in azidomethemerytrin. The magnetic
properties of both compounds are quite similar. They reveal an antiferromagnetic
interaction characterized by J = -240(2) em-I. In addition to the similarity of their
magnetic properties with those of the biological species, both model compounds
exhibit ligand-field bands characteristic of all methemerythrin derivatives. In contrast
with hemerythrin, however, the two iron(III) coordination spheres in each of the
synthetic models are similar; both iron atoms are six-coordinate. The synthetic
compounds do not present the specific reactions of the protein and, in particular, they
do not reversibly bind oxygen.
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The fact that the interaction in IJ.-oxo-di-IJ.-acetato iron(III) species is most likely
transmitted by the monoatomic bridge 0 2- does not mean that an extended bridge is
unable to transmit a substantial interaction between two high-spin iron(III) ions. Thus,
in the IJ.-oxalato-tetrakis(acetylacetonato) diiron(III) compound

Figure 6.13. Molecular structure of [(HBpz3)FeO(CH3COOhFe(HBpz3)] where HBpZ3- is
the tridentate tris-l-pyrazoiyiborate anion (from ref. [6.28]).

It is worth mentioning that [(HBpz3)FeO(CH3COOhFe(HBpz3)] can be protonated
to afford the IJ.-hydroxo-di-IJ.-acetato cation [(HBpz3)Fe(OH)(CH3COOhFe(HBpz3)t,
the structure of which has been solved. The bond lengths in the Fe-O-Fe linkage
of this compound are much longer than in the IJ.-oxo precursor. The average values are
1.954 and 1.784 A, respectively, whereas the Fe-O-Fe angles are virtually identical. In contrast, the Fe-O bond length involving acetato bridges are much less
modified. They are, on average, 0.05 Ashorter in the IJ.-oxo derivative. The magnitude
of the antiferromagnetic interaction is considerably diminished in the IJ.-hydroxo
compound; 1 is found to be equal to -34 em-I. The comparison between the two
compounds suggests that the interaction between the iron(III) ions is essentially, if not
exclusively, mediated by the 0 2- or OH- bridges. In the IJ.-hydroxo compound, owing
to the lengthening of !he Fe-O bonds in the Fe-O-Fe linkage, the spin density
delocalized from the metal towards the bridge is strongly reduced and the antiferromagnetic interaction is much less pronounced [6.32].

the Fe...Fe separation is larger than 5 A. However, the X versus T plot exhibits a
maximum around 30 K, corresponding to an interaction parameter 1 = -7.22 em-I
[6.33]. We will study the mechanism of the interaction through extended bridges in
Section 8.5. We can state here, however, that bisbidentate ligands like oxalato have a
specific ability to transmit the electronic effects between magnetic centers relatively
far apart from each other, provided that the xy-type interaction pathway is operative
(see referential axes above). For high-spin d 5 ions all the d-type orbitals are singly
occupied, including that of xy-symmetry.
In the examples discussed in this section so far the magnetic data have been
interpreted by neglecting the zero-field splittings within the excited magnetic states.
Such an approximation is quite valid so long as the isotropic interaction is antiferromagnetic and the magnitude of the zero-field splitting is much smaller than that of the
isotropic interaction. The EPR spectrum of IJ.-oxalato-tetrakis(acetylacetonato)diiron(III) dissolved in a 1/1 toluene-ehloroform mixture reveals a zero-field splitting
of 0.10(6) cm- I between the M s = ±1 and the M s = 0 components of the triplet state
located at 7.22 cm- I above the singlet ground state. The influence of this small effect
on the X versus T plot is within the experimental uncertainties. Any zero-field splitting
effect is obviously without influence on the magnetic susceptibility curve when -l is
of the order of 200 em-I.
To fit the magnetic data it was also assumed that the low-lying states rigorously
respect the Lande interval rule:
E(S - 1) - E(S) = lS

(6.2.6)

deduced from (6.1.10). This assumption can be not strictly valid for a few compounds.
To account for this discrepancy, which is weak in any case, a biquadratic term of the
formj(SA·SB? may be added to the bilinear term -lSA-8 B,j being here a biquadratic
interaction parameter. The eigenvalues of the (SA·SB)2 operator are the square of those
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of the SA·SB operator, so that the eigenvalues of the isotropic interaction Hamiltonian
including this biquadratic term
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with increasing energy. XT continuously decreases on cooling and tends toward the
low-temperature limit:

(6.2.7)
are easy to calculate. For instance, by taking the singlet state as the energy origin, in
the SA = SB = 3/2 [chromium(III) dinuclear compound] case, one finds

E(S = 1) =-1 - 13j12
E(S = 2)

=-31 E(S = 3) =-61 -

27j12
(6.2.8)

9j

From luminescence spectroscopy on a modification of the compound
[(NH3)sCr(OH)Cr(NH3)s]CIs·3H20 Glidel et al. determined the relative energies of
the low-lying states with an uncertainty of ±0.2 em-I. These authors found 27.5 cm- I
for the triplet, 72.6 cm- I for the quintet, and 151.5 cm- I for the septet states.
Least-squares fitting leads to the interaction parameters 1 = -26.5 cm- I andj = -0.15
em-I. In this case the observed energy splitting is very close to a perfect Lande pattern
[6.34]. It is clear that such a small j value cannot be determined from magnetic
susceptibility data, even if these data are very accurately measured.

6.3 Asymmetrical Dinuclear Compounds
We now suppose that the A and B magnetic centers are not symmetry related. This
occurs in heterodinuclear compounds with different SA and SB local spins. This may
also occur in bimetallic compounds containing metal ions of the same nature but in
different environments, or in species containing both a transition ion and an organic
radical. As in the preceding section, we neglect local anisotropy and anisotropic
interactions, which are treated in Section 6.4 and Chapter 7, respectively. The spin
Hamiltonian (6.2.1) is still valid and the pair states are defined by S varying by an
integer value from ISA-SB I to SA+SB with the relative energies given by (6.1.10).
We can note that, whatever SA and SB may be, the spin S varies monotonically versus
the energy of the pair states. The system is said to present a regular spin state structure.
This regularity leads to a simple correspondence between the nature of the interaction
and the shape of the XT versus T plot. The high-temperature limit of XT, for kT> >
111 , is the sum of what is expected for each of the magnetic centers, i.e.,
(xT)HT

Np2

2

2

=3"k [gA SA(SA + 1) + gB SB(SB + 1)]

(6.3.1)
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(xT)LT =

Ng~P2

2

~ [(SA-SB) + ISA-SB I]

(6.3.2)

where gs (S = ISA-SB I) is related to the local g-factors as indicated below. Only in
the SA = SB case, is the ground state diamagnetic, and the X versus T plot exhibits the
characteristic maximum. Otherwise, although XT decreases on cooling, Xcontinuously
increases. If the interaction is ferromagnetic, the spectrum of the low-lying states is
reversed. XT continuously increases on cooling and tends toward the low-temperature
limit:
(6.3.3)
where gs (S = SA+SB) is again related to the local g-factors as indicated below and in
Table 6.2.
For asymmetrical dinuclear compounds the gA and gB local g-tensors have no
reason to be equal; each gs tensor associated with the pair state of spin S has to be
calculated as a function of gA and gB. Before presenting the general formula relating
the gs, gA, and gB tensors, it seems worthwhile to detail a specific case, that of a
Cu(II)Ni(II) pair with SCu = 112 and SNi = 1 local spins. The spin Hamiltonian (6.2.1)
becomes here
(6.3.4)
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that gcu and gNi are isotropic with gcu and gNi
principal values. The isotropic interaction between the two magnetic centers gives rise
to two pair states characterized by S = 1/2 and S = 3/2, and separated by 31/2. The local
spin functions IM s > for copper(II) are I±112> and for nickel(II) I±1> and 10>. The
spin functions IS,Ms > for the doublet and quartet pair states are easily obtained from
the coupling coefficients given in Appendix 6. They may be written down as linear
combinations of the IMs(Cu), Ms(Ni» product functions:
1112,112>=(-Y3/3)(-v21-1I2,1>-11I2,0»
1112,-112> = (-Y3/3)( 1-112,0> - -v21112,-1»

(6.3.5)

and:
1312,312 = 1112,1>
1312,112> = (-Y3/3)( 1-112,1> + -v21112,0»

where gA and gB denote the principal values of the local g-tensors assumed to be
isotropic. In the absence of interaction (J = 0), XT remains constant over the whole
temperature range with a value given in (6.3.1); this is the Curie law. If the interaction
is antiferromagnetic (1 < 0), then the ground state has the smallest spin SA-SB and
the most excited state the highest spin SA+SB. Between these two limits S increases

I

I

13/,-112> = (-Y313)(-v21-1I2,0> + 1112,-1»
13/2,-312> = 1-112,-1>
Since gs is expressed through

(6.3.6)
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Table 6.2. Relationships between gs, gA, and gB Tensors
in Asymmetrical Dinuclear Compounds with A
and B Magnetic Centers a
S

SB

SA
1/2
1/2

3/2

1/2

2

1/2

1/2
3/2
1
2
3/2
5/2
2
3
1/2
3/2
5/2
1
2
3
3/2
5/2
7/2
1/2
3/2
5/2
7/2
1
2
3
4
1/2
3/2
5/2
7/2
9/2

5/2
3/2

2

5/2

3/2

2

3/2

5/2

2

5/2

I

(6.3.9)

gB

(6.3.10)

-1/3
1/3
-1/4
1/4
-1/5
1/5
-1/6
1/6
-2/3
4/15
2/5
-1/2
1/6
1/3
-2/5
4/35
2/7
-1
1/5
13/35
3/7
-3/4
1/12
7/24
3/8
-4/3
2/15
12/35
26/63
4/9

4/3
2/3
5/4
3/4
6/5
4/5
7/6
5/6
5/3
11/15
3/5
3/2
5/6
2/3
7/5
31/35
5/7
2
4/5
22/35
4/7
7/4
11/12
17/24
5/8
7/3
13/15
23/35
37/63
5/9

We can now calculate the magnetic susceptibility. Owing to the off-diagonal terms in
(6.3.9) the second-order Zeeman coefficients are not all zero. The
E(~l, E~), and E?i) coefficients are gathered below:
n

E(O)
n

E(l)
n

E(2)
n

1

0

-gI/2~/2

402~2/31

2

0

gll2~/2

402~2/31

3

-3g312~/2

4

-31/2
-31/2

-g312~/2

0
-482~2/31

5

-31/2

g312~/2

-482~2/31

6

-31/2

3g312~/2

0

(6.3.11)

and X may be written as

Np2 gl/22 + lOg3122ex p(31I2kT) 802p2 1- exp(31I2kT)
X = 4kT
1+ 2 exp(31I2kT)
- 31 1+ 2 exp(31I2kT)

(6.3.12)

ois of the order of 10-1 and the latter term on the right-hand side of(6.3.12) is extremely
small and actually may be reasonably neglected, except when the doublet and quartet
pair states are very close to each other. However, in such a case, the local anisotropy
of nickel(II) becomes preponderant and strongly mixes the pair states such that S is no
longer a good quantum number.
Using the Wigner~Eckart theorem, Chao [6.35], Bullugiu [6.36-6.37], then Scaringe et al. [6.38] in a more complete manner generalized the relations between local
and pair tensors and derived the following expression:
(6.3.13)
with
(6.3.14)
(6.3.7)

it results that

gll2 = (4g Ni - gcu)/3
g312 = (2g Ni - gcu)/3

IgcuScu + gNiSNi 1312,±1I2> = -off

gA

gl = -gAl3 + 4gB!3.

gNiSNi S,Ms>

123

with

arising from the interaction between SA = 1/2 and SB = I local states, we have

gCuSCu+

ISOTROPIC INTERACTION IN DINUCLEAR COMPOUNDS
<1I2,±1I2

aThis table must be read as follows (see the first line): for the S = 1/2 pair slate

gs=Ms < s,Msl

r

(6.3.8)

It can be also seen that the Ms = ±1I2 components arising from the doublet and quartet
pair states couple through the Zeeman perturbation. Indeed, we have

Since Eq. (6.3.13) is of general application, the relationships between gs, gA, and gB
tensors are tabulated in Table 6.2 for different couples SA and SB (",SA). For SA =SB,
we have gs = (gA + gB)/2 whatever S.
The Cu(II)Ni(II) compounds represent the simplest examples of heterobimetallic
systems. Indeed, since one of the interacting ions is a local doublet, the isotropic
interaction leads to only two pair states. When the interaction is antiferromagnetic, the
ground state is not split in zero-field so that in the temperature range where only this
ground doublet state is thermally populated the magnetic susceptibility should follow

r
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Figure 6.15. XT versus T plot for CuNi(fsahen(H20 h.H2 0 .
Figure 6.14. Molecular structure of CuNi(fsahen(H20)·H20 with H4(fsahen =N,N'-(2-hydroxy-3-carboxybenzilidene)ethylenediamine (from ref. [6.41]).

the Curie law with XT = N81122~2/4k. This allows an accurate determination of the
average value 81/2. Furthermore, if the doublet-quartet energy gap 31/2 is large enough
with respect to the zero-field splitting within the excited quartet state, this zero-field
splitting will have no influence on the magnetic properties, and Eq. (6.3.12) (with (5 =
0) will be valid. One of the most extensively studied Cu(II)Ni(II) compounds is shown
in Figure 6.14. Its formula is CuNi(fsahen(H20hH20, where (fsahen4- stands for the
dinucleating ligand derived from the Schiff base N,N'-(2-hydroxy-3-carboxybenzilidene)ethylenediamine. The copper atom is in a strictly planar environment and
the nickel atom is in a pseudo-octahedral environment with two water molecules on
each side of the molecular plane [6.39-6.42]. The magnetic data represented in Figure
6.15 are characteristic of an antiferromagnetic interaction. Below 60 K only the
doublet ground state is thermally populated, and in the 60-10 K range XT is constant
and equal to 0.52 cm3 K mol-I, corresponding to 8112 = 2.35. The slight decrease of XT
below 10 K might be due to intermolecular interactions (see Section 6.5). On heating
above 60 K population of the excited quartet state begins and XT progressively
increases. Least-squares fitting of the magnetic data leads to a doublet-quartet energy
gap of 3112 = -213 em-I, 8312 being equal to 2.23. The EPR spectrum of the compound
at low temperature is typical of a doublet state with 8z = 2.23 and 8x = 8y = 2.30. It is
interesting to remark that this doublet pair state cannot be confused with the local
doublet state of copper(II). Indeed, for a copper(II) ion in a planar environment, 8z is
always larger than 8x and 8y (see Section 6.3). On the contrary, for the Cu(II)Ni(II)
pair, 8z is the smallest principal value of g1/2. This difference can be understood by
examining the relationship between g1/2, gcu, and gNi in (6.3.8) or Table 6.2. Since the

nickel(II) ion in CuNi(fsahen(H20h·H20 is in weakly distorted octahedral surroundings, gNi may be assumed to be almost isotropic and the direction where gcu is
maximum is that where g1/2 is minimum.

6.4 Influence of the Local Anisotropy
In this chapter we have not yet accounted for the possible local anisotropy of the
interacting ions. This anisotropy may be present when the local spin SA (and/or SB) is
larger than 1/2. The phenomenological Hamiltonian appropriate for describing the
low-lying levels in AB, taking into account the Zeeman perturbation, is then
(6.4.1)
where DAand DB are the local anisotropy tensors introduced in Section 2.4. When the
isotropic interaction is the dominant term in (6.4.1), the total spin quantum number S
remains a good quantum number for the AB pair and it is possible to associate an
effective spin Hamiltonian Hs with each of the states defined by S. This Hamiltonian
IS

(6.4.2)
In Section 6.3 we indicated how the gs, gA and gB tensors were related. Using again
the Wigner-Eckart theorem, it is possible to relate the Ds, DA, and DB tensors in a
similar way [6.35-6.38]. The relationship is the following:
Ds = (CI + c2)DA/2 + (CI - c2)D B I2

(6.4.3)

r
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The XT versus T curve for this compound indicates that 1 is negative (vide infra). The
S = 2 state is then the lowest and the D z tensor describing the splitting in zero-field
within the ground quintet is related to D Fe through
(6.4.6)
Assuming that D z is axial we define an axial zero-field splitting parameter D = 3Dzz 12.
The quintet ground state is then split as
M s =±2

+2D

8=2

M =±l

s
----D

Figure 6.16. Molecular structure of FeCu(fsahen(CH30H)(CI)·CH30H (from ref. [6.43]).

Ms=O

with
3[SA(SA+ I) - SB(SB+ I)]z + S(S+I)[3S(S+ 1) - 3 - 2SA(SA+l) - 2SB(SB+l)]
CI

(2S+3)(2S-1)S(S+I)

=

Cz =

(6.4.4)

[4S(S+I) - 3] [SA(SA+l) - SB(SB+l)]
(2S+3)(2S-1)S(S+ 1)

The relationships between Ds , DA, and DB tensors are tabulated in Table 7.2 in Chapter
7. In fact, in the hypothesis where 1 is the leading term, the pair states are well separated
in energy from each other and the zero-field splittings within the excited states do not
play any significant role in the magnetic properties. It is sufficient, therefore, to take
into account the zero-field splitting within the ground state, which may influence the
magnetic data in the low-temperature range. It follows that when the ground state is a
spin singlet (SA = SB and 1 < 0) or a spin doublet ( SA-SB = 1/2 and 1 < 0), the local
anisotropy may be neglected, provided that I1 I is large enough.
Let us apply these ideas to a real case, that of an antiferromagnetically coupled
Cu(II)Fe(I1I) dinuclear compound with Scu = 1/2 and SFe = 5/2. The structure of such
a complex, namely FeCu(fsa)zen(CH30H)(CI)·CH30H, is shown in Figure 6.16
[6.43]. The low-lying states are a quintet and a septet separated by 31. The gz and g3
tensors are related to the local gcu and gFe tensors through (see Table 6.2) :

I

I

gz = (7gFe - gcu)/6
g3

= (5gFe + gcu)/6

(6.4.5)

-2D

The principal susceptibilities are determined as follows: We add the susceptibility
arising from the thermal population of the excited septet state to the parallel and
perpendicular magnetic susceptibilities for the ground quintet state axially split in zero
field. These quintet state susceptibilities are calculated according to the method
described in Section 2.5. We obtain
Xz = (2Npz /kT){g~[exp(D/kT) + 4 exp(-2D/kT)] + 14g~ exp(31/kT)}/
[exp(2D/k1) + 2 exp(D/k1) + 2 exp(-2D/k1) + 7 exp(31/k1)]

(6.4.7)

Xx = 2Npz{ (g~/3D)[9 exp(2D/kT) -7 exp(D/kT) - 2 exp(-2D/kT)]
+ (l4g~/kT) exp(31 /kT)} /[exp(2D/kT) + 2 exp(D/kT)

+ 2 exp(-2D/kT) + 7 exp(31/kT)]

(6.4.8)

The average magnetic susceptibility for FeCu(fsa)zen(CH30H)(CI)·CH30H is displayed in Figure 6.17. On cooling from room temperature XT decreases, which
indicates that the septet excited state is depopulated in favor of the quintet ground state.
The rather abrupt decrease ofxTbelow ca. 30 K is due to the zero-field splitting within
the S = 2 state. The fitting of the magnetic data leads to D = 8 em-I and a
quintet-septet separation 31 = -240 em-I. As we emphasized in Section 2.5, the average
magnetic measurements do not allow the determination of the sign of D.
It is worth mentioning that Eqs. (6.3.13) and (6.4.3), and Table 6.2 and 7.2 are valid
only when 111 is much larger than the local anisotropies. Let us develop this point in
the case of a Cu(II)Ni(II) pair [6.44-6.46]. Assuming that the local anisotropy around

I I
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E(3/2,±3/2) = -1/2 + D/3 ± 3g3/2~H/2

3

E(3/2,±1I2) = -1/2 - D/3 + a ± g3/2 ~H/2 + b82~2H2

~

"'--..5
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IDI is smaller than III but where IDlll is no longer negligible, the energies of the states
may be expanded according to increasing powers of the field H, which leads to

3.5

'0
S
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E(1I2,±1I2) = I - a ± gl/2 ~H/2 - b82~2H2

2.5

E-<

with

...

~

2

1.5

(6.4.11)

a = -4D 2 (271 + 6D)
b = -12/(91 + 2D)
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(6.4.12)

and

T/K
8'312

Figure 6.17. XT versus T plot for FeCu(fsahen(CH30H)(Cl)·CH30H.

= [2gNi(l - 2x)

g'1I2 = [4g Ni(l

the nicke1(II) ion is axial and that the gcu and gNi tensors are isotropic with gcu and gM
principal values, the spin Hamiltonian may be written as

x=

4D

(6.4.14)

91+2D

II

g3/2 = (2. 182gNi + 0.818gcu )/3
g'1/2 = (3.818g N i - 0.818g cu )/3

<3/2,1121913/2,112> = -1/2- D/3 + g3/2~HI2

<3/2,-3/21913/2,-3/2> = -1/2 + D/3 - 3g3/2~H/2
<112,112191112,1/2> = I + gI/2~H/2
<112,112191112,112> = I - gI/2~H/2
<3/2,1121911/2,112> = <112,1121913/2,112> =--Y28~H + -Y2D/3
(6.4.10)

where g312 and gll2have been defined in (6.3.8) and 8 in (6.3.10). The last two matrix
elements of (6.4.10) couple the doublet and quartet pair states. In the hypothesis where

(6.4.15)

values which differ significantly from those obtained in the limit D = 0 although
I is still one order of magnitude larger than D. If the local anisotropy around Ni(II)
was rhombic instead of axial, then the g-factor within the 13/2,±3/2 Kramers doublet
would also deviates from the g3/2 value.
From the energies in (6.4.11) it is possible to determine the parallel magnetic
susceptibility using the Van Vleck formula.
The two heterodinuclear compounds we discussed with Cu(II)Ni(II) or
Cu(II)Fe(III) pairs have only two pair states since one of the interacting ions is a spin
doublet. We would now like to mention a final example of heterodinucIear species
with a Fe(III)Ni(II) pair. Its formula is [FeNi(bpmp)(C3H 70)](BPh 4h where bpmp is
the anion of 2.6-bis[(bis(2-pyridyl-methyl)amino]-4-methylphenol [6.47]. The structure of the complex cation is shown in Figure 6.18. Both Fe(III) and Ni(II) ions are in
distorted octahedral surroundings; they are bridged by the phenolic oxygen atom and
two propionato groups. Fe(III) is high spin, and the local spins are SFe = 5/2 and SNi =
1. The interaction gives rise to S = 312, 5/2, and 712 pair states with the relative energies

II

<3/2,-1/21913/2,-112> = -1/2 - D/3 - g3/2~H/2

(6.4.13)

We see that the g3/2 and gl/2 Zeeman factors within the /3/2,±1/2> and 1112,±112>
Kramers doublets, respectively, deviate from the g312 and gll2 values given in (6.3.8).
As a matter of fact, for I /D = 10 with J negative and D positive, we have

<3/2,3/21913/2,3/2 = -1/2 + D/3 + 3g3/l~HI2

<3/2, -1/2191112, -112> = <112,-1121913/2,-112> = --Y28~H - -Y2D/3

+ x) - gcu(l + 4x)]/3

x being defined by

(6.4.9)
where D is the energy gap between the M s = ±1 and M s = 0 components arising from
the local triplet state for the Ni(II) ion. When the magnetic field H is parallel to the
unique axis of the nickel(II) ion, the nonzero matrix elements for the spin Hamiltonian
(6.4.9) using the IS,Ms> functions (6.3.5) and (6.36) as a basis set are

+ gcu(1 + 4x)]l3

r
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6.5 Intermolecular Interactions between Dinuclear Units
In Section 2.6 we demonstrated that intermolecular interactions between entities
containing a unique magnetic center lead to the Curie-Weiss law X = C/(T - 8), the
Weiss constant 8 characterizing the nature and the magnitude of these interactions.
Here we treat the case where weak intermolecular interactions superimpose on a
dominant intramolecular isotropic interaction in an assembly of dinuclear units [6.48].
The calculation closely follows that of Section 2.6. The spin Hamiltonian takes the
form
(6.5.1)
where the third term on the right-hand side describes the intermolecular interactions
in the molecular-field approximation. zJ' plays the role attributed to zJ in Section 2.6,
and we have I J 1 » 1zJ' I. The eigenvalues E(S,Ms ) of H in (6.5.1) are given by
(6.5.2)

E(S,M s ) = Eo(S,Ms ) + Ms(g~H - zJ'<Sz»
Eo(S,M s ) being the eigenvalues of -JSAB B . <Sz> is calculated as

2.. 2.. M s exp[-E(S,Ms)/k1]
s

M'

s
<Sz> = --""-'------exp[ -E(S,Ms)/k1]

(6.5.3)

2.. 2..

Figure 6.18. Molecular structure of [FeNi(bpmp)(C3H70)]2+ where bpmp is the anion of
2.6-bis[(bis(2-pyridyl-methyl)amino]-4-methylphenol (from ref. [6.47]).

s

Ms

which may be approximated by

0, -5J/2, and -6J. These pair states are split further into Kramers doublets due to the
local anisotropies ofthe interacting ions. If J is negative and large enough with respect
to the local anisotropies, only the zero-field splitting within the quartet ground state
affects the magnetic properties. The zero-field splitting tensor D 312 for the S = 3/2 state
is related to the local tensors D Fe and DNi through (see Table 7.2):
(6.4.16)
which shows that the splitting within the ground state is governed essentially by the
Fe(III) anisotropy. The Zeeman tensors g312, gFe, and gNi are related through (see Table
6.2):

2.. 2.. M s exp[-Eo(S,Ms )/k1][1 - Ms(g~H - zJ'<Sz»/kT]
<Sz> =_S_ _
M""-s

2.. 2.. exp[-Eo(S,Ms)/kT]
S

(6.5.4)

Ms

Since

2.. 2.. Ms exp[-Eo(S,Ms )/k1] = 0
s

(6.5.5)

Ms

(6.5.4) becomes

(6.4.17)
Least-squares fitting of the magnetic susceptibility curve leads to J =-23 cm- I , and
to an energy separation 8 between the two Kramers doublets arising from the S =3/2
state of 0.7 cm- I . The J value has been confirmed by analysis of the temperature
dependence of the g = 4.2 signal observed in the EPR spectrum which belongs to the
excited S = 5/2 state. Similarly, the zero-field splitting pattern within the ground state
has been confirmed by the analysis of Mossbauer spectra.

_

2.. 2.. M i
s

exp[ -Eo(S,Ms)lkT](g~H- zJ'<Sz>)/kT

Ms

<Sz> = - - - " ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - exp[-Eo(S,Ms)/kT]

2.. 2..
S

which gives

Ms

(6.5.6)
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<S> = _ --,,-,g~_H_F--,-(J-,-,T)-,-z

(6.5.7)

kT-z1'F(J,T)

with

L L Mi exp[-Eo(S,Ms)/kT]
s

M

F(J,T) = - - -s - " - - - - - - - exp[-Eo(S,Ms)/kT]

(6.5.8)
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From the expression of the magnetization given in (2.6.8) we obtain the following
expression for the magnetic susceptibility:
Ng2~2F(J,T)

(6.5.9)

X = kT- z1'F(J,T)

This expression has some similarity with the Curie-Weiss law in the sense that the
temperature is corrected by a term e
(6.5.10)
e = zJ'F(J,T)/k
This term e, however, depends on the temperature. For a copper(II) dinuclear compound, we have
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3 + exp(-J/kT)

r 1 [3+exp(-J/kT)rl

(6.5.12)

The effect of intermolecular interactions may be important when the ground state is
magnetic. For instance, a few copper(II) dinuclear compounds with a triplet ground
state (J> 0) have been unambiguously characterized, and in some of these the triplet
molecular states couple on the scale of the lattice in an antiferromagnetic fashion
(zJ' < 0). If this is the case, a maximum in the XT versus T curve at low temperature
is observed instead of the plateau expected in the temperature range where only the
triplet ground state is thermally populated.
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Dipolar, Anisotropic, and
Antisymmetric Interactions in
Dinuclear Compounds
In Chapter 6 we studied the isotropic interaction in dinuclear compounds, which leads
to a splitting between pair states. In most actual cases this interaction, characterized
in sign and magnitude by the J parameter, is by far the dominant phenomenon. It is,
however, not the only phenomenon arising from the presence of two magnetic centers
in the molecular unit. In this chapter we will consider the other effects, namely the
dipolar, anisotropic, and antisymmetric interactions. We will focus on the pheno~
menological aspects, the orbital mechanisms being discussed in Chapter 9. For the
sake of simplicity we will treat first the copper(II) dinuclear species, then we will
generalize the results to other dinuclear systems involving similar or different metal
IOns.

7.1 Dipolar and Anisotropic Interactions in Copper(ll)
Dinuclear Compounds
In addition to the singlet-triplet splitting the interaction between two copper(II) ions
within a symmetrical dinuclear entity leads to a zero-field splitting within the triplet
state. This effect has two origins, the dipolar and anisotropic interactions.
The dipolar interaction arises from the influence of the magnetic field created by
one of the magnetic ions on the magnetic moment due to the other. In classical
mechanics the interaction energy between two magnetic dipoles !J.A and !J.B is
E = (II?) [!J.A'!J.B _ 3 (!J.A·;2(!J.B"r) ]

(7.1.1)

where r is the vector joining the two dipoles and r its length. If the magnetic dipoles
are due to electron spins, we have
(7.1.2)
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1.2
and a similar expression for IlB; gA and gB are the local g-tensors. The expression of
the spin Hamiltonian when introducing (7.1.2) into (7.1.1) is in general rather complicated but can always been written as SA·DoS B, where D is a symmetric and traceless
tensor, provided that A and B are symmetry related [7.1-7.4]. In the simplest case
where the local g-tensors are isotropic, the elements D uv of Dare
_ 2r<2(?OUV - 3uv)
D uv - g I-'
5

~ 0.8
~

"'8 0.6

(7.1.3)

u

r

---- 0.4
E-<
x

with the brackets indicating the integration over the spatial part of the wavefunction;
Ouv is the Kronecker symbol. The components of D arising from the dipolar interaction
may be calculated in principle if the spin density map is known. The simplest method,
valid when A and B are rather far apart from each other, consists of assuming that the
spins SA and SB are fully localized on the magnetic centers A and B. This is the point
charge approximation, in which the zero-field splitting within the triplet state varies
as r- 3 [7.4, 7.5]. A more elaborate approach takes into account the delocalization of
the local spin densities. This can be made from the magnetic orbitals ai and bj occupied
by the unpaired electrons (see Chapter 8).
The anisotropic interaction, sometimes called pseudo-dipolar interaction, results
from the combined effect of the local spin-orbit coupling and the interaction between
the magnetic centers [7.6, 7.7]. Its mechanism will be discussed more thoroughly in
Chapter 9. It is sufficient here to say that it can be phenomenologically described by
the same spin Hamiltonian as the dipolar interaction, such that the D tensor is actually
the sum of dipolar Ddip and anisotropic D ani contributions.
The spin Hamiltonian including the Zeeman perturbation appropriate to describing
the low-lying states of a symmetrical copper(II) pair takes the form

b: D/J=O.1

0.2

c: D / J = 0.2

OL-----'----.--l.-------'----~

o

0.25

1.2

0.5
kT /J

0.75

I

I

a

~ 0.8
~
'0

8

0.6

rr

u

---- 0.4
E-<

-

x

a: D/J=O
b: D / J = - 0.1 c: D / J = - 0.2

0.2

(7.1.4)
The first term on the right-hand side describes the isotropic interaction, the second
describes both the dipolar and the anisotropic interactions, and the last term describes
the Zeeman perturbation. The matrix elements of H in (7.1.4) using the IS,Ms>
functions as a basis set may be extracted from (7.2.2) by putting d x = d y = d z = O.
SA·DoS B splits in zero field the triplet state. This splitting may be described by the
effective spin Hamiltonian H] for the S = 1 state:

a: D/J=O

I

0
0

0.25

0.5
kT /J

0.75

Figure 7.1. xTversus kT/J curves for a ferromagnetically coupled copper(II) pair with a triplet
ground state axially split in zero field. D is the axial zero-field splitting parameter within the
triplet state, and J the singlet-triplet energy gap. Top: D ;:: 0; bottom: D :0; O. For the sake of
simplicity gx (=gy) and gz are taken equal to 2.00.

(7.1.5)
the D and D] tensors being related by
D] =D/2

2Ng/~2

(7.1.6)

A generalization of this result will be given in Section 7.3. This zero-field splitting
within the triplet state may influence the magnetic properties of the system in the
low-temperature range if the triplet state is the lowest, i.e., if the interaction is
ferromagnetic. In the case where the symmetry is axial, the parallel and perpendicular
magnetic susceptibilities are easily calculated as

Xz =

kT
2Ng}~2

Xx =

D

exp(-D/3kT)
exp(2D/3kT) + 2 exp(-D/3kT) + exp(-J/kT)

(7.1.7)

exp(2D/3kT) - exp(-D/3kT)
exp(2D/3kT) + 2 exp(-D/3kT) + exp(-J/kT)

(7.1.8)
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D, assuming that D, gA, and gB are coaxial and using the IS,Ms> functions as a basis
set, we find the matrix associated with H in (7.2.1) as

(7.1.9)

11,1>

gz in (7.1.7) and gx in (7.1.8) are the principal values of the gl tensor associated with

-J/4+Dzz /4

the triplet state. In order to establish Eq. (7.1.8) it was assumed that IDI is much larger
than gxPH. Otherwise, the Van Vleck formula cannot be used, and Xx cannot be
expressed in an algebraic form. If the magnetic measurements are carried out on a
polycrystalline sample, then the plateau expected in the absence of zero-field splitting
for the XT versus T curve in the temperature range where only the triplet ground state
is thermally populated (see Section 6.1) is no longer observed. It is replaced by a
maximum and a decrease of XT when the sample is cooled further. Figure 7.1 shows
the xTversus kT/J curves for various values of the D/J ratio in the case offerromagnetic
interaction (J> 0). Actually, for copper(II) dinuclear compounds, IDI is of the order of
1 em-I, at the most [7.5-7.8], and its influence on the magnetic susceptibility curve is
very weak. Moreover the effect of D is often hidden by intermolecular interactions
(see Section 6.5). The best technique to determine accurately the principal values and
directions of the D tensor is evidently EPR. Several chapters of books and review
articles are devoted to this subject [7.1-7.4].

+ BgzHz

11, -1>

11,0>
(-Y2I2)B(gxHx- igyHy)

10,0>

(D xx- Dyy)/4

(-Y2/4)(idx+dy)
- (B/-Y2/4)(8 xHx+i8yH y)

(-Y2I2)B(gxHx+ igyHy)

-J/4-Dzz/2

(-Y2I2)B(gxHx- igyHy)

-idz/2 + B8zHz/2

(Dxx- DyyY4

(--J2I2)B(gxHx+igyHy)

-J/4+Dzz/4

(-Y2/4)(-idx+dy)

-BgzHz

+ (B/-Y2/4 )(8xHx-i8yHy)

(-Y2/4)(-idx+dy)

3J/4

idzl2 + + B8 zHz!2

(-Y2/4)(-idx+dy)
- (B/-Y2/4 )(8xHx-i8yHy)

+ (B/-Y2/4)(8 xHx+i8 yH y)

(7.2.2)
where D uu (u =x, y, z) are the principal values of the D tensor and du the components
of the d vector; Ou stands for gA(u) - gB(u)'
If we neglect D in (7.2.2) and take into account the antisymmetric interaction
characterized by the d vector, then we obtain the spectrum of the low-lying states in
zero-field

7.2 Antisymmetric Interaction in Copper(ll) Dinuclear
Compounds
When the dinuclear entity is no longer symmetrical, but rather of low symmetry,
another phenomenon may be operative, namely the antisymmetric interaction. This
contributes to the zero-field splitting within the triplet state and, in addition, couples
the S = 0 and S = 1 pair states. The origin of the antisymmetric interaction is the same
as that of the anisotropic interaction, i.e., the synergistic effect of local spin-orbit
coupling and interaction between magnetic centers (see Chapter 9). This effect
vanishes not only when the dinuclear unit is centrosymmetric but also when its
molecular symmetry is Cnv (n:::: 2) with the n-fold axis joining the interacting centers,
or higher. Therefore, for most compounds, the antisymmetric interaction is actually
zero.
The most general form for the spin Hamiltonian including the Zeeman perturbation
appropriate to describing the low-lying states of a asymmetrical copper(II) dinuclear
compound is
(7.2.1)
where the new term appearing in (7.2.1) with respect to (7.1.4) describes the antisymmetric interaction. This term was first proposed by Dzialoshinski [7.9], and then
analyzed by Moriya [7.10, 7.11], although the phenomenon had been pointed out
before by Stevens [7.5]. In choosing the reference axes in such a way that diagonalizes

~_

..
S_=..
1

......
/-----

11, ±1>
11,0>

A.

-J

S=o y

~---

10, 0>

~ 4/4J

where J is assumed to be negative and large in absolute value with respect to the
components of d. The newest aspect of the antisymmetric interaction is the singlettriplet coupling. The zero-field energies E(S,Ms) of the levels deduced from (7.2.2) are
E(O,O) = 3J/4 - d 2/4J
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£(1,±1) = -J/4 + (d; + d~)/8J
£(1,0) = -J/4 + d~/4J

(7.2.3)

with
(7.2.4)
such that the D parameter which measures the zero-field splitting within the triplet
state is
(7.2.5)
This zero-field splitting is added to that arising from dipolar and anisotropic interactions.
In the case of antiferromagnetic interaction the wavefunction '¥O for the ground state is
'¥O =[1 - (d 2/4J 2 )rII2{ 10,0> + (112J)[(v12I2)(idx + d y ) 11,1> -idz 11,0>
(7.2.6)
This ground state is no longer rigorously diamagnetic but contains a small proportion
of triplet state [7.12,7.13]. The average value <S2> of S2 defined by
<S2> = <'¥0IS21,¥0>

(7.2.7)

is easily obtained as
<S2> = d 212J 2
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case the antisymmetric interaction leads to a canting between the spins in the state that
otherwise would be diamagnetic, and to the onset of a magnetic ordering with a weak
spontaneous magnetization. This is schematized below in the form of a two-dimensional array of spins. It should be noted, however, that in most cases the onset of a
spontaneous magnetization results from a three-dimensional ordering. In no case, can
it result from a one-dimensional ordering (see Chapter 12).

/ \ / \ / \
\ / \ / \ !
Some examples of weak ferromagnetism for molecular compounds will be discussed
in Section 12.9.

7.3 Other Dinuclear Compounds
The spin Hamiltonian including the Zeeman perturbation and describing the low-lying
states for any pair of interacting magnetic centers may be written as

(7.2.8)

The average values of Su (u = x, y, z), on the other hand, are all zero.
Due to the singlet-triplet mixing, the average magnetic susceptibility defined as

x= (Xx + Xy + Xz)/3

D1NUCLEAR COMPOUNDS

(7.2.9)

does not tend to zero when T approaches zero but to a low-temperature limit XLT
given by
(7.2.10)
in the approximation where gx = gy = gz. Since J is negative, XLT is positive. In the
temperature range where only the ground state is thermally populated, the magnetic
susceptibility is constant and given by (7.2.10). This effect is rather similar to the TIP
we discussed in Section 1.5, and may be very difficult to detect. To our knowledge the
presence of antisymmetric interaction in antiferromagnetically coupled copper(I1)
pairs has not yet been demonstrated, although some dinuclear species of very low
symmetry have been synthesized [7.14]. On the other hand, in extended lattices oflow
symmetry, the antisymmetric interaction is at the origin of weak ferromagnetism. This
phenomenon may be visualized as follows: The antisymmetric interaction tends to
orient the neighboring spins perpendicular to each other while the isotropic interaction
tends to orient them in either parallel or antiparallel directions. In the antiferromagnetic

(7.3.1)
provided that the local states have no first-order orbital momentum. This Hamiltonian
(7.3.1) differs from (7.2.1) in that it takes into account the local anisotropies characterized by the D A and DB tensors. If the local spin SA (or SB) is equal to 1/2, then
evidently DA (or DB) vanishes. To date, to our knowledge, there is no report of
dinuclear species of low symmetry where the antisymmetric interaction has been
characterized and we will no longer consider this contribution. We recall, however,
that in extended lattices the antisymmetric interaction can give rise to the very
interesting phenomenon of weak ferromagnetism.
If the isotropic interaction -JSA·SB is the dominant term in (7.3.1), as is most often
the case, the quantum number S characterizing the spin of the pair states and varying
by an integer value from ISA - SBI to SA + SB is a good quantum number. It is then
possible to associate an effective Hamiltonian with each ofthe spin states as indicated
in Section 6.4. This effective Hamiltonian may be written as
(7.3.2)
gs is related to gA and gB through the Eqs. (6.3.13), and (6.3.14), and Table 6.2. As for
D s , it is related to D A, DB, and D through [7.15]
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Table 7.1. Relationships between Ds, DA, DB, and
D Tensors in Dinuclear Compounds with
A and B Magnetic CentersO
SA

SB

S

1/2
1/2
1/2

1/2
1
3/2

1/2

2

1/2

5/2

1
3/2
1
2
3/2
5/2
2
3
1
2
3/2
5/2
1
2
3
3/2
5/2
712
1
2
3
3/2
5/2
7/2
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
3/2
5/2
7/2
9/2
1
2
3
4
5

II
3/2
2

5/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

2

3/2

2

2

5/2

5/2

2

5/2

5/2

DA

-1/2
1/6
-4/15
1/10
1
-1/6
1/15
1/15
-4/35
1/21
-6/5
0
1/5
-3/5
-3/70
1/7
3/10
-5/14
-1/20
3/28
-21/10
-3/14
1/10
3/14
-1/10
-3/14
1/21
1/6
-16/5
-10/21
-1/45
1/7
2/9

DB

1/3
3/2
1/2
7.5
3/5
4/3
2/3
-1/2
1/6
1/5
3/10
21/10
1/2
2/5
28/15
23/35
10/21
-6/5
0
1/5
0
3/14
2/7
14/5
10/21
11130
5/14
-21/10
-3/14
1/10
3/14
-4/15
1/10
2/9
5/18
-16/5
-10/21
-1/45
1/7
2/9

D

1/2
1/3
-1/4
1/4
-1/5
1/5
-1/6
1/6
1
1/3
8/15
3/10
-3/5
1/3
4/15
-7/15
8/35
5/21
17/10
1/2
3/10
4/5
29/70
2/7
-21/20
37/84
41/120
15/56
13/5
5/7
2/5
2/7
17/15
39/70
23/63
5/18
37/10
41/42
47/90
5/14
5/18

table must be read as follows (see the second line): for the S = 3/2 pair
state arising from the interaction between SA = liZ and SB = I local states,
we have 03/2 = DB/3 + 013.
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CI - Cz

2

DB +

1 - C1 D
2

(7.3.3)

Equation (7.3.3) completes Eq. (6.4.3) where the anisotropic interaction tensor D was
ignored. The coefficients CI and Cz are given by (6.4.4). The relationships between D s ,
DA, DB, and D tensors are tabulated in Table 7.1 for the different couples SA and SB.
It is likely worthwhile repeating here that D consists of two contributions, the
mechanisms of which are different, namely the dipolar and anisotropic interactions.
In fact, what is experimentally determined, either from EPR spectra or from magnetic
susceptibility data, is the zero-field splitting tensor Ds associated with the pair state S.
There is no trivial way to analyze quantitatively the different contributions. One can
state, however, that generally the local anisotropy DA (and/or DB) seems to dominate
the interaction term D. This is, for instance, the case for the Cu(II)Fe(III) compound
shown in Figure 6.16.
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CHAPTER

8
.'

Orbital Models of the
Isotropic Interaction: Case of
Two Local Doublet States
8.1 Some Preliminary Remarks
Few problems in chemistry, particularly in inorganic chemistry, have attracted the
attention of the theoreticians more than that of the electronic structure of magnetic
coupled systems. A large number ofstudies devoted to this subject have been published
and numerous models have been proposed [8.1]. At present, it is rather difficult for the
profane to find his route among the maze of theoretical approaches devoted to this
problem.
Chemists interested in the problem of chemical bonding in closed-shell molecules
know that they have an efficient tool at their disposal, namely the molecular orbital
model. There are, of course, several levels of sophistication in this model, but the
criteria of molecular topology, overlap between atomic orbitals, and electronegativity
often allow a qualitative interpretation of the phenomena. This explains and justifies
the astonishing success of rustic approaches like Huckel or extended Huckel methods.
In molecular magnetism the situation is different. No model dominates and there are
still a number of controversies about the advantages and limits of the various approaches. One point, however, has emerged in the last few years; the phenomenon of
magnetic interaction cannot be understood properly in the framework of one "classical" molecular orbital model without configuration interaction (CI). In fact, this
situation is perhaps the best illustration of the limits of the molecular orbital model at
the self-consistent field (SCF) level.
In this chapter we do not intend to review all the models proposed so far. This would
be fastidious, and probably not very useful for the reader who is not a specialist in this
field. Instead, we would like to stress a few key concepts, discuss their merits and
limits, and show how they can be applied to some selected examples. This chapter is
restricted to the case of isotropic interaction between two local doublet states. More
complicated situations will be treated in the following chapter, and in Chapter 12,
which deals with the design of molecular-based magnets.
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We will explain why the molecular orbital approach at the SCF level is inappropriate, and then we will introduce the concept of magnetic orbitals. We will emphasize
that there are two ways to define these magnetic orbitals. We will then consider the
active-electron approximation, in which only the two unpaired electrons are explicitly
taken into account and we will derive mathematical expressions for J. Then, we will
go beyond this approximation. Finally, we will discuss some experimental results.

~.,

8.2 Deficiency of the Molecular Orbital Approach at the
Self-Consistent Field Level
Let us consider an AXB centrosymmetrical model system, where A and B are two
magnetic centers with one unpaired electron each, and X is a closed-shell diamagnetic
bridge. The physics of this kind of system tells us that normally the two low-lying
states, a spin singlet Ir g and a spin triplet 3ru, are close enough in energy to both be
populated at room temperature. The singlet-triplet (S-T) energy gap is noted J.
The problem here is to examine whether it is possible to analyze properly the nature
of the Irg and 3ru states by considering a four-electron three-orbital problem. The three
atomic orbitals involved are dA and dB centered on A and B, respectively, and <ilx
centered on the bridge X; <ilx is assumed to have a g symmetry with an energy lower
than that of dA and dB, as is generally the case for transition metal compounds.
From dA , dB, and <ilx, we can construct the three molecular orbitals of increasing
energy:

<Po"" <ilx + £(dA + dB)
<PI"" dA

-

(£' «1)
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<PI

... •
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tl.
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,,

<Ilx

,'-----

_---

(£ «1)

dB

<P2"" (dA + dB) - £'<ilx

<Po

(8.2.1)

<Po, of g symmetry, is bonding with preponderant ligand character. <PI, of u symmetry,
is nonbonding provided that the direct A-B interaction is negligible. <P2, again of g
symmetry, has the highest energy with preponderant metal character, as schematized
in Figure 8.1. The corresponding energy diagram is also shown in Figure 8.1.
Let us now try to describe the Irg and 3ru low-lying states at the SCF level, with
monodeterminantal functions. In this framework the singlet, noted SI, is

Figure 8.1. Schematic representation and energy diagram of the molecular orbitals for the
AXB model system.
two molecular orbitals are occupied by two electrons, which leads to the following
configurations and states:

(8.2.2)
and the M s = 1 component of the triplet, noted T, is
T=

I<Po CPo <PI <P21

(8.2.3)

where the bar notes ms = -1/2. The quality of this description is not the same for both
states and depends on the energy of <ilx with respect to that of dA and dB. More precisely,
the lower in energy <ilx is, the better the description of 3ru, and the less satisfying that
of Irg • Indeed, when <ilx is very low in energy, both £ and £' in (8.2.1) are close to zero.
The e2 - el gap between the energies of the <P2 and <PI molecular orbitals is small. These

If the molecular orbitals are determined by an SCF open-shell calculation on the triplet
state, this state is well described by the single determinant T. In contrast, the low-lying
singlet state is described by mixing the two determinants SI defined above and S2
defined as

(8.2.4)
In the limit where <ilx is very low in energy with respect to dA and dB, SI and S2 have
almost the same weight in the description of the lowest singlet state. This result
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emphasizes the absolute necessity of going beyond the SCF level in order to understand the magnetic properties of the AXB system. More generally, in a molecular
orbital approach, the configuration interaction is an inevitable step in any attempt to
calculate the spectrum of the low-lying states for a magnetic polymetallic compound.
The S-T energy gap J is related to the difference in electronic correlation between
those two states. It is possible in principle to calculate the energy of each of these states
separately and to obtain J as the difference. This method, however, presents the
difficult problem of evaluating a small quantity as a difference between two large
numbers. Moreover, a direct calculation of the correlation energy requires an extended
basis set along with a large number of perturbating configurations. Such a method is
still difficult for real polymetallic compounds. Furthermore, owing to its intrinsic
complexity, this multiconfigurational approach retains the character of a "black box."
In other words, it appears tedious, if not impossible, to extract some rules allowing a
qualitative understanding of the isotropic interaction phenomenon.

8.3 Concept of Magnetic Orbitals: Orthogonalized and
Natural Magnetic Orbitals
The molecular orbital plus configuration interaction treatment is not only difficult but
is also very far from the local approach used by experimentalists to interpret magnetic
data. Indeed, the HDVV Hamiltonian for the isotropic interaction (see Chapter 6) may
be regarded as the phenomenological translation of the electrostatic interaction occurring between the two unpaired electrons of A and B magnetic centers. This interaction
is weak with respect to the normal two-electron chemical bond since it leads to singlet
and triplet states close enough in energy to both be thermally populated. Moreover,
when the interaction vanishes, the borderline situation corresponds to two uncorrelated
electrons, one around A, and the other around B. These requirements are compatible
with a Heitler-London approach using two semilocalized orbitals a and b as a basis
set; a is singly occupied by the unpaired electron arising from A and b by the unpaired
electron arising from B. Two definitions of the magnetic orbitals have been proposed
to date and used in a heuristic way. One definition concerns orthogonalized magnetic
orbitals, and the other concerns natural magnetic orbitals [8.1]. We present both
definitions here.

8.3.1 Orthogonalized Magnetic Orbitals
a and b may be deduced from the molecular orbitals <PI and <P2 through [8.1-8.3]

a = (<PI + <P2)/V2
b = (<PI - <P2)/V2

(8.3.1)

a and b are obviously orthogonal but not perfectly localized; a has a nonvanishing
contribution on Band b has a nonvanishing contribution on A. This tail of a on B (and
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b on A) becomes more important as the C2 - CI energy separation between the
<PI and <P2 molecular orbitals becomes larger and the isotropic interaction in AXB
becomes more pronounced. In other respects, a and b are related through an inversion
center and are degenerate such that they are singly occupied in the ground configuration.
The localization criterion (8.3.1) is valid only when the A and B centers are
symmetry related, either through an inversion center, or through a twofold axis.
Otherwise, the localization criteria are no longer unique. The concept of orthogonalized magnetic orbital has never been extended to asymmetrical systems, for instance
copper(II) dinuclear compounds in which the surroundings of the metal ions are
different, except in the very peculiar case of CuVO(fsahen·CH30H, which will be
discussed in Section 8.6.

8.3.2 Natural Magnetic Orbitals
Due to their defect of localization, orthogonalized magnetic orbitals are difficult to
visualize and even more difficult to utilize for a qualitative prediction of the magnitude
of the interaction. We have already pointed out that the exchange interaction in AXB,
in a certain sense, may be viewed as the borderline case of a very weak chemical bond,
and for more than half a century the chemists have enjoyed describing the chemical
bond in terms of overlap between localized orbitals. This suggests that another
approach might be worthwhile, at least for a qualitative description of the magnetic
interaction phenomenon, in which the magnetic orbitals would be better localized and
in general nonorthogonal. This leads to the concept of natural magnetic orbitals.
The natural magnetic orbital a in AXB is defined as the singly occupied molecular
orbital for the AX fragment in its local ground state; b is defined in the same way with
respect to the XB fragment. It follows that a and b are now eigenfunctions of local
Hamiltonians. The cutting of the AXB entity into two AX and XB fragments with a
common bridging region is in general somewhat arbitrary, which is certainly the weak
point of this approach. The local states and the natural magnetic orbitals are better
defined when the AX and XB fragments do actually exist. This happens in quite a few
cases, for instance for the oxalato-bridged copper(II) compound
[tmen(H20)CU(Ox)Cu(H20)tmen]2+ shown in Figure 8.11. In addition to this dinuclear
complex, it is possible to synthesize the mononuclear species Cu(tmen)(ox):
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Cu(tmen)(ox) may be considered as a mononuclear fragment, in which the copper(II)
ion has almost the same nearest neighbors as in [tmen(H20)Cu(ox)Cu(H 20)tmen]2+.
Indeed, in the dinuclear species, the H20 molecule in the apical position interacts only
very weakly with the metal center. Consequently, the natural magnetic orbital a in
[tmen(H20)Cu(ox)Cu(H20)tmenf+ may be visualized as the highest singly occupied
molecular orbital in Cu(tmen)(ox). This orbital a has obviously no delocalization tail
on the second copper atom (on which it is not centered) and, in principle, is not
orthogonal to the symmetry related magnetic orbital b. Let us remark here that the
concept of natural magnetic orbital is straightforward when the interaction is direct
instead of through a bridge. This occurs, for instance, in the face-to-face (TCNQ-h
dimer. Each natural magnetic orbital is then the singly occupied 1t* molecular orbital
of the TCNQ- unit.
Another way of determining the natural magnetic orbital a in AXB consists of
contracting the atomic orbitals ofB in such a way that prevents any orbital interaction
between the magnetic center B and its surroundings. The orbital a is then the singly
occupied molecular orbital of highest energy for the dissymmetrized AXB molecule.
Similarly, b may be determined by contracting the atomic orbitals of A.
The concept of natural magnetic orbital can be easily extended to the case where
AXB is not centrosymmetric. The AX and XB fragments are then different and the
singly occupied molecular orbitals in these fragments are no longer symmetry related.
The atomic orbital contraction method is also well adapted for defining the natural
magnetic orbitals in an asymmetrical dinuclear compound [8.4].
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where all electrons except the two unpaired electrons are considered as passive. In
(8.4.1) h(i) is the one-electron Hamiltonian for electron i taking into account its kinetic

energy and its interaction with the nuclei and the passive electrons, and r12 is the
interelectronic distance. In the following we need the two one-electron and the four
two-electron integrals given below:

I I
~ = <a(l) Ih(l) Ib(l»
l = <a(1)a(2) IrI2- 1 Ia(1)a(2»
ex = <a(l) h(l) a(l»

1
r12- 1 a(l)b(2»

j = <a(1)b(2)

I

k = <a(l )b(2)

Irl2-1 Ia(2)b( 1»

1= <a(l)b(2)

Irl2-I Ib(1)b(2»

(8.4.2)

There are two states that arise from the ab ground configuration, Irg(GC) and
3ruCGC), and two additional states that arise from the a 2 (or b 2 ) excited charge-transfer
configuration, lrg(CTC) and Iru(CTC). The orbital parts of the corresponding wavefunctions are (2rI/2 [a(l)b(2) ± a(2)b(l)] where the positive sign holds for lrg (GC)
and the negative sign for 3ru (GC), and (2rI/2[a(1)a(2) ± b(1)b(2)] where the positive
sign holds for Irg(CTC) and the negative sign for lru(CTC).
Neglecting the GC-CTC interaction, the energies ofthe low-lying singlet and triplet
states are
E[lrg(GC)] = 2ex + j + k

For numerous compounds the highest occupied molecular orbitals of the bridging
ligands that interact with the metal ions are low in energy compared to the d orbitals.
They are also well separated from other metal or ligand occupied orbitals. This is true,
for example, for oxo- or fluoro-bridged compounds. In such cases an extensively used
approximation consists of taking into account only the two unpaired electrons occupying the magnetic orbitals a and b; all other electrons are considered as passive. This
active-electron approximation may be developed using either orthogonalized, or
natural magnetic orbitals. We will present both of these approaches, and then we will
attempt to compare them.

8.4.1 Active-Electron Approximation and Orthogonalized
Magnetic Orbitals
In order to calculate the S-T energy gap J in AXB, we may write down the effective
electrostatic Hamiltonian [8.5]

H = h(l) + h(2) + lIrI2
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(8.4.1)

Eeru(GC)] = 2ex + j - k

(8.4.3)

such that the triplet state is found stabilized by J F = 2k with respect to the singlet state.
Let us take into account the GC-CTC interaction, which stabilizes Irg(GC) and
destabilizes Irg(CTC). The energy difference U between the two Irg states is
U=

l- j

(8.4.4)

where we assumed that due to the relaxation of the inner shells, the electroneutrality
of the magnetic centers is retained. If, on the contrary, the A and B ions separated by
a distance R have both a charge q in the GC and q+l and q-l, respectively, in the CTC,
then U becomes
U=l-j-lIR

(8.4.5)

Whatever the expression for U, the stabilization hF of the singlet state oflowest energy
due to the GC-CTC interaction is
(8.4.6)
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J may then be expressed as the sum of a positive contribution J F stabilizing the triplet

and a negative contribution hF stabilizing the singlet:
J=lp+JAF=2k-

4(~

+ 1)2

U
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+ j + k _ 4[(~ - as)(l- S) + 1(1 + S) - (j + k)5]2 (8.4.12)
U(l + S)4

1+ S

(8.4.7)
and J is found as

The ionic integral I is often neglected without any explicit reason, such that hF reduces
to --4~2/U.

8.4.2 Active-Electron Approximation and Natural Magnetic
Orbitals
If we use natural magnetic orbitals, an additional one-electron integral is necessary,
namely the overlap integral 5:

It
,i,
I'

5= <a(l) I b(l»

(8.4.8)

The normalization coefficients of the orbital parts of the wavefunctions become
[2(l±S)rl /2 where the positive sign holds for the two Irg states and the negative sign
for 3ru and Iru •
Neglecting the OC-CTC interaction, the energies of the lowest states are

Eer
g

(OC)] = 2(a + ~S) + j + k
1 +S

(8.4.9)

such that, at this level of approximation, the S-T energy gap J is given by
J = 2k + 4~5 - 2S(2a + j)

(8.4.10)

where, after having performed all calculations, S was neglected compared to unity.
The first term 2k in (8.4.10) is always positive and favors the ferromagnetic interaction.
For 5 small enough ~ and 5 are of opposite sign and 4~5 is negative and favors the
antiferromagnetic interaction. As for the third term in S, its sign cannot be easily
predicted since a and j are of opposite sign. For 5 small enough this quadratic term
may reasonably be assumed to be weak with respect to the two others and actually is
often neglected. If so, J appears again as the sum of a ferromagnetic contribution JF =
2k and an antiferromagnetic contribution hF =4~5.
If we consider the interaction between the two I r g states separated in energy by U
now defined as
·0

.

J -J
1- 52

U=-the energy of the lowest singlet state becomes

(8.4.11)

J= 2k+ 4~5- 2S(2a+ j) _

4[~ + 1- (a+ j+k)5f

(8.4.13)

U

where S was again neglected compared to unity. The term in lIU appearing in (8.4.13)
is obviously negative and gives an additional antiferromagnetic contribution. The
problem when we examine Eq. (8.4.13) is how to recognize whether the main
contribution in the stabilization of the singlet state is 4~5 or the term in 1IU. There is
no definitive answer yet. However, it has been suggested that in transition metal
dinuclear compounds the metal-metal charge transfer configuration is too high in
energy to couple significantly with the ground configuration. For instance, in copper(II) dimers, the levels arising from the copper(III)--copper(I) excited configuration
have never been unambiguously detected by electronic spectroscopy. U is probably
beyond the commonly accessible energy range, and the stabilization of the singlet state
arising from the OC-CTC interaction would be a second-order effect compared to
4~5. The situation might be different in face-to-face radical dimers like (TCNQ-h.
The magnetic orbital is then a 1t* molecular orbital delocalized on the whole radical
and the self-repulsion l between two electrons occupying such an orbital may be
strongly reduced. U can then be weak enough to contribute significantly to the
stabilization of the singlet state. In (TCNQ-)2 U is equal to ca. 12,000 cm- I . The
interaction between ground state and charge-transfer excited states also plays an
essential role in the magnetic properties of mixed valence compounds. This question
will be treated in Chapter 13.
Setting 5 = 0 in Eq. (8.4.13) results in Eq. (8.4.7) as expected. However, it is
important to stress that the integrals a, ~,j, k, and I do not have the same values
according to whether the orthogonalized or natural magnetic orbitals are used as a basis
set. The comparison of the two expressions for J in (8.4.7) and (8.4.13) is interesting
in so far as it allows the emphasis of the two alternative ways ofdescribing the isotropic
interaction in the active-electron approximation. When using orthogonalized magnetic
orbitals, the antiferromagnetic interaction appears to be due entirely to the OC-CTC
interaction. For very large U the antiferromagnetic contribution in lIU completely
vanishes and J reduces to 2k. In contrast, when natural magnetic orbitals are used, the
antiferromagnetic contribution also arises from the OC and is driven by the overlap
5 between the magnetic orbitals. When 5 is zero, or close to zero, the dominant term
is 2k and the interaction is expected to be ferromagnetic. The role played by the overlap
5 makes this latter approach particularly appropriate in predicting qualitatively the
nature of the interaction in a novel compound. Orthogonalized and natural magnetic
orbital approaches are compared in Figure 8.2.
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8.5 Beyond the Active-Electron Approximation: Ab Initio
Calculation of the Singlet-Triplet Energy Gap
In this section we do not intend to review all the calculations that go beyond the
active-electron approximation, but rather to focus on one of these that, to us, seems to
be particularly important. This calculation uses a perturbational approach to the
configuration interaction. The pioneering work along this line was carried out by de
Loth et al. [8.6], following an idea developed by Malrieu who showed that it was not
necessary to calculate the total correlation energy for both the singlet and triplet states
when using ordinary Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory [8.7]. Instead, it was
possible to derive direct expressions for the energy gap J between these two states. We
present the main steps and results of this approach.
First, an open-shell calculation is carried out with the main Fock operator, according
to Nesbet [8.8]:

.0

,
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(8.5.1)

where, as usual, h is the monoelectronic part of the Hamiltonian, J and K the
two-electron Coulomb and exchange operators, respectively, defined according to
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The subscript i in (8.5.1) refers to closed-shell molecular orbitals, and <PI and <P2 to the
singly occupied molecular orbitals in the triplet state; a and b are the magnetic orbitals
defined in (8.3.1). The calculation is of the spin-restricted Hartree-Fock type, which
means that the spin orbitals i and7have the same energy. Amore thorough comparison
between spin-restricted and spin-unrestricted methods will appear in Chapter 12.
To zeroth order, the wavefunctions associated with the low-lying states are
\{J s

=

cI aD I + Iba I)/~

\{JT=(laDI-lbal)/~

(8.5.3)

where the closed shells have been omitted. IfH stands for the electrostatic Hamiltonian
of the system including the perturbative correlation energy, the zeroth-order S-T
splitting J(O) is

.0

"

(8.5.4)
u

.0

o

--------------- ::J --------------_

k being the two-electron exchange integral defined in (8.4.2). J(O) is equivalent to the
ferromagnetic contribution in the active-electron approximation. This zeroth-order
contribution has been called the potential exchange by Anderson [8.3].
Second-order corrections on the singlet and triplet states are
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kinetic exchange

Table 8.1. Second-Order Contributions and Corrections in the Ab Initio
Calculation of the Singlet-Triplet Energy Gap
Contribution

II>

Kinetic exchange

laal
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b

Correction

4F~b

particle polarization

M a--7b
Particle polarization

lai*

Double-spin polarization

li*iab

I.'

[Fai* (ab,i*b)

2L i*

Ibiab I

Hole polarization

:illl'iI

I

I

2Li

l1Ea--7i*

2I, I,

j'

H

Metal--+ligand charge transfer

Ii*j:' I

(ai,bj)(aj,bi)
. I1EHa + liEj--7b

2I, I,
i* j*

Ii*ibbl

double-spin polarization

J

('

Kinetic exchange + polarization

hole polarization

M I --7I*

i*

.
I

',li

Mb--7i*

--4I, I, (ia,i*a~(ib,i*b)
.

Ibij~abl

Fbi* (ba,i*a)]

[Fai* (ab,ib) Fbi(ba,ia)]
+
Mi--7a
l1Ei--7b

I

Ligand--+metal charge transfer

+

(ai*,bj*)(aj*,bi*)
M a--7i* + Mb--7j*

I, I, {
i

i*
X

L---,)Cu charge transfer

4(ab,ii*)
M a--7b + Mi--7i*

2[(ab,ii*) - (ai,bi*) - (ai*,bi)]}

Cu---,)L charge transfer

Eg) =

L

< 'P<g) IHII> 2/(F!D) - E?)

a

b

(8.5.5)

#'11)

kinetic exchange + polarization a

(8.5.6)

EO) is the energy associated with the determinant IaD I (or Iba I), and E?) is the
unperturbed energy of the excited configuration represented by a single determinant
II >. The second-order correction J(2) to the S-T splitting is then

Figure 8.3. Schematic representation of the I I> determinants that interact with both Iali I
and bli in the second-order correction to the S-T splitting.

(8.5.7)

both ab and ba to give a nonzero numerator in Eq. (8.5.8). Table 8.1 and Figure
8.3 give a schematic representation of all such determinants < I I,along with the name
of the contribution and the expression of the second-order correction. In Table 8.1
i,j... note doubly occupied molecular orbitals, and i*,j* ... vacant molecular orbitals
in the ground state. The integral (ij,kl) stands for <i(1)j(2) r12 -1 k(1)1(2». The energy
differences F!0) - Jf..?) in (8.5.8) reduce one to negative transitions AEp--7q, and are
calculated as the difference between eigenvalues of the SCF Hamiltonian:

=2

L

< laDIIHII><IIHllba>/(F!°) - BCf)

(8.5.8)

#o/~),'I'~)

The determinants 1I > must interact with both Ia751 and IDa I. There are thus fewer
configurations playing a role in the S-T energy gap than in the energies of the singlet
and triplet states. These configurations can be determined by diagrammatic methods
or Slater rules. The determinants II > must differ, at most, by two spin-orbitals from

I I

I I

I I

I

I

(8.5.9)
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except for !iEa~b which would be equal to zero. !iEa~b is actually calculated as the
difference between the mean values of the exact Hamiltonian:
(8.5.10)
which may be written as
!iEa~b

Ilil

= -u = -Uo - j)

(8.5.11)

using the notations of Section 8.4.
The so-called kinetic exchange term generally dominates among the second-order
perturbation corrections. This is true, in particular, when the doubly occupied molecular orbitals i are low in energy with respect to <PI and <Pz. This term is strictly equivalent
to the antiferromagnetic contribution hF, which was found in the active-electron
approximation, provided that closed-shell molecular orbitals of low energy noted i are
neglected. Indeed, one has

aJzb = 1- k
aK]b = 1+ j

(8.5.12)

aKzb = 1- j

so that

Fab = <a IFib> = ~ + 1
Fab may

(8.5.13)

also be written as

F ab

= [<<PI IF I<PI> -

<<pzl F I<Pz>]12 = (e]

- ez)12

(8.5.14)

where e] and ez are the SCF energies of <PI and <pz, respectively. These are determined
by an open-shell process. The kinetic exchange (KE) term, or antiferromagnetic
contribution, then becomes
(8.5.15)
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lar symmetry group. This happens, for instance, for nicke1(II) dinuclear compounds
resulting from the sharing of an edge between two octahedra. Otherwise, cross-terms
appear at the first order, which might make the treatment very tedious or even
intractable.
To finish this brief discussion, we will stress that the weak point of this perturbational approach is convergence. As a matter of fact, for most compounds J is found
experimentally to be negative whereas the zeroth-order term in the perturbational
expansion of the configuration interaction, 2k, is obviously positive. This is not a fully
satisfying situation. Moreover, it is not perfectly clear whether it is legitimate to stop
the expansion of J at the second-order terms. Actually, the status of the fourth- and
higher-order terms is not yet well understood.

8.6 Theoretical Interpretation of Some Experimental
Results
In this section we would like to review and discuss some of the experimental studies
concerning the isotropic interaction between two local doublet states within a molecular unit. These studies do not all have the same status; some are only qualitative
whereas some correspond to ab initio calculations. The examples have been chosen in
a way which introduces a new idea with each new example.

8.6.1 Influence of Geometry in Bibridged Copper(ll)
Dimers
The first magnetostructural correlation dealing with copper(II) dinuclear compounds was proposed by Hatfield and Hodgson [8.14]. This correlation concerns
planar hydroxo-bridged copper(II) dimers of the type

/,
/)2+
(
~

H

/Cu~~Cu~
I

Equation (8.5.15) was first derived by Hay et al. [8.9], and used for qualitative
correlations between magnetic properties and structures. Examples of its use will be
discussed in the next section.
In a few cases fourth-order terms have also been considered. Their expressions are
rather complicated and we prefer not to give them here.
This ab initio perturbational approach has been applied to several symmetrical
copper(II) dinuclear compounds [8.10-8.13]. Examples will be presented in Section
8.6. Its extension to other symmetrical pairs does not present any conceptual difficulty
provided that the whole symmetry of the system is high enough for all singly occupied
molecular orbitals to transform as different irreducible representations of the molecu-

H

in which the terminal groups are bidentate nitrogen-containing ligands. Twelve compounds of this kind have been structurally characterized to date, and magnetically
investigated. These compounds differ by the nature of the terminal ligands and/or of
the counteranions. Hatfield and Hodgson have shown that the Cu-N and Cu-O bond
lengths along the series are almost constant [1.98(2) A for Cu-N and 1.92(2) A for
Cu-O]. The main structural changes concern the bridging angle CuOCu = ex and the
Cu...Cu separation. This ex angle varies from 95.6 0 to 104.1 0 along the series, and the
S-T energy gap J is found to vary in parallel from + 1 to -509 cm- I . From the
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Table 8.2. Bridging Angle and S-T Energy Gap in Planar
Hydroxo-bridged Copper(II) Dimers
a

Compound

lIil

CuoCu (degrees)

[Cu(bipy)OH12(N03)2

95.5

+ 172

[Cu(bipy)OH]z(CI04)2

+93

[Cu(bipy)OH]z(S04)·5HzO

96.6
97

P-[Cu(dmaep)OH]z(CI04)2

98.4

[Cu(eaep)OH]z(CI04)Z

98.8 and 99.5

-130

[Cu(2miz)OH]z(CI04)Z'2HzO

99.4

-175

u-[Cu(dmaep)OH]z(CI04)Z

100.4

-200

[Cu(tInen)OH]z(CI04)Z

102.3

-306

+49
-2.3

[Cu(tInen)OH]z(N03)Z

101.9

-367

u-[Cu(teen)OH]z(CI04)2

103.0

-410

P-[Cu(teen)OH]z(CI04)2

103.7

-469

[Cu(tmen)OH]zBrz

104.1

-509

Source:

Figure 8.4. bIg and bzn molecular orbitals for di-Il-hydroxo copper(II) dimers. Those two
molecular orbitals are singly occupied in the low-lying triplet state.

From ref. [8.15].

a bipy, Z,Z'-bipyridine; dmaep, Z-(Z-dimethylaminoethyl)pyridine; eaep, Z-(Z-

ethylaminoethyl)pyridine; Zmiz, Z-methylimidazole; tmen, N,N,N',N'tetramethylethylenediamine; teen = N,N,N',N'-tetraethylethylenediamine.

I

experimental data collected in Table 8.2 Hatfield and Hodgson deduced a linear
correlation between J and a [8.14]. This correlation
J(cm- I ) = -74 a(degrees) + 7270

a varies is essentially governed by the 3dxy(copper)-2p( oxygen) antibonding overlaps.
For ao value of a close to 90° the overlaps <dxy Px> in bIg and <dxy py> in bzu are
equal and negative, and the two molecular orbitals have the same energy; ao is slightly
larger than 90° owing to the 2s-2p mixing. When a increases, <dxy Px> becomes more
negative and <dxy Ipy> less negative. Therefore, the energy difference e(b lg ) - e(b zu )
increases together with the stabilization of the singlet state. For a peculiar value of a
(> ao) the antiferromagnetic contribution -(el - ez)z/U is exactly compensated by the
ferromagnetic contribution 2k, and the S-T energy gap is zero. This peculiar value is
found equal to 97.5° in the series of compounds of Table 8.2. When a decreases from
this value, 2k predominates and the triplet state becomes the ground state. The
variations of e(b lg ) and e(b zu ) versus a are schematized in Figure 8.5. In this
interpretation it is implicitly assumed that 2k is weakly sensitive to small structural
changes. It is worth noting that this approach suggests that, for a values much smaller
than 90°, the singlet state would be again stabilized. Experimentally, compounds of
this sort are probably inaccessible due to the Cu(II)-Cu(II) electrostatic repulsion.
The situation corresponding to a =97.5° is interesting. The S-T energy gap is then
zero. This does not mean that there is no interaction between the two local doublets.
Actually, for this peculiar geometry ferro- and antiferromagnetic contributions compensate each other and the singlet and triplet states arising from this interaction are
accidentally degenerate.
The same type of qualitative approach may be used to understand how the S-T
energy gap would vary if the molecule was bent along the direction joining the two
bridging oxygen atoms [8.16, 8.17]. When the dihedral angle () between the two CuOz
planes is no longer equal to 180°, the molecular symmetry becomes ezv and the
molecular orbitals, bIg and bzu in D Zh , transform as az and b l , respectively. When ()

(8.6.1)

predicts that J is equal to zero for a = 97.5°. For a > 97.5° the ground state is a singlet
and for a < 97.5° the ground state is a triplet. It appears from Eq. (8.6.1) that a change
of one degree in bridging angle results in a variation of about 74 cm-I in S-T
separation.
A semiquantitative interpretation of these data may be obtained in the framework
of the active-electron approximation [8.9, 8.16]. This approximation is assumed to be
valid since the 2p valence orbitals of the bridging oxygen atoms are low in energy with
respect to the d copper orbitals. Replacing the bridging oxygen atoms by less electronegative atoms like sulfur could make this approximation no longer valid. In the
present case J is expressed as
(8.6.2)

u = l- j is not thought to change significantly when a varies, such that the magnitude
of the antiferromagnetic contribution is governed by (el - ez)z, el and ez being the
energies of the two singly occupied molecular orbitals in the triplet state. Referring to
the DZh molecular symmetry one of the orbitals transforms as bIg, and the other as bzn ,
as schematized in Figure 8.4. The energy variation of these molecular orbitals when
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Table 8.3. Ab Initio Calculation of the S-T Splitting J for
[Cu(tmen)OH]zBr2 with the Actual Geometry
(Left Column) and with 0: = 95° (Right Column)
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110

a / degrees

Calculated value
Experimental values

0: =104.1°

0:=95°

+ 1380
-1036
+11
-477
- 35
-236
-393
-509

+ 1275
-431
+40
-492

-35
-260
+97

+ 161 Q

QThis value is deduced from Eq. (8.6.1.) (from ref. 8.10).

Figure 8.5. Variations versus the bridging angle 0: of the energies of the big and b2u molecular
orbitals for di-J..l-hydroxo copper(I1) dimers. The energies result from an Extended Hiickel
calculation.
decreases with respect to 180 the <dxy IPx> overlap in bl is unchanged whereas the
< dxy Ipy> overlap in a2 becomes less negative. It follows that the energy e(b l ) remains
almost constant and the energy e(a2) decreases as shown in Figure 8.6. The e(a2) 0

,

e(b l ) gap, therefore, decreases when 8 decreases and the interaction becomes less
antiferromagnetic. Experimental data have confirmed these predictions.

-9
-9.1

><I..l

---

,-..,

.D

-9.2

C)
"0

coj

-9.3

,-..,
oj

N

C)

-9.5
120

130

140

150

160

170

180

8/ degrees
Figure 8.6. Variations versus the dihedral angle 8 of the energies of the a2 and bl molecular
orbitals for di-J..l-hydroxo copper(I1) dimers. 8 is the dihedral angle between the two CuOO
planes, the distance 0-0 remaining constant. The energies result from an Extended Hiicke1
calculation.

Daudey et al. attempted to justify the correlation J =f( a) in (8.6.1) using the ab
initio perturbational approach described in Section 8.5 [8.10]. They considered two
compounds: [Cu(tmen)OH]Br2, which has the largest bridging angle and presents the
strongest antiferromagnetic interaction, and a hypothetical compound deduced from
the actual compound by modification of the value of the bridging angle to a = 95 0 •
The values of the different contributions to J for both compounds are compared in
Table 8.3. It clearly emerges from this table that the variation of the so-called kinetic
exchange term -( el - e2)2/U is actually the main cause of the J variation. It also emerges
that the other second-order terms are far from negligible, even if they are less sensitive
to small structural variations. Thus, without them, J would be found positive for a =
104.1 0 whereas it is experimentally strongly negative. Table 8.3 provides interesting
information on the possibilities and the limits of the active-electron approximation.
We should note that in the calculation particle and hole polarization terms were not
considered.
The same rationalization of Hatfield and Hodgson's correlation may be obtained in
a natural magnetic orbital approach [8.18]. The stabilization of the singlet state is then
attributed to 4~S where 5 is the overlap integral between two magnetic orbitals of the
type schematized in Figure 8.7. It is straightforward to observe that for a = 0.0 close
to 90°, 5 is equal to zero. The two magnetic orbitals are then said to be accidentally
orthogonal. The word "accidentally" here means that the orthogonality is not due to
the fact that these magnetic orbitals have different symmetries. They are obviously
symmetry related; both transform as the bl irreducible representation of the C2v site
group. For a =0.0 positive and negative zones of the overlap density p(1) between the
magnetic orbitals a and b, defined as
p(1) = a(l)b(1)

(8.6.3)
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a
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c
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tOlill,1

lI,il:

liii

a'

Figure 8.7. Magnetic orbitals a and b localized in the left and right fragments, respectively,
for a di-J.l-hydroxo copper(II) dimer.

compensate each other such that

°

s =f p(l)dt(l) =

(8.6.4)

space

We will study the case where the magnetic orbitals are not accidentally but strictly
orthogonal in section 8.6.4.

8.6.2 Orbital Complementarity and Countercomplementarity
Up to now we have focused on copper(II) dinuclear species with two identical
bridges. The situation is obviously more complicated when the two bridges are no
longer identical. This problem was tackled by Nishida et al. [8.19], and McKee et al.
[8.20, 8.21], who demonstrated that in the active-electron approximation the two
bridges may either add or counterbalance their effects.
To introduce this concept we consider a planar copper(II) dinuclear compound with
an hydroxo (or alkoxo) bridge on one side and a carboxylato bridge on the other. The
bridging angle on the hydroxo (or alkoxo) side is much larger than 90°. The symmetry
of the system is then Cs with a mirror-plane perpendicular to the molecular plane as a
unique symmetry element. We assume that only the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) of the carboxylato is involved in the problem. This HOMO is symmetric
with respect to the mirror-plane. The singly occupied molecular orbitals in the triplet
state, transforming as a' and a", are schematized in Figure 8.8. In the absence of the
carboxylato group the molecular orbital a" would be higher in energy, due to the large
value of the CuOCu bridging angle. However, the HOMO of the carboxylato raises

Figure 8.8. a' and aN molecular orbitals for a J.l-hydroxo-J.l-carboxylato copper(II) dinuclear
compound. The energies of these molecular orbitals are close to each other because of the
anticomplementarity of the two bridging ligands.

the energy of a', which in turn diminishes the e(a") - e(a') energy gap. It follows that
the carboxylato exerts a countercomplementarity effect and the magnitude of the
antiferromagnetic interaction is expected to be small in spite of the large CuOCu angle.
This concept of countercomplementarity has been invoked for the compound
[Cu zL(CH 300)], the structure of which is shown in Figure 8.9. L3-is the binucleating
ligand derived from the Schiff base obtained by condensation of one molecule of
1,3-diaminopropan-2-o1 with two molecules of acetylacetone:
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together with the stabilization of the singlet state. This happens, for instance, for N 3bridging in an end-to-end fashion. The HOMO of N 3- then has 1tu symmetry, referring
to the D=h group, as schematized in Figure 8.10. In a !J,-alkoxo-!J,-l ,3-azido copper(II)
dinuclear unit, the singlet state has been found to be stabilized by more than 1000 cm- I
with respect to the triplet state [8.21].

8.6.3 Interaction between Magnetic Centers Far Apart
from Each Other Through Extended Bridges

1(111

Figure 8.9. Molecular structure of [Cu2L(CH3COO)]. H3L is the Schiff base derived from the
condensation of one molecule of I,3-diaminopropan-2-o1 with two molecules of acetylacetone
(from ref. [8.19]).

The key factor determining the magnitude of the antiferromagnetic interaction in a
symmetrical copper(II) dinuclear compound is the energy gap leI - e21 between singly
occupied molecular orbitals. This energy gap may be large even if the Cu...Cu
separation is significant, provided that certain requirements are fulfilled. The
possibility of achieving strong interactions between magnetic centers far away
from each other through extended bridges actually appears as a specificity of
molecular chemistry.
The dinuclear copper(II) compounds with bisbidentate bridging ligands of the
type
2 -

II
,j
,I

x.~.y

The CuOCu angle is very large, at 133.3°, and the S-T splitting is reported as J = -165
em-I. A rather similar compound but without carboxylato bridge presents an S-T
splitting J =-635 em-I. Its CuOCu bridging angle is equal to 137.7".
If carboxylato is replaced by another bridge, the HOMO of which combines with
the a" molecular orbital and not with the a', the e(a") - e(a') energy gap is enhanced

J~

X,-

'. Y

x = Y = 0: oxalato
= Y =S: tetrathiooxalato
= 0, Y =NR: oxamido
= S, Y =NR: dithiooxamido

X
X
X
a"

Figure 8.10. a' and a" molecular orbitals for a !J.-hydroxo-!J.-l,3-azido copper(II) dinuclear
compound. The energy of a" is much higher than that of a' because of the complementarity of
the two bridging ligands.

have been more particularly investigated, both experimentally and theoretically [8.228.24]. We first examine the dinuclear cation [tmen(H20)Cu(ox)Cu(H20)tmen]2+,
which was already discussed in Section 8.3. The Cu...Cu separation through the
oxalato group is equal to 5.14 A, but nevertheless the copper(II) ions strongly interact;
J is equal to -384.5 em-I. The dinuclear unit shown in Figure 8.11 is centrosymmetric
with a quasi-planar Cu(ox)Cu bridging network. The environment of each copper(II)
ion is square pyramidal with a water molecule weakly bonded to the metal in the apical
position. Let us also note that the C-C bond length is equal to 1.54 A, which
corresponds to a single bond. The C-O bonds, on the other hand, have some doublebond character since their average length is 1.24 A.
The concept of natural magnetic orbital is convenient to understand qualitatively
why the S-T splitting is large in spite of the Cu...Cu distance. Indeed, as mentioned
in Section 8.3, the mononuclear species Cu(tmen)(ox) exists, and the natural magnetic
orbital a may be defined as the highest singly occupied molecular orbital for this
compound. Because of the square pyramidal environment of the metal, and to the
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II"~ I'

Uti'

Figure 8.11. Molecular structure of the dinuclear cation [tmen(H20)CU(Ox)Cu(H20)tmen]2+
with tmen = N,N,N',N'-tetramethyIethyIenediamine and ox = oxalato (from ref. [8.24]).

i~! ~

111

II
'i

I

quasi-coplanarity of the basal plane and the oxalato group, a is built from the dxy metal
orbital. It is delocalized toward the oxygen atoms of the bridge as shown in Figure
8.12. In the dinuclear unit the two magnetic orbitals are related through the inversion
center. They are properly oriented to interact efficiently in the region of the bridge.
The interpretation above is certainly oversimplified and does not account for all the
subtlety of the interaction through the oxalato bridge. Nevertheless, it contains at least
two key ideas. One of these ideas is topology; the two magnetic orbitals are located
in the same plane as the bridging ligand. The second idea deals with the energy; each
magnetic orbital is strongly delocalized toward the oxygen atoms of the bridge owing
to the relatively weak energy gap between the HOMOs of 2
and the d metal

c oi-

o

o

Figure 8.12. Highest singly occupied molecular orbital for Cu(tmen)(ox) with tmen =
N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethylenediamine and ox = oxalato. This molecular orbital may be viewed
as one of the two magnetic orbitals for the dinuclear cation [tmen(H20)CU(Ox)Cu(H20)tmen]2+.

Figure 8.13. Molecular structure of [tmen(2Meim)Cu(ox)Cu(2Meim)tmen]2+ with tmen =
N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethylenediamine, 2meim = 2-methylimidazole and ox = oxalato (from
ref. [8.24]).

orbitals. The former idea, topology, is substantiated by the following result: the two
water molecules in [tmen(H20)Cu(ox)Cu(H20)tmen]2+ can be replaced by some
nitrogen-containing ligands like 2Meim = 2-methylimidazole. The structure of
[tmen(2Meim)Cu(ox)Cu(2Meim)tmen]2+ is represented in Figure 8.13. The inversion
center is retained, but the environment of the metal is strongly modified. The four
nearest neighbors of copper(II) are the nitrogen atoms of tmen and 2Meim and only
one of the oxygen atoms of the bridge. In such an environment, each magnetic orbital
undergoes a reversal with respect to the situation encountered in
[tmen(H20)Cu(ox)Cu(H20)tmenf+. Instead of being located in the same plane as the
bridge, it is located in a plane perpendicular to this bridge. The two symmetry-related
magnetic orbitals are now unfavorably oriented to interact, as shown in Figure 8.14,
and the S-T energy gap is dramatically reduced; it is equal to -13.8 em-I.
The role of the energy factor is emphasized by the value of the S-T splitting in a
dinuclear species where oxalato is replaced by tetrathiooxalato C2S~-, This compound
was described by Vicente et al. [8.25] and contains a practically planar CU(C2S4)CU
network. The Cu ...Cu separation is equal to 6.06 A, and the S-T splitting is so large
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Figure 8.14. Schematic representation of the two magnetic orbitals in [tmen(2Meim)Cu(ox)Cu(2Meim)tmen]2+.

Figure 8.15. <jlg and <jlu molecular orbitals for a planar IJ.-oxalato copper(lI) dinuclear species.
Those two molecular orbitals are singly occupied in the low-lying triplet state.
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that even at room temperature the excited triplet state appears to be fully depopulated;
-J is above 800 cm- I . The enhancement of the interaction, compared to the oxalatobridged unit of Figure 8.11, may be attributed to the fact that the sulfur 3s and 3p
valence orbitals are higher in energy than the oxygen 2s and 2p orbitals. This results
in a reduction oftheenergy gap between the HOMOs ofC2S~- and the metal d orbitals.
The delocalization of each magnetic orbital toward the sulfur atoms of C 2S~- is more
pronounced than toward the oxygen atoms of C20~-.
Basically, the same situation occurs when oxalato is replaced by oxamido, and then
by dithiooxamido. The energies of the valence orbitals vary as 2po < 2PN < 3ps and
the delocalization of the magnetic orbitals toward the bisbidentate bridges varies
accordingly. The magnitude of the antiferromagnetic interaction thus follows the
sequence oxalato < oxamido < dithiooxamido, provided that the magnetic orbitals
remain localized in the plane of the bridging network [8.26, 8.27]. A dithiooxamido
copper(II) derivative has been reported with a Cu...Cu separation of 5.67 A and an
S-T splitting J of -730 cm- I [8.28].
An ab initio calculation of J in a unit modelling the cation of Figure 8.11 has been
performed. Each tmen ligand is replaced by two ammonia molecules. The SCF
open-shell calculation uses pseudopotentials to describe the inner-shell electrons and
a basis of Slater-type atomic orbitals developed on Gaussian-type functions to describe
the valence electrons. The two singly occupied molecular orbitals schematized in
Figure 8.15 are symmetric and antisymmetric with regard to inversion; they are noted
<pg and <Pu, respectively. The overlap between 2p orbitals centered on oxygen atoms
bonded to the saQ1e carbon atom is antibonding in <pg and bonding in <Pu such that <pg
is higher in energy than <Pu. From <pg and <Pu, and using Eq. (8.3.1), we can build the
two orthogonalized magnetic orbitals. One ofthese is shown in Figure 8.16 in the form
of electronic isodensity curves a2 =constant, drawn in the mean molecular plane. As
expected, a is constructed from the copper dxy orbital and is delocalized toward the
oxygen atoms of the bridge. The delocalization toward the peripheral nitrogen atoms
is less pronounced. A consequence of the orthogonality of the magnetic orbitals a and
b is the presence of delocalization tails that appear in a on copper atom B and its close
surroundings. The values of the different contributions to the S-T splitting are given
in Table 8.4. The calculation was performed without particle and hole polarization, but
with inclusion of fourth-order terms, which were not discussed in Section 8.5. The
theory-experiment agreement is far from perfect. It would probably be improved if
the particle and hole polarization terms were taken into account, but this is not the most
important point. This calculation again indicates the limits of the active-electron
approximation. As for [Cu(tmen)OHhBr2, the potential exchange 2k dominates the
kinetic exchange -[e(<pg) - e(<pu)]2j(j0 - j) while experimentally the singlet state is
strongly stabilized with respect to the triplet state. It is necessary to go further than
this active-electron approximation and to consider the other second-order terms in
order to obtain a negative J value.
Other compounds have been described in which two local doublet states interact
efficiently, in spite of a large separation between the magnetic centers. We would like
to mention two spectacular results along this line. The former, reported by Chaudhuri
et al. [8.29], deals with the compound [LCu(H 20)(terephthalato)(H20)CuL](CI0 4h,
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Table 8.4. Ab Initio Calculation of the S-T Splitting J
for [(NH3)2(H20)CU(ox)Cu(H20)(NH3)2]2+
Contribution

152,000
25,400
7,572
Potential exchange

720

Kinetic exchange

-453
-38
-146
-9
-177

Double spin polarization
Ligand~meta1

charge transfer

Metal~ligand charge

transfer

Kinetic exchange + polarization
1111::

Fourth-order terms

-192

Calculated value

-295

Experimental value

-385

Source:
'11111
lIt
'II

1\
"

I

X

N-J
0"':-

0_

U

From ref. [8.23].

where L is the cyclic amine 1,4,7,-trimethyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane. The bridging
network is

The dinuclear dication has an inversion center located at the center of the bridge
benzene ring. Each copper(II) has square pyramidal surroundings with an oxygen atom
of the terephtalato, a water molecule and two nitrogen atoms of the triamine in the
basal plane, the third nitrogen atom of L occupying the apical position. The two basal
planes are strictly coplanar with the terephtalato ligand. The Cu...Cu distance is equal
to 11.25 A. The S-T splitting is reported as J = -70 em-I, which is quite a surprisingly
large value. The basic mechanism of the interaction is probably the same as for the
systems with bisbidentate bridges discussed above. The two magnetic orbitals located
in the same plane as the bridge are favorably oriented to interact.
The second result concerns the compound Rh 2(CF3COOMtempoh in which two
tempo (= 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpyridinyl-1-oxy) organic radicals interact through the
singly bonded Rh 2(CF3COO)4 diamagnetic core [8.30]. The structure is shown in
Figure 8.17. The spin density for each tempo group is shared between the oxygen and
nitrogen atoms. The distance between the two axial nitroxyl oxygen atoms is 6.85 A,
which indicates that the separation between the barycenters of the local spin densities
is larger than this distance. The S-T splitting is found equal to J = -478 em-I. Since
the unpaired electron of the nitroxide radical occupies a n* orbital, the mechanism of
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Figure 8.17. Molecular structure of Rh2(CF3COO)(tempoh with tempo = 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpyridinyl-l-oxy) (from ref. [8.30]).
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the interaction is not the same as in the terephthalato-bridged compound described
above. This interaction is certainly propagated along the N-O-Rh-Rh-O-N
linkage via 1t overlaps.
The results reported and discussed in this section tell us that the isotropic interaction
may be propagated over very large distances. The question is then whether there is a
limit beyond which the interaction completely vanishes. From a statistical analysis of
data. a~ailable up to 1979 Coffman and Buettner have proposed an equation relating
the lImIt of J, noted Jlimih and the separation r between two interacting magnetic centers
with local spins 1/2 [8.31]. This equation is
Jlimit

(cm- I) = -1.35 x 107 exp[-1.80r (A)]

(8.6.5)

It is clear that for the last two examples as well as the dithiooxamido derivative
mentioned before the actual S-T splitting exceeds the Jlimit value deduced from Eq.
(8.6.5). Therefore, the limit, if any, is far beyond what Eq. (8.6.5) suggests.

8.6.4 Strict Orthogonality of the Magnetic Orbitals and
Ferromagnetic Interaction
In some compounds the orthogonality of the magnetic orbitals is not accidental but
strict ~n the sense that the orbitals a and b transform as different irreducible represen~atlOns of the s~mmetry group adapted to the system. This strict orthogonality is
achIeved more easIly when the two interacting magnetic centers are not identical. We

Figure 8.18. Molecular structure of [Cu(NHpyr2)(DTBSQ)t with NHpyr2 = di-2-pyridylamine and DTBSQ =3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-semiquinone (top), and acu and b sq magnetic orbitals
centered on the copper(II) ion and the organic radical, respectively.

assume first that the active-electron approximation is valid. If so, both orthogonalized
and natural magnetic orbital approaches predict that the triplet state will be the lowest.
Indeed, in the orthogonalized orbital approach a and b do not transform as the same
irreducible representation of the symmetry group, and the ~ and l integrals in Eq.
(8.4.7) are zero. The S-T energy gap reduces to its ferromagnetic contribution 2k. In
the natural orbital approach S is taken to be equal to 0 in Eq. (8.4.13), and J reduces
again to 2k. Let us notice here that the two-electron exchange integrals k in the two
approaches are not exactly identical, but they are both always positive.
We present now two compounds in which the strict orthogonality of the magnetic
orbitals is achieved. For one of these, no thorough theoretical study has yet been carried
out, whereas, for the other, an ab initio calculation has been performed.
The first compound contains the [Cu(NHpY2)(DTBSQW cation with NHpY2 =
di-2-pyridylamine and DTBSQ = 3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-semiquinone. Its structure is
shown in Figure 8.18 [8.32]. The copper(II) ion is in a 4 + 2 distorted octahedral
environment with two nitrogen atoms ofNHpY2 and the two oxygen atoms ofDTBSQ
in the basal plane. Two oxygen atoms of perchlorate groups occupy apical positions
with apical bond lengths above 2.4 A. In addition, the copper(II) ion is slightly
displaced from the basal plane toward one of the apical sites, such that the molecular
skeleton is not rigorously planar. If we neglect this weak bending of the magnetic
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Figure 8.19. XT versus T plot for [Cu(NHpyr2)(DTBSQ)](Cl04) (from ref. [8.32]).
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cation and ignore the tert-butyl groups, the symmetry is C2v. When considering this
bending, the symmetry is Cs with a mirror-plane a perpendicular to the pseudo-molecular plane.
The unpaired electron from the copper(II) ion is described by a magnetic orbital
acu pointing along the Cu-N and Cu-O bonds in the basal plane; acu is antisymmetric with regard to the mirror-plane a and transforms as bl in C2v and a" in Cs ' The
unpaired electron ofthe orthosemiquinone radical is found from elementary molecular
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orbital theory to occupy the n* orbital noted b sq . This orbital transforms as b 2 in C2v
and a' in C s and is symmetric with regard to the mirror-plane a. Both acu and bsq are
schematized in Figure 8.18. Even taking into account the slight deviation of the
[Cu(NHpY2)(DTBSQW unit from planarity, acu and bSQ are strictly orthogonal and
the interaction is expected to be purely ferromagnetic with a triplet ground state. The
experimental XT versus T plot shown in Figure 8.19 agrees with this prediction. At
room temperature XT is equal to 0.92 cm3 K mol-I; it smoothly increases on cooling,
reaches an extended plateau between 150 and 20 K and, finally, slightly decreases
below 20 K. This behavior is quite characteristic of a strong intramolecular ferromagnetic interaction. The plateau corresponds to the temperature range where only the
triplet ground state is thermally populated. The magnetic susceptibility then follows
the Curie law XT= 2Ng2~2/3k. Below 20 K intermolecular interactions are probably
operative. Quantitative fitting of the experimental data leads to J larger than 200 cm- I.
A similar case of strict orthogonality of magnetic orbitals in a Ni(II)(DTBSQ)
compound has been reported by Benelli et al. [8.33].
The second example concerns the compound CuVO(fsahen·CH30H, the structure
of which is represented in Figure 8.20 along with that of CU2(fsahen·CH30H [8.34].
The two metal ions, copper(II) and vanadium(lV), as well as the oxygen atoms of the
vanadyl group and of the methanol molecule weakly bound to copper are located in a
pseudo mirror-plane perpendicular to the plane of the macrocycle. "Pseudo" here
means that this plane is not a crystallographic plane, but the molecular symmetry is
very close to Cs. From elementary ligand-field considerations we find that the unpaired
electron around copper(II) is described by an xy-type magnetic orbital transforming
as a" and the unpaired electron around vanadium(IV) is described by a x2_y2_type
magnetic orbital transforming as a'. Thus, strict orthogonality is achieved. The triplet
state has effectively been found to be the lowest with a ground triplet-excited singlet
separation of 118 em-I. The XT= f(T) curve is shown in Figure 8.21. xTfirst increases

1 .1

o

0.8
Figure 8.20. Molecular structures of CuYO(fsahen·CH30H and CU2(fsahen·CH30H with
H4(fsahen = N,N'-(2-hydroxy-3-carboxybenzilidene)ethylenediamine (from ref. [8.34]).
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Figure 8.21. XT versus T plot for CuYO(fsahen·CH30H (from ref. [8.34]).
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Figure 8.22. Symmetries of the magnetic orbitals and nature of the interaction in
CuYO(fsahen·CH30H and CU2(fsahen·CH30H (from ref. [8.34]).
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on cooling down, and then reaches a plateau below 60 K, which corresponds to the
temperature range where the excited singlet state is totally depopulated. It is worth
comparing CuVO(fsa)zen·CH30H with CU2(fsa)zen·CH30H. The two compounds
have similar molecular structures (see Figure 8.20). In the latter, a copper(II) ion
replaces the vanadyl group in the external coordination site. This ion is in square planar
surroundings and the two magnetic orbitals have now the same symmetry a". The
CuOCu bridging angle is much larger than 90° and the antiferromagnetic contribution
dominates. The S-T splitting J for CU2(fsa)zen·CH30H is found equal to -650 em-I.
The key role of the symmetry in determining the nature of the interaction is emphasized
in Figure 8.22.
The compound CuVO(fsa)zen·CH30H is particularly important because it provides
clear proof that the nature of the interaction is related to the symmetry of the molecular
species and the interacting magnetic orbitals as a whole, and not to the local symmetry
along each metal-bridge-metal linkage. As a matter of fact, the magnetic orbitals
around copper(II) and vanadyl(II) are delocalized toward the bridges, in an antibonding cr fashion for the copper(II) one, and in an antibonding 1t fashion for the
vanadium(IV) one, as schematized in Figure 8.23. Along each Cu-O-V linkage the
magnetic orbitals overlap, and neglecting the phase relation between the two bridges,
we could claim that the interaction is antiferromagnetic. In fact, the overlap density as
defined in (8.6.3) presents a positive zone around one of the bridges and a negative
zone around the other, and the interaction is strongly ferromagnetic.
The concept of strict orthogonality lies implicitly on a qualitative model where the
interaction parameter J can be decomposed into ferromagnetic iF and antiferromagnetic J AF contributions, this latter term vanishing when all magnetic orbitals are
orthogonal. However, in the perturbational development of J given in Section 8.5, we
saw that other terms may contribute significantly to the S-T energy gap. In all

o

N

Figure 8.23. Schematic representation of the magnetic orbitals centered on copper(II) (top)
and vanadyl(II) (bottom) for CuYO(fsahen·CH30H.

copper(II) dinuclear compounds studied so far the balance of these additional terms is
negative, i.e., in favor of the antiferromagnetic interaction, even if some of these may
be positive. Moreover, in some cases, this negative balance prevails over the potential
exchange term 2k. Therefore, it is important to see what the contribution of these terms
is with regard to the potential exchange term in the case of CuVO(fsa)zen·CH30H.
The calculation was carried out as follows [8.35]: a model complex retaining the
main characteristics of the actual complex, namely the CU02VO bridging network and
the peripheral nitrogen and oxygen atoms bound to the metal centers, was built. This
model complex has exactly Cs symmetry, with the mirror-plane containing copper(II)
and vanadyl(II). The calculation is restricted to the valence electrons by using pseudopotential operators to replace all core electrons. The open-shell SCF process with the
Nesbet operator gives directly the magnetic orbitals. The lowest magnetic orbital is
well localized on copper, and the highest on vanadium, as shown in Figure 8.24. The
former has essentially xy-character and is antisymmetric with regard to the mirror
character with some admixture of Z2 and is
plane; the latter has essentially x 2
symmetric with regard to the mirror plane.
The magnetic orbitals are strictly orthogonal such that the kinetic exchange term is
exactly zero. The potential exchange term 2k is found to be equal to 623 em-I. This
rather large contribution is understood when we consider the overlap density pel)
between the two magnetic orbitals, as defined in Eq. (8.6.3). A map of isooverlap
density in the plane containing the copper and the bridging atoms is shown in Figure
8.25. The overlap density p(1) is, of course, antisymmetric with regard to the mirror
plane. It presents nonnegligible contributions around the bridging oxygen atoms as
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Table 8.5. Different Types of Contribution Obtained at
Zeroth and Second Order and Numerical
Values for the Copper(ll)-Vanadyl(ll) Model
Complex Mimicking CuVO(fsa)2en·CH30H
Type of contribution
Potential exchange

o

Double-spin polarization
Ligand--7metal charge transfer
Metal--7ligand charge transfer
Kinetic exchange + polarization

'.

o
Figure 8.24. Electronic isodensity curves for the two magnetic orbitals centered around
copper(II) and vanadyl(II) drawn in the CuOzV mean plane of CuVO(fsahen·CH30H (from
ref. [8.35]).
well as the metal atoms and the peripheral nitrogen and oxygen atoms. The
two-electron exchange integral k may be written as

k=

623

o

Kinetic exchange

o
0
o

f p(l)p(2)r12- d't

(8.6.6)

1

space

which points out that the magnitude of k is governed by the extrema of the overlap
density. Another ferromagnetic contribution, of the second order, is provided by the

79
-114

-38
-113

Particle polarization

-33

Hole polarization

---{jO

Total value after second order

343

Source:

From ref. [8.35].

double spin polarization process. All other second-order contributions are negative.
Globally, the balance of the second-order terms is -280 em-I, which does not
compensate for the strong potential exchange term 2k. The results of the perturbational
development of J are gathered in Table 8.5.
The calculated J value (343 em-I) has the correct sign but is more positive than the
reported experimental one (120 em-I). The important point arising from this calculation is that the terms appearing beyond the active-electron approximation do not
modify the qualitative predictions made in the framework of this approximation,
regarding the nature of the ground state.

8.6.5 Some Other Theoretical Approaches

o
Figure 8.25. Isooverlap density curves drawn in the CuOzV mean plane of
CuVO(fsahen·CH30H (from reference [8.35]).

As far as quantitative calculations of S-T splitting are concerned, we have emphasized the approach where the configuration interaction problem is treated by a
perturbational expansion. Other approaches have also been used where the energies
of the singlet and triplet pair states are calculated separately. However, those approaches pose the difficult problem of evaluating small quantities « 0.1 eV) as
differences of very large numbers, and have been applied only to very simple model
systems like (BezN3t [8.36] or (CuzClzXz)z-, where X- notes a pure negative charge
[8.37].
Another approach is based on the Xu approximation scheme initially proposed by
Johnson [8.38]. The determination of the interaction parameter J does not require the
explicit calculation of the energies of each of the low-lying states, but only that of the
state of the highest spin multiplicity noted E(Smax). The relative energies of the states
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are calculated using the broken-symmetry formalism [8.39-8.42]. A broken-symmetry
state with an energy E B is defined as follows: the dinuclear species is considered as
consisting of two identical monomeric species with opposite spins. This state is
represented by a single determinant constructed by lowering the space symmetry of
the dinuclear species and removing any symmetry element connecting the two halves
of the molecule. A mirror symmetry is imposed in the spin up and spin down potentials.
It has been shown that E B is a weighted average of the energies of the low-lying states
arising from the interaction of the local states. The isotropic interaction parameter is
then given by
(8.6.7)
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which, in the case of interaction between local doublets, becomes
J = 2[EB - E(S = 1)]

8.24. M. Julve, M. Verdaguer, A. Gleizes, M. Philoche-Levisalles, O. Kahn, Inorg. Chern. 23 (1984), 3808.

(8.6.8)

This method has been applied satisfactorily to the case of the (Cu2CI4)2- dianion in
which the environment of the metal atom may vary from planar to pseudotetrahedral
according to the nature of the countercation. The experimentally observed variation
of J with the degree of tetrahedral distortion is quantitatively reproduced [8.42].
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CHAPTER

9
Orbital Models for Magnetic
Interaction: Other Cases
9.1 Some Additional Comments on the Concept of
Magnetic Orbital
Whatever the number N of magnetic centers within a molecule may be, the isotropic
interaction Hamiltonian in the HDVV model is expressed as a sum of terms involving
pairs oflocal spins [9.1]:
N

N

(9.1.1)

H=-I. I. Jk/Sk,SI
k=l

l>k

It is therefore legitimate to restrict our discussion to dinuclear compounds noted AB,

where, in contrast with the previous chapter, we do not explicitly mention the bridge
X. In Sections 9.2-9.4 of this chapter, we will treat the case where at least one of the
local spins is larger than 1/2. Moreover, we will again assume that the local ground
states 2SA+lrA and 2SB+lrB have no first-order angular momentum. The HDVV Hamiltonian (6.1.5) is then appropriate for the description of the isotropic interaction and
the problem we face is relating the interaction parameter J to the molecular integrals
involved in the actual mechanism of the phenomenon.
In this chapter we could try to follow the same plan as in Chapter 8. However, some
of the results concerning the interaction between two local doublets remain valid, but
some of the others have not yet been extended to systems with more than two magnetic
electrons. So, our remarks in Chapter 8 on the deficiency of the molecular orbital
approach at the SCF level also apply here, as well as the concept of magnetic orbitals.
On the other hand, at present there is no report of an extension of the ab initio
calculation of J to AB systems with more than two unpaired electrons. We can thus
eliminate this question in this chapter.
Let us add, however, some comments on the key concept of magnetic orbital. We
assume that in AB there are nA = 2SA unpaired electrons centered on A, occupying nA
orbitals denoted all' In the same way, the nB = 2SB unpaired electrons centered on B
occupy nB orbitals denoted by. These magnetic orbitals all and by may be either
185
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orthogonalized or natural. When they are orthogonalized, they are obtained through
localization of the nA + nB singly occupied molecular orbitals for the AB compound
in its state of highest spin multiplicity. The procedure oflocalization is well established
for the symmetrical systems of high symmetry in which the magnetic orbitals are
pairwise symmetry related. The situation is much more complicated for the asymmetrical systems, or even for symmetrical systems of low symmetry in which the magnetic
orbitals do not all transform as different irreducible representations of the site symmetry group. In the case of natural magnetic orbitals, the all functions are the singly
occupied molecular orbitals for the A fragment in its ZSA+lrA local group state, and the
by functions are the singly-occupied molecular orbitals for the B fragment in its
ZSB+lrB local group state. These natural magnetic orbitals can be determined whatever
the symmetry of the AB species may be; the case where the A and B fragments are
different does not present any specific difficulty. As mentioned in Section 8.3, it is
sometimes possible to give these orbitals a more chemical meaning. A novel example
of this concerns the Cu(II)Ni(II) compound whose structure is represented in Figure
6.14. We have nA = 1 unpaired electron around copper(II) in planar surroundings and
nB = 2 unpaired electrons around nickel(II) in octahedral surroundings. Two other
compounds of the same series are known, with Cu(II)Mg(II) and Ni(II)Ni(II) pairs,
respectively [9.2,9.3]; they are isostructural with the Cu(II)Ni(II) compounds shown
in Figure 6.14. In the Cu(II)Mg(II) compound there is just one unpaired electron that
may be considered as occupying the al magnetic orbital; in the Ni(II)Ni(II) compound,
the Ni(II) ion in the inside site is also diamagnetic while the other Ni(II) ion possesses
two unpaired electrons that may be considered as occupying the b l and b z magnetic
orbitals.
It is worth mentioning here that the atomic orbital contraction method (see Section
8.3) is well adapted to define aI, b l , and b z analytically. In this method al is determined
by contracting the nickel atomic orbitals in such a way that prevents any orbital
interaction between the nickel(II) ion and its surroundings. In a similar manner, hand
bz are determined by contracting the copper atomic orbitals in order to prevent any
interaction between the copper(II) ion and its surroundings. The magnetic orbitals then
strictly describe the unpaired electrons in the absence of any interaction. The HeitlerLondon wavefunctions built from these magnetic orbitals correspond well to zerothorder functions in an approach where the interaction is weak enough to be treated as
a perturbation.

9.2 The Active-Electron Approximation for Dinuclear
Species with More Than Two Unpaired Electrons
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h( i) takes into account the kinetic energy of the electron i and the one-electron potential
acting on it due to the nuclei and the passive electrons; rij is the interelectronic distance.
As we pointed out previously, the isotropic interaction is purely orbital in nature and,
in a certain sense, corresponds to a very weak bond between the A and B fragments.
To describe such a situation, it is appropriate to use Heitler-London wavefunctions
constructed from the magnetic orbitals. It is sufficient to work in the subspace Ms =0
if n is even or M s = 1/2 if n is odd since all the pair states have a component with Ms
=0 or 1/2. The basis set is then made of all Heitler-London functions with M s =0 (or
112) constructed from the nA orbitals all and nB orbitals by. Once again, two approaches
have to be considered according to whether we use orthogonalized or natural magnetic
orbitals.

9.2.1 Orthogonalized Magnetic Orbital Approach
Orthogonalized magnetic orbitals result from the localization of molecular orbitals
transforming as the irreducible representations of the symmetry group appropriate for
the AB species [9.4, 9.5]. In general, they can be determined unambiguously only when
there is at least one symmetry operation that interchanges the A and B fragments. It
follows that this approach cannot be used for heterodimetallic compounds. There is,
however, an exception to this limitation, namely the case where any pair (all' by) of
orbitals involves functions transforming as different irreducible representations of the
site group; all the ~IlY integrals defined in (9.2.4) are then zero. The singly occupied
molecular orbitals for AB are then the magnetic orbitals of the problem; they are
directly localized as described in the case of CuVO(fsa)zen·CH30H (see Section 8.6).
Ignoring this very peculiar situation, we assume that AB is symmetrical. The magnetic
orbitals centered on A and B, respectively, are then two-to-two symmetry related. Let
us write the isotropic interaction Hamiltonian as:

H=-

L. L. lllysll·sy
1l=1

(9.2.1)

y=1

where Sil and Sy are monoelectronic spin operators for the all and by orbitals, respectively, and the lily's are contributions involving pairs of magnetic orbitals. Eq. (9.2.1)
is just a generalization of the HDVV Hamiltonian to the case where each interacting
center has more than one unpaired electron. Since sil = SAI2S A and sil = Ss/lSB for all
/-l and v, (9.2.1) may be written as [9.1]:
(9.2.2)

Only the n = nA + nB unpaired electrons are explicitly taken into account in the
active-electron approximation. The electrostatic Hamiltonian may be written as
n

n

nA

n

(9.2.1)
i=1

i=1

j>i

with
1 - _1_ '"
nAnB 4J

nB

L.

1l=1 y=1

lilY

(9.2.3)
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Using the orthogonaIized orbitals to build the Heider-London wavefunctions, it is
possible to express each JflV contribution as:
JflV = 2kflV - 2(2~flV

+ lflV + lVfl)2W flflo -

jflvrl

+ Uvvo -jflvr l ]

(9.2.4)

the integrals appearing in (9.2.4) being defined as:
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to follow the Lande interval rule (6.2.6) derived from the HDVV Hamiltonian. J can
be developed as indicated in (9.2.2). The expression of JflV limited to the zeroth- and
first-order in ~v is
JflV = 2kflV + 4tflv

~v + 4{

~flV = <afl(I)lh(I)lb v(l»

L [(awaOlI aflbv) - (awafll arobv)]
00=1

*fl

jflflO = <afl(l)afl(2)lr12-llafl(l)afl(2»

+

jflv = <afl(l)bv(2)lr12-llafl(l)bv(2»

L [(aflbv I bpb p) - (aflb p I bpbv)]}~v

(9.2.8)

p=1

*v

kflV = <afl(l)bv(2)lr12-llafl(2)bvCl»
lflV = <afl(l)bv(2)lr12-llbv(l)bvC2»

illl

(9.2.5)

As we mentioned previously, the ionic integrals lflV and lVfl in (9.2.3) are often ignored,
generally without explicit justification. When the site symmetry is high enough for the
orbitals afl to transform as different irreducible representations of the site symmetry
group, then the ~flV' lflV, and lVfl integrals for f.l 'f; V vanish, and (9.2.3) becomes
JflV = 2kflV -

40flV(~flfl + lflfl)2
. 0 .
lflfl - lflfl

(9.2.6)

where OflV is the Kronecker symbol. Equation (9.2.5) is then just an extension of what
we described in Section 8.4. Hay et al. have shown that (9.2.5) may be rewritten as
[9.8]

J flY = 2kflV - .

A/Oflv
0

.

(9.2.7)

lflfl - lflfl

where Afl is the energy difference between the two molecular orbitals used to obtain
the two localized orbitals afl and bfl.

defined as

I

tflv = <afl (1) h(l) -

<Xf!A

+ <XvB
2

Ibv(I»

I

(9.2.10)

aflA = <afl h(l) I afl(I»

I

(9.2.9)

(aflb v cwdp) is a simplified notation for the two-electron integral
<afl(l)ca(2) 1112-1 bv(1)dp(2». The first term, 2kflV' in the right-hand side of (9.2.8)

I

is the positive ferromagnetic contribution. The second term, 4tflv~V' is negative for
~v small, and favors an antiferromagnetic interaction. It varies roughly as -~V 2. It is
difficult to estimate the magnitude, or even the sign, of the third term involving the
two-electron exchange integrals. The integrals of the type (awaOlI aflbv) appear to be
larger in absolute value than those of the type (awafll aOlbv). They also have the same
sign as ~v. Thus, this term would be positive.
If the A and B fragments have the same site symmetry and that around B with
nB :2: nA there is never more than one magnetic orbital bfl giving a nonzero overlap with
the magnetic orbital afl, then (9.2.8) becomes
nA

9.2.2 Natural Magnetic Orbital Approach
The natural magnetic orbital approach again consists of expressing the wavefunctions associated with the low-lying states in AB as Heider-London functions constructed from the magnetic orbitals. However, two magnetic orbitals afl and bv centered
on A and B, respectively, now overlap. Therefore, we have to introduce the overlap
integrals

~V = <afl(l) I bvCl»

kflV is the two-electron exchange integral defined in (9.2.4), and tflv a one-electron term

(9.2.7)

We will not develop the calculation here; it is rather tedious but without conceptual
difficulty [9.7]. The method consists of expanding the energies of the low-lying pair
states according to increasing powers of the overlap integrals ~v. If all the ~v2 terms
are neglected with respect to 1, then the relative energies of the pair states are found

JflV = 2kflv + 4tflfl~flOflV + 41

L [(awaOlI aflbfl) - (awafll arobfl)]
00=1
>'l!

+

L [(aflbfll bpbp) - (aflb p Ibpbfl)] }~flOflV

(9.2.11)

p=1

*fl

In (9.2.11) f.l denotes the irreducible representation spanned by afl and bfl. From each
pair of orbitals afl and bfl localized on the A and B fragments, respectively, we can
construct two molecular orbitals delocalized on AB. Each ofthese molecular orbitals
is singly occupied in the pair state of highest spin multiplicity. If Afl denotes the energy
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gap between these two molecular orbitals for this state and D~ the energy gap between
the magnetic orbitals as shown

A
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it is then possible to reexpress (9.2.11) as [9.8]

l~v = 2k~v - 2(~/ - D/)t;20t~8~v

(9.2.12)

In the right-hand side of(9.2.12) we have again two terms that favor the ferromagnetic
and the antiferromagnetic interactions, respectively. This expression (9.2.12) clearly
demonstrates that the antiferromagnetic contribution corresponds to the tendency for
two electrons that were originally present in the magnetic orbitals of the same
symmetry, to pair in a bonding molecular orbital. This trend is governed by the overlap
integral between the magnetic orbitals. When this overlap is zero, the parallel-spin
situation is favored, as expected from Hund's rule.

9.3 Interaction between Pairs of Magnetic Orbitals
Qualitative rules allowing the prediction of the nature of the interaction between two
A and B spin carriers, according to the symmetry of the AB pair, were proposed in the
sixties by Goodenough and Kanamori [9.9-9.11]. A clear presentation of these rules
was given by Ginsberg [9.12]. What we intend to do in this section is to show how the
concepts of natural orbital, overlap integral and overlap density introduced in Chapter
8 allow the generalization and extension of Goodenough-Kanamori's rules. We will
treat in detail the case where the structure may be described as resulting from the
sharing of an edge between two square planes, two octahedra or a square plane and an
octahedron. Quite a few compounds of this kind have been investigated. The basic
structures and the reference axes we use are

If the bridging network is planar, then the site symmetry is C2v and the symmetry of
the molecule as a whole is D 2h or C 2v . The value of the bridging angle a; is always
larger than 90° due to the electrostatic repulsion between the metal ions. In the
following we will assume that this angle may vary from 90° up to about 110°. Our
purpose in this section is to discuss qualitatively the nature and, if possible, the order
of magnitude of the l~v terms involving pairs of magnetic orbitals.
The five d-type metal orbitals span the al(di-i and dl), a2(dyz ) , bl(dxy ), and
b2 (dzx ) irreducible representations of the C2v group. These orbitals are delocalized
toward the bridges as shown in Figure 9.1. The dl-type orbital is denoted ai' to
distinguish it from the di-i-type orbital denoted al. First let us consider the diagonal
terms l~~ with 11 = ai, ai', a2, b l , and b2. The two orbitals concerned are not strictly
orthogonal, and l~~ contains both ferromagnetic (F) and antiferromagnetic (AF)
contributions. lajaj involves orbitals pointing toward each other along the x axis and
weakly delocalized toward the bridges in a n-fashion. The direct overlap of the di-i
orbitals favors the AF interaction. When the bridging angle a; is smaller, the metalmetal separation becomes shorter and, in turn, this AF contribution becomes more
pronounced. As for the role of the bridges, it can be F if a; is close to 90° or AF if a; is
much larger. In any case, the role of the bridges is limited by the fact that the
delocalization of the al orbitals is weak. It turns out that 1 ajaj is expected to be an AF
contribution of medium magnitude.
laj'aj' deals with orbitals weakly delocalized in the molecular plane, so this contribution is anticipated to be rather weak whatever its sign. The metal-bridge overlap is
of the a-type. When a; is close to 90°, the situation of accidental orthogonality may
be achieved (see Section 8.6) and the contribution may be F. When a; is large, the
contribution becomes AF.
hjb j has already been investigated in Section 8.6. The b l orbitals point along the
metal-bridge directions and may be strongly delocalized toward the bridges. Accidental orthogonality is achieved for an a; value close to 90°. This contribution may then
be strongly F. When a; increases, lbjb j becomes AF and may take strongly negative
values for a; larger than about 100°.
Both lazaz and hzb z concern orbitals for which the molecular plane is a nodal plane.
These orbitals are weakly delocalized toward the bridges through n-type metal-bridge
overlaps. There is no possibility of accidental orthogonality and the contributions are
expected to be very weakly AF.
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Table 9.1. Prediction of the Nature and of the Order of
Magnitude for Contributions l',!v Involving Pairs of
Magnetic Orbital SO
a{

lllv

al

01

AFm

aj'

AFm

Fw

FS

Fw

Fw

Fw

AFw

Fw

Fw

From F s to AFs

Fw

bl
b2

Fw

AFw

a F, ferromagnetic;

AF, antiferromagnetic. The subscripts are w, weak; m, medium; s, strong.

bridges. These qualitative predictions are gathered together in Table 9.1, in the/form
of a symmetric matrix.
Let us use the results in Table 9.1 to either analyze real situations or predict the
magnetic behavior of hypothetical compounds. We exclude cases where at least one
of the local ground states possesses an unquenched orbital momentum from our
discussion; this occurs for the configurations d l , d 2 , low-spin d 4 and d 5 , and high-spin
d 6 and d7 . The HDVV Hamiltonian is then inappropriate to describe properly the
isotropic interaction (see Section 9.6). Before examining the various cases successively, a point needs to be stressed. When there is a competition between AF and F
contributions, most often the former takes over. In other words, a notation AFs in Table
9.1 suggests a larger l',!v term in absolute value than a notation Fs .
We first consider symmetrical compounds, then asymmetrical ones.
d 3 - d 3 in octahedral environments. The magnetic orbitals arising from the (t2g)3
configuration are aI, a2, and b2. 1 is given by

a2(Yz)

b2(zx)
Schematic representation of the d-type orbitals for a metal site of e2v symmetry.

All off-diagonal terms l',!v involve orthogonal orbitals except l a1aj ,. The al and a/
orbitals are delocalized toward the bridges in such a way that they may overlap
efficiently; the metal-bridge overlaps are of the n-type for al and a-type for al'. There
is no possibility of accidental orthogonality and l aja t' is expected to be significantly
AF.
All other l',!v terms with 11 u are strictly positive. Among them, only l aj b t is
expected to be important as discussed in detail in Section 8.6. The al and b l orbitals
are both situated in the molecular plane, and are orientated in such a way that the
overlap density Pa bt (l) = al(l)b l (l) displays zones of large magnitude around the

'*

j

b2

From F w to A F w

a2

Figure 9.1.

bl

°2

(9.3.1)
The leading term is l at a l' and 1 is expected to be negative (AF). Since l ataj is dominated
by the direct di-l- di-l overlap, we may anticipate that the smaller the bridging
angle, the more pronounced the antiferromagnetic interaction. Such a correlation has
been observed for a series of (Cr201O)14- dimeric units resulting from the sharing of
an edge between two Cr06 octahedra [9.13]. Other chromium(III) dinuclear compounds relevant with this discussion were investigated by Hodgson [9.14] and Glerup
et al. [9.15].
d 4 - d 4 in distorted octahedral environments. The site geometry is most likely
elongated along the z direction due to Jahn-Teller effect. Therefore, the fourth
magnetic orbital is a( In the expression of 1
1 = (1116)

L.

L.

l',!v

(9.3.2)
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the dominant term is again l at a l' although the number of positive terms becomes
important. I may be expected to be weakly negative (AF).
High-spin d 5 - d 5 in octahedral environments. The five d-type orbitals on each
site are occupied. The sign of I results from a competition between a number of
strictly positive terms, most of them weak, and a few diagonal terms, the most
important being l atal and htb l For a bridging angle a close to 90°, the AF
contribution arising from l atat might dominate the F contribution arising from
Ih lb l . For large values of a, I blbl is strongly AF. The resulting AF contribution which
arises from the diagonal terms usually dominates the F contributions due to
off-diagonal terms, and I is negative (AF). The opposite situation where the
off-diagonal terms take over, however, may not be completely ruled out, particularly for small bridging angles.
d 8 - d 8 in octahedral environments. The two magnetic orbitals arising from the
(e g)2 configuration are a/ and b l . I is given by

The dominant terms are l atal and l alat ,. They are both negative, and thus I should be
negative (AF). Since the local spins are not equivalent, the antiferromagnetic interaction gives rise to a nondiamagnetic ground state characterized by S = 1/2.
3
5
d - d in octahedral environments. The dominant terms in the expansion of I are
l atat , l ala t', and l at b l . The first two may dominate, giving a negative I (AF), and the
ground state is then characterized by S = 1. A Cr(III)Fe(III) compound with an S = 1
ground state has been reported but its structure is not exactly that of two octahedra
sharing an edge [9.23].
3
d - d 8 in octahedral environments. This, the following and the d 4 - d 9 situations
are particularly interesting. The magnetic orbitals a], a2, and b2 for the d 3 ion arise
from the (t2g)3 configuration, and the magnetic orbitals aI' and b l for the d 8 ion arise
from the (e g)2 configuration. If the site symmetries were Oh, all the orbitals involved
in the interaction would be strictly orthogonal. However, the site symmetries are not
Oh but C2v . I may be expanded as

(9.3.3)

(9.3.5)

The sign of the first two terms in the right-hand side of (9.3.3) depends on the bridging
angle a. The third term is weakly positive. It follows that the sign of I will depend on
a in a simple way. I is expected to be positive (F) for a values close to 90°, and negative
when a becomes large enough. All the available data concerning nickel(ll) dimeric
species are consistent with those predictions [9.16-9.22]. Thus, quite a few nickel(ll)
dimeric compounds containing the bridging network

All the 11lv terms are strictly positive except l ala ( I may be expected to be positive,
due in particular to the strongly positive l albl term. The molecular spin associated with
the ground state is then S =5/2. There is no report about d 3 - d 8 dinuclear compounds.
On the other hand, a Cr(III)Ni(ll)3 cluster has been described, of formula
{Cr[(ox)Ni(Me6-[14]ane-N4)hHCl04)3 with ox = oxalato and Me6-[14]ane-N4 =
±5,7,7, 12, 14, 14-hexamethyl-l ,4,8,11 -tetraazacyclotetradecane [9.24]. The skeleton
of the tetrametallic cation is shown in Figure 9.2. A central Cr(lll) ion in distorted

III

~

III

where X is a bridging monoanion like CC Br-, or NCS- have a spin quintet ground
state.
d 9 - d 9 in elongated environments. When the Jahn-Teller effect operates, each site
can be either square planar, or present a 4 + 1 or 4 + 2 coordination. In all cases the
single magnetic orbital is b l and 1= I blbt depends on a as we discussed in Section 8.6.
J is positive (F) for a close to 90°, and becomes negative (AF) when a increases. All
magnetostructural correlations concerning bibridged copper(ll) dimers are in line with
these predictions (see Table 8.2).
d 3 in octahedral environment-d 4 in elongated environment. I is given by
1=(1112)

L

L

1 1lv

(9.3.4)

N

Figure 9.2. Skeleton of the tetranuclear cation {Cr[(ox)Ni(Me6-[14]ane-N4)hI3+ with ox =
oxalato and Me6-[14]ane-N4 =±5,7,7,12,14,14-hexamethyl-I,4,8,1l-tetraazacyclotetradecane
(from ref. [9.24]).
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where 1(d 5-d 5) refers to a d 5 - d 5 compound, the structure of which would be similar
to that of the d 4 - d 5 compound of interest. In (9.3.7) the two main lilY terms are
J",a, and 1b,,,,. The term 1b,a, is always positive, whereas the sign of h,b, depends on
the bridging angle a. For a close to 90°, h,b, is also positive, and the interaction will
be more antiferromagnetic than in the related d 5 - d 5 species. For large values of a
is strongly negative, and the interaction is predicted to be less antiferromagnetic
than for the related d 5 - d 5 species. A weak overall ferromagnetic interaction cannot
be excluded.
d 4 in elongated environment-d 8 in octahedral environment. 1 may be expanded as

l",b,

(9.3.8)
Iplil

~I

III1

Figure 9.3.

Molecular structure of [Cr(Me6-[14]ane-N4)(OHhCu (bpy(CH30H]3+ with bpy

= 2,2'-bipyridine. Due to the orthogonality of the magnetic orbital centered on the Cr(III) and

Cu(II) ions, the interaction is ferromagnetic (from ref. [9.27]).

~I
'Ill I
.iIIl

III
tl.

1:1:
t,m

111
f I~ I

octahedral surroundings is linked through oxalato bridges to three Ni(lI) ions also in
distorted octahedral surroundings. The magnetic susceptibility and magnetization data
have confirmed that the Cr(III)-Ni(lI) interactions are ferromagnetic, and the spin
associated with the ground state is S = SCr + 3SNi = 912. The interaction parameter 1
has been found equal to 5.3 cm-I .
d 3 in octahedral environment-d 9 in elongated environment. 1 is given by
(9.3.6)
containing only positive terms, one of which, 1a ,b" being important. This is a remarkable example of strict orthogonality of the magnetic orbitals. The interaction is
certainly ferromagnetic with an S =2 ground state well separated in energy from an S
= 1 excited state. Several Cu(II)Cr(III) dinuclear compounds have been described
[9.25-9.27]. One of them is [CuCr(fsahen(H 20h]Cl, (fsahen4-- being the binucleating ligand derived from the Schiff base N,N'-(2-hydroxy-3-carboxybenzilidene)ethylenediamine. The structure of this compound is rather similar to
that of the Cu(II)Fe(III) species shown in Figure 6.13. The two apical sites around
Cr(lll) are water molecules. In this compound the S = 2 state has the lowest energy.
The quintet-triplet energy gap has been determined as 21 = 210 cm- I . The
structure of another Cu(II)Cr(III) unit is displayed in Figure 9.3. Its formula is
[Cr(Me6-[l4] ane-N 4)(OHhCu(bpy)(CH 30H)]3+, with bpy = 2,2'-bipyridine. The
ground quintet-excited triplet energy gap is 21 = 100 cm- I .
d 4 in elongated environment-d 5 in octahedral environment. In such a case we may
write
(9.3.7)

and the two main terms are 1a,a,' and 1a,b,. The interaction could be weakly ferromagnetic.
d 4 - d 9 in elongated environments. This is another case of strict orthogonality of
the magnetic orbitals. Indeed, 1 is given by
(9.3 .9)

and only contains positive terms, one of them being important. The ground state is
predicted to be that of highest spin S =512, with a rather large separation between this
state and the excited state S = 312.
d 5 - d 8 in octahedral environments. The expansion of 1 contains eight terms lilY
with Il = aI, aI', a2, bJ, and b 2, and v = aI' and h. Again, the nature of the interaction
may be governed by the bridging angle a. For a close to 90°, both 1a,'at' and 1b ,b, are
positive, and the only negative term is1a ,a,'. The interaction may then be ferromagnetic.
For larger values of a both 1a ,'a,' and h,b, become negative and may dominate the
positive off-diagonal terms. The interaction is then predicted to be antiferromagnetic
with an S = 312 ground state. Such a situation has been reported for a Fe(III)Ni(lI)
compound the structure of which is somewhat different to that considered here [9.28]
(see Figure 6.18).
d 5 in octahedral environment-~ in elongated environment. The sign of 1 is
governed by the sign of 1b ,bJ' 1 is positive for a values close to 90°, and negative
otherwise. For the Cu(II)Fe(III) compound presented in Section 6.4, the quintet-septet
energy gap was found to be 31 = -240 cm-I , which is consistent with the fact that the
mean value of the CuOFe bridging angle is 100.1 ° [9.27].
d 8 in octahedral environment-d 9 in elongated environment. 1 may be written as
(9.3.10)
and is dominated by the 1b ,b, term. As in several other cases, the interaction may be
ferromagnetic for a close to 90°, and antiferromagnetic otherwise. For all the
Cu(II)Ni(lI) dinuclear compounds of known structure that are relevant with this
discussion, the CuONi bridging angles are close to 100° and, accordingly, the interaction is antiferromagnetic with a doublet ground state and a quartet excited state [9.2,
9.29]. For instance, for CuNi(fsahen(H20h·H 20, whose structure is shown in Figure
6.14, the mean value ofCuONi is 98.9°, and the doublet-quartet energy gap is found
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Table 9.2. Prediction of the Nature of the Isotropic Interaction in Various
Dinuclear Compounds with a Structure Resulting from the Sharing of
an Edge between Two Square Planes, Two Octahedra, or a Square
Plane and an Octahedrona
9

J' elongated

d elongated

d3

AFf--AF

AF

AF

F

F

tt elongated

AF

AFf--AF

F

F

F

d5
d8

AF (or F) --7 AF F --7 AF

F --7AF

F--7AF

F --7AF

d 9 elongated

F --7AF

UF, ferromagnetic; AF, antiferromagnetic. ~ means that the interaction is expected to be more antiferromagnetic when

the bridging angle increases from 90'.

f-

means that the interaction is expected to be more antiferromagnetic when the

bridging angle decreases toward 90'

as 31/2 =-213 cm- I [9.2]. A unique Cu(II)Ni(II) compound with a quartet ground state
has been reported [9.30]. Its structure, however, does not correspond to that considered
in this discussion. Copper(II) is in tetrahedral rather than square planar surroundings.
The results of this discussion are collected in Table 9.2.
Before we close this section, it is worthwhile stressing that the predictions of Table
9.2 are based on the active-electron approximation. This approximation is hoped to
give results that are qualitatively correct when the HOMOs of the bridging ligands are
low in energy with respect to the magnetic orbitals. Otherwise, it may become
nonvalid, and the predictions to which it leads may be erroneous. It is also important
to stress that it is rather exceptional to have bridging angles close to 90°, due to the
electrostatic repulsion between the metallic cations. Therefore, a notation like F ~ AF
in Table 9.2 means that the interaction will usually be antiferromagnetic, particularly
if the metal ions are trivalent.
In this section we focused on one type of symmetry, but obviously the same
approach could be used for other symmetries, and provides the theoretical background
to rationalize magnetostructural correlations which have been experimentally observed. We already mentioned the correlation concerning the bibridged copper(II)
dimers. Another interesting correlation concerns the dinuclear iron(III) centers bridged
by a ligand oxygen atom like oxo, hydroxo, or alkoxo, and at least one other bridging
ligand, in general carboxylate, but also sulfate or phosphate [9.31]. In all these cases
the interaction is antiferromagnetic. The 1 interaction parameter has been found to
correlate with a P parameter defined as half of the shortest interaction pathway between
two iron(III) ions, i.e., (FeA-O + FeB-O)/2. When multiple-atom bridges like
carboxylato are present, only the Fe-O(bridge) distances are taken into account to
calculate the average length of the interaction pathway. The correlation established
from 36 sets of experimental data is
1(cm- l ) = -1.753xlO lO exp[-12.663P(A)]

(9.3.11)
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which shows that the magnitude of the antiferromagnetic interaction rapidly falls as
the interaction pathway increases.

9.4 Ferromagnetic Interaction Through Crossed
Interaction between Singly Occupied and Empty
Orbitals
Up to now we have seen a unique mechanism favoring the ferromagnetic interaction
in the active-electron approximation. This mechanism is governed by the two-electron
exchange integral k~v. Another mechanism has been proposed by Goodenough [9.10],
which we will discuss in this section. This novel mechanism is based on the interaction
between the ground configuration and an excited configuration where an electron has
been transferred from a singly occupied orbital centered on a site into an empty orbital
centered on the other site, or, which is strictly equivalent, from a doubly occupied
orbital centered on a site into a singly occupied orbital centered on the other site. First
let us present the qualitative arguments in favor of this mechanism. We consider the
al and a2 orbitals centered on A, and b l and b2 orbitals centered on B, with one electron
around each site occupying the orbital of lower energy:

----b

z
a ----.",
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z
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",,~12
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---t-~------PI;-----'.:---t-

bl

The transfer of the unpaired electron from b l to a2 (or from al to b 2) leads to the charge
transfer excited configuration ala2 (or b l b 2). The triplet state arising from this
configuration is lower in energy than the singlet state, due to Hund's rule. Consequently, the interaction between the two triplet states arising from ground and excited
configurations, respectively, may be expected to be more important than the interaction
between the two singlet states. Thus, the low-lying triplet state will be stabilized with
respect to the low-lying singlet.
Quantitatively, the situation is a little less clear. We assume again that AB is
centrosymmetric. It follows that the states arising from the ground configuration
alb l are Irg(GC) and 3ru(GC) with the orbital parts of the wavefunctions given in
Section 8.4 (adding here the subscripts 1). Two singlet states, Irg(CTC) and
Iru(CTC) , and two triplet states, 3rg(CTC) and 3rueCTC), arise from the charge
transfer configuration ala2 (or b l b 2). Only the Irg(CTC) and 3ru(CTC) excited states
may couple with the low-lying states. The orbital parts of the wavefunctions are
(9.4.1)
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where the positive sign holds for Irg(CTC) and the negative for 3ru (CTC). The
coupling matrix elements may be calculated easily as
<lrg(CTC) IHllrg(GC» = (v1212)[2~12 + 2[ + (l' + [II)]

(9.4.2)

<3ru(CTC) IHI 3r u(GC» = (v1212)[2~12 + 2[- (l' + [II)]

(9.4.3)

with
~12 = <a2(l) Ih(l)1 bl(l»
[=

<al(l)a2(2) Ir12-11 al(1)b l (2»

l' = <a](1)al(2) Ir12-11 a2(l)b l (2»

,II

(9.4.4)

[" = <aj(1)a2(2) Ir12-11 a2(l)b l (2»
~,
~,

The energy gaps ~(S=O) between the two Ir g states, and ~(S=l) between the two
3ru states are obtained as
~(S=O) = U + KO

III1

~I

~(S=l) = U - KO

(9.4.5)

Ill'
II'

III
~Il

til:
\.Il
ill

with
U = <X2 - <XI

+ <al(l)a2(2) Ir12-11 al(1)a2(2»

- <al(1)b l (2) Ir12-11 a](l)b](2»

+ <al(l)b](2) Ir12-]1 a2(2)b2(1»

(9.4.6)

fl'l

~ = <al(1)a2(2) IrI2-]1 a](2)a2(l»

- <a](1)b l (2) lr12-]la](2)b l (l»

+ <al(1)b 2(2) Ir12-] 1a2(2)b](1»
(9.4.7)

U is the mean cost in energy of transferring an electron from b l to a2, and ~, which
is dominated by a one-center exchange integral, accounts for Hund's rule. If the ionic
integrals [, l', and [" are neglected, then the low-lying singlet is stabilized by
-2~122/( U +~) and the low-lying triplet by -2~122/( U - ~). Since both U and ~ are
positive, the triplet is lower than the singlet, the S-T energy gap J being

Molecular structure of [LMnO(CH302)MnL]2+ with L = 1,4,7 -triazacyciononane
(from ref. [9.23]).

Figure 9.4.

factor ~/U. J in (9.4.8) becomes a significant contribution with respect to lAp only
when I~d is much larger than 1~1l1.
It is rather difficult to see whether this mechanism remains valid when the ionic
integrals are no longer neglected. However, we can note that [ is most probably larger
than l' and [" in absolute value. Indeed, [ corresponds to the interaction between the
electron density a]2 and the overlap density a2bl, whereas l' and [" correspond to the
interactions between the one-center overlap density ala2 and the two-center overlap
densities alb] and a2h, respectively. If l' and [" in (9.4.3) and (9.4.4) are neglected,
but not [, then in (9.4.8) ~12 must be replaced by (~12 + i), and the stabilization of the
triplet is preserved.
This mechanism, which affords a ferromagnetic contribution, has been invoked to
justify the ferromagnetic interaction observed in [LMnO(CH3C02hMnL](Cl04)2 .
2H 20 [9.27]. L stands for 1,4,7-triazacyclononane. Within the dinuclear cation, the
two Mn(III) ions are bridged by two acetato groups and an oxo group as shown in
Figure 9.4 [9.32]. This compound has been reported to exhibit an S = 4 ground state

(9.4.8)

This effect opposes the stabilization of the low-lying singlet, due to the interaction
between the ground configuration and the alai (or blb l ) charge-transfer configuration
(see Section 8.4). This stabilization of the singlet is roughly lAp = -4~1]2/U, with
(9.4.9)
K o in (9.4.8) is much smaller than U; it turns out that J due to this novel mechanism

is smaller than the normal antiferromagnetic contribution lAp by approximately a

empty orbital z2

singly-occupied orbital xy

Figure 9.5. Singly occupied and empty orbitals in [LMnO(CH302)MnL]2+ whose interaction
is invoked to explain the weak ferromagnetic interaction.
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with a J interaction parameter equal to 18 cm-I . It has been suggested that the
interaction takes place through the oxo bridge, and that the singly occupied and empty
orbitals involved in the process are of the dxy- and d i- type, respectively, as schematized
in Figure 9.5. Both orbitals are delocalized toward the oxo bridge, the former in a
n-fashion, and the latter in a a-fashion. The value of the MnOMn bridging angle is
117.9°, which authorizes an efficient crossed interaction ~xy/.

9.5 Mechanism of the Anisotropic and Antisymmetric
Interactions
~II l' I

tl1 ~ I

iftlll

In the orbital models describing the interaction between two spin carriers A and B
discussed in this and the preceding chapters, we ignored the spin-orbit coupling. In
other words, we implicitly assumed not only that the local ground states had no
first-order angular momentum, but also that the local excited states were much too
high in energy to couple with these local ground states. If it was so, the local ground
states would not be split in zero field, and the local gA and gB tensors would be isotropic
with the principal value g = ge = 2.0023. This is usually not the case. The mixing of
local and excited states through spin-orbit coupling is at the origin of the anisotropic
interaction characterized by the DAB tensor, and the antisymmetric interaction characterized by the d vector when the symmetry of the pair is low enough.
The expression of the components of DAB and d may, in principle, be derived by
replacing the zeroth-order magnetic orbitals all and by used in the theory of the isotropic
interaction, by new local functions taking into account the spin-orbit perturbation up
to the second order, and then building new Heitler-London functions using the
perturbed local functions as a basis set. Such a derivation can be performed within the
framework of either orthogonalized or natural orbital approaches. The calculation is,
however, rather tedious. For instance, it is no longer possible to work only in the Ms
= 0 (or 1/2) subspace since d,SA"SB mixes the pair states. So far only one specific case
has been treated, with SA = SB = 112 local spins [9.33].
Kanamori gave general expressions for the principal values D uu of DAB and the
components d u of d with u = x, y, z [9.34, 9.35]. These expressions are
(9.5.1)
(9.5.2)
with
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\figA is the unperturbed wavefunction for the local ground state of A, and \fieA the
wavefunction for one of the excited states located at an energy L1eAabove the ground
state. L~ is a component of the orbital momentum, and A,Athe local spin-orbit coupling
parameter assumed to be isotropic. H, which appears in the integrals
<\fI:(i)\fI~U) IHI \fI:(j)\fI~(i» and <\fI:(i)\fI~(j) IHI \fI~(j)\fI~(i» , is the electrostatic
Hamiltonian without spin-orbit coupling term. These integrals contain one- and
two-electron terms, and their signs cannot be known a priori. In the peculiar case where
\fI/ is orthogonal to all \fIeB functions, and \fIl orthogonal to all \fleA functions, the
exchange integrals occurring in D uu Aare positive together with the D uu principal values
of DAB. When the AB pair is centrosymmetric, has a Cn (n;::: 2) rotation axis along AB
and a mirror-plan perpendicular to this axis, or has the C2v symmetry with the twofold
axis along AB, then d uAand duB are equal, and the antisymmetric interaction vanishes.
The anisotropic interaction, however, remains present. The formulas (9.5.1 )-(9.5.4)
are valid for both homo- and heteropairs.
The most important point emerging from Eqs. (9.5.3) and (9.5.4) is that the
anisotropic and antisymmetric interactions are not directly related to the isotropic
interaction. The latter involves the two local ground states \figAand \figB, whereas the
former involve both ground and excited local states. More precisely, the anisotropic
interaction arises from the synergistic effect of the local spin-orbit coupling perturbations and the interaction between the ground state of an ion and the excited states of
another. This interaction may be quite different in both magnitude and sign to the
isotopic interaction. We have seen that the isotropic interaction in an AB pair is most
often antiferromagnetic due to overlap of magnetic orbitals; if the symmetry of that
pair is high enough, then the ground state of an ion may be orthogonal to all the excited
states of the other, so that the interaction terms involved in the anisotropic interaction
would all be ferromagnetic.
An elegant demonstration of this was given by Gatteschi et al. who studied the
single-crystal EPR spectra of some of the hydroxo-bridged copper(II) dimers mentioned in Table 8.2, and determined the Dcucu tensors [9.35-9.36]. In Section 7.1 we
indicated that DAB contains a dipolar contribution (which can be fairly well estimated
from the point dipole approximation), and an anisotropic interaction contribution. The
latter has been found to be preponderant. Each copper(II) ion is in square planar
surroundings with a C2v site symmetry. Using the reference axes in Figure 9.1, the
local ground state may be labeled as 2B I (xy), and the local excited states as
2A I (X2 -l), 2A I (Z2), 2A 2(yz), and 2B 2(zx). 2B I couples with 2A I (x2
through Lv
2A 2(yz) through Lx, and 2B 2(zx) through L y . The magnitude of the zero-field splitting
within the low-lying triplet state of the dimeric molecule is governed by the interaction
between the b l (xy) orbital centered on one copper(II) ion and the other orbitals centered
on the other copper(II) ion. Table 9.1 tells us that all hjy (u
b l ) terms are
ferromagnetic, one of these, Jbjaj , being dominant. The EPR data are consistent with
the fact that the zero-field splitting is governed by the positive Jbjaj term. Its magnitude
varies according to the geometry of the dinucIear cation, but remains positive, in
striking contrast with the singlet-triplet energy gap which is positive or negative,
according to whether the bridging angle CuOCu is smaller or larger than 95.7° (see
Section 8.6). It is interesting to note that the zero-field splitting within the triplet state

-l)

*"

<\fI:(i)qJ~U) IHI \fI~U) \fI~(i»

d~ = 2L(A,A/L1:)<\fI~ILuAlqJ:><\fI:(i)qJ~U)IHlqJ~U)qJ~(i»
e

(9.5.3)
(9.5.4)
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o

of a hydroxo-bridged copper(II) dimer is governed by the same interaction term htQj
as the singlet-triplet splitting in the heterodinuclear compound Cu(II)VO(II) described
in Section 8.6.

_A'1
A'2

9.6 Interaction Involving Ions with Unquenched Orbital
Momentum
Since the beginning of Chapter 6, one of our basic hypotheses has been that the local
·
. .IOns WIt
. h'm the AB pair,
. 2SA+lrA an d 2SB+lrB, h ad no
ground states 0 f the mteractmg
first-order angular momentum. It is only within this framework that it is valid to
describe the isotropic interaction using the HDVV Hamiltonian -]SABB. It is probably
worthwhile stressing here that orbital degeneracy does not necessarily imply
first-order angular momentum. In cubic symmetry the T I and T 2 states have an
orbital momentum, but not the E states. In this section we approach the case where,
for at least one of the ions, the angular momentum is not totally quenched at the first
order. We do not intend to spend much time on this rather complicated problem which
is far from being fully solved yet. Quite a few approaches have already been proposed
[9.37-9.47]; most often they lead to overparametrized models that are difficult to test
in terms of their range of validity. However, we will point out the nature of the
difficulties encountered with unquenched angular momenta, and will present some
simple ideas that permit, at least in part, their solution.
To begin with, we consider one of the simplest cases where unquenched orbital
momenta are involved, namely that of the dinuclear species Ti 2CIg3-. This species is
found in the CS 3Ti 2CIg phase. Its structure results from the sharing of a trigonal face
between two slightly distorted TiCI6 octahedra:

C3v is called the cofactor group of 0 and D 3h. The 2T2 1ocal state splits into 2A I and
2E under C3v site symmetry. The interaction between the two 2A I local states in C3v
gives rise to IA'I and 3A"2 pair states in D 3h . The spin singlet is totally symmetric
orbitally A' d because it has the same symmetry as the closed-shell state of lowest
energy. The interaction between the 2AI state of one ion and the 2E state of the other
gives rise to the IE' + IE" + 3E' + 3E" pair states. Finally, the interaction between the
..
two 2E local states gIves
nse to lA' I + 3A"2 + IA" I + 3A'2 + IE' + 3E" . Th e correIat'IOn
between local and pair states is schematized in a qualitative fashion in Figure 9.6. We
end up with six spin-singlet and six spin-triplet pair states, a situation that obviously
cannot be accounted for with a simple HDVV Hamiltonian. Moreover, the spin-triplet
states are further split into singlets and doublets by the spin-orbit coupling according
to

e

3A'2 ~ A'I + E"
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The overall symmetry of Ti 2CIg3- is rigorously D 3hthe threefold axis being coincident
with the trigonal axis of the crystal. The site symmetry of each Ti(III) ion is C3v .
If we ignore the distortion of the TiCI6 site, then the local ground state is 2T2. In
Section 3.2 we saw that such a state possesses an angular momentum, and that its
degeneracy is partially removed by the spin-orbit coupling. To determine the pair states
arising from the interaction of the two 2T2 local states, it is convenient to use the
correlations between irreducible representations of 0 and C3v on the one hand and D3h
and C3v on the other hand:
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Figure 9.6. Correlations between local and pair states in the dinuclear trianion TizCIg3-.
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3A"2 ~ E' + A"I

.. .'
'

,.'

3E' ~ E' + AliI + A"2 + E"

12-

3E" ~ A'I + A'2 + E' + E"

H = H A + H B + VA + VB + H ss + H oo + H so

(9.6.2)

H A and H B are the electronic Hamiltonians for each of the metallic centers noted A
and B in pure octahedral ligand fields. The eigenfunctions of H A (and H B) are the
functions associated with the 2T2 local ground state. The terms VA and VB describe
the trigonal distortion around A and B, respectively. VA (and VB) splits the 2T2 states
into 2Al and 2E separated by A (A is positive if the ground local state is the orbital
singlet). VA has a form which we encountered in Section 3.3, namely
(9.6.3)
the z axis being the threefold rotation axis. H ss is a spin-spin coupling operator that
removes the spin degeneracy of the eigenstates of H A + H B . The eigenfunctions
lr,i,S,M s> associated with these states transform as the irreducible representations r,
which are contained in the direct product T 2xT2, namely Al + E + T I + T 2. A satisfying description of the splittings between the spin singlets and spin triplets is given by
(9.6.4)
where J is an orbital operator such as
(9.6.5)
H oo is an orbit-orbit coupling parameter that removes partially the orbital degeneracy
of the eigenstates of H A + H B . It may take the form
(9.6.6)
where K is a spin operator such as
with 2S+ 1 = 1 or 3

(9.6.7)

The OXYs appearing in Eqs. (9.6.5) and (9.6.7) are Kronecker symbols. Finally, H so is
the nonphenomenological spin-orbit coupling operator defined as
(9.6.8)
A is the spin-orbit coupling parameter for the 2T2 state, and K is the orbital reduction
factor (see Section 3.1). The Hamiltonian (9.6.2) is diagonalized by using of the 36

8

-

.'
""A·

(9.6.1)

The correlations in (9.6.1 ) result from the fact that the functions associated with the
spin triplet transform as A'2 + E" in D 3h [9.47].
Two formalisms have been developed to describe the spectrum of the low-lying
states and the magnetic properties of ThCI 93-. The simplest consists of writing the
zero-field Hamiltonian as [9.46]

<S,MsIKIS',Ms'> = K2S+ 1 OSS'OMsMs'
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Figure 9.7. Temperature dependences of the Xz and Xx principal magnetic susceptibilities for
CS3Ti2CI9·

Ir, i, S, M s>functions built as products of the local functions as a basis set. To compute
the principal magnetic susceptibilities, the parallel and perpendicular Zeeman perturbations are diagonalized using the eigenfunctions of H as a new basis set. The firstand second-order Zeeman coefficients are then calculated and introduced into the Van
Vleck formula giving Xz and Xx (= Xy). The calculation, therefore, requires the
successive diagonalization of 36x36 matrices. The temperature dependences of the
principal susceptibilities have been accurately determined [9.45]. The curves are
shown in Figure 9.7. Both Xz and Xx decrease as the temperature is lowered. The
magnetic anisotropy defined as Xx - Xz remains positive and increases slightly on
cooling.
Another effective Hamiltonian, based on the second quantification formalism, was
proposed by Drillon and Georges [9.47]. We will not discuss this formalism in detail
since we chose not to introduce second quantification in this book. This and the
previous model have been tested on the same data set. In spite ofthe apparent simplicity
of the problem, the conclusions are not strictly identical. Both approaches agree on
the fact that the ground state is a diamagnetic singlet, well separated in energy from
the first excited states. According to the first model, the trigonal distortion A is large,
about 1400 cm- I, and the two pair states of lowest energy are IA'I and 3A"2 arising
from the 2A l x 2A I coupling; the IA'I-3A"2 energy gap is of the order of
hI = -525cm- l . The 3A"2 state is further split in zero field through the second-order
spin-orbit perturbation. The other pair states arising from the 2A l x 2E and 2Ex 2E
interactions are found to be too high in energy to be thermally populated, even at 300
K. According to the second model using a second-quantification formalism, the
trigonal distortion A is much smaller, about 800 cm- I, and there are two doublet states
at 494 and 542 cm- I above the diamagnetic ground singlet.
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It is not our intention to discuss the case of Ti zC1 93- in a thorough manner, but only
to point out that even for a compound of high symmetry, involving only two magnetic
electrons, for which the thermal variations of the parallel and perpendicular magnetic
susceptibilities are accurately known, the interpretation of the experimental data is
ambiguous and controverted. It is far from an easy task to deduce the spectrum of the
low-lying states from the magnetic data. This confirms what we stated at the beginning
of this section, namely that the interaction between ions with unquenched angular
momenta remains essentially an unsolved problem, in the sense where there is no
widely accepted model. Each case has been treated in a specific manner, with a specific
model.
Let us finish this section by looking at some of the approximations that have been
used fruitfully in the case of unquenched angular momentum. The most severe consists
of assuming that the distortion is large enough for the orbital degeneracy to be fully
removed. In most polynuclear compounds the site symmetries of the spin carriers are
rather low, which may lead to local ground states in which the orbital momentum is
essentially quenched, and local excited states too high in energy to be thermally
populated. Thus, the only orbital momentum effects are local anisotropies, and
temperature independent paramagnetism (see Section 2.5). When the zero-field splitting within the local ground state is important, only the lowest component is thermally
populated in a given temperature range. It is then possible to use the effective spin
formalism described in Section 3.4. This approximation is obviously restricted to the
case where the interaction parameter is very small with respect to the energy gap
between the two components of lowest energy arising from the local state. Moreover,
the interaction may be strongly anisotropic, and the HDVV effective Hamiltonian no
longer valid. Some further information concerning this problem will be given in
Section 11.3.
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Trinuclear Compounds and
Compounds of Higher
Nuclearity
This chapter concerns discrete molecular species containing more than two magnetic
centers. In such systems the microscopic nature of the interaction between adjacent
centers is rigorously the same as in dinuc1ear compounds but the presence of more
than two spin carriers may lead to new magnetic behaviors. We will thus intropuce the
concepts of irregular spin state structure and of spin frustration, situations that are not
encountered in dinuc1ear species. We will also distinguish two methods of calculation
of molar magnetic· susceptibility, one of which may be performed from the vectorial
model without writing explicitly the wavefunctions and one where this vectorial model
fails.

10.1 Symmetrical ABA Compounds
A relatively large number of triangular or linear ABA trinuc1ear species have been
described. Their basic structure is

B

J

A'----------"A
J'
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with two equal A-B interaction pathways and an A-A pathway. The local spins are
denoted SAl' SAz, (SAl = SAz = SA), and SB, and the interaction parameters are denoted
J and J'. The spin Hamiltonian describing the low-lying states in zero field may be
written as

L L

gS,s'2

S(S+l)(2S+I)exp[-E(S,S')/kTl

Np 2 s'=os=IS'-SBI
X = 3kt

2SA
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(10.1.9)
S'+SB

L L (2S+I)exp[-E(S,S')/kTl

(10.1.1)

s'=os=IS'-SBI

where, at first, we neglect local anisotropies and anisotropic interactions. Equation
(10.1.1) may be rewritten as
(10.1.2)
Il,iIl

We will consider successively five cases, namely (1) Cu(II) trinuclear species, (2)
linear Cu(II)Mn(II)Cu(II) or Cu(II)Fe(III)Cu(II) species in which the central ion is
high-spin, (3) a linear Cu(II)Fe(III)Cu(II) compound in which iron(III) is low spin, (4)
linear Mn(II)Cu(II)Mn(II) species, and (5) a linear Mn(II) species.

or

10.1.1 Copper(ll) Trinuclear Species
IiI

(10.1.3)

I~

IiI

We have SA = SB

= 112, and the relative energies of the states deduced from (10.6)

are

with

E(1I2,I) = 0

(10.104)
E(312,I) = -3JI2

(10.1.5)

The relative energies in zero field are expressed as
E(S,S') =

-f

S(S + 1) -

J'~J S'(S' + 1)

(10.1.6)

S' varies by an integer value from 0 to 2SA, and for each S' value, S varies by an integer
value from IS'-SB I to S'+SB. To determine the magnetic susceptibility, we must add
the Zeeman perturbation H ZE to the zero-field Hamiltonian (10.1.1). H ZE is
(10.1.7)

The local g-tensors are assumed to be isotropic with the gA and gB principal values. A
gs,S' factor corresponds to each of the spin states with the energy E(S,S'), which is
related to gA and gB through [10.1]

gs,s' =

gA[S(S+I) + S'(S'+I) - SB(SB+I)] + gB[S(S+I) - S'(S'+I) + SB(SB+I)]
2S(S+ 1)
(10.1.8)

deduced from (6.3.13) and (6.3.14). The expression for the molar magnetic susceptibility Xmay easily be obtained by applying the simplified Van Vleck formula (104.11).
Indeed, the gAPH and gBPH energies are certainly negligible with respect to the energy
gaps between the low-lying states, such that all the second-order Zeeman coefficients
vanish. The general expression for X is

E(II2,O) = -J + J'

(10.1.10)

The level E(II2,I) was taken as the energy origin. When the structure is that of an
equilateral triangle with J =J', the two doublet states are degenerate. The molecular
symmetry is then at least C3 and these doublet states correspond to a spectroscopic
term 2E. Since there is no fourfold degenerate irreducible representation in the double
group C'3, this 2E term should be split into two Kramers doublets in zero field (see
Section 204). When the system is linear, with a negligible interaction between the
terminal copper(II) ions, the E(1I2, 1) state is the lower in energy if J is negative, which
corresponds schematically to the spin structure

t -- j
1
For J positive, the ground state is E(312, 1); the three local spins are aligned in the same
direction:

t_1_j
In all cases, the magnetic susceptibility is given by
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2-aldehyde-oxime. This cation has a crystallographic threefold rotation axis [10.2]. ~)
xTfor [Cu3(pao)3(OH)](S04) is constant and equal to 0.39 cm3 K mol- l in the whole \(
temperature range below 400 K. This indicates that only the twofold orbitally degen- \
erate term 2E is thermally populated. The excited spin triplet state is located at m~r~)
than 1000 cm-l above. Using magnetization versus field measurements, the zero-field
splitting within this 2E term was estimated as 12 em-I [10.3]. Figure 10.2 shows the
linear trinuclear cation {CU3[C2S2(NCH2CH2CH2SCH2CH20H)2h} 2+ where, in spite
of the large separation between the nearest neighbor copper(II) ions, the interaction is
strongly antiferromagnetic [lOA]. This is due to the nature of the bridging ligands (see
Section 8.6). When the anion is perchlorate, XT is equal to 0.52 cm3 K mor l at room
temperature. This value slightly decreases upon cooling, and remains constant below
200 K, at 0040 cm3K mol-I, a value expected for an isolated doublet state. J is found
equal to -483 em-I.

,,'
Iii
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Figure 10.1. Molecular structure of the triangular copper(II) cation [Cu3(paohOHf+ with
Hpao = pyridine-2-aldehyde-oxime. The structure is projected down the threefold axis. The
1l3- 0H group is pulled out from the CU3 plane toward the sulfato counteranion (from ref. [10.2]).

x = NB 2 gIIl,1 + gIIl,O exp[(J-J')/kT] + lOgjll,1 exp[3Jl2kT]

10.1.2 linear Cu(l1)Mn(l1)Cu(l1) Species
The local spins are SA = 1/2 and SB =5/2 and, neglecting the interaction between
the terminal copper(II) ions, the relative energies of the states are
£(312,1) = 0

(10.1.11)

1 + exp[(J-J')/kT] + 2 exp[3Jl2kT]

4kT

£(512,1) = -5JI2

with, from (10.1.8)
glll,1 = (4g A

-

£(7/2,1) = -6J
gB)/3
£(5/2,0) =-7J/2

(10.1.12)
(10.1.12) is no longer valid for the equilateral case.
Two examples of copper(II) trinuclear units are represented in Figures 10.1 and
10.2. Figure 10.1 concerns the triangular cation [Cu3(pao)30H]2+ with Hpao = pyridine-

(10.1.13)

The distribution in energy of these states is schematized in Figure 10.3. Each state is
represented by an arrow, the length of which is equal to the spin associated with this
state. Whatever the nature ferro- or antiferromagnetic of the Cu(II)-Mn(II) interaction,
the spin varies monotonically versus the energy. The spin state structure is regular (see
Section 6.2). For J < 0, which is usually the case, the ground state has the smallest spin
and the most excited state has the highest spin. The g S,S' factors may be calculated from
(10.1.8) as

(10.1.14)

Figure 10.2. Molecular structure of the linear
{Cu3[C2S2(NCH2CH2SCH2CH20Hhh12+ (from ref. [10.4]).

trinuclear

cation

and the magnetic susceptibility may be obtained from Eq. 10.1.9. The high-temperature limit (X 1)HT of XT is the sum of that expected for a Mn(II) and two Cu(II) ions,

Le.,
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6

E(S/2,O)
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E(S/2,1)
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I
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!L

E (3/2, 1)
_._.L

...

)0-

.L__ .
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~......L..._

012

3

spin S
Energy spectrum ofthe low-lying states for a linear Cu(II)Mn(II)Cu(II) trinuclear
species. Each state is represented by an arrow the length of which is equal to the spin S associated
with this state. The Cu(II)-Mn(II) interaction parameter is noted J, and the interaction between
terminal Cu(II) ions is assumed to be negligible.
Figure 10.3.

Figure 10.4. Schematic structure of the trinuclear cation {[Cu(Mesalen)hFe(acac)}2+ with
Mesalen = N,N'-bis(methylsalicylaldiminato)ethylenediamine and acac = acetylacetonato (from
ref. [10.5]).

IIli
II~

'"
II"

[~,

N~2

2

2

(x1)HT = 12k (35g Mn + 6gcn )

(10.1.15)

When the temperature is lowered, the first state to be thermally depopulated is
£(7/2,1), which has the highest spin, and then the two states £(5/2,0) and £(5/2,1).
The low-temperature limit (xT)LT is finally reached when only the ground state with
the smallest spin is populated. The low-temperature limit (x1)LT is then expressed
according to
(10.1.16)
It follows that XT continuously decreases on cooling, which is a direct consequence
of the regular spin state structure.
Actually, the situation may be a little more complicated due to the zero-field
splittings within the pair states with S > 1/2. If both the local anisotropies and the
anisotropic interactions are much smaller than the isotropic interaction, then only the
zero-field splitting within the ground state has an influence on the magnetic properties.
Instead of exhibiting a plateau in the temperature range where only the ground state
is thermally populated, the XT versus T plot may tend to a value smaller than (X TkT
given in (10.1.16) on cooling to the lowest temperatures.
To our knowledge there is no example of a symmetrical Cu(II)Mn(II)Cu(II)
compound but some CU(II)Fe(III)Cu(II) species have been described, in which Fe(III)
is in a high-spin local state with SFe = 512. One of these is {[Cu(Mesalen)hFe(acac) }(N0 3h with Mesalen = N,N'-bis(methylsalicylaldiminato)ethyle-

nediamine and acac = acetylacetonato [10.5]. The proposed structure of the trinuclear
cation is shown in Figure lOA. The Cu-Fe-Cu linkage is certainly not linear,
however the interaction between the terminal Cu(11) ions may be assumed to be
negligible. The molar magnetic susceptibility of this compound was measured down
to 4.2 K; XT decreases as T is lowered, which indicates that the Cu(II)-Fe(III)
interaction is antiferromagnetic. However, after having reached the beginning of a
plateau around 40 K, XT decreases on further cooling. This is due to a zero-field
splitting within the quartet ground state, arising from both local anisotropy around
iron(III) and Cu(II)-Fe(III) anisotropic interaction. The appropriate spin Hamiltonian
in zero field is then

(10.1.17)
Assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that the zero-field splitting is axial and denoting
D the energy gap between the ±312 and ±112 Kramers doublets arising from the
£(312,1) ground state, the parallel and perpendicular magnetic susceptibilities are
expressed according to
Xz = (N~2/4kT){g~I2,1[exp(D/kT)

+ 35g~I2,1

exp(5Jl2kT)

+ 9 exp(-D/kT)]

+ 35g~l2,o exp(7Jl2kT)
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+ 84g~I2,1 exp(61IkT) }l{exp(DIkT) + exp(-DIk1) + 3 exp(51I2kT)
+ 3 exp(71/2kT) + 4 exp(611kT)]

(10.1.18)

Xx = (N~2/4)(4gJI2,IIkT)exp(DIkT) + (3gjl2,lD)[exp(DIkT)
-exp(-D/kT)] + (35g312,I/kT) exp(51/2kT)

+ (35g312,olk1) exp(71I2kT) + (84g~I2,I/kT) exp(61/kT)}/
[exp(DIkT)

..

+ exp(-DIkT) + 3 exp(51/2kT)

+ 3 exp(7 1/2k1) + 4 exp( 611kT)]

(10.1.19)

with D = 3Dzz /2, D zz being one ofthe principal values of the zero-field splitting tensor
D 312,1 for the ground state. Gatteschi and Bencini have derived general expressions
relating the tensors of the spin Hamiltonian to those of the effective spin Hamiltonians
associated with each of the low-lying states [10.1]. In this case the relationship between
D 312,1 and the tensors appearing in (10.1.17) is
D 312,1

= -7(DcuIFe + D Cu2Fe )/30 + 28DFel15

(10.1.20)

As we have already mentioned, D Fe is probably the main contribution to D 312,I. The
reported values of I and IDI, deduced from the magnetic data, are -63 and 7.3 cm- I ,
respectively. The sign of D could not be determined unambiguously from powder
magnetic susceptibility data. However, at 4.2 K the EPR spectrum displays features
characteristic of a 1±1I2> Kramers doublet, which arises from the splitting in zero-field
of the spin quartet state. The anisotropy of this spectrum indicates that D is positive,
the 1±1I2> level being lower than the 1±312>.
Figure 10.5. Molecular structure of the cation [Fe(TTP)(CulMh]+, with TPP = tetra-

10.1.3 Linear Cu(ll)Fe(lII)Cu(l1) Compound with a Low-Spin
Central Ion

phenylporphyrinate and CulM = a copper(II) complex of the Schiff base formed by sequential
condensation of 5-chloro-2-hydroxybenzophenone, 1,2-diaminobenzene, and imidazole-4-carbaldehyde (from ref. [10.7]).

If the symmetry of the central Fe(III) in a Cu(II)Fe(III)Cu(II) triad with SFe = 112
is low enough, the orbital degeneracy of this ion is largely removed, and the problem
becomes similar to that of a copper(II) trinuclear species. Indeed, all three interacting
ions have 112 local spins. We mention this case, however, because an interesting
compound of this type has been reported [10.6,10.7]. Its structure is shown in Figure
10.5. The iron(III) ion at the center of a tetraphenylphorphyrinate cycle interacts
through imidazolate bridging ligands with the two copper(ll) ions situated on both
sides of the cycle. In the quasi D4h site symmetry the t2g orbitals of Fe(III) are split
into b 2g and e g, with b2g lower in energy; eg is further split by spin-orbit coupling. It
turns out that the unpaired electron of Fe(III) occupies one of the eg orbitals. This
orbital has a 1t symmetry with regard to the pseudo fourfold axis perpendicular to the
plane of the cycle. The unpaired electron of each Cu(II) ion in square planar surroundings occupies an orbital localized in the copper basal plane which points along the
Cu-N bond directions. This orbital has essentially 0' symmetry with regard to the

fourfold axis. We are therefore faced with a novel case of orthogonality, and Fe(III)Cu(II) ferromagnetic interactions may be expected, with an S = 312 ground state.
Magnetic susceptibility together with Mossbauer and EPR data confirm this. The XT
versus T plot increases as the temperature is lowered down to ca. 10K. The Fe(III)Cu(II) interaction parameter is reported as 44 cm- I .
The broader significance of this work lies in its relation with results concerning
the cyanide form of the enzyme cytochrome c oxidase. In its oxidized form, this
enzyme contains an isolated Fe(III), an isolated Cu(II) ion and a Fe(III)Cu(II) pair. In
presence of cyanide the Fe(III) ion of the pair is low spin, and magnetic circular
dichroism and Mossbauer data have been interpreted in terms of a ferromagnetic
interactiOIN:lO.8, 10.9]. A O'l1t orthogonality of magnetic orbitals with respect to the
Fe-CN-Cu linkage could explain the nature of the interaction [10.10].
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10.1.4 Linear MnOI)CuOI)MnOI) Species

E(11/2,5)
5 E(9/2,4)
E(7/2,3)
4 E(5/2,2)
....,
E(3/2,1)
-----I
'-'
3 EO/2,O)

This type of trinuclear species with SMn = 5/2 and SCu = 1/2 allows us to introduce
the concept of irregular spin state structure. The relative energies of the low-lying
states are easily calculated from (10.1.6) as

--------

£(9/2,5) = 0
£(11/2,5) =-111/2
£(7/2,4) = -J/2
£(9/2,4) = -5J
£(5/2,3) =-J

...

CIl,
CIl

2

iif
(10.1.21 )

o-

£(7/2,3) =-9J/2

...

.~dl
.l

l

->0-

E(I/2,1) ->0E(3/2,2)
E(5/2,3)
E(7/2,4)
E(9/2,5)

£(3/2,2) = -3J/2
£(5/2,2) = -4J
£(112,1) = -2J

)0
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spin S

£(3/2,1) =-7J/2

£(112,0) = -3J

Figure 10.6. Energy spectrum of the low-lying states in a linear Mn(II)Cu(II)Mn(II) trinuclear

The spin state structure, i.e., the energy versus spin diagram, is shown in Figure 10.6.
This spin state structure is no longer regular; the spin does not vary monotonically
versus the energy. On the contrary, for J < 0, the ground state has the spin 9/2 which
may be schematically represented as

l-=--eu~(ll) I

Mn(II)

..

Mn(II)

The two terminal local spins are aligned in the same same direction owing to the
Mn(II)-Cu(II) antiferromagnetic interactions. On going up in energy, the spin of the
first excited states diminishes, reaches 1/2 twice then increases. The most excited state
has the highest spin, namely S = 11/2, and corresponds to a situation where the three
local spins are aligned in the same direction as

t

t

species. Each state is represented by an arrow whose length is equal to the spin S associated
with this state. The Cu(II)-Mn(II) interaction parameter is noted J, and the interaction between
terminal Mn(II) ions is assumed to be negligible.

This high-temperature limit is close to 9.1 cm3 K mol- I (for gMn and gcu close to 2).
When the temperature is lowered from high temperatures, the first state to be thermally
depopulated is £(11/2,5) which has the highest spin, and XT decreases. In the low-temperature range, when only a few excited states are significantly populated, further
cooling depopulates states with a spin lower than that of the ground state, and XT
increases. At very low temperatures, when only the ground state is populated, XT
reaches a plateau, provided that this state is not split in zero-field, with a (xT)LT value
given by
(10.1.23)
which is close to 12.4 cm3 K mol-I. The g9/2,5 in the ground state is related to gMn and
gcuthrough

J

g912,5

Mn-=(II=-)----=ceu...!::(II)=----Mn=-=-(II)

This irregularity of the spin state structure has quite drastic consequences on the
magnetic behavior. The high-temperature limit (xT)HT of XT is equal to the sum of
the contributions of the isolated ions, hence
(10.1.22)

= (12g Mn -

gcu)/11

(10.1.24)

These high- and low-temperature behaviors result in a minimum for the XT versus T
plot. The more pronounced the antiferromagnetic interaction is, the higher the temperature of this minimum.
So far, only one compound containing the Mn(II)Cu(II)Mn(II) triad has been
synthesized and investigated [10.11, 10.12]. Its formula is [Mn(Me6-[14]ane-N4)h
Cu(pba)](CF3S03h-2H20. Me6-[14]ane-N4 is tetradentate ligand ±5,7,7,12,14,14hexamethyl-l ,4,8, II-tetraazacyclotetradecane:
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and pba4- is the fourfold deprotonated form of 1,3-propylenebis(oxamate):

:

8 \
0
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TIK

~I

Figure 10.8. XT versus T plot for [Mn(Me6-[14]ane-N4)hCu(pba)](CF3S03)z·2H20 (from
ref. [10.12]).

!Ii
11I1

ltl

IiII

The skeleton ofthe trinuclear cation is schematized in Figure 10.7 where the terminal
macrocyclic ligands have been omitted, except the coordinating nitrogen atoms. Due
to the nature of the bridges, the Mn(II)-Cu(II) interaction is expected to be strongly
antiferromagnetic (see Section 8.5), and the £(9/2,5) ground state is expected to be
well separated in energy from the first excited states. The XT versus T plot for this
compound is shown in Figure 10.8. It exhibits all the features described above; XT
first decreases on cooling with a very rounded minimum around 170 K, then increases
in a rather abrupt fashion up to a plateau with XT = 12.1 cm3 K mol-I. The value of
g912,5 deduced from this (xT)LT limit is 1.98. The zero-field splitting within the ground
state is certainly very weak in this compound since XT does not show any marked
deviation from the Curie law in the temperature range T < 10K where only the ground
state is populated. The magnetic data in Figure 10.8 has been interpreted with J = -36.6
em-I.
A minimum in the XT versus T plot is anticipated for all ABA linear compounds
with local spins SB = 1/2 and SA > 1/2. The temperature Tmin of this minimum gives

N
Figure 10.7. Skeleton of the trinuclear cation [Mn(Me6-[14]ane-N4)hCu(pba)f+ with Me6[14]ane- N4 = ±5,7,7,12,14,14-hexamethyl-l,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane, and pba = 1,3propylenebis(oxamato) (from ref. [10.12]).

us a first estimation of the A-B interaction parameter noted J. The values of
I I
= 1,3/2,2, and 5/2 are given in Table 10.1. These values have been
calculated in the approximation where the gA and gB local Zeeman factors are equal
[10.13].
kTmini J for SA

10.1.5 A Linear Mn(ll) Trinuclear Species
Our last example of trinuclear species concerns the compound of formula
Mn3(CH3C02)6bipY2 shown in Figure 10.9. A central Mn(II) ion is bridged to each of
the two terminal Mn(II) ions by three acetato groups, two of them acting as bidentate
bridges and the third one bridging by just one oxygen atom. The energies £(S,S') of

Table 10.1. Relationships between the Temperature
Tmin of the Minimum in XT and the
Isotropic Interaction Parameter J for an
ABA Linear Trinuclear Species with SB = 1/2
and Various Values of SA
SA

kTmin/IJI

1

0.6435

3/2

1.420

2

2.131

5/2

3.374
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Table 10.2. Energies of the Low-Lying States in a
Linear Mn(ll) Trinuclear SpeciesQ
S'

S

a
N

15/2
13/2

5
5
4
5
4
3
5
4
3
2
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
0
4
3
2
1
3
2

1112

N
9/2

7/2

""

/

Figure 10.9. Molecular structure of the trinuclear compound Mn3(CH3C002)6(bipyh with
bipy = 2,2'-bipyridine (from ref. [10.14]).
5/2

the 27 low-lying states calculated from Eq. (10.1.6) are tabulated in Table 10.2 in the
case where the interaction between the terminal ions is neglected.
What is remarkable in the investigation of this compound is that the interaction
parameter between adjacent magnetic centers has been determined independently
through both low-field magnetic susceptibility and high-field magnetization measurements [10.14]. As the temperature is lowered from 285 to 4.2 K, the xTversus T plot
decreases from 11.9 to 4.32 cm3 K mol-I, which indicates an antiferromagnetic
interaction between adjacent Mn(II) ions. The low-temperature limit of XT corresponds to an S = 5/2 molecular state. The magnetic susceptibility data have been
interpreted using Eq. (10.1.9). The local g factors were assumed to be equal. The
magnetization M versus field H curve at 4.2 K is shown in Figure 10.1 O. Up to ca. 105
G (10 T), M follows Eq. (2.2.7) with S = 5/2. When the field is further increased, M
continuously increases instead of showing a saturation equal to 5 N~, and reaches 7.2
N~ at 2 x 105 G (20 T), with a change of sign for the second derivative d 2M/dH 2 around
10 T. This behavior arises from the crossover between the Zeeman component M s =
-5/2 associated with the ground state S = 5/2 and the Zeeman component M s = -7/2
associated with the second excited state S =7/2. This crossover occurs for a field value
equal to -7JI2g~. The magnetization data were interpreted by taking into account all
Zeeman components of the S =5/2 ground state and S = 3/2 first excited state as well
as the Zeeman componentMs =-7/2 of the S =7/2 state, located in zero field at -31/2
above the ground state, and the Zeeman component Ms = -9/2 of the S = 912 state,
located in zero field at-81 above the ground state. The other levels are not significantly
populated at 4.2 K and in the 0-20 T field range. The magnetization was expressed
from Eq. (1.1.3). Least-squares fittings of the susceptibility and the magnetization lead
to the same 1 value, namely 1 = -4.4 em-I. The field dependence of the 12 levels
involved in the interpretation of the magnetization data is shown in Figure 10.11.

E(S,S')/(-J)

3/2

112

27.5
20.0
25.0
13.5
18.5
22.5
8.0
13.0
17.0
20.0
3.5
8.5
12.5
15.5
17.5
0
5.0
9.0
12.0
14.0
15.0
2.5
6.5
9.5
11.5
5.0
8.0

aThe interaction between the terminal Mn(Il) ions has been neglected.
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Figure 10.10. Magnetization versus magnetic field curve at 4.2 K for
Mn3(CH3C002)6(bipyh (from ref. [10.14]).
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The component M s = 3/2 of the quartet state is 11/2,1/2,1/2> and the energy of this
state is given by
£(312) = <112,112,1121 H 1112,112,112>

(10.2.2)

'§ -10

The matrix associated with H in the sUbspace~J~=

--.
t.r.1

Ms=-7/2

-30

Ms=-9/2

-50

o

50

i'I'

II:

100
H/10 3 G

150

11/2, -1/2, 1/2>

(-JAB+JBC+JAc)/4

-JBCI2
(lAB + JBC - JAc)/4

200

Figure 10.11. Energies of the lowest spin states as a function of the applied magnetic field for
Mn3(CH3C002)6(bipyh (from ref. [10.14]).

1-1/2, 112, 1/2>

-JACI2
-JAB 12
(JAB -JBC + JAC)

(10.2.3)
One of the roots of the H-£ = 0 secular determinant is obviously
-(hB + J BC + hc)/4. This corresponds to the component M s = 1/2 of the quartet state.
The other two roots which give the energies of the doublet states are

I

I

£(l/2,±) = (hB +JBC +hc)/4

10.2 Nonsymmetrical Trinuclear Compounds
II,

lIn
I!:I

11/2, 1/2, -112>

1/~ is

In all the examples studied in this chapter so far, it has been possible to derive the
theoretical expression ofthe molar magnetic susceptibility by combining the local spin
operators in an appropriate fashion. In actual fact, this vectorial approach is restricted
to rather simple cases. For most magnetic clusters, in particular those oflow symmetry,
it cannot be used. It is thus necessary to determine the energies of the low-lying states
by diagonalizing explicitly the spin Hamiltonian using the spin functions as a basis
set. Let us first treat of a rather simple example, that of a copper(II) trinuclear species
ABC with three different interaction parameters hB, J BC ' and hc:

A

± -/[(hB -

hc)2 + (JBC -

hcf + (hc -

hB)2]18

(10.2.4)

We can easily check that for hB = JBc = J and hc = 1', we can retrieve the energies
given in (10.1.1 0).
It is important to point out here that the relative energies of the three states depend
on only two energy gaps, Lll and Ll2 defined by
Lll = £(112,-) - £(112,+)
Ll2 = £(312) - £(112,+)

(10.2.5)

such that the three interaction parameters cannot be determined unequivocally from
the magnetic data. A simplifying hypothesis must be made, for instance assuming that
one of the parameters is negligible with respect to the other two due to the structure
of the trinuclear unit. The magnetic susceptibility may be expressed versus Lll and
Ll2 as

JAB

(10.2.6)
BL...-------------'C

The spin Hamiltonian in zero field describing the isotropic interaction is
(10.2.1)

The interaction between three local doublets leads to a molecular quartet and two
molecular doublets. We note the microstates forming the basis set IMsA , M SB , M sc>'

glll,+, glll,-, and g31l are the molecular g-factors. In the absence of symmetry,
they cannot be easily related to the local g-factors. Actually, the relationships
between molecular and local g-factors depend on the interaction parameters such
that, in principle, it is possible to determine these parameters from the EPR
spectrum of the trinuclear species without measuring the temperature dependence
of the signal intensities. This would require, of course, an accurate knowledge of
the local g-factors.
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10.3 Tetranuclear Species with a Central Magnetic Ion
We will present three examples of tetranuclear compounds in which a central ion A
interacts with three peripheral ions B; (i = 1 to 3). In two of these, the three interaction
pathways A-B; are equivalent and characterized by the I parameter:

J

1~1
,~:

Iril
I~I
I IIII

Figure 10.12.

Molecular structure of the cation {[Cu(Mesalen)hVO}z+ (from ref. [10.15]).

III

IIII

The energies of the spin states together with the expression of the magnetic susceptibility can then be derived from the vectorial model. The third example will deal with
an hypothetical system of the same type, but one of A-B interaction pathway is
different from the other two. Even if the interacting centers are local doublets, the
vectorial model can no longer be used.
In the case where the three interaction pathways are equivalent, the spin Hamiltonian describing the isotropic interaction is
(10.3.1)

An interesting example of a trinuclear compound that involves three local
doublets has been reported by Gatteschi et al. [10.15]. This compound is ([Cu(Mesalen)h(H zO)VOHCI0 4)z. The structure of the cation is shown in Figure 10.12. The
vanadyl ion is linked to the two copper(II) ions through the phenolic oxygen atoms of
the Mesalen Schiff base, and there are two different CuOz V bridging networks. In
Cul-Ol-02-V, 01 and 02 are in the basal plane of copper in square pyramidal
surroundings; 01 is also in the basal plane of the vanadyl ion, but 02 occupies the
apical position, opposite to that of the vanadyl oxygen atom. The Cu1-VO interaction
parameter is noted ICuIV. The other bridging network is similar to that encountered in
CuVO(fsahen·CH30H (see Section 8.6); the two basal planes around copper and
vanadium, respectively, share an edge. This bridging network has all the symmetry
requirements for strict orthogonality of the magnetic orbitals, hence a ferromagnetic
interaction. Therefore, the lcuzv parameter is expected to be positive and of the same
order of magnitude as in CuVO(fsahen·CH30H. The magnetic susceptibility data have
been analyzed with Eq. (10.2.6). AI and Az are defined as in (10.2.5); hB stands for
ICuIV, IBC for lcuzv, and lAc =IcuIcuZis assumed to be negligible. The best fitting is
obtained for AI '" Az '" -90 cm- I. This means that one of the doublet states and the
quartet state are almost degenerate, and that the second doublet state is located at
roughly 90 cm- I above. This is consistent with ICuIV close to zero and lcuzv close to
+90 cm-I .

which can be rewritten as
(10.3.2)
with
(10.3.3)
(10.3.4)

8=8' +8A

The relative energies are then given by
E(S,S') = -

~ [S(S + 1) -

S'(S' + 1)]

(10.3.5)

where the constant energy term -ISA(SA+ 1)12 has been ignored. In addition to the
relative energies E(S,S'), we need the gs,s' factors which can be obtained from Eq.
(6.3.13) where SB stands for S'. The magnetic susceptibility is then obtained from the
simplified Van Vleck formula (1.4.11).
Let us apply these considerations above to the compound
{Mn[Cu(oxpn)hHCI04h that was studied by Lloret et al. [10.16] and that contains
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Figure 10.15. XT versus T plot for {Mn[Cu(oxpn)hHCI04h (from ref. [10.16]).

Figure 10.13. Schematized structure of the tetranuclear cation (Mn[Cu(oxpn)h} 2+ with oxpn
= oxamido-N,N'-3-aminopropane (from ref. [10.16]).

the tetranuclear cation represented schematically in Figure 10.13. H 2 0xpn is oxamide-

N,N' -3-aminopropane. The coupling of the three copper(ll) ions gives rise to a quartet
and two doublets (see Section 10.1 ) such that S' takes the values 3/2 and twice 1/2.
For S' = 3/2, S takes the values 1, 2, 3, and 4, and for S' = 1/2, S takes the values 2 and
3. The relative energies of the molecular states and the gs,s' factors are calculated as
E(1,
E(2,
E(3,
E(4,
E(2,
E(3,

Figure 10.14. Energy spectrum of the low-lying states in a Mn(II)Cu(IIh tetranuclear species.
Each state is represented by an arrow whose length is equal to the spin S associated with this
state. The Cu(II)-Mn(II) interaction parameter is noted J, and the interaction between terminal
Cll(II) ions is assumed to be negligible.

3/2) = 0
3/2) = -21
3/2) =-5J
3/2) =-9J
1/2) = -7J/2 twice
112) = -13J/2 twice

g1,312 = (7 gMn - 3gcu)/4
g2,312 = (l1g Mn + gcu)/12
g3,312 = (17gMn + 7gcu)124
g4,312 = (25g Mn + 15gcu )/40
g2,112 = (14g Mn - 2gcu )/12
g3,1/2 = (20g Mn + 4g cu )124

(10.3.6)

Figure 10.14 shows the energy versus spin diagram. The spin state structure is regular.
For J < 0, the ground state is a triplet; on going up in energy, we encounter first three
quintets, then three septets and finally a nonet. The XT versus T plot for
{Mn[Cu(oxpn)hHCI04h is displayed in Figure 10.15. As the sample is cooled, XT
decreases continuously, which indicates that the Mn(I1)-Cu(I1) isotropic interaction is
antiferromagnetic, and reaches a plateau below 7 K with XT = 0.98 cm3 K mor l in
the temperature range where only the E(l ,3/2) state is thermally populated. These data
have been fitted with J = -26.6 em-I, gMn = 1.98 and gcu = 2.00.
The second example deals with the compound of formula {Cr[(ox)Ni(Me6[14]ane-N4)hHCI04)3 containing the Cr(III)Ni((I1)3 cation, the skeleton of which is
schematized in Figure 9.2; ox stands for oxalato and Me6-[14]ane-N4 is the tetradentate
macrocycle ± 5,7,7,12,14,14-hexamethyl-1,4,8,I1-tetraazacyclotetradecane, which
was mentioned in Section 9.3. The local spins are SCr = 3/2 for the central chro-
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mium(III) ion and SNi = 1 for the peripheral nickel(ll) ions in distorted octahedral
environments. The method for determining the relative energies E(S, S') ofthe 22 low-lying
states and the gs,s' factors is the same as that used above for the Mn(II)Cu(II)3 cluster. This
leads to

il
~I

II
II

II
11\

E(9/2,3) = 0
E(7/2,2) = 3J/2 twice
E(5/2,1 ) = 3J three times
E(3/2,0) = 9J/2
E(7/2,3) = 9J/2
E(5/2,2) = 5J twice
E(3/2,1) = llJ/2 three times
E( 1/2, 1) =7J three times
E(3/2,2) = 15J/2 twice
E(5/2,3) = 8J
E(1/2,2) = 9J twice
E(3/2,3) = 2lJ/2

g912,3 = (3g cr + 6g Ni )/9
g7l2,2 = (3g cr + 4g Ni )17
g512,1 =(3g cr + 2g Ni )/5
g312,O =gCr
g7l2,3 = (5g cr + 16gNi )121
g512,2 = (13g cr + 22g Ni)/35
g312,1 = (llgcr+ 4gNi)/15
gll2,1 =(5g cr - 2g Ni )13
g312,2 =(gcr + 4g Ni )/5
g512,3 =(gcr + 34g ND/35
g1l2,2 = -gCr + 2g Ni
g312,3 = (-3g cr + 8gN i)/5

(10.3.7)

where, in contrast with the preceding example, the state of highest spin E(9/2,3) was taken
as the energy origin. The other states are ranked in the order of the increasing energies.
This choice directly proceeds from the magnetic properties of this Cr(III)Ni(II)3 species.
The XT versus T plot is shown in Figure 10.16. At room temperature XT is equal to 5.5
cm3 K mor l , which corresponds to what is expected for one Cr(lll) ion and three Ni(lI)
ions, which are magnetically isolated. When the compound is cooled, XT increases in a
continuous fashion to ca. 6 K, and then reaches a plateau with XT = 11.3( 1) cm3 K mol-I.
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This behavior clearly indicates that the Cr(III)-Ni(lI) interaction is ferromagnetic (J
> 0) such that in the ground state the four local spins are aligned parallel, the resulting
spin being S = 9/2. The value of the plateau in the low temperature range is close to
what is predicted for an isolated S = 9/2 state. The magnetic data have been interpreted
with J = 5.3 cm- l , gCr = 2.05 and gNi = 2.17. Magnetization versus magnetic field
data carried out in the temperature range where only the ground state is thermally
populated has confirmed that the spin of this state is S = 9/2 [10.17].
Again the nature of the Cr(III)-Ni(lI) isotropic interaction may be understood from
symmetry considerations. In a simple description we could say that Cr(lll) in octahedral surroundings has three unpaired electrons occupying the three low-lying t2g
orbitals and that Ni(II), also in octahedral surroundings, has two unpaired electrons
occupying the two high-lying e g orbitals. The ferromagnetic nature of the interaction
would then arise from the orthogonality of the t2g and eg orbitals. Actually, the situation
is more complex because we have to consider the symmetry of a Cr(ox)Ni bridging
network which is, at the most, C2v . Under C2v symmetry the unpaired electrons of
Cr(IlI) occupy orbitals transforming as al + a2 + b 2 while the unpaired electrons of
Ni(lI) occupy orbitals transforming as al + b I . These orbitals are represented scheNi(lI)

Cr(I1I)
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Figure 10.16. XT versus Tplot for {Cr[(ox)Ni(Me6-[ 14]ane-N4)h} (C104h .The insert shows
the detail of the data in the 1-7 K temperature range (from ref. [10.17]).

Figure 10.17. Schematic representation of the magnetic orbitals centered on the Cr(III) and
Ni(II) ions in the tetranuclear cation {Cr[(ox)Ni(Me6-[14]ane-N4)h}+3.
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matically in Figure 10.17. The isotropic interaction parameter I may be expressed as
the sum of l',!v contributions involving pairs of interacting orbitals as (see Section 9.2)

'P 2 = (112)(I+++~ + 1++-+> -1+-++> -1-+++»
'P3 = (v'2I2)(1+-++> -1++-+»
'P4 = (v'2I2)(I+-++> -1-+++»

(10.3.8)

where all l',!vs are positive since they involve orthogonal orbitals, except l atar This
contribution, however, may be expected to be rather small. Indeed, the al orbital of
Z2 -type centered on nickel is weakly delocalized in the plane of the oxalato bridge.
Our last example of tetranuclear species concerns the system
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(10.3.11)

'Ps = (-Y3/6)(21++-~ + 21--++>
-I+-+~ -1+--+> -I-++~ -I-++-> -1-+-+»
'P6 = (1/2(1+-+~ -1+--+> -I-++~ + 1-+-+»
In (10.3.11) the kets stand for IMsAt , M SA2 , M SA3 , M SA4> and only the + or - sign of
M SA , is indicated explicitly. The energy E I of the S = 2 state is given by

J'

E I = <'PIIHI'P I> = -(21 + 1')/4

(10.3.12)

The energies of the S = 1 states are obtained by diagonalizing the spin Hamiltonian
(10.3.9) and using the 'Pi (i = 2 to 4) functions as a basis set. The matrix associated
with H is
'1'2

'1'3

'1'4

(2J-l'Y4

-fil/2
31'14

0
0
-1'/4

with SA; = 1/2 for i = 1 to 4, and Ji:.1'. The spin Hamiltonian describing the isotropic
interaction in zero field is then

(10.3.13)

(10.3.9)
and the eigenvalues are found as
It is easy to check that the vectorial model cannot be used. The derivation of the

energies of the states that arise from the interaction between the four local doublets is
rather tedious. However, we will perform it here in order to show how this kind of
problem can be solved. The system may be considered as being formed of the two
pairs A I A2 and A3A4. The pair states are a triplet and a singlet with the spin functions

SAA = 1

SAA

=0

(10.3.10)

In (10.3.10) the kets stand for 1MsAt' M SA2> or IMs A 3, M SA4>, and only the + or - sign
of MSA; is indicated explicitly. The interaction between two pair triplets gives rise to
states with S = 2, 1 and O. The interaction between a pair triplet and a pair singlet gives
rise to an S = 1 state. Finally, the interaction between two pair singlets gives rise to an
S = 0 state. It follows that we have one S = 2, three S = 1, and two S = 0 states. The
spin functions associated with these molecular states are obtained by combining the
functions (10.3.10) and using the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients (see Appendix 6). In
fact, we need only one function per state; we take that of highest M s:

S= 2

'PI = 1+ + + +>

E3 = (I + l' - "-191 2 - 411' + 41'2 )/4
E4 =-1'/4

f~&2)(1+-> + 1-+»
11-->
(v'2I2)(I+-> -1-+»

E2 = (I + I' + "-191 2 - 411' + 41'2 )/4

(10.3.14)

The energies of the S = 0 states are obtained in a similar way, by diagonalizing the
spin Hamiltonian (10.3.9) and using the 'Pi (i = 5,6) functions as a basis set. The matrix
associated with H is
'1'6
(41-J'Y4

o
31'/4

The matrix is diagonal so that the energies of the singlet states are
E s = (41-1')/4

(10.3.15)
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From these energies it is straightforward to derive an expression for the molar magnetic
susceptibility, assuming that all the g factors are isotropic and equal. This expression
IS

xT= (2Ng2~2/k)[5

exp(-EI/kT) + exp(-E2/kT)

+ exp(-Ey'kT)

TRINUCLEAR COMPOUNDS AND COMPOUNDS OF HIGHER NUCLEARITY

so that all states with the same S are degenerate.
A much more realistic situation in copper(II) chemistry is that where the tetranuclear structure results from the association of two planar bibridged copper(II) dimers
through weak eu-bridge apical interactions as

+ exp(-E,lkT)/[5 exp(-EI/kT) + 3 exp(-E2IkT) + 3 exp(-Ey'kT)

x ----

----Cu

An important class of transition metal clusters is characterized by a cubane-like
structure. The ideal cubane structure is

~A

/'

X

X

~/
/

D

I

X

/

/c

X

41/

10.4 Cubane-Like Tetranuclear Species

B

/
Cu----

Iii Ii

(10.3.16)

+ 3 exp(-E,lkT) + exp(-EslkT) + exp(-EtlkT)]
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I

I~

Cu

/
The interactions between A and B on the one hand and between e and D on the other
hand (noted 1) are certainly much larger than those between two ions belonging to
different dimeric units (noted J'). The zero-field spin Hamiltonian is then

/'

(1004.5)
!

I,

or
Four metal ions noted A, B, e, and D occupy the vertices of a regular tetrahedron.
Each ion is bridged to the other three through the atoms X, which occupy the vertices
of a second regular tetrahedron. The simplest, but rather exceptional case, is that where
all transition metal ions are of the same nature and the interaction pathways are equal.
The symmetry is then Td. If so, the spin Hamiltonian in zero field is
(1004.1)

which can be rewritten as
(1004.2)

H = - [(1-J')/2] (SiB + S~D - sx - S~ - S~ - sf,)
- (J'/2) (S2 - Sx - S~ - Sc2 - sf,)

(1004.6)

with
SAB=SA+SB
I

SCD = Sc + SD
.. ,
S=SAB+SCD

(1004.7)

The energies E(S,SAB,SCO) are expressed as

J-J'

with

E(S, SAB, SeD) = - -2- [SAB(SAB + 1) + Sco(Sco + 1)] (1004.3)

with E(O,O,O) as the energy origin. It follows that
The relative energies which depend only on S are simply given by

J

E(S) = -2" S(S+1)/2

E(O,O,O) = 0
(100404)

E(I,O, 1) =-J

2J' S(S + 1)

(1004.8)
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E(1,I,O)=-J
E(O,I,I) = -2J+21'
E(1,I,I) =-2J+J'
E(2,1,1) = -21 - J'

(10.4.9)

For J =1', we find the degeneracy of the levels of the same S. For l' = 0, we have two
independent copper(II) dimers. In the general case the magnetic susceptibility is
derived as

x = (2Ng2~2/kT){2 exp(J/kT) + exp[(2J-J')/kT]
"

I~

II
I~

I~

+ 5 exp[(2J+J')lkT]) }/{ 1 + 6 exp(JlkT) + exp[(2J-2J')lkT]

+ 3 exp[(2J-J')lkT] + 5 exp[(2J+J')lkT]}

(10.4.10)

The magnetic properties of a number of cubane-like copper(II) clusters have been
investigated [10.18-10.20]. One of them is [Cu(bipy)(OH)l4(PF6k Its structure
consists of two almost planar di-Il-hydroxo copper(II) dimers held together by long
out-of-plane Cu-OH bonds. The skeleton of this cubane-like cluster is represented
in Figure 10.18. Interestingly, both J and J' for this compound have been found to be
positive so that the ground state is a spin quintet.
Quite an interesting class of cubane-type clusters is the [Fe4S4] proteins and their
synthetic models [10.21-10.23]. These clusters consist of ferrous and ferric ions

Figure 10.18. Molecular structure of the tetranuclear copper(I1) compound
[Cu(bipy)(OH)]44+ (from ref. [10.20)).

Figure 10.19. Molecular structure of the [Fe4S4(SPh)4]2- cluster containing formally two
Fe(III) and two Fe(lI) ions. The structure of the [Fe4S4(SPh)4]3- cluster is very similar (from
ref. [10.24)).

coordinated in a tetrahedral fashion with sulfide bridges and cystein thiolate ligands
binding the structure cores to the proteins. In the synthetic clusters terminal thiolates
SR- replace the cysteine thiolates. The protein clusters can occur in three different
oxidation states, [Fe4S4]1+,2+,3+, with formally three Fe(II) and one Fe(III), two Fe(II)
and two Fe(III), and one Fe(II) and three Fe(III), respectively. The structure of one of
these clusters, [Fe4S4(SPh)4]2-, is shown in Figure 10.19 [10.24]. Nature most often
uses only the first two oxidation states. [Fe4S4]3+ is generally confined to proteins
referred to as "high potential iron proteins" (HPIP). For the synthetic clusters, it has
not yet been possible to isolate the three compounds [Fe4S4(SR)4] 1-,2-,3-, whatever the
type of thiolate SR- used. With most thiolates, tris- and dianions can be isolated
whereas the monoanion, which can be generated electrochemically, is too unstable to
be isolated. With very bulky thiolates like 2,4,6-iPr3-SPh-, the di- and monoanions can
be isolated [10.25].
The interpretation of the magnetic properties of these clusters raises a problem that
is far from being completely solved. The crystallographic data concerning both the
proteins and the synthetic models suggest that the Fe(II) and Fe(III) ions cannot be
distinguished. Even when two crystallographic sites are found, their proportion may
not correspond to the proportions of Fe(II) and Fe(III). The obvious interpretation is
that the valences are not fully localized. Each iron site has an oxidation state somewhere between 2+ and 3+. If this is so, the orbital or phenomenological models we
have already used fail. Thus, .the HDVV scheme of formal spin-spin coupling
supposes that the active electrons are localized in their magnetic orbitals; they may
exchange, but none of them is allowed to move from one site to another. At this stage,
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it clearly appears that a new model is necessary, which takes explicitly into account
the electron delocalization. Such a model does exist, and Chapter 13 is devoted to this
subject, but it has not yet been fully extended to [Fe4S4] clusters. The first attempts to
use this new model involving the electron delocalization were performed by Noodelman [10.26]. We will discuss this work in Section 13.6. Otherwise, all authors used
the HDVV scheme even though some of them pointed out that this scheme could be
of limited validity due to the electron delocalization.
The most thoroughly investigated oxidation state is [Fe4S4]+ with formally three
Fe(II) noted A, B, and C, and one Fe(III) noted D. The zero-field Hamiltonian in the
HDVV scheme is
(10.4.11)
where J is the Fe(II)-Fe(II) interaction parameter, and J' is the Fe(II)-Fe(III) one. H
in (10.4.11) can be transformed as

J2
S2
22
J'2
22
H = - 2"
(SABC - A- SB - Sc) - 2 (S - SABC - SD)

(10.4.12)

with

(10.4.13)
If the eigenvalues depend only on the two quantum numbers SABC and S, the labeling
of the states requires an additional quantum number, SAB (SAB = SA + SB)' The relative
energies are then
E(S, SABC, SAB) = -

2J-J' SABC (SABC + 1) - 2J' S(S + 1)

(10.4.14)

All together there are 90 states; those having the same Sand SABC but different SAB
values are degenerate. Using this model several fits of the experimental data were
proposed, a typical fit for (E4Nh[Fe4S4(SPh)4] being J = -110 cm- I and J' = -150
I
cm- . The two types of interaction are antiferromagnetic and the ground state is S =
1/2. The nature of the ground state is more interesting than the calculated values of J
andJ' because it depends in a rather complicated fashion on the ratio J'/J. This ground
state may be either S = 1/2 or S = 3/2 [10.27, 10.28]. It appears that only minor structural
changes are sufficient to effect a change in the nature of the ground state. So, for
(Me4Nh[Fe4S4(SPh)4]-2CH3CN, the ground state is apparently S = 3/2. This duality
3/2-1/2 occurs for both natural and model clusters. A 3/2-1/2 spin-admixed case has
also been reported [10.28]. Furthermore, if the bridging sulfur atoms are replaced by
Se or Te, an S = 3/2 ground state is observed [10.28, 10.29]. This ground state is split
in zero field into two Kramers doublets separated by a few wavenumbers [10.30].
The nature of the ground state is more easily understood for the [Fe4S4(SR)4]2species containing formally two Fe(II) and two Fe(III). The magnetic susceptibility
corrected for uncoupled impurities decreases as the temperature is decreased, and tends
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to zero as T approaches absolute zero, which indicates that the ground state is a spin
singlet [l0.27]. A fitting of the experimental data has been proposed which takes into
account three interaction parameters [Fe(II)-Fe(II), Fe(III)-Fe(III), and Fe(II)Fe(III)]. The vectorial model cannot be used. The energies are determined by diagonalization of the spin Hamiltonian using the 900 microstates as a basis set. In fact,
the matrix can be block-diagonalized thereby reducing the problem to that of separately
diagonalizing a number of matrices of smaller size. Interaction parameters values for
(E4NMFe4S4(SPh)4] have been proposed which are as large as JFe(II)Fe(II) =-450 cm- I ,
JFe(III)Fe(III) = -550 cm- I , andJFe(II)Fe(III) = (JFe(II)Fe(II)+JFe (III)Fe(III»)/2 = -500 cm- I . These
values are not very convincing. Indeed, the interactions are so strongly antiferromagnetic that only a few excited states are significantly populated at room temperature or
below, such that it appears difficult to evaluate several interaction parameters.
As far as the most oxidized species is concerned, we have already mentioned that
the [Fe4(2,4,6,-iPr3-SPh)41- monoanion was isolated (with theNBu/ counterion). EPR
and Mossbauer spectra demonstrated that the ground state is a spin doublet that is well
separated in energy from the first excited states [10.31]. In 1990 the magnetic
susceptibility of (NBu4) [Fe4(2,4,6,-iPr3-SPh)4] was measured and interpreted with a
model that takes explicitly the electron delocalization into account for the first time
[10.26]. The data and the model will be discussed in Chapter 13.

10.5 Competing Interactions and Spin Frustration
We turn back to the isosceles triangle ABA with J and J' interaction parameters
presented in Section 10.1 to introduce the concept of competing interactions in the
context of molecular magnetism. Let us first consider the case where the three local
spins SAt' SA"~ and SB are equal to 1/2. If both J and J' are negative, the exact nature
ofthe ground state depends on the ratio p = J'IJ. For p :'0: 1, this ground state is E(1/2, 1),
and may be represented schematically as

~

B

£(1/2,1)

Although the A I -A 2 interaction is antiferromagnetic, the local spins SAl and SAz are
aligned parallel. This is due to the large B-A I and B-A2 antiferromagnetic interactions
that polarize SAl and SAz ferromagnetically. For p ;::: 1, the ground state becomes
E(1/2,O), and may be represented as
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Along one of the two B-A edges the local spins are aligned parallel, due to the large
A j-A 2 antiferromagnetic interaction. In such a triangular topology it is not possible
to draw ~ntiparalle1 arrows along each of the three edges of the triangle.
When the local spins at the corners of the isosceles triangle are larger than 1/2, the
situation is more complicated. We examine here the case where SAt = SA2 = SB = 1.
The energies of the low-lying states calculated from (10.1.6) are

5:E(1,l)
6: E(O, I)
7 : E(l,O)
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Figure 10.20. Variation of the spin state energies for an isosceles triangle ABA with local spins

E(3,2) = -31 - 31'

SAt = SA 2 = SB = I versus the ratio 1'IJ. J is the interaction parameter along the Aj-B and
A2-B edges, and l' is the interaction parameter along the Aj-A2 edge. Both J and J' are assumed

E(2,2) = - 31'

to be negative.

E(1,2) = 21 - 31'
E(2,1) = -21 - l'
E(1,I) = -1'
E(O,I) = 1 - l'
E(I,O) =-1

(10.5.1 )

The variation of these energies versus the ratio p = I'll for both 1 and l' negative is
shown in Figure 10.20, where the energy of the ground state is taken as the energy
origin. For p:S; 1/2, the ground state is E(I,2), and for p ~ 2, the ground state is E(1,O).
E(I,2) and E(1,O) for a triangle oflocal triplets may be represented exactly as E(1I2,I)
and E(1/2,0), respectively, for a triangle of local doublets. On the other hand, for 112
:s; p:S; 2, the ground state is E(O, 1). This state cannot be represented by combining local
spins assimilated to classical vectors. As a whole the situation may be described as
follows: the antiferromagnetic interaction along B-A j and B-A2 polarizes the spins
around A j and A 2 in a ferromagnetic fashion. Any antiferromagnetic interaction along
A j-A 2 opposes this effect. When 11'1 is small enough (p:S; 112), the ferromagnetic
polarization takes over. When 11'1 is large enough (p ~ 2), the A j-A 2 antiferrromagnetic interaction takes over. When the ferromagnetic polarization and the Aj-A2
antiferromagnetic interaction are of the same order of magnitude (1/2 :s; p :s; 2), the
system looks for a compromise. The spin vectors around A j and A 2 are aligned neither
parallel nor antiparallel; the spin for the A j-A 2 edge takes the intermediate value S' =
1. Particularly interesting are the two situations p = 112 and p = 2. For both values the

ground state is accidentally degenerate and the spins are unable to decide which state
to be. The system is said to be frustrated.
Competing interactions are evidently not limited to triangular topologies. They
occur in all the cases where there is competition between ferromagnetic polarization
and antiferromagnetic interaction. Several examples have been discussed by Hendrickson et a1. [10.32-10.34]. One of these concerns the tetranuclear species
[Fe402(CH3C02Mbpyh]+ shown in Figure 10.21. This species contains a core consisting of a tetranuclear bisCl.l.3-0) high-spin iron(III) cluster disposed in a butterfly
arrangement:

The magnetic susceptibility data reveal an S = 0 ground state. The fitting of these data
j
leads to 1 = -90 cm- , 1 referring to the interaction between wing and body Fe(III)
ions. On the other hand, the interaction parameter between the body Fe(III) ions l'
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similarity with the high spin-low spin transition; the system hesitates as for the nature
of its ground state.
The concept of spin frustration, introduced by solid state physicists at the end of
the 1970s [10.35, 10.36], has sometimes been understood in a too broad sense by
molecular chemists. Spin frustration refers to a system in which competing interactions
lead to a degenerate ground state. The mere presence of competing interactions does
not mean that the system is frustrated. Only if the interactions have exactly the right
relative size does the frustrated state arise.

10.6 High-5pin Molecules
Figure 10.21. Molecular structure of the cation [Fe40z(CH3COZ)(bpyhl+ with bpy

= 2,2'-

bipyridine. For clarity, only the Fe and 113-0 atoms are labeled (from ref. [10.31]).

remains indeterminate; it can only be said that J' is more positive than -30 cm- I . The
large III value gives rise to a spin structure within the Fe40z core as

Fe
in which the local spins of the body Fe(III) ions are polarized ferromagnetically,
although the intrinsic interaction between these ions is antiferromagnetic. In a certain
sense the uncertainty in l' is the mathematical response to this competition between
antagonist factors.
To conclude this section it is probably worth underlining that the situation of
competing interactions is not a new phenomenon in molecular chemistry. The nature
and the relative energies of the low-lying states are normally deduced from the HDVV
Hamiltonian. We should remember that the topology sometimes creates a ferromagnetic polarization between two antiferromagnetically coupled spin carriers. The competition between these two opposite forces may lead to ground states that cannot be
described in the simple fashion of combining the local spins assimilated to classical
vectors. In contrast, spin frustration in molecular species might lead to quite new
phenomena. Since two spin states are accidentally degenerate, a small external
perturbation might modify the nature of the ground state. This situation might have

We have emphasized that the isotropic interaction between two magnetic centers was
much more frequently antiferromagnetic than ferromagnetic. The antiferromagnetic
coupling, to some extent, represents a border-line case of a very weak bond. It
corresponds to the trend for magnetic electrons to pair in molecular orbitals of low
energy (see Section 9.2). After all, such electron pairing is the cornerstone of the
chemical bond, and most molecules have closed-shell ground states. This is why the
design of high-spin molecules for some years has been a challenge. In this section we
will mention some of the latest achievements in this area.
The first idea that comes to mind to obtain a high-spin molecule is to use a high-spin
carrier. The best candidate for this is the Gd(III) ion with an 4f7 configuration; its local
spin is 7/2. Since quite a few Gd(III) mononuclear species are known, only the systems
with a ground state spin larger than 7/2 are really interesting in terms of high-spin
molecules. The obvious way to obtain such systems is to impose ferromagnetic
interactions between nearest neighbor magnetic centers. The tetranuclear species in
Figure 9.2, in which a Cr(IlI) ion is surrounded by three Ni(lI) ions, is an example of
this type of system. The three Cr(III)-Ni(lI) interactions are ferromagnetic due to the
orthogonality of the magnetic orbitals, and the ground state possesses the spin 9/2.
Another case of ferromagnetic interaction, which is not directly related to the
symmetry of the magnetic orbitals, is offered by the Gd(III)-Cu(lI) pair. So, the cation
[GdCu(fsahen(H zO)4]+ with the bridging network

"- / . . /
C
N

0

Cu

0

+

Gd

/"-/"-

~o
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Spin deiocalization mechanism proposed to account for the Gd(III)-Cu(II)
ferromagnetic interaction.

Figure 10.22.

shows an S = 4 round state stabilized by ca. 6 cm-1 with respect to the S = 3 excited
state [10.37]. It has been suggested that the ferromagnetic interaction was due to a
partial delocalization of the copper(II) unpaired electron toward the empty 6s orbital
of Gd(III), which would force the seven f electrons of the rare earth to align parallel
to this copper(II) electron on the basis of Hund's rule, as schematized in Figure 10.22
[10.368]. Several Gd(III)Cu(IIh trinucIear species have been investigated [10.38-

Figure 10.24. Molecular structure of the high-spin molecule Mn12012(PhC02)16(H20k For
clarity, the phenyl rings are omitted. Only the manganese atoms are labeled; the oxygen atoms
are represented in black (from ref. [lOAD)).

Figure 10.23. Molecular structure of the trinuclear cation ([Cu(Mesalen)hGd(H20 )3} 3+ with
an S = 9/2 ground state spin (from ref. [10.38)).

lOAD]. The structure of one of these, {[Cu(Mesalen)hGd(H20)3} 3+, is shown in
Figure 10.23. Gd(III) has a distorted pentagonal bipyramidal environment and Cu(II)
a square pyramidal environment. All these Gd(III)Cu(IIh species show an S = 9/2
ground state with Gd(III)-Cu(II) interaction parameters of a few wavenumbers.
High-spin molecules may also have been obtained without imposing ferromagnetic
interactions between nearest neighbors, by playing with spin topology. The
Mn(II)Cu(II)Mn(II) species in Figure 10.7, with again an S = 9/2 ground state spin,
illustrates the possibilities in this field. A beautiful example of a molecule with an S =
12 ground state spin in which there is alternation of high and small local spins will be
discussed in Section 11.6 (see also Figure 11.20). This compound might well exhibit
the largest ground state spin value for any molecule.
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Another intriguing high-spin molecule is Mn120dPhC02)16(H20)4 whose structure is shown in Figure 10.24. This compound consists of a central Mn(lV)404
cubane-like core held within a nonplanar ring of eight Mn(III) ions by eight fl3-oxide
atoms. Magnetic susceptibility data within a field of 1 T, and magnetization measurements performed between 1.63 K and 20 K in various fields up to 4.8 T have been
interpreted as resulting from an S = 14 ground state spin [10.41]. Very low-field
magnetic susceptibility data obtained in other laboratories do not confirm this interpretation, but rather suggest that the ground state spin is between 8 and 10. As the
applied magnetic field increases, crossovers occur between the ground state and
very nearby excited states with a larger spin, which makes a precise determination
of the ground state spin uncertain. Interestingly, the compound
[Mn120dCH3C02)16(H20)4]·2CH3C02H-4H20 has a structure rather similar to
that of Mn120dPhC02)16(H20k Zero-field susceptibility and high-field magnetization data have been convincingly interpreted as resulting from an S = 10 ground
state, which is compatible with the eight Mn(III) spins up and the four Mn(lV) spins
down [10.42].
Other important classes of high-spin molecules will be presented in Chapters 12
and 13.
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CHAPTER

11
Magnetic Chain Compounds

'"
.~~

One-dimensional magnetic compounds occupy an intermediate situation between
magnetic clusters of high nuclearity and three-dimensional extended lattices. Furthermore, one-dimensional physics, as a whole, has been a very active area of research for
two or three decades. These two reasons, among others, probably account for the flood
of studies devoted to magnetic chain compounds. Several review papers or book
chapters on this subject have been published [11.1-11.7].
In this chapter, we do not intend to review, or even to survey the field. Rather we
will focus on some specific aspects that, we feel, are directly related to molecular
chemistry. We will treat successively equally spaced chains, particularly the copper(II)
chains, then alternating chains, and finally bimetallic chains. In each case we will select
a few theoretical considerations of interest to the chemists, and present some examples.
Quite a few studies performed by solid state physicists deal with compounds in which
the interactions between spin carriers are extremely weak. Such a situation has some
advantages; in particular the heat capacity features of magnetic origin are not masked
by the lattice heat capacity, which roughly varies as r3 . However, chemists are certainly
more interested by species where the magneti"c interactions are rather large, and we
will select our examples from the compounds of that kind.

11.1 Chains of Equally Spaced Copper(ll) Ions
The simplest case of a magnetic chain is provided by an array of equally spaced
copper(II) ions with Scu = 1/2 local spins, as schematized by
J

--A;----

J

A;+1------ A;+2--

The spin Hamiltonian in zero-field adapted to describe the isotropic interaction
between nearest neighbor ions is
n-l

H = -J

L SA;-8A

(11.1.1)

;+l

i=l
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20 r---n--r-'-.----+----'----"-----,

where the summation runs over the n sites of the chain. When n tends to infinite, there
is no analytical method that can be used to determine the energies of the low-lying
states and the magnetic susceptibility. Nonetheless, the problem may be solved
numerically by considering ring chains of increasing size and extrapolating for the
case where n becomes infinite. The ring structure allows the introduction of the limit
conditions:

16

N

(11.1.2)

for any n

Nco..
01J

12

Z

This method was first applied by Bonner and Fisher in 1964, who calculated explicitly
the magnetic susceptibility of ring chains up to n = II, and proposed an extrapolation
for the infinite ring [11.8]. More precisely, they followed an approach proposed by
Orbach [11.9], and worked in the various subspaces Ms varying by an integer value
from nl2 to 0 or 112, according to whether n is even or odd. The diagonalization of H
in (11.1.1) in the subspace M s = nl2 gives the energy of the unique state of highest
spin S = n12. The diagonalization of H in the subspace M s = (nl2)-1 also gives the
energy of this S = nl2 state as well as the energies of the S = (nl2)-1 states, etc.
The diagonalization of H in the Ms = 0 (or 1/2) subspace gives obviously all
energies. As far as the extrapolation is concerned, a difficulty appears in the case
where J is negative, related to the parity of n. If the interaction between nearest
neighbors is antiferromagnetic, then the ground state for n even is diamagnetic and
the magnetic susceptibility X(per copper site) tends to zero as T approaches zero. On
the other hand, the ground state for n odd is a doublet S = 1/2, and X diverges as T
approaches zero. The problem is then of determining the low-temperature limit
(X)LT of X when n becomes infinite. Bonner and Fisher demonstrated that this limit is
actually finite and given by
(11.1.3)
This result may be understood as follows: when n is infinite and J is negative, the
energy levels form a continuum from one of the S = 0 levels up to the unique S = nl2
level. At absolute zero only the bottom of this continuum is thermally populated but,
since there is no gap between the S = 0 level and the levels immediately above it, X
does not tend to zero.
Bonner and Fisher's results for J < 0 are represented in Figure ILl in the form
of a J XlNg2~2 versus kT/1 J plot. X passes through a rounded maximum at a
temperature Tmax defined by

I I

N

b
8

4

0.25

kT I

X = -----pr-

0.25 + 0.074975x + 0.075235x2
1.0 + 0.9931x + 0.172135x2 + 0.757825x3

1.0

1.25

IJI

II

Equation (11.1.5) is clearly much more convenient to work with than a listing of the
numerical values when we need to interpret experimental data quantitatively. For J >
0, both X and XT increase continuously as the temperature decreases, and diverge as
T approaches zero. To our knowledge, no analytical expression has yet been proposed
for the ferromagnetic situation. However, a high-temperature series expansion, valid
for both positive and negative J values, has been proposed [lUI]. This expansion is
=

X

Ng2~2 [N]7'3
4kT

(11.1.7)

D

with

(11.1.4)

N = 1.0 + 5.7979916y + 16.902653l + 29.376885 y 3

These results have been fitted by the following numerical expression [11.10]:
Nl~2

0.75

J X!Ni~2 versus kTIlJ1 plot for ring chains of n antiferromagnetically coupled
copper(II) ions. The dotted curves are the averages of n = 9 and 10, and n = 10 and 11,
respectively. The dashed line is the estimated limit for n -7 00 (from ref. [11.8]).

Figure 11.1.

I

kTmaxllJI =0.641

0.5

+ 29.832959l + 14.036918i

(11.1.5)

D = 1.0+ 2.7979916y + 7.0086780l + 8.6538644 y3 + 4.5743114l

(11.1.8)

Y =Jl2kT

(11.1.9)

and

with
(11.1.6)
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Figure 11.2. X (per copper site) versus T plot for CU(C204)·l/3H20. The magnetic data have
been fitted using a model that takes into account a proportion p = 0.0165 of noncoupled
copper(II) ions in addition to the proportion I-p = 0.9835 of infinite chain compound. J was
found as -291 em-I, and g as 2.08.

Figure 11.3. Schematic representation of the interaction between two magnetic orbitals
centered on nearest neighbor copper(II) ions in CU(C204)·l/3H20 (top) and CU(C20 4)L2
(bottom); L stands for a nitrogen containing ligand (from ref. [11.13]).

~I

What is quite important to realize is that whatever the nature ferro- or antiferromagnetic of the interaction, a one-dimensional magnetic compound does not order
magnetically unless its temperature is at absolute zero. This result was first stated by
Ising in 1925 [11.12]. In a real solid, however, the chains are never perfectly isolated
from each other; interchain interactions superimpose onto dominant intrachain interactions, which leads to a three-dimensional magnetic ordering at a finite temperature.
This important question will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter.
Let us give two examples of molecular chain compounds with copper(II) ions, one
with J < 0 and the other with J > O. The former example concerns a compound that
has been known for quite a long time, but whose structure has only recently been
solved. This compound is copper(II) oxalate CU(C204)·l/3H20. Its structure was
determined by extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy, and
is that of a planar ribbon, as schematized [11.13]:

The copper(II) ions are bridged by the oxalato ligand in the same way as in the oxalato
dinuclear complexes presented in Section 8.6. The Cu-Cu intrachain separation is
estimated at 5.14 A. The magnetic behavior shown in Figure 11.2 is typical of a
copper(II) chain with a strong antiferromagnetic interaction. The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility exhibits a maximum around 270 K. The increase
in magnetic susceptibility as T is lowered below ca. 70 K is assigned to a noncoupled

copper(II) impurity and ends of chains, such that X does not tend to the limit expected
for perfect one-dimensional copper(II) species [11.12]. J can be deduced from these
magnetic data and is found to be equal to -291 em-I. A strong interaction exists in spite
of the rather large Cu-Cu distance, and is attributed to the fact that the magnetic
orbitals centered on nearest neighbor copper(II) ions are located in the plane of the
oxalato bridge as shown in Figure 11.3. Thus, they are favorably oriented to overlap
on both sides of the oxalato group as we pointed out in Section 8.6.
Copper(II) oxalate can react with most nitrogen-containing ligands L, to afford new
chain compounds of formula CU(C 20 4)L2 in which the ligands L are bonded on both
sides of the oxalato ribbon plane. The environment of copper then adopts an elongated
rhombic geometry with two short Cu-N, two short Cu-O, and two long Cu-O
distances. Each magnetic orbital that points toward the four nearest neighbors of the
copper atom is now located in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the oxalato bridge
as shown in Figure 11.3. Any two magnetic orbitals of this kind, which are centered
on adjacent copper atoms, will now be unfavorably oriented to overlap, and the
interaction along the chain is expected to decrease dramatically. Such a behavior is
encountered, for instance, in CU(C 20 4)(NH3h-H20 where two ammonia molecules are
bonded to the copper atom with a trans configuration. The Cu-N bond length and
short and long Cu-O bond lengths are 1.96,2.16, and 2.33 A, respectively [11.14].
In this compound the maximum in X is observed around 15 K, and J is found to be
equal to -15.4 em-I. The drastic reduction in the magnitude of the interaction due to
such a subtle chemical change suggests that the mechanism of this interaction is rather
well understood, and underlines the possibilities of molecular engineering in the field
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with a small canting of the spins, leading to a weak residual moment along the a
direction. From the magnitude of this residual moment, the angle between the spins is
estimated as 17°. For H > He, the ground state is ferromagnetic-like, with a parallel
alignment of all the spins. The term ferromagnetic-like means that the compound is
not a genuine ferromagnet since it does not exhibit a spontaneous magnetization in
zero-field The small value of He is due to the fact that the antiferromagnetic interchain
coupling is very small. This coupling is actually found along a with the ratio
JalJe between the interaction parameters along the a and e (chain) axes inferior to
10-4. As for the interaction along c, it is ferromagnetic with JblJe of the order of 10-3.
In summary, the compound CHAC may be described as follows. Along e, we have
ferromagnetic chains (Jc = 100 em-I). These chains interact ferromagnetically along
b (Jb 10-1 em-I) to give ferromagnetic planes be. Finally, these planes are very weakly
antiferromagnetically coupled along a (Ja < _10- 2), and the three-dimensional ground
state in zero-field is antiferromagnetic (ignoring the small canting). An applied field
of 100 G is sufficient to overcome J a .

I

I

Z

Figure 11.4. Structure of the chain compound cyclohexylammonium copper(II) trichloride
(C6Hll)CUCI3. The chains along the c axis are hydrogen bonded together through the hexylammonium cations (from ref. [11.15]).

of the magnetism. Other aspects of the molecular engineering of magnetic compounds
will be exemplified later on.
The second example of a copper(II) chain is provided by cyclohexylammonium
copper(II) trichloride, (C6H II NH3)CuCI3, often abbreviated as CHAC [11.15-11.17].
The structure of this compound is represented in Figure 11.4. It consists of symmetrically bibridged linear chains that lie parallel to the e axis of an orthorhombic lattice.
Copper(II) is in square pyramidal surroundings with a nonbridging chlorine atom at
the apex. The cyclohexylammonium cations hydrogen bond the chains together into
sheets in the be plane through the apical chlorine atoms. They also efficiently separate
these sheets from each other along the a direction. The CuCICu bridging angles are
equal to 85.3° and 86°, which gives rise to accidental orthogonality of the magnetic
orbitals centered on adjacent copper(II) ions (see Section 8.6). It follows that a
ferromagnetic interaction along the chain may be anticipated, as well as a weak
interchain coupling in the be sheets. The interaction along the a direction may be
expected to be very small, and rather dipolar in nature. The XT versus T plot for a
powder sample of CHAC increases rapidly as T decreases. At 2.2 K, XT is approximately 30 times as large as at room temperature. An intrachain interaction parameter
of! 00 em-I has been extracted from these data. At 2.18 K, XT shows a sharp maximum
corresponding to the onset of long range magnetic order.
Magnetization studies have revealed a metamagnetic behavior, i.e., a change in the
nature of the ground state when applying a magnetic field stronger than a critical value
He close to 100 G. For H < He, below 2.18 K the ground state is antiferromagnetic,

11.2 Chains of Equally Spaced Magnetic Centers with
Local Spins Larger Than 1/2
The method that was introduced by Bonner and Fisher may also be used to determine
the energy level spectrum and the magnetic susceptibility of a chain compound with
local spins larger than 1/2, provided that the Hamiltonian (11.1.1) remains valid
[11.18-11.20]. However, as the value of the local spin becomes larger, the number n
of sites that it is possible to take into account in the ring chain calculation becomes
smaller. For instance, with SA = 512, the calculation so far has been limited to five sites
such that the accuracy of the extrapolation for infinite n is questionable. An analytical
expression fitting the numerical results of ring chain calculations [11.18] has been
proposed for SA = 1, but not for larger spins. This expression which is valid for J < 0,
is [11.21]
Ng 2 p2

X

=---w-

2.0 + 0.0194x + 0.777x2
3.0+ 4.34&+ 3.232~ + 5.834x3

(11.2.1)

with

x=

(11.2.2)

The local anisotropy was neglected in (11.1.1), which is of course rigorously correct
for SA = 1/2 ions, but may no longer be valid for other magnetic ions, particularly when
the zero-field splitting is of the same order of magnitude as the isotropic interaction,
or, for D « J when analyzing low-temperature magnetic data. The zero-field
Hamiltonian that needs to be considered for a ring chain is then

I I

I I,
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(11.2.3)

where the local anisotropy is assumed to be axial. Some numerical calculations of
parallel and perpendicular susceptibilities using the ring chain technique and Hamiltonian (11.2.3) have been reported, notably by Weng [11.18], BIote [11.19], and de
Neef [11.20]. These calculations are rather lengthy, even for SA = 1. They require
tabulation of the principal susceptibilities Xz and Xx versus kT/J for a large range of
D/J values, and the results are difficult to use when real cases have to be analyzed
quantitatively.
When the value of the local spin SA becomes large, this spin may be treated as a
classical vector. An analytical expression for the magnetic susceptibility of an infinite
chain of classical spins has been derived by Fisher [11.22]. This expression, in which
the classical spin has been scaled to a real quantum spin S, is

x

Ng2~2S(S + 1) 1 + u

3kT

(11.2.4)

1- u

with

u=coth[JS(~; 1)] - [JS(~: 1)]

(11.2.5)

Of course, the larger SA is, the better this classical approximation. In practice Eq.
(11.2.4) seems fairly good for SA =5/2 and above; it has often been used for Mn(II)
chains (see below). Smith and Friedberg have extended this classical spin approach
by introducing an axial anisotropy DLiSii(z) in the interaction Hamiltonian, the axis
of the local distortion being taken along the chain axis. Thus, they derived the
following expressions [11.23]:

AX=Xz- Xx
(11.2.6)
with
F=(1+u)(I+v) +~
(1 - u)(1 - v)
1- u

(11.2.7)

u being defined as in (11.2.5), and v by
v = 1-

3ukT

(11.2.8)

JS(S + 1)
The only distinction between chains of equally spaced local spins we have made
so far is between SA = 1/2 and SA> 1/2. In the former case there is no local anisotropy,
and the possible (and very weak) magnetic anisotropy is due exclusively to the
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anisotropy of the g-tensor. In the latter case local anisotropy may be operative and
induce a much more pronounced magnetic anisotropy. In 1983 Haldane suggested that
another distinction should be made between antiferromagnetically coupled chains,
namely between those with half-integer local spins and those with integer local spins
[ I 1.24]. According to Haldane, the energy level spectrum for a chain with half-integer
spins is a continuum with a singlet ground state infinitely close to the first excited
states (in the limit n ~ 00). This explains why the low-temperature limit of X is finite
in the absence ofIocal anisotropy, and not zero. In contrast, the spectrum for the chains
with integer spins would present a gap between a singlet ground state and the first
excited states such that, even in the absence of local anisotropy, the low-temperature
Iimit of X would be zero. We will see below that recent experimental data on nickel(II)
chains seem to confirm this apparently very surprising conjecture of Haldane.
Let us present two examples of chain compounds with local spins larger than 1/2.
The first concerns the compound [Ni(enh(N0 2)](CI04) with en = ethylenediamine.
This compound, abbreviated as NENP by the physicists, has recently been investigated
in a very thorough manner, with respect to the existence of the Haldane gap. The
structure consists of infinite chains Ni(enh(N02) running along the b axis of an
orthorhombic lattice. The nickel(II) ions are bridged by N0 2 groups in an antisymmetric manner; N02 is bound to one nickel(II) ion by its nitrogen atom, and to the
other nickel(II) ion by one of its oxygen atoms. The Ni-Ni separation along the chain
is 5.150 A. The chains are separated from each other by noncoordinated perchlorate
anions [11.21]. The structure is shown in Figure 11.5. The three principal susceptibilities exhibit a rounded maximum around 60 K, and tend to values that are very close
to zero as the temperature approaches absolute zero, which is consistent with the
existence of a gap between the diamagnetic ground state and the first excited states.
The intrachain interaction parameter is found to be J = -33.5 em-I, and the local
anisotropy to be rather weak with regard to J D/J
0.2). The fitting of the
susceptibility data below 5 K allows an estimate of the gap, namely 9 em-I. This value
has been confirmed by magnetization measurements. At a critical field He, there is a
crossover between the most negative Zeeman component of the first excited state and
the singlet ground state. This critical field, which breaks the gap, is estimated to be 9
T. The corresponding gap is E = g~He, i.e., g em-I for g = 2.2. Inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) measurements have confirmed the existence of such a gap. INS
actually shows two gaps attributed to the splitting of the Haldane gap due to the local
anisotropy. The dispersion law of the magnetic excitations in the INS spectra also gave
an estimate of the ratio between inter- and intrachain interaction parameters which is
about 10-4 [11.24-11.27]. [Ni(en)(N02)](CP04) is an excellent one-dimensional
system. A last point concerning [Ni(en)(N02)](CP04) deserves a comment, namely
the magnitude of the interaction in spite of the rather large Ni-Ni separation. This
large magnitude is attributed to the fact that the z2_type magnetic orbitals are strongly
delocalized toward the N02 bridges as shown in Figure 11.6, z referring here to the
chain axis. It results that two magnetic orbitals centered on nearest neighbor nickel(II)
ions may efficiently overlap [11.21].
The second example deals with one of the most extensively investigated magnetic
chain compounds, namely [N(CH3)4]MnCI3, often abbreviated as TMMC [11.28-
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o
Figure 11.6.

Schematic representation of the i-type magnetic orbital for
[Ni(enh(N02)](CI04).

becomes smaller than the susceptibility perpendicular to the chain axis. This
anisotropy has been attributed to dipolar effects that favor alignment of the local
spins perpendicular to the chain axis. Three-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering
occurs at TN = 0.85 K. TN was determined by several techniques including proton
magnetic resonance, 35Cl nuclear quadrupole resonance, neutron diffraction, and heat
capacity measurements. Several papers focused on solitons in TMMC [11.32-11.33].
This important aspect of one-dimensional physics is, however, beyond the scope of
this book.

11.3 Ising and XY Models

Figure 11.5. Structure of the chain compound [Ni(enh(N02)](CI04) with en = ethylenediamine. This compound is generally abbreviated as NENP by the physicists (from ref.
[11.21]).

11.31]. The structure consists of MnCl3 chains resulting from the sharing of trigonal
faces between MnCl6 octahedra, and tetramethylammonium cations. The intrachain
Mn-Mn separation is 3.10 A, while the shortest interchain Mn-Mn separation is
9.15 A. TMMC may be considered as an almost ideal one-dimensional antiferromagnet in the sense that the ratio Jintra/Jinter between intra- and interchain interaction
parameters is of the order of 10-4. The X versus T plot shows the expected maximum
around 55 K. These data were fitted with the classical-spin expression (11.2.4), and
I
Jintra was found to be equal to -9.3 cm- . Single crystal magnetic measurements have
revealed that on cooling down below ca. 50 K, the susceptibility along the chain axis

Up to this point in this chapter, we have implicitly assumed that the local ground state
of the magnetic centers was an orbital singlet without first-order angular momentum.
This condition is satisfied for copper(II) ions in tetragonal or trigonal environments,
as well as for nickel(II) and manganese(II) ions in distorted octahedral environments.
In such cases the HDVV Hamiltonian properly describes the isotropic interaction. In
both chain compounds and discrete units this isotropic interaction is, of course, purely
orbital in nature, and only an orbital approach may lead to the energies of the states.
However, it has been shown that these energies follow the same interval rule as that
deduced from the HDVV Hamiltonian, at least to a first-order approximation [11.3411.35]. However, when the local ground state of the interacting centers has first-order
angular momentum, the HDVV model is no longer a good phenomenological model.
A more general expression of the spin Hamiltonian that describes the interaction in a
chain compound may be written as
n-I

H = -J

L

- i=1

[aSA'(x)·SA'+l(X)

+ ~SAi(y)'SA'+l(y) + ')'SA,(,)BA'+l()

(11.3.1)
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Three limiting situations have been investigated in more depth [11.5], namely
ex = ~ = y = 1 corresponding to the HDVV model
ex = ~ = 0 and y = 1 corresponding to the Ising model
ex = ~ = 1 and Y= 0 corresponding to the XY model
Let us first consider the Ising model. For SA = 112 local Ising spins, analytical
expressions of the parallel and perpendicular magnetic susceptibilities were derived
by Fisher as [11.36]
Ng/~2
Xz = 4kT exp(Jl2kT)

Xx =

N 2~2
g;, [tanh(Jl2kT)

(11.3.2)

+ (J/4kT)sech 2(J/4kT)]

(11.3.3)

The Xz versus T plot exhibits a maximum for J < 0, and the Xx versus T plot exhibits
a maximum for both J < 0 and J> O. Xx is an even function of J, and does not depend
on its sign.
The best documented examples of chain compounds with an Ising behavior are
certain cobalt(II) derivatives. In octahedral environment cobalt(II) has a 4T I ground
state. If the symmetry is lowered, then the threefold orbital degeneracy is partially or
totally removed, and the ground state may become a 4r orbital singlet. This state is
split in zero field into two Kramers doublets (see Section 3.4). The resonance within
the Kramers doublet of lower energy usually gives gz > gx. The Ising model with an
effective local spin SA = 112 then applies in the temperature range where only this
ground Kramers doublet is thermally populated. [(CH3hNH]CoCI3·2H20 [11.37] and
Co(pY)2Ch with py = pyridine [11.38] are two examples of cobalt(II) chains of this
kind.
In principle the XY model applies for cobalt(II) chains with 112 effective local spins
when the local ground state is such that gx » gz. To our knowledge, there is only one
convincing report of compound with an XY behavior. This compound is
(N2HShCo(S04h where adjacent cobalt atoms are bridged by two sulfato groups
[11.39]. Resonance within the ground Kramers doublet yields gx = 4.9 and gz = 2.2.
The interaction parameter, deduced from the temperature dependence of the magnetic
specific heat, was found to be J = -9.8 cm-I .
To conclude this section, we will stress that quantitative analysis of magnetic
properties for systems involving ions with a significant orbital contribution remains a
very difficult task. As a matter of fact, in most cases, neither a pure Ising nor a pure
XY model is appropriate. Moreover, even in the ideal and rather exceptional case of
a pure Ising (or XY) chain, this situation is restricted to the temperature range where
only the ground Kramers doublet is thermally populated. The energy gap between the
two Kramers doublets arising from the 4r ground state is, at the most, of the order of
a few tens of cm-I . It follows that the Ising (or XY) model is no longer valid above a
few tens of K. This is not dramatic if J is very small. Most of the information may
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then be deduced from low-temperature magnetic data. On the other hand, when J is
the same order of magnitude as the energy gap between the two low-lying Kramers
doublets, the low-temperature magnetic data are much less informative. In other
respects, it is probably worthwhile to point out here that the Ising model has often been
used when it was clearly not valid, the only justi(ication for its use being that the
calculation of the interaction parameter would otherwise be intractable. It is also useful
to remind the reader that the site symmetries of the molecular species are generally
rather low such that the angular momenta are largely quenched. In such cases the
isotropic HDVV Hamiltonian is appropriate.

11.4 Alternating Chains and Spin-Peierls Transition
To now, we have only discussed the case of chains with equally spaced magnetic
centers, called uniform chains. A somewhat more complicated situation is offered by
alternating chain compounds with two interaction parameters J and aJ:
f
--AZi-1-----

rtf
~i----- A 2i+1- -

The spin Hamiltonian in zero field appropriate for such systems is
nil

H =-J

L.

(11.4.1)
[SA Zi -8 AZ i-1

+ aSAZi-8Azi+l]

i=1

a is the alternation parameter::; 1; a = 1 corresponds to a uniform chain whereas a =

o corresponds to isolated pairs. Most studies have been limited to positive values of
a; the two interaction parameters then have the same sign. In principle, a may also be
negative such that the interactions are alternatively ferro- and antiferromagnetic. We
will limit this section to the 112 local spins which is the only case that has been studied
in detail. The energy levels and the reduced magnetic susceptibility J X/Ng2~2 of
alternating chains have been determined for various a values, using the ring chain
technique [11.40]. WhenJ is negative and for any a value in the 0::; a < 1 range, there
is a gap in the energy level spectrum between a singlet ground state and the first excited
state. Consequently, X tends to zero when the temperature approaches absolute zero,
which is in contrast with what happens for a uniform chain.
Hatfield has fitted the numerical values of magnetic susceptibility for an alternating
ring chain of n = 10 local spins 112 using an analytical expression of the form [11.40,
11.41]

II

Ng2~2

A + Bx + Cx2

X =----pr -1-+-D-x-+-E~---;;-+-F-0-;;"

(11.4.2)

x= IJI/kT

(11.4.3)

with
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The A-F coefficients are functions of a. Two sets of coefficients have been proposed
according to the value of a. For 0 :::; a :::; 0.4, these coefficients are
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and for 0.4 < a :::; 1, they are

A =0.25

A = 0.25

B = -0.068475+ 0.13194a
B = -0.062935 + 0.11376a

C = 0.0042563 - 0.031670a + 0.12278a 2 - 0.29943a 3 + 0.21814a 4

C = 0.0047778 - 0.033268a + 0.12742a2 - 0.32918a 3 + 0.25203a4

D = 0.053860 + 0.70960a

(11.4.5)

D = 0.035255 + 0.6521Oa

(11.4.4)

E = -0.00071302 - 0.10587a + 0.54883a 2 - 0.20603a3
F = 0.047193 - 0.0083778a + 0.87256a 2 - 2.7098a 3 + 1.9798a4

E = -0.00089418- 0.10209a + 0.8715:n 2 - 0.18472a 3
F = 0.045230 - 0.008191Oa + 0.83234a 2 - 2.6181a3 + 1.92813a4

I

With the two sets of A-F coefficients Eq. (11.4.2) is valid for kT/1 J ~ 0.25 and J:::;
O. It reproduces the numerical values of X for n = 10 very well, and is expected to be
a good approximation for infinite systems. No analytical expression has been proposed
forJ>O.
In 1987 Landee reviewed the known examples of alternating chains with 112 local
spins, and distinguished between alternating spacings and alternating ligands [11.43].
The compound (ipa)CuCI3 with ipa= isopropylammonium is an example ofthe former
class [11.44, 11.45]. The structure consists of CuCl3 alternating chains as shown in
Figure 11.7. Each copper atom is fivefold coordinate with four short Cu-Cl bonds
(2.30 and 2.31 A) in the basal plane, and a long Cu-Cl apical bond (2.70 A). The
fitting of the magnetic data with the alternating chain model is shown in Figure 11.8,
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Figure 11.7. Structure of the alternating chains (CUCI3)n in (ipa)CuCI3 with ipa = isopropylammonium (from ref. [11.44]).

Figure 11.8. Xversus Tplot for (ipa)CuCI3. The solid line through the data corresponds to the
best fitting with the alternating chain law. The upper and lower solid lines correspond to the
predictions of magnetic susceptibility for the dimer (a = 0) and the equally spaced chain (a =
I ) models, using the best-fit parameters for the alternating chain model (from ref. [11.45]).
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along with the calculated curves for a uniform chain (ex = 1) and noninteracting pairs
(ex = 0). The parameters have been found to be J = -27.4 cm- 1 and ex = 0.35. There is
no doubt that the more pronounced interaction occurs in the CU2Cl2 bridging network
involving only short Cu-Cl bonds. The two magnetic orbitals are then located in the
plane of this bridging network, and may interact efficiently. Chains with alternating
spacings may also be obtained with organic radicals like TCNQ- (TCNQ = tetracyanoquinodimethane) [11.46].
The alternating chain model has also been used to interpret magnetic data obtained
with compounds whose room temperature structure does not show any alternation.
These compounds are then assumed to undergo a phase transition with an alternation
of the interaction pathways below a critical temperature. In the absence of experimental evidence, in particular of low-temperature X-ray data proving unambiguously the
alternation, the relevance of these studies is questionable.
Alternation in chains with alternating bridges Land L' of the type ...L'ALAL'AL...
is certainly easier to control than in chains with alternating spacings, and numerous
examples have been reported. One of these is Cu(3,6-dto)Ch with 3,6-dto = 3,6dithiaoctane [11.47]. The copper(II) ions are bibridged by alternating chlorine atoms
and sulfur atoms of 3,6-dto as shown in Figure 11.9, leading to Cu-Cu separations

Figure 11.10. Structure ofthe donor-acceptor compound (TIFt[CuS4C4(CF3)4r with ~
= tetrathiafulvalinium and [CUS4C4(CF3)4r = bis-cis-(l ,2-perfluoromethylethylene-l ,2-dithiolato)-copper(III). The CUS4C4(CF3)4 anions are at the corners and face centers. The TIF cations
are at the midpoint of each edge (from ref. [11.49]).

Figure 11.9. Structure of the alternating chain compound Cu(3,6-dto)CI2 with 3,6-dto =
3,6-dithiaoctane (from ref. [11.47]).

of 4.406 and 4.679 A, respectively. The CU2Ch and CU2S2 planes are mutually
perpendicular. The magnetic data have been satisfactorily interpreted with J = -5.4
cm-1 and ex = 0.69. It is not obvious how we should associate the interaction parameters
J and aJ with the bridging networks. The more pronounced interaction probably might
correspond to the CU2S2 network. Indeed, sulfur-containing bridges are known to favor
rather strong antiferromagnetic interactions (see Section 8.6).
The alternating situation has some relevance with the spin-Peierls transition phenomenon [11.48]. In 1955, using a purely theoretical approach, Peierls demonstrated
that an uniform magnetic chain was energetically unstable with respect to dimerization
at low temperatures, so that such a chain was expected to dimerize at a critical
temperature Tsp . The transition is predicted to be of second-order. Below Tsp the system
has a singlet ground state with a gap between this state and the first excited states.
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While an isolated uniform chain should order magnetically at T = 0 K, there is no
long-range order for a spin-Peierls chain, even at 0 K. The driving force is the coupling
between one-dimensional electronic structure and three-dimensional lattice vibrations. The spin-Peierls transition has the same origin as the Peierls distortion for
one-dimensional conducting compounds, with a conducting-semiconducting transition. Experimentally, the spin-Peierls transition is evidenced by a knee in the susceptibility versus temperature curve at Tsp , with a rather abrupt fall of X below Tsp •
Apparently the first, and best documented example of spin-Peierls transition is the
donor-acceptor compound (TTFt[CuS4C4(CF3)4r where ITP+ is the tetrathiafulvalinium ion and [CUS4C4(CF3)4r is bis-cis-(l ,2-perfluoromethylethylene-l ,2-dithiolato)copper(III) [11.49-11.50]. The molecular arrangement at 200 K is represented in
Figure 11.10. It consists of alternate stacks of the two kinds of ions along the c axis.
The spin carriers are the TTp1" cations; they may interact along the chain axis through
the diamagnetic [CUS4C4(CF3)4r anions. The X versus Tplotis shown in Figure 11.11.
It exhibits a break at 12 K and a sharp decrease of X below this critical temperature.
In the 250-12 K temperature range the magnetic data are accurately fitted by the
one-dimensional Heisenberg model, and the intrachain interaction parameter J is
found to be equal to -107 em-I. The break at 12 K is associated with the spin
dimerization. The molecular displacements that accompany the transition, studied by
X-ray diffraction at 4.2 K, are very weak in magnitude. Effectively, they correspond
to a dimerization of the magnetic units ITP+. Surprisingly, the dimerization is not
found to be along the chain axis but in a direction perpendicular to this axis [11.51].
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The isostructural compound (TTFt[AuS4C4(CF3)4r exhibits a spin-Peierls transition
at 2.1 K.
After the discovery of spin-Peierls transition in (TTFt[CuS4C4(CF3)4r and in its
gold analogue, several groups have attempted to design new one-dimensional compounds exhibiting this phenomenon. To a large extent, these efforts have been
unsuccessful. Apparently it is difficult to fulfill the conditions required for the
observation of a spin dimerization. The first condition is that the compound must be
a very good one-dimensional antiferromagnet, with a ratio between inter and intrachain
interaction parameters of the order of 10-4, or even smaller. Another condition is that
the structure of the chain must be flexible, in the sense that the dimerization should
not require too large an energy. In (TTFt[MS 4C 4(CF3)4r, M = Cu or Au, such a
flexibility arises from the stacking of the planar molecular units along the chain. In
this respect, it is worth noting that other cases of spin dimerization have been observed
in TCNQ--containing organic compounds in which the TCNQ- units are equally
spaced above a critical temperature and dimerized below it [11.52]. Apparently, in
one-dimensional copper(II) polymers, the skeleton of the chains is too rigid.

11.5 Regular Ferrimagnetic Chains: Theory
The newest aspect in the field of magnetic chain compounds concerns the design and
investigation of systems in which two kinds of magnetic centers A and B regularly
alternate. These compounds are called either ordered bimetallic chains, or ferrimagnetic chains; they may be schematized as
J
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Figure 11.11. X versus T plot for (TI'F"[CUS4C4(CF3)4r. The solid lines are calculated from
an equally spaced chain model above 12 K, and a temperature dependent alternating chain model
below 12 K (from ref. [11.49]).
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The name bimetallic chain implicitly supposes that the magnetic centers are metal ions,
which is not always the case; the name ferrimagnetic chain supposes that the interaction parameter J is negative. The first compound of this type was reported in 1981
[11.53]. Several families of ferrimagnetic chains have since been described and the
main theoretical concepts adapted to this new class of materials have been discussed.
The design of ferrimagnetic chains probably represents the most significant contribution of synthetic molecular chemistry to the area of magnetic materials. For this reason
we devote a large amount of space to those compounds. We will first focus on the
theoretical aspects, at both the qualitative and the quantitative levels, and then we will
present some experimental results.

11.5.1 Qualitative Approach
To introduce the basic concepts [11.54], we consider an ordered and regular ring
chain (AB)n where n may become infinite. A and B carry the local spins SA and SB,
respectively, with SA ::f:. SB. The spin Hamiltonian in zero-field appropriate for the
description of the isotropic interaction between nearest neighbors is
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H = -J

(11.5.1)

L S;B +

i 1

i=1
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Let us look for the consequences of this irregularity in the temperature dependence
of XT, Xbeing the molar magnetic susceptibility per AB unit. The Zeeman perturbation
which we need to add to (11.5.1) is
n

with
S2H

=SA

(11.5.2)
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H ZE = ~

L

(S2H .

gA 2i- 1 + S2; . gB2) oR

(11.5.3)

;=1

S2; = SB
S2n+i

= Si

First, we suppose that J is negative. Assuming that the local spins are preferentially
oriented perpendicular to the chain axis, the state of lowest energy E g may then be
schematized as

We assume that the local tensors gA and gB are isotropic with gA and gB principal
values, respectively. The high-temperature limit (XT)m of XT corresponds to the sum
of the local contributions, i.e.
(11.5.4)
The low-temperature limit (xT)LT of XT is reached when only the ground state is
thermally populated. This limit is
Ng2~2

(xT)LT = ~ [n(SA-SB)2 + ISA-SBll
-SB

(11.5.5)

-SB

Its spin is Sg = n( ISA-SB I). The state of highest energy E e is as

where the Zeeman factor g for the ground state is a linear combination of gA and gB.
For a particular ring chain size no (XT)m and (xT)LT are equal. In the approximation
where gA and gB are equal, no is given by
2
2
SA + SB + 2S<
no =
(SA _ SB)2

and its spin is Se = n(SA+SB)' Between the two limits E g and E e, states with spins less
than Sg do exist. Notably there are some states with S = 0 ifthe total number of unpaired
electrons 2n(SA+SB) is even; one of them may be schematized as

or with S= 1/2 if2n(SA+SB) is odd. In other words, for any n *" 1, the spin state structure
is irregular (see Section 10.1). This irregularity increases with nand ISA-SBI since Sg
is proportional to these two quantities whereas the lowest spin is always 0 or 112.

(11.5.6)

where S< is the smaller of SA and SB. For n > no, (xT)LT is larger than (XT)HT, and, as
n tends to infinite, (xT)LT diverges. On cooling from high temperatures, we first
depopulate the state of highest spin Se, and XT decreases. We are thus led to the
following result for an AB ferrimagnetic chain, xTfirst decreases on cooling, reaches
a minimum for a finite temperature, then diverges as T approaches zero. This behavior
is valid for any couple of SA and SB *" SA local spins, provided that there is no accidental
compensation of the local magnetic momenta. Another way of expressing the same
result is to say that at high temperatures XT tends to the paramagnetic limit. The
minimum of XT corresponds to a short range order state where the spins SA and SB of
adjacent magnetic centers are antiparallel, but where there is no correlation between
neighboring AB units. As T decreases, the correlation length within the chain increases.
The divergence of XTat low temperatures may be associated with the onset of magnetic
ordering at 0 K. Below the temperature of the minimum of XT, the magnetic behavior
is qualitatively equivalent to what happens for a chain of n spins ISA-SBI, which are
ferromagnetically coupled.
If the intrachain interaction is ferromagnetic, i.e., J> 0, the order of the spin levels
is reversed and a priori no extremum of the XT versus T plot can be predicted.
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11.5.2 Quantitative Approach

(11.5.7)

Several quantitative approaches to the magnetic susceptibility of ferrimagnetic
chains have been proposed to date. The first consists of carrying out the calculation
for (AB)n ring chains of increasing size with quantum numbers SA and SB, and
extrapolating to n ~ 00. In the hypothesis where the local Zeeman factors gA and gB
are taken to be equal, the calculation is straightforward, since all the spin states
characterized by S have the same g-factor and the labels S are good quantum numbers,
even in the presence of the Zeeman perturbation. The method is then an extension of
the method first used by Bonner and Fisher for uniform chains of local spins 1/2 (see
Section 11.1) [11.54-11.56]. On the other hand, for gA "f:. gB, each spin state has a given
gs-factor and furthermore the Zeeman perturbation couples the components of the
same M s belonging to different spin states, which introduces second-order Zeeman
coefficients into the calculation of the susceptibility. Even if the full Dn symmetry of
the problem is taken into account, this method is severely limited by both the storage
capacity of the computer and the computing time. The first calculation of this kind
was for SA = 1 and SB = 1/2. Drillon et al. performed the calculation up to n = 5, and
extrapolated to n ~ 00 [11.56]. The results for gA = gB are shown in Figure 11.12. The
minimum of ~T is shifted toward higher temperatures as n increases; the minimum
occurs for kT/ IJ = 0.570 when n is extrapolated to infinity. The divergence of XT as
SD
T tends to zero then follows a law in
, which coincides with the law found for a
ferromagnetic chain of 1/2 local spins. These results have been fitted by the analytical
expression

I

ro·

1.5
1.25

~

S
u

........
E-<

a = -0.0341468

b = 2.81693

c=-7.23100
d= 11

e = 1.29663

f= 0.697190
g = 12

(11.5.8)

x= IJI/kT

(11.5.9)

and

Equation (11.5.7) is valid only for J < O. Drillon et al. also investigated the effect gB/gA
1 and found that for gB/gA = 2.66, there was an exact compensation of the local
magnetic moments, such that the ground state became nonmagnetic. The (AB)n ring
chain technique has been extended to several other cases, notably for SA = 1/2 and SB
taking all other values up to 5/2 [11.55]. The calculation was only performed up to n
= 3 except for SB = 1.
The simplest method consists of considering that both SA and SB are classical spins
with gAe and gBe effective g-factors and a Je effective interaction parameter. These
effective parameters are related to the actual parameters through
"f:.

n~oo

(11.5.10)

'0
S
,~

with

and a similar expression for gBe, and
0.75

(11.5.11)

0.5

An analytical expression for the magnetic susceptibility was derived by Drillon et
al. [11.57]. This expression is

?-<

u]

N~2
1+
-XT =
- [ g2 -U+ s:2
u13k
1- u
1+ u

0.25
0
0

2
kT / IJI

3

4

Figure 11.12. XT versus kT/IJI curves for antiferromagnetically coupled ring chains (AB)n
with local spins SA = 1 and SB = 1/2. The local Zeeman factors gA and gB are both taken equal
to 2.00 (from ref. [11.46]).

(11.5.12)

with
g = (g;"

+ g~)/2

8= (g;" - d)/2
u = coth(J e/kT) - (kTir)

(11.5.13)
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For 0 = 0, (11.5.12) reduces to expression (11.2.4), which is valid for a regular chain
of classical spins. For 0 i= 0 and J < 0, a minimum in the xTversus Tplot appears, and
as T approaches zero, XT diverges in a ferromagnetic-like fashion, according to a law
in oZr1. The validity of this purely classical approach is better when SA and SB are
larger. For SA = 5/2, (11.5.12) is probably valid if SB = 2, 3/2, or even 1 but may become
a very poor approximation when SB = 1/2.
Another approach, of particular interest when SA-SB is large, consists of treating
SA as a classical spin and SB as a quantum spin. This approach was first introduced by
Seiden in the case where SA = 512 and SB = 1/2 with gA = gB [11.58]. It was then
generalized by Georges et al. to any SA, SB couple with gA i= gB, and al30 to the case
of alternating ferrimagnetic chains with two interaction parameters J AB(l + a) and
hB(l-a) [11.59]. Georges et al. derived analytical expressions for magnetic susceptibility, which will be given in Section 11.6.
The following empirical expression has been proposed to fit the results of Seiden
(SA = 512, SB = 1/2, gA =gB =g), when J is negative [11.60]:
T _ gZ 4.75-1.62370x + 2.05042xz - 4.52588x3 - 8.64256x4
X - 4 1 + 0.77968x - 1.56527xz - 1.57333x3 - 0.1166&4.5

(11.5.14)

x= IJI/kT

(11.5.15)
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11.6 Regular Ferrimagnetic Chains: Some Examples
The first structurally characterized ferrimagnetic chain is
MnCu(dtoh(HzOh4.5HzO with dto =dithiooxalato. This compound was investigated
by Gleizes, Verdaguer et al. [11.60, 11.63]. The structure of two adjacent chains
together with the detail of the structure of one of the chains is shown in Figure 11.13.
Copper(II) is tetracoordinated with a planar environment and manganese(II) is heptacoordinated in a rather unusual fashion. The metal ions are bridged by the dithiooxalato
ligand, the oxygen atoms being bound to the manganese and the sulfur atoms to the
copper. The magnetic data closely follow the theoretical predictions. On cooling, XT
decreases, reaches a weakly pronounced minimum around 130 K, and then increases
as T is lowered further to 7.5 K. Finally, below 7.5 K, XT decreases rapidly. In the
range 7.5-300 K, these data are well fitted by the classical-quantum model, with J =
-30.3 cm- I. The maximum ofXTat 7.5 K is clearly due to antiferromagnetic interchain
interactions. Magnetization studies at 1.3 and 4.2 K show a saturation corresponding

with

XTin (11.15.14) is expressed in cm 3 K mol-I. Equation (11.5.14) leads to a curve with
a rounded maximum for kT/1 J = 2.98. On cooling below the temperature of the
minimum, XT diverges in an abrupt fashion, following a law in rD· 69 .

I

In all the approaches presented in this section, we have neglected local anisotropies,
which could lead to a rather poor description of XT in the low temperature range if
ID/JI is not very small. In the specific case SA = 1, SB = 1/2, it has been shown that
increasing ID/JI shifts the minimum of xTtoward lower temperatures. The anisotropic
interaction has the same effect [11.54]. The local anisotropy has been taken into
account in a treatment where the interaction was assumed to be of the Ising-type. Such
a treatment may be valid for ferrimagnetic chains involving orbitally degenerate ions
[11.61, 11.62]. Finally, all the calculations deal with perfectly isolated chains. In fact,
much above the critical temperature where three-dimensional order appears, interchain
interactions may substantially perturb the magnetic behavior. If the interchain interactions are predominantly antiferromagnetic, as is often the case, the divergence of
XT is stopped by a sharp maximum of XT occurring just above the critical temperature,
and of X occurring at the critical temperature. If the interchain interactions are
predominantly ferromagnetic, a zero-field magnetization may be obtained below the
critical temperature. This aspect will be investigated in a more thorough manner in
Section 12.6.

Cu

Figure 11.13. Structure of the ferrimagnetic chain compound MnCu(dto)z(HzOh4.5H zO
with dto = dithiooxalato. The figure shows two adjacent chains as well and the detail of one of
the chains (from ref. [11.63]).
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o
Figure 11.14. Structure of the ferrimagnetic chain compound MnCu(pba)(HzOh·2HzO with
pba = 1,3-propylene-bis(oxamato) (from ref. [11.64]).

to a spin SA - SB = 2 per MnCu unit. The relatively large value of J in
MnCu(dto)z(HzOh·4.5HzO confirms the efficiency of the dithiooxalato bridge in
propagating strong antiferromagnetic interactions between metal centers separated by
5.75 A.
Another example of a Mn(II)Cu(II) bimetallic chain is provided by
MnCu(pba)(H zO)3· 2H zO, with pba = 1,3-propylenebis(oxamato) [11.64,11.65]. The
structure of the chain is shown in Figure 11.14. Manganese(II) is in distorted octahedral
surroundings and copper(II) is in square pyramidal surroundings. The metal ions are
aligned along the b-axis of the orthorhombic structure, while in the previous example
they formed zig-zag chains. Within the chains, two nearest neighbor ions are bridged
by an oxamato group with an Mn-Cu separation of 5.41 A. As expected, the XT versus
T plot shown in Figure 11.15 exhibits a rounded minimum about 115 K, and a very
rapid increase as the temperature is lowered further. A maximum of XT is observed,
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Figure 11.15. x,T versus T plot for MnCu(pba)(HzOh·3HzO. The inset shows the rounded
minimum of the curve at 115 K, which is the fingerprint of the ferrimagnetic chain compounds
(from ref. [11.64]).

w

Figure 11.16. Structure of Niz(edta)(HzOk2HzO with edta = ethylenediaminetetracetato.
The figure shows the chain itself and the two Ni(II) coordination spheres (from ref. [11.67]).

but at a much lower temperature than in the previous example, namely 2.3 K instead
of 7.5 K. The one-dimensional character is more pronounced. The fitting of the
magnetic data above 4.2 K leads to J =-23.4 cm- 1 . The maximum of XT at 2.3 K is
related to the onset of long-range antiferromagnetic ordering. This point will be treated
further in Section 12.6.
A completely different family of ferrimagnetic chains was investigated by Coronado et al. [11.66, 11.67]. The general formula is AB(edta)(HzO)4·2HzO where edta is
ethylenediaminetetracetato and A and B are two divalent ions. All of these compounds
are reported to be isomorphous with Az(edta)(HzO)4·2HzO, A = Ni or Zn [11.66,
11.68], the crystal structures of which have been solved. The structure of the nickel(II)
derivative is shown in Figure 11.16. There are two distinct coordination sites. In one
coordination site, a metal ion, say A, is in distorted octahedral environment involving
the oxygen atoms of the four carbonyl groups and the nitrogen atoms of edta. In the
other coordination site, B is in a less distorted octahedral environment formed by four
water molecules and two oxygen atoms of adjacent A(edta) units. Thus, two of the
four carboxylic groups of edta are bidentate bridges, and zig-zag chains [A(edta)B(H 2 0)4]n are formed. The two coordination sites have some selectivity. For instance,
Cu(II) and Ni(II) prefer the chelated sites A, and when these sites are fully occupied,
Co(II) or Mn(II) goes into the hydrated sites B. One ofthe most accurately investigated
compound of this edta family is the Ni(II)Mn(II) species [11.67]. The xTversus Tplot
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Figure 11.17. xTversus Tplot for NiMn(edta)(H20)4·2H20. Note that the temperature scale
is logarithmic. The full line in the inset corresponds to the fit with the ferrimagnetic chain model
(from ref. [11.67]).

is shown in Figure 11.17. It exhibits the expected minimum, but at very low temperature, namely 2.5 K, then a rapid increase when the temperature is lowered further, and
a sharp maximum at 0.665 K. The low temperature of the minimum of XT indicates
that the intrachain interaction is much weaker than in the previous two examples,
which is not surprising considering the structure of these edta compounds. The
maximum of XT is related to the onset of a three-dimensional antiferromagnetic
ordering, which is confirmed by a A-peak at 0.660 K in the heat capacity curve. The
magnetic data have been fitted with both the classical spin approach [Eq. (11.5.12)]
and the ring chain approach. The results of the latter areJ =-1.04 em-I gNi = 2.39, and
gMn= 1.95.
Our last example of ferrimagnetic chain concerns a compound in which the spin
carriers are alternately Mn(II) ions with local spins 5/2 and nitronyl nitroxide radicals
with local spins 1/2 [11.69, 11.70]. The structure of these organic radicals is
R

cKA/o

~

where R may be an alkyl or an aromatic group. These radicals can bind to two different
metal atoms with their two equivalent oxygen atoms, provided that the metal atoms
are strong Lewis acids. The crystal structure of Mn(hfa)2NIT-isopropyl is shown in

Figure 11.18. Structure of the chain compound Mn(hfahNIT-isopropyl with hfa =
hexafluoroacetylacetonato and NIT-isopropyl = 2-isopropyl-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-4,5-dihydro-l
H-imidazolyl-l-oxy-3-oxide (from ref. [11.69]).

Figure 11.18; hfa stands for hexafluoroacetylacetonato and NIT-isopropyl for the
radical whose exact name is 2-isopropyl-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-4,5-dihydro-l H-imidazolyl-l-oxy-3-oxide. This structure consists of chains of Mn(hfah units bridged by
NIT-isopropyl radicals. The Mn(II) ions are hexacoordinated by four oxygen atoms
from two hfa groups and two oxygen atoms from two radicals in trans positions. The
XT versus T plot increases continuously on cooling from room temperature to 7.6 K.
At this temperature, XTreaches a sharp maximum, due to three-dimensional effects,
with a value of the order of 350 cm3 K mol-I. We will discuss later the three-dimensional ordering in compounds of this kind. Here, we only discuss the one-dimensional
behavior. Mn(hfahNIT-isopropyl is a very good example of ferrimagnetic chain
compound with a large interaction parameter. The absence of a minimum in the XT
variation is due to the fact that IJI is larger than kTmax/2.98 where Tmax is the highest
temperature investigated, namely room temperature. The fitting of the magnetic data
with Eq. (11.5.14) leads to aJvalue of the order of -250 em-I.
In addition to Mn(hfahNIT-R ferrimagnetic chains, a ring chain compound of
formula [Mn(hfahNIT-Ph]6 with Ph = phenyl was described, which contains six
Mn(II)-organic radical pairs [11.71]. Its superb structure is displayed in Figure 11.19. The
six metal atoms and the O-N-C-N-O atoms ofthe six radicals define a 36-membered
macrocycle, the diameter of which can be estimated at 14.7 Afrom the separation between
two opposite manganese atoms. The xTversus Tplot for this compound is shown in Figure
11.20. Below ca. 50 K, XTis almost constant and equal to 12.5 cm3 K mol-I per Mn-radical
pair, which corresponds to a spin S = 12 for the ground state of the macrocycle.
Magnetization measurements confirm the ferrimagnetic nature ofthe ground state with
an alternation of high spins up and low spins down.
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11.7 Alternating Ferrimagnetic Chains
Since the possibilities of synthesis in molecular chemistry are almost limitless, it was
foreseeable that shortly after the regular ferrimagnetic chains, the first alternating
ferrimagnetic chains would be reported. This happened in 1988 along with a theoretical
model which is appropriate for describing the magnetic properties ofthese rather exotic
systems [11.72]. Let us start by examining this model. We will not detail the various
steps of the calculation, but just give the final result [11.73]. For this, we consider a
chain compound like

where there is alternation not only of spin carriers but also of interaction pathways.
The local spins are SA and SB, the local Zeeman factors are gA and gB and the interaction
parameters between nearest neighbors fAB(1 + a) and fAB(1 - a). The spin Hamiltonian in zero-field is
(11.7.1)

SA is assumed be large enough to be treated of as a classical spin. SB is treated as a
quantum spin. We write

J = fAB[SA(SA + 1)]1;2
Figure 11.19. Molecular structure of [Mn(hfa)zNIT-PhJ6 with NIT-Ph = 2-phenyl-4,4,5,5tetramethyl-4,5-dihydro-IH-imidazolyl-I-oxy-3-oxide (from ref. [11.71]).

G = gA[SA(SA + 1)]1;2

14
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The molar magnetic susceptibility is then given by
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Figure 11.20. XTfor Mn-radical unit versus Tplot for [Mn(hfa)zNIT-PhJ6 (from ref. [11.71]).

and

+ a)Bd/A o

(11.7.4)
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Figure 11.21. XT versus kT/1J 11curves for alternating ferrimagnetic chains with local spins
SA = 5/2 and SB = 1/2 and p = 1,213, 1/3, and O. The parameter p is defined as hUI such that
p = I corresponds to the regular ferrimagnetic chain, and p = 0 to the isolated pair. The curves
for p = 1, 2/3, and 1/3 are calculated from the classical-quantum model, whereas the curve for
p = 0 in dotted line is calculated from the quantum pair law (from ref. [11.74]).

A+=-2x

AZ = 2xz(1 + a Z)
AZ = x Z(1 - a Z)

(11.7.6)

Equations (11.7.3)-(11.7.6) are also valid for the regular ferrimagnetic chains which
were studied in the previous two sections, in which case we have a = 0, hence P = Q
and ""-= O.
The case SA = 5/2, SB = 112, for instance Mn(II)Cu(II), is obviously the most
favorable to apply Eqs. (11.7.3)-(11.7.6). Let us examine the role of the alternation
parameter a in that system [11.7.4]. We assume that the most important exchange
parameter (in absolute value) h = hB(1+a) is constant and that the other one
lz = hB(1-a) may vary. We define p as
(11.7.7)
such that p = 1 corresponds to the regular ferrimagnetic chain and p = 0 to the AB
isolated pair with J 1 interaction parameter. Figure 11.21 shows the XT versus kT11 J I
curves for p =1, 2/3, 113, and O. For the sake of simplicity gA and gB are taken both
equal to 2. For p = 1, the result is in principle similar to the result arising from Eq.
(11.5.14). However, the position of the minimum of XT is slightly different; this
minimum is obtained for kT/ J 1 = 3.12. As p decreases, the minimum ofXTis shifted
toward lower temperatures. For instance, it occurs at kT/ J 1 = 2.52 for p = 2/3 and
kT/lhl = 1.70 for p = 113. When p becomes too small, the classical-quantum approach
fails. Indeed, it leads to XT = 3.27 cm 3 K mol- I at 0 K for p = 0, whereas for an
antiferromagnetically coupled SA = 5/2, SB = 112 pair, the low-temperature limit of
xTwhen only the ground quintet state is thermally populated is XT= 2Nl~z/k (= 3.00

I I

I I

Figure 11.22. Structure of the alternating ferrimagnetic chain compound
MnCu(obp)(HzOh' 2HzO with obp =oxamido-bis(N,N'-propionato) (from ref. [11.72]).
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3
cm K mol-I for g = 2). The curve (dotted line) for p
from the expression

XT=

= 0 in Figure 11.21 is deduced

2NgZ~Z 5 + 14 exp(3J I /kT)
k

5 + 7 exp(3J I /kT)

(11.7 .8)

which is appropriate for such a pair of quantum spins.
The first reported example of alternating ferrimagnetic chain is
MnCu(obp)(HzO)3·HzO with obp = oxamidobis(propionato) [11.72]. The chain structure shown in Figure 11.22 consists of octahedral Mn(II) and planar Cu(II) ions
alternately bridged by oxamido and carboxylato groups. The Mn-Cu separations are
equal to 5.452 and 6.066 A, respectively. The variation of XT versus T presents a
rounded minimum about 40 K, characteristic of the one-dimensional ferrimagnetic
behavior, and a sharp maximum at 2.9 K, related to the onset of three-dimensional
antiferromagnetic ordering at 2.3 K. The magnetic data above 10K closely follow Eqs.
(11.7.3)-(11.7.6) with fAB(1+a) =-32(1) cm- I and fAB(1-a) =-7(1) cm- I. There is
no doubt that the interaction parameter fAB( 1+a) has to be associated with the oxamido
bridge and that fAB(1-a) with the carboxylato bridge.
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12.1 Three-Dimensional Magnetic Ordering
The essential purpose of this book is to describe the magnetic properties of molecular
entities. In most compounds those entities are well isolated from each other in a crystal
lattice. However, at low temperatures, intermolecular interactions cannot be ignored.
For any assembly of molecular species with a magnetic ground state, a
three-dimensional magnetic ordering is expected to occur at a finite temperature Te. When the intermolecular contacts are only of the van der Waals type, Te
may be very low, sometimes in the 10-2 K range. However, when hydrogen bonds are
present to provide some interaction pathways, Te may reach a few Kelvin. At temperatures above Te the orientation of each molecular spin is independent of that of its
neighbors. The length along which two adjacent molecular spins are correlated, or the
correlation length, is zero. As T is lowered and approaches the critical temperature,
the correlation length increases. Just above Te the correlation length becomes very
large, but is still finite. At Tc it becomes infinite. If the interaction between the
nearest-neighbor molecules is ferromagnetic, then the molecular spins are oriented in
a parallel fashion. Conversely, if the interaction is antiferromagnetic, the spins are
oriented in a way that two adjacent molecular spins are antiparallel. In a few cases,
when the symmetry of the crystal structure is low enough, the molecular spins may
not be rigorously antiparallel but canted, which gives rise to weak ferromagnetism.
This canting may also occur with predominantly parallel spins, which leads to the
canted ferromagnetism.
The transition from a paramagnetic state to an ordered magnetic state is generally
a second-order phase transition with a typical A-like discontinuity in the heat-capacity
curve, and characteristic susceptibility and magnetization behaviors. These aspects are
treated in detail in numerous books dealing with magnetic materials [12.1-12.4]. As
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far as we are concerned, we will focus on the behavior of assemblies of molecules
exhibiting three-dimensional ferromagnetic behavior. Propositions or speculations
were often put forward to favor ferromagnetic interactions between magnetic molecules, and to design molecular-based ferromagnets, but it was only in 1986 that
compounds of this kind were really first characterized.
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12.2 Molecular-Based Magnets
In this section we will provide some information on the magnetic behavior of
molecular-based magnets. We consider an assembly of magnetic molecules interacting
ferromagnetically, and we assume that these molecules are all of the same type. At
temperatures much higher than Te intermolecular interactions do not influence the
magnetic properties. If each molecule contains a unique magnetic center, then the
magnetic susceptibility X varies according to the Curie law, provided that there is no
first-order orbital momentum. If each molecule contains several magnetic centers, the
intramolecular interactions generally dominate. These may be either ferro- for antiferromagnetic, but, in this latter case, they must lead to a nondiamagnetic ground state.
Such a situation is achieved, for instance, for an odd number of equivalent local spins,
or for a pair of nonequivalent local spins. If we ignore intermolecular interactions for
a moment, then the molar magnetic susceptibility Xshould follow the Curie law in the
temperature range where only the molecular ground state is thermally populated, with
the Curie constant depending on the ground state spin. Actually, we assume that
significant intermolecular ferromagnetic effects are operative. If this is so, as T
decreases and approaches Te , X increases faster than anticipated for the Curie law,
which is easily detected when plotting XT versus T. XT increases more and more
rapidly on cooling. This increases in XT is related to an increase in the correlation
length. At temperatures not too close to Te the intermolecular interactions can be fairly
well accounted for by the mean-field approximation (see Sections 2.5 and 6.5). At
Te , X and XT should in principle diverge, and a spontaneous magnetization should
appear. On cooling further, the magnetization increases to a saturation value
M s = N~gS, where S is the spin associated with the molecular ground state and g is the
Zeeman factor.
In practice, when the magnetic field is rigorously zero, no magnetization is usually
detected. This is due to two factors, domain formation and demagnetizing field [12.6,
12.7]. A sample of a ferromagnetic material is generally broken into domains. Each
domain has a net magnetization in zero field, directed in a given direction. The
magnetic moments of the domains are randomly oriented within the sample such that
the resulting magnetization is zero. An external magnetic field provokes a displacement of the domain walls and the formation of a new domain structure. The magnetic
moments of the domains are no longer randomly oriented but tend to align along the
field. A magnetization M is then observed. If the sample was a monodomain, the M =
f{H) variation at T'5. T e would be as shown in Figure 12.1 with an infinite zero-field
susceptibility (dM/dH)H=O. Since domain formation is taking place, the slope of the M
versus H plot for H = 0 is very large but not infinite. It must be stressed here that the
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Figure 12.1. Field dependence of the first magnetization for a magnet below Te .

increase of M versus H is much faster for a ferromagnetic material than for a
paramagnetic system. However, if the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic samples contain the same spin carriers, then the saturation magnetizations are identical; this
saturation is reached for a much lower field in ferromagnetic samples than in paramagnetic samples (see Figure 12.1 ). The other factor that limits the zero-field susceptibility, the demagnetizing field, is due to uncompensated moments at the surface of
the sample, in the opposite direction to that of the magnetization of this sample. This
demagnetizing field can be estimated in principle if we know the geometry of the
sample.
Up to this point, in this section, we have ignored the anisotropic effects due to
spin-orbit coupling (see Chapter 7). These effects are anticipated to be negligibly small
for purely organic materials, the magnetic properties of which are associated with s or
p electrons. EPR spectroscopy of organic radicals clearly shows that the orbital
contribution is extremely weak. The resonance is always observed for g-values very
close to ge = 2.0023. On the other hand, magnetic anisotropy may be important for
metal ion-containing compounds. It leads to a preferred spin orientation, called an easy
magnetization axis. For T'5. Te , the zero-field susceptibility (dMldH)H=O is larger and
the saturation magnetization Ms is reached at a weaker field when this field is applied
along the easy magnetization axis.
There is another aspect that is quite typical of ferromagnetic materials, including
the molecular-based ferromagnets, namely, remnance and hysteresis. When the magnetic field is switched on below Te, then switched off, the field-induced magnetization
does not totally disappear, which is in contrast with what happens for paramagnetic
systems. In some cases, this remnant magnetization may be equal to the field-induced
magnetization. All the information is retained. To suppress the remnant magnetization,
it is necessary to apply a coercive field in the opposite direction. Remnant magnetization and coercive field define the hysteresis loop and confer a memory effect to the
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material. The mechanism of the hysteresis phenomenon for a ferromagnet is beyond
the scope of this book. We will just say that it takes much more time for the magnetic
moments of the ferromagnetic domains to reorient randomly when the field is switched
off than for those of paramagnetic molecules.

12.3 Orbital Degeneracy and Ferromagnetic Interaction
In Section 8.4 we saw that the antiferromagnetic interaction in an AB pair may be
interpreted as resulting from a coupling between the singlet state arising from the
ground configuration and one of the singlet states arising from the charge-transfer
configuration. This is the orthogonalized magnetic orbital view. In such an approach
it is supposed that the two magnetic orbitals a and b, centered on A and B, respectively,
are well separated in energy from both the doubly occupied orbitals of lower energy
and the vacant orbitals of higher energy. Quite a different situation might be anticipated
if the two interacting local states are orbitally degenerate or quasi-degenerate. Let us
assume that there are two degenerate orbitals al and a2 around A, and b l and b 2 around
B, with one unpaired electron around each center (see Figure 12.2). In the ground
configuration the two electrons may have parallel or antiparallel spins. The state of
lowest energy arising from the charge transfer configuration A-B+ (or A+B-) is
certainly a triplet state; the electrons occupy different orbitals in order to respect
Hund's rule. The coupling between the triplet states arising from ground and excited
configurations stabilizes the low-lying triplet state and may favor a ferromagnetic
interaction, as schematized in Figure 12.2.
These arguments have been tested theoretically on a simple system, the benzene
dimer dianion with parallel rings and D6h symmetry [12.8-12.9]. Each (C6H6t unit
has an unpaired electron occupying the 1t* twofold degenerate orbitals. The energies
of the 10 singlet and 6 triplet states arising from the various occupations of the 1t*
orbitals have been calculated using a full configuration interaction. The ground state
is found to be a triplet for any separation between the rings. A separation of 3.2 A
S=l
XB+
or
A+B-

AB

-4- -4al

-4al

--------"

(l'J

S=o

-------=;----a2

S =]

Figure 12.2. A mechanism suggested to stabilize a triplet ground state in a pair of orbitally
degenerate units.
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corresponds to the equilibrium geometry, and here the energy gap between the ground
triplet and the first excited singlet is about 1100 cm- I . This excited singlet is thus
completely depopulated, even at ambient temperature. Actually, the first excited state
is not the singlet of lowest energy but another triplet.
If, instead of a pair of benzene anions, we consider an infinite stack, the same
arguments suggest that the system might behave as a ferromagnetic chain. In principle
the requirements for applying these ideas are rather simple; we need a stack of radicals
whose symmetry is high enough to give an orbital degeneracy. This happens if the
radical has a en symmetry axis with n ~ 3. A major difficulty, however, is the
Jahn-Teller distortion, which tends to lower the molecular symmetry, and stabilize a
singlet state. This could explain, among other reasons (see below), why all efforts to
synthesize such stacks of orbitally degenerate radicals have so far been unsuccessful.
Much the same idea was put forward by McConnell [12.10] as early as 1967, which
was then reformulated in a slightly different COntext by Breslow [12.11] in 1982. In
the perspective of designing organic ferromagnets, McConnell and Breslow considered alternating stacks of donor cations D+ and acceptor anions A-where either A or
D, but not both, has a symmetry high enough to allow an orbital degeneracy. The two
situations to which McConnell explicitly referred are (1) DO is a triplet with two
unpaired electrons occupying two degenerate orbitals, and A is a closed-shell singlet;
(2) DO is a closed-shell singlet, and A is a triplet with two unpaired electrons occupying
two degenerate orbitals. In both cases D+ and A-are doublets and, if a D+A-pair is
singled out from the stack, the interaction within D+A-gives rise to a low-lying singlet
and a low-lying triplet. According to McConnell, coupling between the ground
configuration D+A-and the backward charge-transfer configuration DOA stabilizes
the low-lying triplet, and therefore favors ferromagnetic coupling, as schematized in
Figure 12.3.
Breslow assumed that DO and A were such efficient donor and acceptor, respectively, that D 2+A 2- is lower in energy than DOA 0. In other words, the forward charge
transfer is favored with respect to the backward charge transfer. He then considered
the two following situations: (1) DO is highly symmetrical, and has two orbitally
degenerate highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO), and A, which has a lower
symmetry, has a nondegenerate lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The
ground states of D+ and D 2+ are then an orbitally degenerate spin doublet and an
orbitally nondegenerate spin triplet, respectively. Those of A-and A 2- are an orbitally
nondegenerate spin doublet and a closed-shell spin singlet, respectively, as

°

°

°

°
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Figure 12.3. The McConnell mechanism supposed to favor a ferromagnetic interaction in a
D+A-pair singled out from a D+A-alternated stack. It must be stressed here that the validity

of the mechanism is questionable. Indeed, even if they are higher in energy, the singlet states
arising from the backward charge-transfer configuration may couple efficiently with the
low-lying singlet state, and stabilize this state.

(2)AO is highly symmetric, and has two degenerate LUMOs, and DO, which has a lower
symmetry, has a nondegenerate HOMO. The situation is then as

+
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Due to Hund's rule, in both cases the lowest state arising from D 2+A 2- is a triplet and
coupling between D+A-and D 2+A 2- stabilizes the triplet of lower energy. At the scale
of an infinite stack this would lead to one-dimensional ferromagnetic behavior.
To test this strategy, Breslow et al. synthesized a large number of new aromatic
molecules of high symmetry. However, they never observed any ferromagnetic interaction [12.12-12.15]. Actually, all synthetic efforts to test this McConnell-Breslow
mechanism up to now have failed, a situation that pushed the theoreticians to investigate the status of this mechanism in a more thorough manner. Indeed, the arguments
above are far oversimple. To show this, let us examine the situations proposed by
Breslow (the discussion would be quite similar if we examined the McConnell
schemes). It is true that the lowest state arising from D 2+A 2- is a spin triplet, but, in
addition to this triplet state, there are three singlet states, two of which are possibly
degenerate. This situation is reminiscent of what happens in the dioxygen molecule.
The states arising from the (1tg )2 ground configuration for O2 are 3L;; , which is the
lowest, and lLlg and lL~ . The energy separations between triplet and singlet states
arising from the D 2+A 2- configuration when the symmetry group contains a C3 or C6
rotation axis are as
_ _ _ _ _ IA

I

-i-IE
2ko

2ko

_---'--~

3A

where kO is the one-site exchange integral < al(i)a2U)llIrij IalU)a2(i) >, and al and
a2 are the two degenerate orbitals for DO or A 0. The coupling between the singlet states
arising from D 2+A 2-, and D+A-stabilizes the low-lying singlet state, in the same way
as the coupling between the two triplet states stabilizes the low-lying triplet state. It
has been demonstrated that if kO is smaller than the energy gap U between D2 +A 2- and
D+A-, then the low-lying singlet state is more stabilized than the low-lying triplet, and
the overall interaction is antiferromagnetic. The condition kO < U seems to occur in
most real situation. If this is so, the McConnell-Breslow mechanism does not operate,
as emphasized in Figure 12.4. If the symmetry of the D+A-pair is described by groups
containing fourfold rotation or rotation-reflexion operations, then the situation is a
little more complicated. The states arising from D 2+A 2- are all orbitally nondegenerate,
and may be labeled as 3A + 1B + 1B + 1A. In this situation it has also been shown that
the validity of the McConnell-Breslow mechanism is rather unlikely [12.16].
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Figure 12.4. Criticism of the McConnell-Breslow mechanism in the case where the donor

unit has two degenerate highest occupied molecular orbitals, and that the forward charge-transfer configuration D2+A2- is lower in energy than the backward one. In the original formulation
ofthis mechanism the four singlet states arising from D2+A2- are neglected, so that the low-lying
triplet is lower than the low-lying singlet.
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The crystal structure of an acetonitrile solvate [Fe(MesCsh] [TCNE]-MeCN consists
of chains of alternating [Fe(MesCsht and [TCNEr units with a Fe-Fe separation
along the chain of 10.42 A. [TCNEr lies between the essentially parallel MesC s rings,
while the adjacent TCNE and MesCs planes are not rigorously parallel, making a
dihedral angle of 2.8°. The shortest interchain separation is equal to 8.23 A and is
associated with pairs of chains in which the cation of one of the chains has the anion
of the other chain as nearest neighbor, as schematized in Figure 12.5. It should be noted
that this MeCN solvate is not the compound whose physical properties were investigated. This solvate easily loses its MeCN molecule with a transformation of the lattice
from monoclinic to orthorhombic. The structure of the orthorhombic phase is strongly
disordered and it has not been possible to refine it properly. All magnetic studies,
however, were performed with this desolvated orthorhombic phase.
Let us now present the main physical properties of [Fe(MesCsh][TCNE]. The XT
versus T plot increases as T is lowered, and follows the expected behavior of a
Heisenberg ferromagnetic chain compound. The intrachain interaction parameter is
found to be J = 26 cm- l . The temperature dependence of the magnetization of a
polycrystalline sample within the magnetic field of the earth shows a break at Te = 4.8
K, then saturates at a value close to 2 X 103 cm 3 G mol- l (see Figure 12.6) when cooling
below Te . The magnetization of a single crystal at 4.2 K saturates at a value of 1.6 x
104 cm 3 G mol- l for a magnetic field parallel to the chain axis of a few tens of gauss.
This value M s of the saturation magnetization is interpreted as resulting from the

12.4 Ferromagnetic Transitions in
Decamethylferrocenium Tetracyanoethenide
and Other Decamethylmetallocenium
Charge-Transfer Salts
In 1987 Miller et al. characterized a ferromagnetic transition in the organometallic
donor-acceptor salt decamethylferrocenium tetracyanoethenide [12.17-12.19]. This
compound is obtained by a simple reaction in acetonitrile between decamethylferrocene Fe(MesCsh and tetracyanoethylene (TCNE), which play the role of electron
donor and acceptor, respectively:

--.''''
::=a=:=:
-

-

"-.--'"

~.

Fe

Figure 12.5. Crystal structure of [Fe(MesCsh][TCNE]. The figure shows only two stacks

with the shortest interstack separation (from ref. [12.17]).
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Figure 12.6. Temperature dependence of the magnetization for [Fe(MesCshJ [TCNEI within
the magnetic field of the earth (from ref. [12.17]).

ferromagnetic alignment of the spins S = 1/2 of the donor D+ and acceptor A-units
with parallel g-factors gD = 4 and gA = 2:
(12.4.1)
The magnetization versus field loop at 2 K shows a pronounced hysteresis effect with
a coercive field of the order of 103 G (see Figure 12.7).
All these experimental data are consistent with the following description of
[Fe(MesCsh] [TCNE]. The 1/2 spins associated with both donor and acceptor units
are strongly coupled along the chains in a ferromagnetic fashion (J = 26 em-I); the
ferromagnetic chains are weakly coupled on the scale of the crystal lattice, again in a
ferromagnetic fashion. It results that the compound exhibits bulk ferromagnetic
properties with a spontaneous magnetization below Tc =4.8 K.
The discovery of a ferromagnetic transition in [Fe(MesCsh[TCNE] provoked a
great impulse among the chemists working in the field of molecular magnetism, and
soon after this discovery at least three novel decamethylmetallocenium charge-transfer
salts ordering ferromagnetically were characterized. These are two decamethylmanganocenium derivatives, namely [Mn(MesCsh] [TCNQ] (TCNQ = tetracyanoquinodimethane) [12.20], and [Mn(MesCsh] [TCNE] [12.21] with Tc = 6.2 and 8.8 K,
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Figure 12.7. Field-dependent magnetization at 2 K and 4.7 K for a single-crystal of
[Fe(MesCshUTCNEJ oriented with the stacking axis parallel to the applied magnetic field. The
hysteresis loop shows a coercive field of 1000 G at 2 K, and 30 G at 4.7 K (from ref. [12.19]).

respectively, and the chromocenium derivative [Cr(MesCsh] [TCNE] with Tc = 3.1 K
[12.22]. In addition, other decamethylmetallocenium derivatives were found to exhibit
metamagnetic behavior, i.e., stabilization of a ferromagnetic-like state when applying
a magnetic field. This is the case for [Fe(MesC sh][TCNQHI2.23] and
[Mn(MesCsh] [M(tfdh]' where Mis Ni, Pd, or Pt, and tfd is bis(trifluoromethyl)ethylenedithiolato [12.24].
The problem now is how to understand the mechanism of intra- and intermolecular ferromagnetic interactions. Miller et al. attributed the ferromagnetic
behavior of [Fe(MesCsh] [TCNE] to the McConnell-Breslow mechanism. The
3d metal orbitals of iron in the crystal field due to the MesC s rings are split
into al(d/), e2(di-landdxy), and el(dyzanddzx) with the relative energies as
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Figure 12.8. Energy scheme and spatial distribution for the molecular orbitals of g symmetry
for the decamethylferrocenium cation (from ref. [12.28])

£(al) ::; £(e2) « £(el); al is very close to, or possibly accidentally degenerate with e2.
The z axis is along the fivefold symmetry axis, and the x and y axes are perpendicular
to the ring planes (see also Figure 12.8). For the sake of simplicity the subscripts g of
the irreducible representations of DSd have been omitted. For neutral Fe(MesCsh the
ground configuration is (al)2(e2)4, and for the monocation [Fe(Me sC s)2t the ground
configuration is (al)2(e2p with a local spin doublet state. For neutral TCNE the first
antibonding orbitaln* is empty, and for the monoanion [TCNEr it is singly occupied
such that the local ground state is also a spin doublet. The interaction between the
unpaired electrons of D+ and A-leads to singlet and triplet states. Furthermore, it was
assumed that D 2+A2- was low enough in energy to interact with D+A-. The configuration of lower energy is (al)2(e2f for D 2+, and (n*)2 for A2-, which leads to a triplet
state for a D 2+A2- pair singled out from the stack. The interaction between the two
triplets, arising from D+A-and D 2+A2-, stabilizes the former, which corresponds to a
ferromagnetic interaction:

8=1

This mechanism was assumed to work both for intra- and interchain interactions.
At first sight, this interpretation seems to be satisfying. However, some objections
may be raised, which actually makes its validity quite doubtful. First, we pointed out
in Section 12.3 that this McConnell-Breslow mechanism may not be of the general
validity that was assumed during two decades. Furthermore, nothing proves that
D 2+A 2- is lower in energy than DOAo. Finally, and this may well be the most serious
objection, the stabilization of the low-lying triplet state due to the D+A -JD2+A2coupling is roughly proportional to the square of a transfer integral of the form
<e2(i)lh(i)ln*(i» (the e2 orbitals may have both x 2
andxy symmetry). If we neglect
the small dihedral angle between MesCs and TCNE planes, then the e2 orbitals of
Fe(MesCs)2 and n* orbital of TCNE are strictly orthogonal, and the two integrals
<e2(i)lh(i)ln*(i» are zero [12.25]. Even by taking into account this angle, the values
of these integrals remain extremely small, and does not explain the stabilization of the
low-lying triplet of ca. 26 em-I. An alternative and more simple interpretation would
consist of saying that in [Fe(MesCshJ [TCNEJ the magnetic orbitals e2 for D+ and
n* for A-are orthogonal (if we neglect the dihedral angle between MesC s and TCNE
planes) or quasi-orthogonal, which favors a ferromagnetic interaction (see Section
8.6). But, here again, a severe objection may be raised. The stabilization of the triplet
state with respect to the singlet state in the case of strict orthogonality of the magnetic
orbitals is governed by the two-electron exchange integrals
<e2(i)n*(j)ll/rij Ie2(j)n*(i». Such integrals are nonvanishing only when there are some
zones of space where the overlap densities e2(i)n*(i) have significant values (see, for
instance, Figure 8.24). Apparently this is not the case. The two e2 orbitals are very
weakly delocalized toward the MesCs rings, and therefore also toward the TCNE
units. In turn, the n* orbital vanishes in the vicinity of the iron atom.
At this stage, it is quite informative to examine what the McConnell-Breslow
mechanism predicts for the decamethylchromocenium charge-transfer salts. The al
and e2 orbitals are quasi-degenerate such that the ground configuration for D+ =
[Cr(CsMesht is (ale2)3 with a 3/2 spin. The interaction between D+ and A-leads to
S = 1 and 2 states. Let us now consider D 2+A2-. The configuration of lower energy is
(al e2)2 for D 2+, and (n*)2 for A2-, which leads to an S = 1 state for a D 2+A2- pair. The
coupling between the two S = 1 states, arising from D+A-and A2+A2-, stabilizes the
former. This corresponds to an antiferromagnetic interaction between D+ and A-, and
since there is no compensation of the magnetic moments, to ferrimagnetic D+A-stacks.
We have seen that [Cr(MesCshJ [TCNEJ presents both intra- and interstack ferromag-
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netic interactions, and orders ferromagnetically at Tc =3.1 K. One objection might be
that in that case the charge-transfer configuration of interest is DOA instead ofD z+Az-.
Unfortunately, the configurations of lowest energy for DO and A are (at ez)4 and (n*)o,
respectively, and the lowest state arising from DOA is again a triplet. Therefore, the S
= 1 low-lying state may also be stabilized by the D+A-lDoA coupling.
Two alternative interpretations of the ferromagnetism in [Fe(MesCsh] [TCNE]
have been put forward. Before examining these interpretations, it is worth taking a
more careful look at the orbital energy scheme of the ferrocenium cation depicted
in Figure 12.8. Only orbitals of g symmetry are represented; these of u symmetry
cannot combine with the d metal orbitals. The at and ez orbitals have only
negligible contributions from the CsMes rings. The et orbitals just above are
mainly metallic orbitals, but have rather large antibonding contributions from the
rings, and hence the et* notation in Figure 12.8. The orbitals just below at have
also the et symmetry with a dominant ring character and rather large bonding
contributions from the metal.
One of the possible mechanisms for the ferromagnetic interaction involves the
coupling between D+A-and an excited configuration of DOA corresponding to the
electron transfer from n* of A-toward et * of D+. In Section 9.4 we saw that such a
transfer from a singly occupied orbital of one unit toward an empty orbital of the other
unit favors the ferromagnetic interaction. The matrix elements <et *(i)lh(i)ln*(i» may
be rather large due to delocalization of the el * orbitals toward the rings, and the
subsequent ring-TCNE overlaps [12.26].
Another attractive mechanism is based on spin polarization effects (see Section
12.6). Since the ez orbitals are almost pure metal orbitals, the unpaired electron of
[Fe(MesCsh]+ in a molecular orbital description (at the SCF level) is essentially
localized on the iron atom. In fact, if a Cl treatment is performed, significant negative
spin densities are found on the rings, in addition to the dominant positive spin density
on the metal, a situation which is substantiated by NMR experiments. The excited
configuration of [Fe(CsMesht that plays the key role in the appearance of negative
spin density on the rings is that where an electron is promoted from el to et * orbitals.
The ferromagnetic interaction along the stacks of [Fe(CsMeshHTCNE] is then attributed to the coupling between the negative spin densities on the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl rings and the positive spin densities on the nearest neighbor TCNE- units
[12.27, 12.28].
Both mechanisms we have just described are plausible. Furthermore, and this is an
important point, they lead to predictions which are in total agreement with the experimental
findings for the other decamethylmetallocenium charge-transfer salts [12.29].
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interaction between the D+ and A-units, the metal ions with their d orbitals play an
essential role. In contrast, this section will be devoted to n radical compounds with
unpaired electrons arising from atomic 2p orbitals in which intermolecular ferromagnetic interactions are observed.
One of the most interesting although not yet fully elucidated cases of intermolecular
ferromagnetic interaction is provided by the galvinoxyl radical. The molecular structure is as

with an unpaired electron shared between the two symmetrically related halves of the
molecule. At room temperature, in the solid state, galvinoxyl forms one-dimensional
stacking columns along the c direction of the monoclinic lattice as shown in Figure
12.9 [12.30]. The molecular units are nearly planar. Magnetic measurements reveal
rather large intermolecular ferromagnetic interactions in the 300-85 K temperature
range [12.31, 12.32]. The magnetic susceptibility increases much faster than expected
for isolated radicals as the temperature is lowered. The data have been fitted by the

a

12.5 Intermolecular Ferromagnetic Interactions and
Ferromagnetic Transition in Organic Radicals
The metallocenium charge-transfer salts we described in the previous section cannot
be considered as purely organic ferromagnets. Whatever the exact mechanism of the

Figure 12.9. Crystal structure of galvinoxyl at room temperature (from ref. [12.30]).
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The tanol radicals in the crystallographic ac plane are ferromagnetically coupled while
antiferromagnetic interaction operates along the b axis. Below 0.39 K tanol suberate
orders antiferromagnetically in zero field. When a field of 60 G is applied, the ground
state becomes ferromagnetic-like. Tanol suberate may be described as an organic
metamagnet [12.38, 12.39].
In 1991 Kinoshita et al. reported the first purely organic molecular compound
(containing only C, H, N, and 0 elements) exhibiting a ferromagnetic transition. This
compound is the p-nitrophenyl nitronyl nitroxide radical:

o

Curie-Weiss law (see Section 2.6) using a positive Weiss constant of 11 K, which
corresponds to an interaction parameter J of the order of 10 em-I, assuming that
galvinoxyl behaves magnetically as a chain compound. At 85 K quite an abrupt phase
transition occurs, and most of the paramagnetism vanishes. These unusual susceptibility data are shown in Figure 12.10. Heat capacity measurements indicate that this
phase transition is of the first order with a large entropy changeAS= 18.87 J K- I mol-I
[12.33]. The crystal structure below 85 K has not yet been determined. We can
anticipate, however, that the phase transition is accompanied by a dimerization of the
galvinoxyl units, affording antiferromagnetically coupled pairs. This interpretation is
substantiated by the fact that at 77 K the EPR spectrum shows a fine structure
characteristic of a triplet state [12.34, 12.35]. The intermolecular interaction between
adjacent units is therefore ferromagnetic above 85 K and antiferromagnetic below 85
K, which suggests a very subtle mechanism. Perhaps, a small change in the separation
between the molecular units along the columns may be sufficient to modify the sign
of the interaction parameter.
The phase transition at 85 K can be suppressed by mixing some hydrogalvinoxyl
into galvinoxyl. Hydrogalvinoxyl is the closed-shell precursor of galvinoxyl [12.36,
12.37]. The crystal structures of both compounds are isomorphous. For a 6/1 mixed
crystal of galvinoxyl and hydrogalvinoxyl the magnetic susceptibility follows the
Curie-Weiss law with a positive Weiss constant down to 2 K; the intermolecular
ferromagnetic interaction is retained. However, there is no three-dimensional ferromagnetic ordering, perhaps because the interchain interactions are negligibly weak.
Some other cases of intermolecular ferromagnetic interaction between organic
radicals have been reported. The interaction parameters, however, are very small, at
the most of the order of 1 em-I. Among these cases, we can mention the tanol suberate
whose structure is as

)=J)---<~)-NO'
f
N
\

' _..

o

Four crystallographic phases of this compound have been characterized [12.4012.44]. Their crystal structures consist of two-dimensional arrangements of molecular
units with rather short contacts between the nitro group of a unit and the nitroxide
group of adjacent units. All phases display a Curie-Weiss behavior down to 2 K with
positive Weiss constants of the order of one or two K. The zero-field magnetic
susceptibility below 3 K for the y phase, shown in Figure 12.11, presents a break at
T c = 0.60 K, which indicates a ferromagnetic transition. The heat capacity curve also
shown in Figure 12.11 displays a A-shaped anomaly at Tc , characteristic of a
three-dimensional phase transition [12.45]. In 1993 another purely organic ferromagnet was reported, with Tc = 1.48 K [10.111].

12.6 Spin Polarization and Intermolecular
Ferromagnetic Interactions
For all the examples reported in the preceding section the mechanism of the intermolecular ferromagnetic interactions is far from being perfectly understood even if some
suggestions have been put forward [12.46].
At present, the most attractive strategy for obtaining such ferromagnetic interactions was proposed by McConnell as early as 1963 [12.47]. This strategy is based on
the concept of spin polarization. We already mentioned this concept in Chapter 8 and
Section 12.4, but it seems important to give more information.
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Figure 12.11. Temperature dependence of the zero-field magnetic susceptibility (top) and of
the heat capacity (bottom) for theyphase ofp-nitrophenyl nitronyl nitroxide (from ref. [12.45]).

Let us consider a radical with one unpaired electron. In molecular orbital theory, at
the SCF level, this electron is described by the highest occupied molecular orbital, also
cal1ed the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO). This orbital may be delocalized
on the whole molecule or on a part of the molecule. If so, the spin density is also
delocalized, but is positive (or zero) in any point of space. At this stage, it is probably
worth specifying that the spin density is expressed in N~ A-3. The integration of the
spin density over the whole space gives the saturation magnetization N~gS, which is
equal to 1 N~ for an organic monoradical. The molecular space is usual1y divided into
atomic regions. The integration of the spin density over those regions gives the atomic
spin populations. The sum of the atomic spin populations within a molecule is again
equal to N~gS. This SCF view in which the spin density is positive or zero everywhere
is far too oversimplified. It is experimental1y wel1 known, from EPR spectroscopy or
polarized neutron diffraction (PND) studies for instance, that the spin population on
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certain atoms may be negative, i.e., in opposition to the total spin of the unpaired
electron. From a theoretical point of view, there are two ways of calculating negative
spin densities, namely the spin-unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) approach, and the
spin-restricted Hartree-Fock approach fol1owed by configuration interaction (RHF +
Cl). It is not the goal of this book to discuss thoroughly these approaches. However,
it might be useful to give some additional information.
The UHF approach consists of assuming that for the ith doubly occupied orbital
level of an open-shel1 molecule the <p? orbital occupied by an electron with a spin has
neither the same spatial distribution nor the same energy as the <PP orbital occupied
by an electron with ~ spin. The aim of such an assumption is to account for the fact
that the a unpaired electron in the SOMO does not interact with the a electron of
<Pia in exactly the same way as with the ~ electron of <pill. Thus, a monodeterminental
wavefunction built from the occupied orbitals may give positive as wel1 as negative
spin populations. The calculation does not require any coupling with excited states,
which is certainly an advantage compared to the RHF + CI approach. This UHF
description, however, has a serious defect; the wavefunctions are no longer exact
eigenfunctions of the spin operator SZ. In other words, for a monoradical the description of the spin doublet ground state is contaminated by some contributions of higher
spin multiplicity, spin quartet, sextet. ... Some techniques exist that annihilate this
contamination, but they are rather difficult to implement, and do not provide an unique
solution. A consequence of this contamination is that the spin-unrestricted approach
systematical1y overestimates the spin polarization. The negative spin populations
which are calculated can be as much as twice as large as the values deduced from EPR
or PND experiments.
In the RHF method each doubly occupied orbital has a unique energy. As we
mentioned, the unpaired electron is entirely described by the highest occupied molecular orbital, and the spin density is positive or zero everywhere. A more realistic view
ofthe spin distribution is obtained through the interaction of the SCF ground state with
excited states of the same symmetry. This is cal1ed the configuration interaction. The
calculation may be tedious, but in general leads to atomic spin populations in fairly
good agreement with the values deduced from the experiment.
A classical example of spin polarization is that of the al1yl radical CHzCHCHz. The
three 1t molecular orbitals <Pi i = 1 to 3, built from the three 2pz atomic orbitals noted
<!>A, <!>B, and <!>c (A and C note the terminal carbon atoms, and B the central one) are in
the Hiickel approximation [12.48]:

<PI = (1I2)(<!>A + -Y2<!>B + <!>c)
<pz = (-Y2I2(<!>A - <!>c)

<P3 = (1I2)(<!>A - -Y2<!>B + <!>c)

(12.6.1)

These molecular orbitals are shown in Figure 12.12; <PI and <P3 are symmetrical, and
<pz is antisymmetrical with regard to the mirror-plane perpendicular to the molecular
plane; in other respects, <PI is bonding, <pz is nonbonding, and <P3 is antibonding. At
the SCF level, the ground configuration is <PIZ <PZI. The unpaired electron is described
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AC and the local doublet for B. The component M s = 1/2 of the ground state
wavefunction is obtained by using the Clebsh-Gordon coefficients (see Annex 6) as
(12.6.3)
so that the atomic spin populations are found as

+

+
<Jl1

+

In contrast with the molecular orbital approach at the SCF level, the Heitler-London
approach overestimates the negative spin density on the central carbon atom.
After this digression let us return to the McConnell strategy. This requires molecular
units showing noncompensating regions of positive and negative spin densities, a
situation that may arise from the spin polarization effect. The second step consists of
assembling these units within the crystal lattice in such a way that the positive spin
density of a unit interacts in a up-down fashion with the negative spin density of the
adjacent unit. Thus, all the molecular spins are aligned along the same direction as

configuration
interaction

PA = 0.50

PA = 0.59

Pc = 0.50

Pc = 0.59

PB = 0

PB = -0.18

(12.6.4)

PB =-113

+

-4SCF
level

PA = Pc = 2/3

Figure 12.12. Schematic representation of the TC molecular orbitals, and atomic spin populations in the allyl radical CH2CHCH2.

by <P2, and the spin density on the central carbon atom is zero. This description neglects
the fact that the interaction between the ex electron in <P2 and the ex electron in <PI is
slightly weaker than the interaction between the ex electron in <P2 and the ~ electron in
<Pl· A more accurate description of the spin distribution in the ground state is obtained
by coupling the state arising from the ground configuration and the state of the same
symmetry arising from the monoexcited configuration <PII<P2 I<P3 I. If we do this, a
negative spin density appears on the central carbon atom, and in turn the positive spin
densities on the terminal carbon atoms are enhanced. Experiments and accurate
calculations give the atomic spin populations PA = Pc = 0.59 and PB = -0.18 [12.49].
It is worth making a short digression here. The atomic spin populations may be also
deduced from the HDVV formalism, which is strictly equivalent to the Heitler-London approach. The spin Hamiltonian is then
(12.6.2)
where SA, SB, and Sc are the local spin operators for the carbon atoms, each carrying
an unpaired electron. The A-B and B-C bonds correspond to a negative J value;
the 1t electrons tend to align antiparallel. The interaction between the three 1t
electrons gives rise to two doublets and a quartet (see Section 10.1). The lowest
doublet arises from the antiferromagnetic coupling between the triplet pair state for

which corresponds to intermolecular ferromagnetic interactions.
The efficiency of this mechanism was nicely demonstrated by Iwamura et al. as
follows [12.50]: The diphenylcarbene has a triplet ground state (see Section 12.7).
Furthermore, spin polarization results in an alternation of the spin densities (see
Section 12.7) as

a
a a
a

Iwamura incorporated two diphenylcarbene units in the [2,2]paracyclophane skeleton.
Pseudoortho, pseudometa, and pseudopara dicarbenes were obtained by photolysis of
the corresponding diazo compounds (see Figure 12.13). By analysis of the temperature
dependence of the EPR signal intensities it was found that the pseudoortho and
pseudopara derivatives have quintet ground states while the pseudometa derivative
has a singlet ground state. For both the pseudoortho and pseudopara compounds the
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first excited state is the triplet state; in the former this triplet is located at 63 em-I above
the quintet, which corresponds to an interaction parameter between the two carbenes
J = 31.5 em-I; in the latter the triplet is located at about 100 em-I above the quintet,
and J is equal to 50 em-I. For the pseudometa derivative the triplet is located at 93
em-I above the singlet, and J is equal to -93 em-I. The McConnell mechanism based
on spin polarization is perfectly in line with these findings, as emphasized in Figure
12.13. For the pseudoortho and pseudopara derivatives the spin up-spin down
interactions between nearest-neighbor carbon atoms of different carbene units favor
overall parallel alignment of molecular spins. On the contrary, for the pseudometa
derivative the intermolecular spin up-spin down interactions favor antiparallel alignment of molecular spins.
In spite of its elegance this interpretation has a weak point that would deserve to
be examined in a more thorough manner; the intermolecular interactions between
second nearest neighbors are totally neglected, while they act in a way that opposes
the interactions between first nearest neighbors.
Spin polarization may also lead to a large positive spin density at the center of the
molecular unit and some negative spin density at the periphery. Such a unit may couple
ferromagnetically with a radical, for instance in a donor-acceptor stack, as
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In Section 12.4 we saw that such a mechanism has been proposed to account for the
ferromagnetic behavior of [Fe(CsMeshHTCNE] and other decamethylmetallocenium
charge-transfer salts.
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A very important approach to purely organic ferromagnets has been developed since
the beginning of the sixties, essentially by Japanese groups. The pioneering papers
along this line were written by Higuchi [12.51]. The field was recently reviewed by
Iwamura [12.52]. The approach is based on the concept of topological degeneracy in
alternant hydrocarbons, which was first introduced by Longuet-Higgins [12.53]. The
possibility of designing ferromagnetic polymers using this concept was first recognized by Mataga [12.54].
Simple molecular orbital theory at the Hiickel level predicts that an alternant
hydrocarbon with n carbon atoms has at least n - 2t singly occupied nonbonding 1t
molecular orbitals, t being the maximum number of double bonds occurring in any
resonance structure. Let us apply this idea to the three isomers of benzoquinodimethane:
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This formulation may also be viewed in another way. A starred atom corresponds to
an up-spin and an unstarred atom to a down-spin,

5=0

5=1

5=0
l-

I

The number of carbon atoms is eight, and the maximum number of double bonds is
four for the ortho-, three for the meta-, and four for the para-isomers. It follows that
the ortho- and para-isomers should have a closed-shell ground state with all of the 1t
electrons occupying bonding molecular orbitals, and that the meta-isomer should have
a triplet ground state with two unpaired electrons occupying nonbonding molecular
orbitals. A Hiickel calculation leads to the following molecular orbital scheme:

++

0
1.126 13

*-#-

which again leads to an S = 1 molecular spin for the meta-benzoquinodimethane. The
alternation of up- and down-spins results from the spin polarization effect. 1H ENDOR
data nicely confirms this spin alternation [12.59, 12.60].
Both molecular orbital and valence-bond theories predict that the polyradicals of
the type

o

CH

CH

m·1

1.414[3

2.17413

where pis the transfer integral of the Hiickel method. A more sophisticated molecular
orbital calculation with an extensive CI indicates that the triplet state is stabilized by
almost 3000 cm- 1 with respect to the first excited singlet state [12.55].
The nature of the ground state in alternant hydrocarbons can also be predicted
within the framework of valence-bond approaches. Ovchinnikov [12.56], and then
Klein [12.57, 12.58] proposed the following formulation: the carbon atoms in alternant
hydrocarbons are starred in such a way that there are as many stars created as possible
and no two stars come next to each other. The numbers of starred and unstarred atoms
are then n* and n, respectively. If we do so, the spin associated with the ground state
is S = (n* - n)/2. We can easily check that for ortho- and para-benzoquinodimethane
n* and n are equal to 4, and S is equal to zero. On the other hand, for the meta-derivative, n* and n are equal to 5 and 3, respectively, and S is equal to 1 as schematized:

consisting of methylphenyl units connected in meta-positions will have an S = ml2 ground
state. In the diradical with m =2 the stabilization ofthe spin triplet ground state with respect
to the spin singlet excited state is estimated to be as large as J = 3300 cm-1 [12.61].
In the metaphenyl polyradicals drawn above the unpaired electrons occupy 1t
orbitals. If the -CH- groups between two phenyl rings are replaced by -Ccarbene functions, there are m new unpaired electrons occupying a-type localized
orbitals in addition to the m unpaired electrons occupying 1t orbitals. On each carbenic
site the a and 1t orbitals are orthogonal, and the local spin state is a triplet. For instance,
in a monocarbene like

R

"v'

R

there are two unpaired electrons occupying the nonbonded orbitals of a and 1t
symmetry, respectively, and the ground state is actually a triplet. Such a carbene is
relatively stable ifR is a phenyl group. We now consider the benzene-l,3-bis-phenylmethylene:

o o o
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with a meta substitution on the central ring. One unpaired electron of each divalent
carbon atom remains in a 0" orbital essentially localized on the carbon atom, while the
other participates in conjugation with the It system of the aromatic rings. There are
two It orbitals of this kind, which may be nearly degenerate with the two singly
occupied 0" orbitals. It follows that the four electrons occupy four quasi-degenerate
orbitals, and that the ground state is expected to be a quintet. Independently, Itoh
[12.62] and Wassermann [12.63] demonstrated that the EPR spectrum of this dicarbene
was characteristic of an S = 2 ground state.
Along the same line, the benzene-1,3,5-tris-phenylmethylene

o

o
was found to exhibit an S =3 ground state [12.64, 12.65].
In a very impressive synthetic effort Iwamura et al. were able to develop this
strategy up to the linear tetracarbene [12.66-12.69], to the linear pentacarbene [12.70]:

o

o
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They proved unambiguously that the ground state is a spin nonet, S = 4, for the
tetracarbene, a spin undecet, S =5, for the pentacarbene, and a spin tridecet, S =6, for
the hexacarbene. Let us detail a little the physical data concerning the tetracarbene. It
should be pointed out that this tetracarbene is very unstable and needs to be stabilized
in a matrix of benzophenone, and even then, it decomposes above 100 K. The EPR
spectrum of the doped matrix shows an eight-line pattern corresponding to the b.Ms =
±1 allowed transitions A± (Ms = ±4 ~ M s = ±3), B± (Ms = ±3 ~ M s = ±2),
C± (Ms = ±2 ~ M s = ±1), and D± (Ms = ±1 ~ M s = 0). The relative separations are
(A_-A+)/(B_-B+)/( C_-C+)I(D_-D+) close to 7/5/3/1, and the relative integrated intensities are A±/B±/C±/D± = 4/7/9/10 as expected for an S = 4 state with a nearly axial
zero-field splitting. The product of intensity and temperature is constant up to 100 K,
which indicates that only the nonet ground state is thermally populated. The EPR
spectrum does not actually show any signal associated with thermally populated
triplet, quintet or septet states in this temperature range. The magnetization curve for
this tetracarbene closely follows Eq. (2.2.7) with S = 4. At 2.1 K a saturation
magnetization of 8 N~ is reached for magnetic fields higher than 2.5 x 104 G. The
magnetic susceptibility of the tetracarbene doped in crystalline benzophenone follows
the Curie law expected for an S =4 ground state well separated in energy from the first
excited states.
Until now, all efforts to assemble these high-spin polycarbenes within a matrix in
a ferromagnetic fashion have failed. Instead, weak intermolecular antiferromagnetic
interactions were detected. Despite this, there is no doubt that the stabilization of a
high-spin state by topological degeneracy is a breakthrough in molecular magnetism.
It is quite remarkable that only the high-spin state is thermally populated; the interaction parameter for the benzene-1 ,3-bis-phenymethylene is of the order of 103 cm- I .
The two directions in which progress is expected are the chemical stabilization of
compounds and their polymerization.

then to the branch-chain hexacarbene [12.71]:

12.8 Magnetic Ordering of Ferrimagnetic Chains

o o

o
o

o

Another approach in the design of molecular-based compounds exhibiting a magnetic
transition consists of assembling ferrimagnetic chains within a crystal lattice in a
ferromagnetic fashion. Such an approach was first applied successfully in the case of
the compound MnCu(pbaOH)(H zO)3 with pba = 2-hydroxy-1,3-propylenebis(oxamato) [12.72]. The structure of this compound consists of Mn(II)Cu(II) chains which
are almost identical to those encountered in MnCu(pba)(HzO)3' 2H zO (see Section 11.6
and Figure 11.14). These two compounds are abbreviated hereafter as MnCu(pbaOH)
and MnCu(pba), respectively. The crystal lattices, however, are different (see Figure
12.14). For both compounds the structure is orthorhombic, and the chains run along
the b axis. Along the c axis the chains are related by a unit-cell translation with
Mn-Mn and Cu-Cu shortest interchain separations. The structural difference between the two compounds concerns the relative positions of the chains along the a
axis. The shortest metal-metal separations between neighboring chains in the a
direction are Cu-Cu and Mn-Mn in MnCu(pba), and Mn-Cu in MnCu(pbaOH).
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Such a difference may be described as follows: in the pbaOH compound, every other
chain is displaced by almost half of a repeat unit along the b-axis compared to the
MnCu(pba) compound, as schematized by

M1
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Cu
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Cu
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Cu
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M1

Cu
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Cu

Cu

M1

Cu

M1

MnCu(pba)

Relative positions of the chains along the a axis for MnCu(pba)(HzO))- 2H zO
(top) and MnCu(pbaOH)(HzOh (bottom). The shortest interchain metal-metal separations
along the a direction are shown as dotted lines (from ref. [12.72]).

Figure 12.14.

~

b

MnCu(pbaOH)

The magnetic properties of MnCu(pbaOH) down to 30 K are identical to those of
MnCu(pba) within experimental uncertainties. The XT versus T plot exhibits a minimum around 115 K, characteristic of one-dimensional ferrimagnetic behavior. However, as T is lowered below 30 K, the increase of XT is much more abrupt for the
MnCu(pbaOH) compound than for the MnCu(pba) compound. Below 5 K the two
compounds behave quite differently. We have already seen that MnCu(pba) exhibits
a maximum of XT at 2.3 K and a maximum of X at 2.2 K, due to the onset of a
three-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering. In contrast, for MnCu(pbaOH) XT
reaches values as high as 100 cm3 K mol-1 and becomes strongly field-dependent. The
variation of the molar magnetization M versus T within a field of 3 x 10-z G for a
polycrystalline sample confirms that a ferromagnetic transition occurs (see Figure
12.15). The field-cooled magnetization (FCM) obtained on cooling within the field
shows the typical features of a ferromagnetic transition, i.e., a rapid increase in M when
T decreases below 5 K, then a break in the curve at Te = 4.6 K, and finally the beginning
of the saturation. If the field is switched off below Te, then a remnant magnetization
is observed. The zero-field-cooled magnetization (ZFCM) is obtained by cooling
below Te in zero field and then applying the field and heating. At any temperature
below Te the ZFCM is smaller than the FCM, due to the fact that in this temperature
range the applied field is too weak to move the domain walls. The ZFCM displays a
maximum at Te , as expected for a polycrystalline ferromagnet [12.73]. The field
dependence of the magnetization displays very large zero-field susceptibility (dM/
dH)H=O, then rapid saturation with a saturation magnetization value of 4 N~. This
corresponds to what is expected if all the SMn =5/2 spins are aligned in one direction
and all the Scu= 1/2 spins are aligned in the opposite direction. MnCu(pbaOH) also
exhibits an hysteresis loop M =f(H) characteristic of a soft ferromagnet.
Magnetic anisotropy measurements and single-crystal EPR data have shown that
the preferred spin orientation is along the c-axis for both MnCu(pba) and
MnCu(pbaOH) [12.72,12.74]. The dramatic difference in the magnetic behaviors has
been related to the difference in the crystal packings. Assuming that the interactions
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Figure 12.15. Magnetization versus temperature curves for MnCu(pbaOH)(HzO)3 within a
field of 3 x 10-2 G; (0) FCM, ( 0 ) ZFCM (from ref. [12.72]).

between nearest-neighbor magnetic ions are antiferromagnetic, both along the chain
axis b and along the a axis, the relative positions of the chains along a leads to a
cancellation of the resulting spin for MnCu(pba). In contrast, the displacement of every
other chain in the ab plane in MnCu(pbaOH) by roughly half of a repeat unit leads to
a parallel alignment of the SMn = 512 local spins:

~o

X

N"

/0
Cu

/

"-

This affords an alternating bimetallic chain compound rather similar to
MnCu(obp)(H20kH20 (see Figure 11.22). The crystal packing is not yet known. The
critical temperature is found as Tc = 14 K [12.76].
The final result we discuss concerning Mn(II)Cu(II) compounds arises from the
reaction of the precursor [Cu(obze)]2- with obze = oxamido-N-benzoato-N'-ethanoato

0
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MnCu(pbaOH)
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It has been suggested that the interchain interaction along c is dominated by the dipolar
contribution, and favors the parallel alignment of the spins.
The water molecule occupying the apical site in the copper(II) coordination sphere
of MnCu(pbaOH) may be selectively removed through a mild thermal treatment. The
transition temperature is then shifted toward Tc = 30 K. The chains are probably closer
to each other after partial dehydration, and the interchain interactions are enhanced
[12.75].
Another Mn(II)Cu(II) derivative exhibiting a ferromagnetic transition has been
reported, namely MnCu(obbz)(H 20) where obbz stands for oxamido-N,N'-bis(2benzoato). This compound is obtained through the reaction of the Mn(II) ion on the
copper(II) precursor [Cu(obbz)]2-:

,...-

,
o
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on Mn(II). This affords a compound whose structure consists of MnCu(obze)(H 20)4
discrete units and noncoordinated water molecules as shown in Figure 12.16 [12.77].
The magnetic behavior of this compound is that of antiferromagneticallY coupled
Mn(II)Cu(II) pairs; XT decreases continuously on cooling. When this compound is
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Figure 12.17. Molar magnetic susceptibility of oriented crystals of Mn(hfahNIT-isopropyl
within a magnetic field of 0.5 G (from ref. [12.78]).
Figure 12.16.

Molecular structure of MnCu(obze)(HZO)4,2HzO (from ref. [12.77]).

kept under vacuum at room temperature, the noncoordinated as well as two of the
coordinated water molecules are removed, and a polymerization reaction in the solid
state takes place. This provides some exchange pathway between the Cu(II) ion of one
molecule with a negative spin density and the Mn(II) ion of another molecule with a
positive spin density. The magnetic behavior of the resulting material is completely
modified; a ferromagnetic transition is observed at Tc = 4.6 K. The process may be
schematized as

DOD
t

assembly of noninteracting heterodinuclear molecules
dehydration
and
polymerization

where for the sake of simplicity we have represented a one-dimensional array of local
spins while the actual structure of the polymer must be two- or three-dimensional. This
process is quite reminiscent of the McConnell mechanism we discussed in Section
12.6.
Rather similar results were reported by Caneschi et aI., concerning the metal-nitronyl nitroxide ferrimagnetic chain compounds discussed in Section 11.6. Thus,
the compound Mn(hfa)zNIT-R with R = isopropyl exhibits a three-dimensional ferromagnetic transition at Tc = 7.61 K [12.78, 12.79]. This compound crystallizes in the
monoclinic system, the ferrimagnetic chains running along the c axis (see Figure
11.18). It should be noted that in one of the directions perpendicular to the chain axis,
the shortest interchain separation involves the Mn(II) ion of one chain and the organic
radical of the adjacent chain, which is reminiscent of the situation encountered in
MnCu(pbaOH). Single crystal magnetic susceptibilities are shown in Figure 12.17.
The preferred spin orientation is along b. The temperature independence of the
magnetic susceptibility below Tc in this direction is due to demagnetizing effects, and
is typical of a bulk ferromagnet. From single crystal EPR data, it is postulated that the
interchain interactions are dominated by dipolar effects. Along this line, it can be noted
that the analogous compound in which Mn(II) is replaced by Ni(II) orders at a slightly
lower temperature, namely 5 K; the smaller local spin of Ni(II) as compared to Mn(II)
makes the dipolar interactions between ferrimagnetic chains less effective [12.79]. The
intrachain interactions are larger and the interchain interactions are smaller in these
metal-nitronyl nitroxide chains compared to the Mn(II)Cu(II) chains, which altogether
results in similar critical temperatures.
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meric structure with TCNE- bridging V(lI) ions, TCNE being bonded to the metal
through its nitrogen atoms as
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Figure 12.18. Field dependence of the magnetization for V(TCNEh 1I2CH2C 12 at roolll
temperature (from ref. [12.81]).

Three-dimensional ferromagnetic transitions above 20 K were also observed for
compounds of formula [Mn(F5benzhhNIT-R where F5benz is pentafluorobenzoato
and R an alkyl group. The structure of these compounds is not known. The XT versus
T plot for the R = Et derivative continuously increases as T is lowered down to 20.5
K and reaches a very high value, close to 800 cm 3 K mor l , at this temperature. The
field-cooled magnetization curve shows the typical break at Tc = 20.5 K, and below
T c the M = feR) curves show hysteresis loops characteristic of a soft ferromagnet
[12.80].
It is not clear whether the very spectacular result reported by Miller et al. in
mid-1991 should be included in this section dealing with ferrimagnetic systems. This
is due to the fact that at present little is known about this novel molecular-based
material, which behaves as a magnet at room temperature. This compound is obtained
as an insoluble, amorphous, black solid from the reaction of bisbenzene vanadium
V(C6H6h with an excess ofTCNE in dichloromethane [12.81]. The empirical composition is V(TCNEh·1/2CH2Ch. The first step in the reaction is electron transfer from
V(C6H6h to TCNE followed by the unexpected loss of the benzene ligands. The
compound is extremely unstable, decomposing rapidly in air and becoming nonmagnetic. The remarkable feature of V(TCNEh·1/2CH2Ch is the field-dependent magnetization and the hysteresis loop at room temperature with a coercive field of 60 G
shown in Figure 12.18. The critical temperature exceeds 350 K, which is the temperature of thermal decomposition of the material.
Although the structure ofV(TCNEh·II2CH2CI2 is as yet unknown, it is interesting
to formulate some hypotheses. The compound might have a three-dimensional poly-

The local spin of V(I1) is 3/2 and that of TCNE- is 1/2. Due to the direct bonding of
TCNE to the metal, a strong interaction between the two spin carriers may be
anticipated. If this interaction is antiferromagnetic, a ferrimagnetic behavior is expected because of the noncompensation ofmagnetic moments, with an S = 1/2 resulting
spin per molecular unit. The value of the saturation magnetization, 6000 cm3 G mol- 1
(or 1.1 N~), is in line with this interpretation. In the absence of additional information,
it would be dangerous to go further in these speculations concerning the structure and
the type of magnetic behavior for this room-temperature molecular-based magnet.
Interestingly, the N-coordination ofTCNE- has been found in [Mn(TPP)](TCNE) with
TIP = meso-tetraphenylporphyrinato. This compound has a chain structure with
TCNE- bridging two Mn(III) ions through two nitrogen atoms in trans position.
[Mn(TPP)](TCNE) exhibits a spontaneous magnetization below Tc = 18 K [12.82].

12.9 Spin Canting and Magnetic Ordering
All situations investigated since the beginning of this chapter correspond to parallel
or antiparallel spin alignments. In the latter, a molecular-based magnet may be obtained
if there is no compensation of the magnetic moments. Another situation may occur, in
which the local spins in the ordered magnetic state are neither perfectly parallel, nor
antiparallel, but are canted. We already studied the microscopic origin ofthis phenomenon in Section 7.2. Here we will speak briefly about some molecular compounds in
which this kind of canting leads to three-dimensional magnetic ordering. In fact, in
Section 7.2, we assumed implicitly that the antisymmetric interaction was a weak
perturbation superimposing onto dominant antiferromagnetic interactions as

la\ I \ I \ 1\
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as 6 x 103 G, the remnant magnetization being equal to 0.22 N~. These data may be
interpreted as follows: within the sheets the Fe(II) ions are coupled antiferromagnetically, but antisymmetric exchange is favored by the pronounced spin-orbit coupling
for the 5T2 ground state of Fe(II) in octahedral environment. This creates a canting
between the SPe = 2 local spins which would otherwise align antiparallel below 15 K.
Finally, it is assumed that the interactions between the sheets connected to each other
by hydrogen bonds promote the observed three-dimensional weak ferromagnetism.
Another situation may occur, in which the spin canting superimposes onto the
dominant ferromagnetic interactions as

/a\/\/\ / \
and results in a canted ferromagnetism. The ~ polymorph of Mn(II) phthalocyanine
MnPc offers one of the most elegant cases of canted ferromagnetism. The structure is
schematized in Figure 12.20 and consists of two types of stacking chains of MnPc
units, the planes of the units belonging to the two adjacent chains making an angle of
ca. 90°. The shortest intermolecular separation in MnPc is between the metal ion of a

Figure 12.19. Structure of a sheet of [Fe(4-imidazoleacetateh12CH30H. For clarity the
methanol molecules have been omitted (from ref. [12.82]).

b

/

This situation is the most frequent, and provokes weak ferromagnetism. Below a
critical temperature the material possesses a net magnetic moment. A very weak
magnetic field is sufficient to induce a magnetization M w . When the field is increased
further, the magnetization progressively increases provided that the antiferromagnetic
interaction characterized by the J parameter is not too large, and tends to the Ms
saturation value corresponding to the parallel alignment of all of the spins. The canting
angle ex is related to M w and M s through

sinex=Mw/Ms

(12.9.1)

In 1991 a well-documented example of long-range ordering with a net magnetic
moment resulting from a weak ferromagnetism was described. It concerns the compound [Fe(4-imidazoleacetatehl2CH30H whose structure is represented in Figure
12.19 [12.83]. The Fe(II) ion surrounded by two nitrogen atoms of imidazole groups
in trans positions and four oxygen atoms from acetato groups is linked to four
neighboring molecules through acetato bridges with a Fe-Fe separation of 6.265 A.
This leads to intertwined linear chains and results in a sheet structure. Both the X and
XT versus T plots display rapid increases, then breaks around Tc = 15 K. The field
dependence of the magnetization reveals a magnetization of ca. 1 N~ at 3 T, whereas
the saturation magnetization expected for isolated high-spin Fe(II) ions is above 4
N~. Furthermore beautiful hysteresis is observed at 4.2 K with a coercive field as large

o

Mn

0

N

Figure 12.20. Stacking ofthe MnPc planar units in the ~ polymorph ofMn(I1) phthalocyanine.
The black arrows indicate the spin orientation for both types of MnPc units (from ref. [12.90]).
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Figure 12.21. Postulated three-dimensional structure for [MCr(ox)3r in (NBu4)MCr(oxhJ
with ox = oxalato (from ref. [12.91]).

unit and one of the nitrogen atoms of the adjacent unit in the same chain (see Figure
12.21) [12.84, 12.85]. The MnPc unit has an intermediate-spin ground state with
SMn = 312. The magnetic moment on an MnPc molecule is aligned perpendicular to
the molecular plane, reflecting the strong magnetic anisotropy due to the orbital
contribution. Principal susceptibility, magnetization, and PND measurements indicate
that the magnetic moments are coupled ferromagnetically along each chain, and that
the ferromagnetically coupled moments on one chain are almost perpendicular to those
of its neighbor resulting in a canted ferromagnetism with the critical temperature Tc
of 8.6 K [12.86-12.90]. Tc increases when applying a hydrostatic pressure [12.91].
Although this is not yet absolutely sure, the findings reported by Matsumoto,
Okawa et al. in 1990 might represent a new example of canted ferromagnetism. The
trisanion [Cr(oxh]3- reacts with M(II) ions in water in the presence of tetra(nbutyl)ammonium bromide to afford compounds of formula (NBu4)[MCr(ox)3]; ox
stands for oxalato, and M may be Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, or Cu [12.92, .12.93]. Those
compounds exhibit the characteristic features of a ferromagnetic transition in the 6-14
K temperature range. The highest critical temperature, Tc = 14 K, is obtained for
(NBu4)[CuCr(oxh]. Below Tc the magnetization versus magnetic field curves display
hysteresis loops, with a coercive field of the order of 100 G at 5 K. The structure of
these compounds is still unknown; a three-dimensional network of oxalato-bridged
Cr(lll) and Cu(lI) ions has been postulated (see Figure 12.21) with the NBu/ cations
located within the cavities. The idea that we are de<;lling with canted ferromagnetism
is suggested by the fact that the magnetization in high field reach values that are
weaker than expected for all spins aligned parallel, and stronger than expected for
SCr and SM local spins aligned antiparallel. For instance, in the (NBu4)[CuCr(ox)3]
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compound, the saturation magnetization M s seems to be about 3 N~. If the Cr(III)Cu(lI) interaction were ferromagnetic, then M s would be Ng~(Sc }Scu) = 4 N~,
whereas if it were ferrimagnetic, then M s would be Ng~(Scr-SCu) = 2 N~. This result
is surprising. Indeed, due to the orthogonality of the magnetic orbitals in
(NBu4)[CuCr(ox)3] (see Section 9.3), the Cr(III)-Cu(lI) interaction is anticipated to
be ferromagnetic, which should lead to a genuine ferromagnetic behavior.
To finish this section, we would like to mention quite an interesting result announced by Clement et al., which is situated at the frontier between solid state
chemistry and molecular chemistry. The MPS 3 phases, where M is a divalent metal
ion, form a family of lamellar materials [12.94], best described as two-dimensional
arrays of M(II) ions assembled by P2S64- bridging ligands. These display a unique
reactivity in solution, as they take up cations from the solution and release M(II)
cations from the layers into the solution [12.95]. The pure phases MnPS 3 and FePS3
order antiferromagnetically, with ordering temperatures of78 and 120 K, respectively.
Intercalating these phases with various guest molecular cations results in a dramatic
modification of the magnetic properties. Whereas the behavior above the ordering
temperature is still dominated by antiferromagnetic interactions, the intercalated
material shows a magnetic transition at a critical temperature Tc below the ordering
temperature of the pure phase, with spontaneous magnetization and hysteresis loop
below Tc [12.96, 12.97]. The highest Tc reported so far for this class of compounds
was obtained by intercalating a pyridine-pyridinium (py+pyH) mixture into FePS 3.
The resulting material of empirical formula Feo.88PS3(py+pyH)o.36(H20)o.5 shows a
magnetic transition at Tc =90 K. The saturation magnetization is only 3% or so of the
value expected if all spins were ordered parallel. Nevertheless, the material is attracted
by a permanent magnet. The reason why intercalation of diamagnetic species leads to
such a spectacular modification of the magnetic properties is not yet perfectly understood. The phenomenon may arise from a canting of the antiferromagnetically coupled
spins induced by the intercalation. The spontaneous magnetization may also be due to
uncompensated magnetic moments around the metal vacancies, which would introduce some spin frustration into the M(II) lattice.

12.10 Some Additional Results
In this last section we will present a few additional results that, in our opinion, provide
new information in the area of molecular magnetism, or at its frontier, but that could
not be easily included in the other sections of this chapter.
First, we should point out that the first genuine molecular compound displaying a
ferromagnetic transition was described by Wickman et al. as early as 1967 [12.98,
12.99]. This compound, which we already mentioned in Section 5.3, is chlorobis(diethyldithiocarbamato)iron(III) with an intermediate spin S = 3/2. It orders
ferromagnetically at 2.46 K.
In Sections 8.6 and 9.3 we pointed out that strict orthogonality of magnetic orbitals
was an efficient means of achieving a ferromagnetic interaction. This mechanism
nicely applies for the molecular composites [R(NH3h]CuCI 4, where R is an organic
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chain (-CH2-)n, the organic diamonium groups being interleaved between layers of
inorganic ions. The basic structure of the inorganic part Cucli- closely resembles the
perovskite structure, and consists of layers of CuC1 6 octahedra linked into a square
array by sharing equilateral vertices. A cooperative Jahn-Teller distortion occurs due
to the presence of Cu(II) ions, with a displacement of the chloride ions within the basal
plane such that the long axes of two nearest neighbor metal ions are mutually
orthogonal, as schematized in Figure 12.22. The unpaired electron of each Cu(II)
occupies a d-type orbital pointing toward the four nearest chlorine atoms, two of them
being on either side of the basal plane, the other two being in the basal plane. Because
of the Jahn-Teller distortion, two of these orbitals centered on adjacent metal ions are
strictly orthogonal, and all interactions are expected to be ferromagnetic. Actually, a
long-range ordered ferromagnetic state is observed around 8 K [100, 101]. We will
not discuss the mechanism of the long-range order in an essentially two-dimensional
magnetic lattice. Let us merely say that both dipolar effects and magnetic anisotropy
playa role.
When Cu(II) is replaced by Cr(II), which is also a Jahn-Teller ion, long-range
ferromagnetic ordering takes place for temperatures around 40 K. Again, orthogonality
of magnetic orbitals was assumed to be responsible for the intraplane ferromagnetic
interactions [12.102, 12.103].
Among the tremendous amount of studies dealing with fullerene C60 (see Figure
12.23) that have appeared since the first report of a convenient way to synthesize this
new form of carbon [12.104-12.106], there are some concerning the magnetic properties. In 1991 Wudl et al. described a new compound resulting from the reaction of
C60 with the strong organic reducing agent TDAE = tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene:
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A black powder of empirical formula C6o(TDAE)x was isolated. This compound
apparently exhibits a ferromagnetic transition at Tc = 16.1 K. Quite surprisingly, the
field dependence of the magnetization below Tc does not show any sign of hysteresis
[12.107]. In the absence of additional information-neither the exact formula nor the
value of the saturation magnetization are known at present-it would be hazardous to
speculate on these quite preliminary data. What can be said, however, is that C60 has
low-lying lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO), which causes it to be a soft
electrophile. Therefore, some partial electron transfer from TDAE toward C60 providing spin densities on both units is not inconceivable.
We deliberately decided not to speak about the various reports of organic-derived
polymers that are claimed to exhibit some ferromagnetic behavior. It is now clear that

Figure 12.22. Top: Basal plan (xy) in {R(NH3hlCuC4 molecular composites. The Cu(II) ion
is sixfold coordinated with two short and two long Cu-CI bond lengths within the basal plane,
and two other short bond lengths on either side of the basal plane (along the z axis). Bottom:
Orthogonality of the magnetic orbitals centered on nearest-neighbor Cu(II) ions within the basal
plane of [R(NH3hlCuC4. The arrows symbolize the cooperative Jahn-Teller distortion.

in most cases the behavior is not intrinsic, but arises from ferromagnetic impurities,
essentially iron or iron oxides such as Fe203. This field has been convincingly
reviewed in 1992 by Miller [12.108]. There is no doubt that the design of polymers
incorporating magnetic particles may play quite an interesting role in material science,
and complement conventional magnetic alloys. This is particularly true if those
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Figure 12.23. Structure of fullerene C60.
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polymers are processable and transparent. The study of this type of materials, however,
does not fit the spirit of this book. In other respects, the design of organic-based
polymers with intrinsic ferromagnetic behavior is certainly not hopeless, even if the
goal has not yet been reached. We already discussed at length of Mataga's ideas in
Section 12.7, based on the polymerization of high-spin polycarbenes. Other strategies
have been put forward. Among them, we may mention the very original polaronic
approach proposed by Fukutome [12.109] and tested by Dougherty [12.110]. This
approach consists of doping a conjugated polymer to produce polarons, and enforcing
the ferromagnetic coupling by inserting ferromagnetically coupling bridges between
the polarons, for instance metaphenylene units.
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CHAPTER

13
Spin-Dependent
Delocalization in
Mixed-Valence Compounds
In Chapters 6-11 we considered only polymetallic systems in which the active
electrons were perfectly localized. For instance, when we studied the Cu(II)Ni(II)
compound shown in Figure 6.14, it was clear that the interaction occurred between a
local doublet and a local triplet, the former being associated with the copper(II) ion
and the latter with the nickel(II) ion. In this chapter, on the contrary, we will discuss
the magnetic properties of polynuclear species in which the unpaired electrons are not
all fully localized. Such a situation happens in the mixed-valence compounds, containing several atoms of the same nature but with formally different oxidation states,
like Fe(II)Fe(III) or Ni(I)Ni(II).

13.1 Mixed-Valence Dinuclear Compounds with a Unique
Unpaired Electron
A great many papers and books have been devoted to mixed-valence compounds
[13.1-13.6], and we do not intend to develop the theories appropriate to these species
here. We recall, however, some basic concepts valid for a mixed-valence dinuclear
compound AO-B H A-Bo in which an electron (noted 0) may move from one site
to the other. When this electron is located on A, it occupies an antibonding orbital
centered on A, such that the A coordination sphere is expanded with respect to the
B coordination sphere. When this electron is located on B, the B coordination
sphere is expanded. More generally, the metal-ligand bond length is longer in the
q oxidation state than in the q+ 1. This role of the nuclear relaxation leads to the
introduction of a vibrational coordinate Q, which corresponds to the antisymmetrical
breathing of the coordination spheres, as shown in Figure 13.1. When Q = 0, the two
coordination spheres are identical; the dinuclear compound is symmetrical. Q < 0
corresponds to an increase of the metal-ligand bond lengths around A, and a decrease
around B. Q > corresponds to the reverse situation.

°
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Figure 13.1. Antisymmetrical breathing vibration coordinate Q in a mixed-valence dinuclear
compoundAo-B ~ A-Bo with chemically equivalent A and B sites.

o
Let us assume first that there is no orbital interaction between the A and B sites. In
other words '¥A and '¥B are the electronic wavefunctions associated with
AO-B and A-Bo, respectively, with
(13.1.1)
(13.1.2)
H is the electronic Hamiltonian. Thus, the two potential energy curves in the harmonic
approximation are expressed as
EA =

Ifl + IQ + kQ212

EB = Ifl- IQ + kQ2

(13.1.3)

where k is the force constant associated with the Q vibration, and I is a parameter
specifying the magnitude of the distortion of the dinuclear species in its equilibrium
geometry. The energy minima are obtained for Q =± 1Ik. These curves are shown in
Figure 13.2. In such a system in which there is no orbital interaction between the sites,
the electron transfer requires an energy, often called the optical energy, given by

o

vibrational coordinate Q

Figure 13.2. Potential energy curves for a mixed-valence dinuclear compound with diamagnetic cores.
(13.1.5)
where ~ is the transfer integral between the two site orbitals occupied by the additional
electron. The energy matrix using '¥A and '¥B as a basis set is:

Eop = EB(Q = -Ilk) - EA(Q = -Ilk)

= 2z21k
(13.1.4)
The situation where the orbital interaction between the sites is no longer zero is
much more interesting: We then have

(13.1.6)
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The roots are
K = If! + kQ 212 - .yPQ2+~2

E+ = If! + kQ 212 +.y [2Q2+~2

(13.1.7)

The crossing of the two curves E A and E B in Q =0 is now avoided due to the transfer
Both E_ and E+ are symmetrical in Q; E_ corresponds
to the ground state and E+ to the excited state (see Figure 13.2).
For I~I < [2/k, E_ presents an energy barrier with a maximum in Q = 0 between two
energy minima. There is now a new mechanism for the AO_B H A-B o process,
consisting of the jump above the energy barrier, which requires an energy E 8 , often
called thermal energy, given by
integral~, and a gap 21~1 appears.

E 8 =E+(Q

=0) -

K,rnin

(13.1.8)

where E_,rnin is the minimum of E_. E8 is easily found as
(13.1.9)
The optical process induces an absorption band called the interva1ence band, which is
characteristic of the mixed-valence compounds. Its energy is E op given in (13.1.4), and
its intensity is proportional to ~2.
For I~I;:::: [2/k, the energy barrier disappears, and E_ presents a unique energy
minimum at Q = O. The transition from E_ to E+ requires an energy 21~1 (see Figure
13.2). The intensity of the intervalence band is then maximum, and no longer depends
on ~.
These results led to the classification of mixed-valence compounds into three
classes according to the relative magnitudes of the transfer integrall~l, which favors
electron de1ocalization, and the vibronic coupling parameter A defined as
A= P/k

(13.1.10)

which favors electron localization with a dissymmetrical distortion of the A and B
coordination spheres. This classification was proposed by Robin and Day in 1967
[13.11]. For A > > I~I the valences are trapped, and the additional electron is perfectly
localized. This corresponds to class 1. For A ~ I~I the additional electron is fully
delocalized over the two sites. Moreover, these sites are strictly equivalent from a
structural point of view. It is not possible to distinguish the valences of the metal atoms.
The compounds of this kind are said to belong to class III. The intermediate situations
correspond to class II. There is an energy barrier between the two energy minima
corresponding to distorted geometries. The valences are essentially trapped, but there
is a nonzero probability of electron hopping from one site to the other.
The mixed-valence dinuclear species with a unique unpaired electron have been
extensively investigated, in particular through optical and EPR techniques. This is for
instance the case for the Creutz-Taube complex [(NH 3)sRu(pyrazine)Ru(NH 3 ) 5]5+
that contains a low-spin Ru(III) ion with one unpaired electron and a low-spin Ru(II)
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ion with a diamagnetic local state [13.7]. The magnetic properties of this compound
do not provide information on either the degree of electron delocalization or the
hopping frequency of the unpaired electron between the two ruthenium atoms. The
only thermally populated state is a spin doublet, whatever the values of I~I and A may
be, and the magnetic susceptibility follows the Curie law XT = Ng2~2/4k, g being the
Zeeman factor for this ground state.
In some mixed-valence dinuclear compounds, however, the metal atoms have
unpaired electrons in their two oxidation states, such that electron delocalization is
superimposed onto the magnetic interaction. This situation may induce the new
phenomena to which this chapter is devoted.

13.2 Spin-Dependent Delocalization in Mixed-Valence
Dinuclear Compounds with Two Magnetic Sites
The electronic structure of mixed-valence compounds with magnetic cores was first
investigated by Zener [13.8], and then by Anderson and Hasegawa [13.9] at the
beginning of the 1950s, who introduced the concept and the term of double exc~ange.
This term may appear rather obscure to many chemists, and we propose to com the
term spin-dependent delocalization (SDD). The first works concerning spin-dependent
delocalization were carried out in the context of solid state physics. The concept was
introduced in molecular chemistry from 1983, notably by Girerd et al. and Miinck et
al. [13.10-13.14], and by the school of Kishinev [13.15, 13.16]. Other groupS independently developed similar ideas [13.17, 13.18].
We present here the spin-dependent delocalization in the simple case of an AB
dinuclear system in which A and B are two symmetry-related sites. We also assume
that there are three active electrons and four magnetic orbitals, al and a2 centered on
A and band b2 centered on B as shown in Figure 13.3. Furthermore, the four orbitals
ar~ assu~ed to be mutually orthogonal. Let us notice here that these orthogonalized
magnetic orbitals can be deduced from the three singly occupied .an~ the ~ow.est
unoccupied molecular orbitals for the S = 3/2 pair state, using the locahzatlOn cntenon
(8.3.1). This possibility arises from the fact that the two sites are symmetry-related.
One of the electrons, hereafter referred as the transferable electron, may move freely
from a2 to b 2 and vice versa.
According to whether the transferable electron occupies the a2 or b 2 orbital,. the
local spins are SA = 1, SB = 1/2 or SA = 1/2, SB = 1. The situation SA =1, SB = 1/2 gIves
rise to a doublet state and a quartet state separated by 31/2 [see (6.1.10)]. The
wavefunctions noted IA,S,Ms> may be obtained by the use of the Clebsh-Gordon
coefficients (see Appendix 6) as

IA,312,312> = Iala2b l I
IA, 112, 112> = (-Y6/6)(2 IaIa2DII - IQla2bII - IaIQ2bll)

(13.2.1)

The situation SA = 1/2, SB = 1 gives rise to another doublet state and another quartet
state, again with a 31/2 energy separation. The IB,S,Ms > wavefunctions are as
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where the energy of the doublet pair states in the absence of delocalization is taken as
the energy origin. The correct wavefunctions, which take into account the electron
delocalization, are of the form
B

A

aj

IA,lIZ,lIZ>

-31/2

or

---

IB,312,312>
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P22

~------~

II

P

~------~

-----4-

--+-

IAB,S,Ms,±> = ({2/2)( IA,S,Ms> ± IB,S,Ms»

b2

and the energies are

E(3/2, ±) = -3J/2 ± ~22

bj

SB = 1

SA = 1/2

(13.2.7)

E(1I2,±) =± ~22/2

Figure 13.3. Four-orbital three-electron scheme for a symmetrical mixed-valence dinuclear
compound with local doublet and triplet states.

(13.2.8)

Since the basis of the magnetic orbitals is assumed to be orthogonal, the J interaction
parameter may be expressed as

+ /11)2
J -- k11 + k12 - 2(~11
. 0
.
ill

IB,3/2,3/2> = -I a l b l b21
IB, 112, 112> = (-Y6/6)(2 I(llb l b2

1 -

Ialblb2

1 -

Ia lb l b21)

(13.2.2)

-

(13.2.9)

il1

with the same notations as in (9.2.4). We may also suppose that J is negative, which
implies that the second term on the right-hand side of (13.2.9) dominates. The key
point of Eq. (13.2.8) is that the stabilization of the quartet state due to electron

We see, therefore, that the delocalization doubles the number of low-lying states. The
electrostatic Hamiltonian of the problem may be written as

-

S = 3/2

,

H =h(l) + h(2) + h(3) + l/r12 + l/r23 + l/r31

,

(13.2.3)
,,

with the same notations as in (9.2.1). We define the transfer integral ~22 as

~22 = <a2(i) Ih(i) Ib2(i»

..

(13.2.4)

The functions IA,S,Ms> and IB,S,Ms> are not eigenfunctions of H. They couple due
to the off-diagonal matrix elements

<A,3/2,Ms IHIB,3/2,Ms> = ~22
<A,1I2,Ms IHIB,I/2,Ms> = ~22/2

--.
S = 1/2

S = 3/2 :'

t -31/2

~~<

Pn

S=1/2'<~

.',

\',
, ,

(13.2.5)

\

",---

... , S = 1/2

The phases of the wavefunctions in (13.2.2) have been chosen in a way that gives
positive signs for these off-diagonal terms. The matrix elements (13.2.5) do not contain
two-electron terms because of the orthogonality conditions between the magnetic
orbitals. The matrix energy is then

,

t
S = 3/2

Figure 13.4. Spectrum of the low-lying states for a symmetrical mixed-valence dinuclear
compound with local doublet and triplet states.
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B

(13.3.1)
ASAand AS Bare the local spin operators when the transferable electron is on the A site,
and BS A and BSB are the local spin operators when the transferable electron is on the
B site. OA and OB are occupation operators with the effects

S = 3/2

I
I
0A IB,S,Ms> = 0

OA A,S,Ms> = A,S,Ms>
A

B

A

II(

+

B

+
++

and similar expressions when permuting A and B. The BTAB term gives the splitting
of the localized states IA,S,Ms> and IB,S,Ms > due to spin-dependent delocalization.
TAB acts as

S = 1/2

I

TAB A,S,Ms> = (S + 1/2)IB,S,Ms>

Figure 13.5. Spin delocalization in the S =3/2 and S = 1/2 pair states for a fully delocalized
symmetrical mixed-valence dinuclear compound with local doublet and triplet states.
delocalization is of the first order in ~22, whereas the possible stabilization of the
doublet state due to antiferromagnetic interaction is of the second order in ~ll as
schematized in Figure 13.4. It follows that the electron delocalization strongly favors
the state of highest spin as the ground state. This phenomenon arises from the fact that
the transferable electron can move from one site to the other without spin flip in the
quartet state, but not in the doublet state, and the spin flip costs energy (see Figure
13.5).
The result demonstrated above can easily be generalized to other fully delocalized
dinuclear systems with a unique transferable electron. The off-diagonal term between
two localized states of spin S is
~(2S

+ 1)

<A,S,MsIHIB,S,Ms> = ..L...>....--'--'---.:::..!....
2 (2So + 1)

(13.3.2)

(13.2.10)

where So is the core spin of site A (or B), i.e., the local spin in the absence of the
transferable electron. So is equal to 1/2 in the example treated above. For a given system
the splitting within the pair of localized states of spin S becomes larger as S increases,
which favors the stabilization of the highest-spin state. It is worth pointing out that the
splitting of the spin states due to spin-dependent delocalization does not respect the
Lande interval rule (6.1.10), and hence does not obey the HDVV Hamiltonian. The
energies of these states vary as 2S + 1 instead of S(S + 1).

TABIB,S,Ms> = (S + 112)IA,S,Ms>

(13.3.3)

with

B=

~

(13.3.4)

(2So + 1)

~ being here the transfer integral between the magnetic orbitals occupied by the
transferable electron. The two adjustable parameters of the model are the interaction
parameter 1 and the electron delocalization parameter B. By choosing the energy origin
properly, the solutions for the symmetrical case are found as

E(S,±) = -

~ S(S + 1) ± B(S + 1/2)

(13.3.5)

Let us apply Eqs. (13.3.4) and (13.3.5) to the Fe(II)Fe(III) case with high-spin local
states. The energies are
E(1/2,±) = ± p!5
E(3/2,±) = -31/2 ± 2p!5
E(5/2,±) = -41 ± 3p!5
E(7/2,±) = -151/2 ± 4~/5
E(9/2,±) = -121 ± ~

13.3 A Spin Hamiltonian Taking into Account the
Spin-Dependent Delocalization
The combined effect of magnetic interaction and spin-dependent delocalization in a
symmetrical dinuclear system AB may be described by an Hamiltonian proposed by
Girerd and Mtinck, which is of the form

(13.3.6)

Figure 13.6 represents the E(S,±VI 1 I versus I ~/1 I variations for both 1 negative and
positive. For 1 < 0, the ground state is S = 1/2 when ~/J is weak enough. When
I~/J I increases, the ground state becomes successively S = 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, and finally
9/2. The delocalization then dominates the antiferromagnetic interaction and the
ground state has the highest spin. The 1 > 0 situation is simpler. Both 1 and ~ favor the
stabilization of an S = 9/2 state.

I I
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9/2,+
10

<A,S,MsIHIA,S,Ms> = E A - AJ[S(S+ I) - ASA(ASA+ 1) - ASB(ASB+ 1)]/2

5

<B,S,MsIHIB,S,Ms> = EB - BJ[S(S+I) - BSA(BSA+l) - BSB(BSB+l)]/2
<A,S,MsIHIB,S,Ms> =<B,S,MsIHIA,S,Ms> =B(S+1/2)

(13.3.8)

The symmetrical case is included in (13.3.7), and corresponds to E A = EB and AJ = BJ
= J. The other borderline situation occurs when EB-EA is very large with respect to
the off-diagonal term. The states of lowest energy correspond to the situation where
the transferable electron is on A. Their energies may be obtained through a perturbational approach as

-15
-20

o
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15

20
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30

which can be rewritten as

I~ /JI

2

E(S)=EA-

15

B

4(EB-EA )

_

A2J [S(S+I)-ASA(ASA+l)-ASB(ASB+l)]

B 2S(S+I)

10

(13.3.10)

(ErE A )
or, by changing the energy origin, as

5

E(S) = J;ff S(S+ 1)

(13.3.11)

with

-10
-1 S

t:__L~~~-

o

5

10

15

20

2S

(13.3.12)

30

I~ / JI

I I versus Ij3Il I curves for an Fe(II)Fe(III) compound, with 1<0 and

Figure 13.6. E(S,±)/ I

1>0.

The spin Hamiltonian (13.3.1 ) has been extended to the case where the A and B
sites are no longer strictly identical. It may then be written as
(13.3.7)

EA is the zeroth-order energy of AB, and A J the interaction parameter when the
transferable electron is on A. In the same way, E B and BJ refer to the case where the
transferable electron is on B. The matrix elements of H in (13.3.7), using the
A,S,Ms> and IB,S,Ms> functions as a basis set are

I

which corresponds to the Lande interval rule. In other words, in the limit where
EB-EA is large, the low-lying states are again described by an HDVV Hamiltonian of
the form -JeffASA·ASB, and the effective interaction parameter contains both a contribution due to magnetic interaction and another contribution due to spin-dependent
delocalization. This additional contribution is always positive. We will discuss this
point further in the next section.
For completeness, it should be noticed that when the A and B sites are not identical,
there is no univocal way of determining the orthogonalized orbitals (see Section 9.2).
We will ignore this real difficulty in what follows.

13.4 Role of the Nuclear Relaxation
Let us return to the AB mixed-valence species in which the Aand B sites are chemically
equivalent, and reintroduce the vibrational coordinate Q defined in Section 13.1. The
potential energy matrix between two localized states of spin S is
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IA,S,MS>
JS(S + 1)

IB,S,MS>

@(2S+ 1)
2(2S0 + 1)

kQ2

---2-+ IQ +T

_ JS(S + 1) _ IQ + kQ2

2

2

(13.4.1)

The roots are
£(S±)

,

=_ JS(S+ 1) + kQ 2± [z2~+ ~2(2S+ 1) 2]h
2

(13.4.2)

All the £(S,+) = f(Q) curves present a minimum in Q = O. The £(S,-) = f(Q) curves
present an energy barrier between two minima for 'A> 1~eftCS) I, and a unique
minimum in Q =0 for 'A ~ ~ettCS) with

~eftCS)

I,

E
0

2Jeff S(S + 1)

(13.4.5)

with

The effective electronic interaction between two localized states of spin S is spin
dependent. It is maximum, and equal to ~, for the highest-spin state, and decreases as
S decreases. The valences may be delocalized for the high-spin states and trapped for
the low-spin states. Such a situation is represented in Figure 13.7 for an Fe(II)Fe(III)
species with SPe(II) = 2, SPe(ill) = 5/2, and J = -100 em-I, 1 ~ 1 = 3000 em-I, 'A = 2000
em-I. In this example the vibronic coupling parameter 'A is larger than l~ettC1/2)1,

-;-

which may be reexpressed by changing the energy origin and introducing (13.4.3) into
(13.4.4) as

(13.4.3)

o

-0.5

(13.4.4)

£(S,- )min = -

~(2S + 1)
= 2(2S + 1)
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1 ~ettC3/2) 1 , and I ~eftC5/2) 1, but smaller than I ~ettC7/2) I and 1 ~ettC912) I. In a certain
sense we could say that the system belongs to class II of Robin and Day's classification
in its S = 1/2, 3/2, and 5/2 spin states, but belongs to class III in its S = 7/2 and 9/2 spin
states. The important message is that the electron transfer becomes easier as the spin
increases.
Let us move to the case where the condition 'A> 1 ~eftCS) I holds for any S value.
The vibronic coupling which favors the electron localization is large, and all energy
minima £(S,- )min correspond to distorted geometries with inequivalent A and B sites.
£(S,- )min may be easily calculated by looking for the Q value minimizing £(S,-), and
then introducing this value into (13.4.2). £(S,-)min is found as

4(2So + 1)2

2

I
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J

-J +

eff -

~2

'A( 2S0 + 1)2

(13.4.6)

This result was demonstrated by Girerd et al. [13,14]. It indicates that when the
valences are trapped, the HDVV Hamiltonian can be used again to find the relative
energies of the low-lying states. The interaction parameter that occurs in the
-JeffSA-8B spin Hamiltonian then contains two contributions; one of these is the normal
interaction parameter that may be negative or positive, the other is always positive,
and involves both electron-transfer and vibronic-coupling parameters. The presence
of this new positive term confirms that electron transfer favors ferromagnetic interaction.

-1

Co

13.5 Some Examples of Delocalized Mixed-Valence
Pairs with Magnetic Cores

-.....
,.

~

VJ

~

S = 9/2
...L.__

L._

-0.75

0

0.75

1.5

Q / (11k)
Figure 13.7. Potential energy curves for the lowest-lying spin states of a Fe(II)Fe(III)
dinuclear system with J = -100 em-I, I~ I = 3000 em-I, and A. = 2000 em-I.

To now the discussion in this chapter is purely theoretical, and perhaps overwhelming
for some readers. It may be useful to remind the reader that only the mixed-valence
compounds are concerned. Moreover, when the valences are trapped, which is by far
the most frequent case, the HDVV Hamiltonian introduced in Section 6.1 remains
valid. However, the interaction parameter deduced from the fitting of the magnetic
data contains a ferromagnetic contribution, in addition to the normal magnetic interaction contribution. This ferromagnetic contribution is related to the transfer integral
between the two localized orbitals that may be occupied by the supplementary electron.
It is only when the valences are delocalized that the HDVV Hamiltonian is no longer
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Figure 13.8. Molecular structure of the cation [Ni2(napY)4Br2]+ with napy =1 ,8-naphthyridine
(from ref. 13.20).
Figure 13.9. Relative energies of the metal orbitals in [Ni2(napY)4Br2]+.
valid. The relative energies of the low-lying states do not respect the Lande interval
rule.
Experimental data that allow substantiation of the concepts developed above are
still rather rare. However, three convincing examples of the stabilization of a pair state
of highest spin multiplicity through spin-dependent delocalization have been reported.
The first one concerns the [Ni2(napY)4Br2][BPh4] compound with napy = 1,8naphthyridine [13.19-13.21]:

00
N

N

The dinuclear cation is shown in Figure 13.8. This cation formally contains a nickel(II)
ion and a nickel(I) ion, both in square pyramidal surroundings, with spin triplet and
spin doublet local ground states, respectively. From the X-ray crystal structure the two
nickel atoms are identical, so that we may expect to be in the fully delocalized situation
SA = 1, SB = 112 ~ SA = 112, SB = 1 treated above. The S = 3/2 state has actually been
found to be the ground state with a large ground quartet-excited doublet energy gap.
If the valences in [Ni2(napY)4Br2]+ are delocalized, then the transfer integral between
the two localized orbitals occupied by the traveling electron should be large (in
absolute value). The symmetry of the metal sites causes this integral to involve the

z-type orbitals pointing toward each other, as shown in Figure 13.9. The Ni-Ni
distance is only 2.41 A, and I~NI may indeed be large.
The second example deals with the reduced form of the Fe3S4 cluster contained in
the ferredoxin II isolated from Disulfovibrio gigas. This cluster, whose structure is
schematized in Figure 13.10, contains formally two iron(III) and one iron(II) ions.
Mossbauer spectroscopy in zero field shows a doublet characteristic of an high-spin
iron(III) with an SA = 5/2 local state and another doublet corresponding to two
indistinguishable iron atoms in the +2.5 average oxidation state [13.22]. These two
irons form a delocalized pair SB =5/2, Sc =2 ~ SB =2, Sc =5/2. Its ground state, also
determined by Mossbauer spectroscopy, corresponds to the highest spin SBC = 9/2. The
ground state of the cluster as a whole is SABC = 2, which arises from the antiferromagnetic interaction between the local spin SA = 5/2 and the pair spin SBC = 9/2. Miinck
et al. attributed the stabilization of the SBC = 9/2 state for the delocalized Fe(II)Fe(III)
pair to spin-dependent delocalization [13.11-13.13]. Even ifthis interpretation seems
quite plausible, why the delocalization within the trinuclear species occurred on a pair,
and not on the three metal sites as a whole remained a mystery. In 1989 Borshch
demonstrated that vibrations together with electron transfer within a Fe(II)Fe(lIIh
regular triangle could induce such a pair delocalization [13.23].
The third example also concerns a fully delocalized Fe(II)Fe(III) dinuclear compound. Its formula is [LFe(OH)3FeL](CI04h·2CH30H-2H20, and the structure of the
dication is schematized in Figure 13.11. The two iron atoms are triply bridged by
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Schematic structure of the protein with the [Fe3S4] core. S-cys stands for the
sulfur atom of a cystein group.

Figure 13.10.

hydroxo groups, and the peripheral ligands are N,N',N"-1,4,7-trimethyltriazacyclononane. From Mossbauer and EPR spectroscopies, and magnetic susceptibility
measurements, the parallel spin state S = 9/2 was found to be the lowest in energy.
Moreover, only this state is thermally populated up to room temperature. The interva1ence band appears at 13,200 cm-1 with a strong intensity. The energy gap between the
£(9/2,+) and £(9/2,-) states is 21~1 since the system is delocalized, which provides an
accurate value for the transfer integral, I~I = 6600 cm- 1. The J interaction parameter,
on the other hand, remains unknown [13.24, 13.25].

Figure 13.11. Molecular structure of [LFe(OH)}FeL]2+, with L

= N,N',N"-1,4,7-trimethyl-

triazacyclononane. This structure is a model deduced from EXAFS data. The X-ray diffraction
data were not yet published as completion of this book (from ref. [13.25]).

Figure 13.12. Molecular structure of the trication [(phen)Mn02Mn(phen)]3+ deduced from

X-ray diffraction data. The two manganese sites are chemically inequivalent. They are crystallographically symmetry related through a twofold rotation axis due to a disorder effect (from
ref. [13.26]).

Let us return to our first example for a moment. We mentioned that the two nickel
sites were crystallographically equivalent, which suggested delocalized valences. We
would like to point out here that the equivalence of the sites deduced from X-ray
diffraction is not a definitive proof of electron delocalization in mixed-valence species.
An example will help us to understand this problem. The crystal structure of the
[(phen)Mn02Mn(phen)](PF6)3'CH3CN mixed-valence compound has been solved by
Biirgi et al. [13.26]. The structure of the Mn(III)Mn(lV) cation is shown in Figure
13.12. The two manganese sites are found to be strictly equivalent with a twofold
rotation axis relating the two metal sites. While this could indicate that the sites are
chemically equivalent, and that the compound is delocalized, it could also be due to a
static disorder resulting from the crystallographic superposition of an equal number
ofMn(III)Mn(IV) and Mn(lV)Mn(III) cations, or from a dynamic disorder due to rapid
electron transfer between the two sites on the crystallographic time scale. A very
detailed analysis of anisotropic displacement parameters allows to rule out the delocalization hypothesis. The sites within a same dinuclear unit actually are not chemically equivalent. Mn(III) has a d 4 configuration, and undergoes a Jahn-Teller
distortion with a lengthening of the axial Mn-N bonds, while Mn(III) with the d 3
configuration is roughly spherical. In the disordered structure the X-ray diffraction
sees an averaging of the nitrogen positions, leading to a large apparent thermal motion
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of the axial nitrogen atoms along the Mn-N bond direction. The magnetic properties
are perfectly in line with the fact that the valences are localized. The SMn(lII) = 2
and SMn(IV) = 3/2 local spins are antiferromagnetically coupled, with a pair doublet
ground state, and a J interaction parameter equal to -296 cm- I . Other localized
Mn(III)Mn(IV) compounds present the same averaging effect in the solid state
[13.27]. In contrast, the X-ray structure of [(bipy)Mn02Mn(bipy)](CI04k3H20
clearly distinguishes a Jahn-Teller distorted Mn(III) site and a much less distorted
Mn(IV) site [13.28].

b

-t-
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13.6 Mixed-Valence Compounds of Higher Nuclearity
The theories appropriate for the trinuclear or tetranuclear mixed-valence compounds
with more than one unpaired electron are not yet fully established, and unambiguous
experimental data are rare. Therefore, we will treat of this problem only briefly. A point
deserves to be mentioned concerning the theory. In a system with three sites or more
and a number of active electrons which is different from the number of sites, a new
term was introduced in the description of the low-lying state, called exchange-transfer
by Blondin and Girerd [13.14,13.29]. Let us show how this term operates in the simple
case of a triangle with three site orbitals a, b, and c, and only two electrons. Each
electron can move from one site to another provided that the arrival site is not already
doubly occupied; this is electron transfer. Two unpaired electrons occupying neighboring sites can interact; this is magnetic interaction. In addition to these two effects,
there is a novel effect that operates when two electrons of opposite spins occupy two
neighboring sites, say a and b. The electron on a can move toward c via the double
occupation of b, as schematized in Figure 13.13. This effect depends on both the
antiferromagnetic interaction between the electrons on a and b, and the transfer integral
between band c. It appears at the same perturbation order as the magnetic interaction
in an orthogonalized orbital approach [13.30]. We will no longer speak about exchange-transfer. We will note, however, that a term of this kind has been taken into
account by some solid states physicists working on the theory of superconductivity in
copper oxides.
Let us now consider some actual compounds. In Section 10.4 we mentioned that
the valences in Fe4S4 proteins or model derivatives were delocalized. To our knowledge, Noodelman was the first to introduce explicitly spin-dependent delocalization
in the study of these systems (he coined the term resonance delocalization). He first
focused on the [Fe4S4]3+ core, and assumed that this species contained a localized
Fe(III)Fe(III) pair with A and B sites, and a delocalized Fe(II)Fe(III) pair with C and
D sites [13.31, 13.32]. Taking into account magnetic interaction and spin-dependent
delocalization (or resonance delocalization) the spin Hamiltonian is

H = -JISA,SB - hSc-SD -J(SA'SC + SA·SD + SBB c + SBBD) ± BTcD (13.6.1)
T CD being the spin-dependent delocalization operator defined in (13.3.3), and acting
within the CD pair. Equation (13.6.1) may be rewritten as

a --

a --

b

-t-

--t-

c

Figure 13.13. Effect of the exchange-transfer in a triangle with three site orbitals and two
electrons.
H = -J(SABB + SABc + SA·SD + SB'SC + SB-8D+ Sc-SD)
- AlrSA,SB - AhSc-SD ± BTcD

(13.6.2)

with

AIr =JI-J
(13.6.3)

Ah=h-J

JI is the interaction parameter within the localized AB pair, h within the delocalized

CD pair, and J between an ion from AB and an ion from CD. B is the parameter
introduced in (13.3.1). SAB and SCD are the quantum numbers associated with the spin
operators for the AB and CD pairs, respectively. The eigenvalues of (13.6.2) are
E(S,SAB,SCD) = - JS(S+ 1)12 ± B(SCD+ 112) - AJISAB(SAB+ 1)/2

- AJ2SCD(SCD+ 1)12

(13.6.4)

J I is thought to be the most negative interaction parameter. The ground state is then
E(1I2,4,9/2). The electron delocalization in the CD pair induces SCD = 912. In spite of
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the antiferromagnetic interaction in the AB pair, SAB is equal to 4; this is an example
of spin frustration due to the antiferromagnetic coupling characterized by the J
parameter. This model was used to interpret the magnetic susceptibility data of
(Et4N)[Fe4S4(2,4,6-iPr3SPh)4J. Best fit parameters settled at J = -652 cm- l , h = -797
cm- l , and B = 592 cm- l (which corresponds to a transfer integrall~1 =2960 cm-l).lz
cannot be determined due to the delocalization in the CD pair, which favors the parallel
spin alignment. With these parameters the first excited state, £(1/2,3,712), is located
at only 11 cm- l above the ground state £(112,4,912). Noodelman's basic hypothesis
was that delocalization occurs only within a pair, and not within the tetranuclear cluster
as a whole. Some recent results in Mossbauer spectroscopy do confirm this hypothesis.
However, Noodelman's model does not explain why the additional electron is trapped
within a pair. The understanding of the microscopic origin of this trapping would
represent a major breakthrough in the theory of iron-sulfur proteins.
Subsequently, Noodelman studied the IFe4S4]+ and [Fe4Se4]+ cores of proteins or
synthetic analogues with formally three Fe(II) and one Fe(III) ion [13.33]. In Section
10.4 we saw that the problem is more complicated than for the [Fe4S4]3+ core. As a
matter of fact, if the ground state is generally S = 1/2, it may be also S = 312, or an S
=1/2-312 spin-admixed. For the reduced Se ferredoxin the coexistence of S = 1/2 and
S = 712 has been reported. The model developed by Noodelman is much the same as
for the [Fe4S4]3+ core. The delocalization is again assumed to occur only in a
Fe(II)Fe(III) pair, the other Fe(II)Fe(II) pair being fully localized. This model nicely
accounts for the wide variety of ground state spins. However, as in the case above, the
origin of the trapping in a pair is not explained yet.
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Appendix 1
Physical Constants and Units
1.1 Some Fundamental Physical Constants in SI
Planck constant:
Elementary charge
Electron mass
Proton mass
Avogadro number
Molar gas constant
Boltzmann constant
Bohr magneton
Nuclear magneton

6.6260755 10-34 J s
1.05457267 10-34 J s
1.60217733 10-19 C
9.1093897 10-31 kg
1.6726231 10-27 kg
6.0221367 1023 mol- I
8.3145121 J mol- I
1.3806580 10-23 J K- I
9.27401549 10-24 J '1 1
5.05078647 10-27 '1 1

h
hl21t

e
m
mp

N
R
k
~
~N

1.2 Values of the Boltzmann Constant and
Bohr Magneton Used in this Book
As mentioned in Chapter 1, we utilize the cgsemu system throughout the book. The
two essential constants in magnetism k and ~ are then given by
Boltzmann constant
Bohr magneton

k
~

1.3806580 10-16 erg K- I
9.27401549 10-21 erg '1 1

so that the constantN~2l3kappearing in the Curie law (12.1.5) is equal to 0.125048612
cm3 mor l .
If the energies are expressed in cm- I , k and ~ become
Boltzmann constant
Bohr magneton

k
~

0.69503877 cm- I K- I
4.66864374 10-5 cm- I G- I

,

~
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1.3 Conversion of Energy Units
a.u.

kealmol- 1

eV

1 a.u.

1.

4.359748120-18

2.721139570+01

6.275095410+02

1J
1 eV
1 keal mol- 1
1 em- 1

2.293710490+17

1.

3.674930950-02
1.593601270-03

1.602177330-19
6.947700140-21

6.241506360+18
1.
4.336411460-02

1.439325220+20
2.306054230+01
1.

4.556335380-06

1.239842450-04

2.859143920-03

4.135669240-09

9.537077540-08

1 MHz

1.519829890-10

1.986447460-23
6.626075500-28

IK

3.166829740-06

1.380658000-23

1 kJ mol- 1

8.617385690-05

1.987215870-03

3.808798440-04

1.660540190-21

1.036427210-02

2.390057360-01

em

-I

MHz

kJ mol- 1

K

1 a.u.

2.194746250+05

6.579683740+09

3.157732130+05

2.625499920+03

11

5.034112500+22

1.509188960+27

7.242923300+22

6.022136700+20

1 eV

8.065540930+03

2.417988340+08

1 keal mol- 1
1 em- 1

1.160444750+04

9.648530900+01

3.497550410+02
1.

1.048539240+07

5.032165920+02

4.184000000+00

2.997924580+04

1.438768660+00

1.196265820-02

1 MHz

3.335640950-05

1.

4.799215660-05

3.990313240-07

IK

6.950387700-01

2.083673810+04

1.

8.314511210-03

1 kJ mol- 1

8.359346120+01

2.506068920+06

1.202716520+02

Appendix 2
Action of Lx, Ly , and Lz on the
d Orbitals

1.

Ly

Lx

Lz

d z2

-iffdyz

iffdzx

0

dx2-i

-idyz

-idzx

2idxy

dxy

idzx

-idyz

- 2idx'-i

dyz

idx'_y2 + iff d z2

idxy

-idzx

dzx

-idxy

-iffd z2 + idx'-i

idyz
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Appendix 3
Matrix Elements of Lx, L;" and
Lz Using the d Orbitals as a
Basis Set
d z2

Lx =

Ly =

L z=

d,2_y2

dxy

d yz

i..f3

0

0

0

0

0

0

dzx

0
0

0

0

0

0

-i

-i..f3

-i

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-i-Y3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-i

0

0

i..f3

-i

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-2i

0

0

0

2i

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-i
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Appendix 4
Action of the Spin Operators
Sx, Sy, and Sz on the Spin
Functions
4.1 5 = 1/2
11/2>
Sx=

Sy=

0

1/2

1/2

0

0

il2

-i/2

0

1/2

Sz=

1-1/2>

0
-1/2

0

4.2 5=1

11>
Sx=

Sy=

Sz =

10>

1-1>

0

-512

0

-512

0

-512

0

-512

0

0

-i-512

0

i-512

0

-i-512

0

i-512

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
-1
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Appendix 5
Escalator Operators S+ and Sand L+ and LThe spin escalator operators S+ and S_ are defined through

hence

S+ and S_ act on the spin functions IS, M s > as follows:
S+ 1 S,Ms> = [(S + M s + l)(S - Ms)]Yzl S,Ms + 1 > if M s < S
= 0 if Ms=S

s_1 S,Ms> = [(S - Ms + l)(S + Ms)]Yzl S,Ms -

1 > if M s > -S

=0 if Ms=-S

The action of the orbital escalator operators L+ and L_ defined through

is quite similar to that of the spin escalator operators with L replacing S, and M L
replacing Ms.
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Appendix 6
Coupling of Two Spins SA and
SB, and Clebsch-Gordon
(or Wigner) Coefficients
Let us consider two local spins SA and SB with the local kets ISA,MA> and ISB,MB>
(MA and MB stand for M SA and M SB , respectively). The product of these kets is noted
ISA,SB,MA,MB>. The coupling between these local spins gives rise to pair states with
the pair functions ISA,SB,S,M> (M stands for M s). S varies by an integer value from
ISA-SBI to SA + SB, and M varies by an integer value from -S to +S. The ISA,SB,S,M>
functions may be constructed as linear combinations of the ISA,SB,MA,MB> products:
ISA,SB,S,M> =

L

MA,M B

where the <SA,SB,MA,MB ISA,SB,S,M> quantities are known as Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. The general expression of these coefficients has been first derived as
<SA,SB,MA,MBISA,SB,S,M> =
O(M,MA+MB){[(SA+SB-S) !(S+SA-SB) !(S+SrSA)!
(2S+1)]/(S+SA+SB+ I)!} Y2 LkK

where o(M,MA+MB) is the Kronecker symbol. K is defined as
K = (-I/[(SA+MA)!(SA-MA)!(SB+MB)!
(SB-M B)!(S+M)!(S-M)!]Y2/[k!(SA+SB-S-k)!
(SA-MA-k) !(SB+MB-k)!(S-SB+MA+k) !(S-SA-MB+k)!]
The expression of <SA,SB,MA,MBISA,sB,S,M> above is of course rather cumbersome to utlize and the results of some specific cases are gathered below. For the sake
of simplicity, the labels SA and SB have been omitted in the kets of both the left- and
right-hand sides of the following expressions.
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1312,-112> = ,.1215/0,-112> - ,.13/51-1,112>
1312,-312> = ,.11151-1,-112> - ,.14/51-2,112>

11,1> = 1112,112>

11 ,0> = ,.I 1121112, -112> + -{f721-112, 112>
11,-1> = 1-112, -112>
10,0> = {f721112, -1/2> - {f721-1 12,1/2>

1312,312> = 11,112>
/312,112> = -{i7311,-112> + ,.121310,112>
/312,-112> = ,.121310,-112> + -{i731-1,112>
1312,-312> = 1-1,-112>

/112,112> = ,.1213/1,-112> - -{i7310,1I2>
/112,-112> = -{i7310,-112> - ,.12131-1,112>

12,2> = 1312,112>
12,1> = -vT741312,-1I2> + ,.13141112,112>
12,0> = ,.I 1121112,-112> + ,.I 1121-112, 112>
12,-1> = ,.13/41-112,-112> + ,.11141-312,112>
12,-2> = 1-312,-112>
11,1> = ,.13141312,-112> - ,.11141112,112>
11,0> = ,.11121112,-112> - ,.11121-112,112>
11,-1> = ,.11141-112,-112> - ,.13/41-312,112>

SA = 2 and SB = 1/2
1512,512> = 12,112>
1512,312> = -vTIS12,-II2> + ,.14/511,112>
1512,112> = ,.121511,-112> + ,.13/510,112>
1512,-112> = ,.13/510,-112> + ,.12151-1,112>
1512,-312> = ,.14/51-1,-112> + ,.11151-2,112>
1512,-512> = 1-2,-112>

1312,312> = ,.14/512,-112> - ,.111511,112>
1312,112> = ,.1315/1,-112> - ,.121510,112>

SA = 5/2 and SB = 1/2
13,3> = 1512,112>
13,2> =,.11161512,-112> + ,.15/61312,112>
13,1> = ,.11131312,-112> + ,.12131112,112>
13,0> = ,.11121112,-112> + ,.11121-112,112>
/3,-1> = ,.12131-112,-112> + -{i731-312,1I2>
/3,-2> = ,.15/61-312,-112> + ,.1116/-512,112>
/3,-3> = 1-512,-112>
12,2> = ,.15/61512,-112> - ,.11161312,112>
12,1> = ,.12131312,-112> - -{i731 112, 112>
12,0> = ,.11121112,-112> - ,.11121-112,112>
12,-1> = ,.11131-112,-112> - ,.12131-312,112>
12,-2> = ,.11161-312,-112> - ,.15161-512,112>

12,2» = 11,1>
12,1> = ,.111211,0> + ,.111210,1>
/2,0> = ,.111611,-1> + ,.12/310,0> + ,.11161-1,1>
12,-1> = ,.I 11210,-1> + ,.I 1121-1 ,0>
12,-2> = 1-1,-1>
/1,1> = ,.111211,0> -,.I 112/0,1>
11,0> = ,.111211,-1> - ,.11121-1,1>
11,-1> = ,.111210,-1> - ,.11121-1,0>
10,0> = ,.11/311,-1> - ,.111310,0> + ,.1113/-1,1>

SA = 3/2 and SB

=1

1512,512> = 1312,1>
1512,312> = ,.12151312,0> + ,.13151112,1>
1512,112> = ,.11110 1312,-1> + ,.13/51112,0> + ,.13/101-112,1>
1512,-112> = ,.13/101112,-1> + ,.13151-112,0> + ,.111101-312,1>
1512,-312> = ,.13/51-112,-1> + ,.12151-312,0>
1512,-512> = 1-312,-1>
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1312,312> = --.)3/51312,0> - --.)2151112,1>
1312,112> = --.)2151312,-1> + --.)11151112,0> - --.)8/15 HI2,I>
1312,-112> = --.)8/151112,-1> - --.)11151-112,0> - --.)2151-312,1>
1312,-312> = --.)2151-112,-1> - --.)3/51-312,0>
1112,112> = --.)1121312,-1> - -vl731112,0> + --.)1I6HI2,I>
/112,-112> = --.)1161112,-1> - -vl731-112,0> + --.)1121-312,1>

13,3> = 12,1>
13,2> = --.)1/312,0> + --.)21311,1>
13,1> = 1i7i512,-1> + --.)8/1511,0> + --.)6/1510,1>
13,0> = --.)11511,-1> + --.)3/510,0> + --.)1151-1,1>
13,-1> = --.)6/1510,-1> + --.)8/151-1,0> + --.)11151-2,1>
13,-2> = --.)2/31-1,-1> + --.)1131-2,0>
13,-3> = 1-2,-1>
12,2> = --.)2/312,0> - --.) 1/311,1>
12,1> = --.)1/312,-1> + --.)1/611,0> - --.)11210,1>
12,0> = --.)11211,-1> - --.)1121-1,1>
12,-1> = --.)11210,-1> - --.)1161-1,0> - --.)1/31-2,1>
12,-2> =--.)1131-1,-1> - --.)2131-2,0>
/1,1> = --.)3/512,-1> - --.)3/10 11,0> + --.)111010,1>
11,0> = --.)3/1011,-1> - --.)21510,0> + --.)3/101-1,1>
11,-1> = --.)111010,-1> - --.)3/1OH,0> + --.)3/51-2,1>

SA= 5/2 andSB = 1
1712,712> = 1512,1>
1712,512> = --.)2171512,0> + --.)5171312,1>
1712,312> = --.)11211512,-1> + --.)101211312,0> + --.)101211112,1>
1712,112> = --.)1171312,-1> + --.)4171112,0> + --.)2171-112,1>
/712,-112> = --.)2171112,-1> + --.)4171-112,0> + --.)1171-312,1>
1712,-312> = --.)101211-112,-1> + --.)101211-312,0> + --.)11211-512,1>
1712,-512> = --.)517/-312,-1> + --.)2171-512,0>
1712,-712> = 1-512,-1>

1512,512> = --.)5171512,0> + --.)2171312,1>
1512,312> = --.)2171512,-1> + --.)9/351312,0> - --.)16/351112,1>
1512,112> = --.)161351312,-1> + --.)11351112,0> - --.)18/351-112,1>
1512,-112> = --.)18/351112,-1> - --.)1135 HI2,O> - --.)16/351-312,1>

APPENDICES
1512,-312> = --.)16/351-112,-1> - --.)91351-312,0> - --.)2171-512,1>
1512,-512> = --.)2171-312,-1> - --.)5171-512,0>
1312,312> = --.)2/31512,-1> - --.)4/151312,0> + --.)11151112,1>
1312,112> = --.)2/51312,-1> - --.)2151112,0> + --.)1151-112,1>
1312,-112> = --.)1151112,-1> - --.)215 HI2,O> + --.)2151-312,1>
1312,-312> = --.)1151-112,-1> - --.)4/151-312,0> + --.)2131-512,1>

13,3> = 1312,3/2>
13,2> = --.) 1121312,1121 + --.) 1121112,312>
13,1> = --.)1151312,-1121 + --.)3/51112,112> + --.)1151-112,312>
13,0> = --.)11201312,-3121 + --.)91201112,-1121 + --.)91201-112,112>
+ --.)11201-312,312>
13,-1> = --.)1151112,-312> + --.)3/51-112,-112> + --.)1151-312,112>
13,-2> = --.)1121-112,-312> + --.)1121-312,112>
13,-3> = 1-312,-312>
12,2> = --.)1121312,112> - --.)1121112,312>
12,1> = --.)1121312,-112> - --.)1121-112,312>
12,0> = (112)1312,-312> + (112)1112,-112> - (112)1-112,112>
- (112)1-312,312>
12,-1> = --.)1121112,-312> - --.)1121-312,112>
12,-2> = --.)1121-112,-312> - --.)1121-312,-112>
11,1> = --.)3/101312,-112> - --.)2151112,112> + --.)31101-112,312>
11,0> = --.)91201312,-312> - --.)111201112,-112> - --.)111201-112,112>
+ --.)91201-312,312>
11,-1> = --.)3/101112,-312> - --.)2151-112,-112> + --.)3/101-312,112>
10,0> = (112)1312,-312> - (112)1112,-112> + (112) /-112,112>
- (112) 1-312,312>

SA = 2 and SB = 3/2
1712,712> = 12,312>
1712,512> = --.)31712,112> + --.)41711,312>
1712,312> = --.)11712,-1121 + --.)41711,112> + --.)21710,312>
1712,112> = --.)113512,-312> + --.)12/3511,-1121 + --.)18/3510,112>
+--.)4/351-1,312>
1712,-112> = --.)4/3511,-312> + --.)1813510,-112> + --.)121351-1,112>
+ --.)11351-2,312>
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1712,-312> = -Y21710,-312> + -Y4171-l,-112> + -Y1171-2,1I2>
1712,-512> = -Y4171-1,-312> + -Y3171-2,-1I2>
1712,-712> = 1-2,-312>
1512,512> = -Y41712,1I2> - -Y31711,312>
1512,312> = -Y16/35 12,-112> + -Y1I3511,1I21- -Y18/35 10,312>
1512,112> = -Y6/35 12,-312:> + -Y511411,-112> - -Y3/35 10,112>
- -Y27170 1-1 ,312>
1512,-112> = -Y27170 I1,-312> + -Y313510,-112> - -Y5/14 1-1,112>
- -Y6/35 1-2,312>
1512,-312> = -Y18/35 10,-312> - -Y1I35 1-1,112> - -Y16/35 1-2,112>
1512,-512> = -Y3171-1,-312> - -Y4171-2,-112>
1312,312> = -Y2I512,-1I2> 1312,112> = -Y2I512,-312> 1312,-112> = -Y2I511,-312> 1312,-312> ={l7510,-312> -

-Y2I511,112> + -Y1I510,312>
-Y1I510,112> + -Y2I51-1,312>
-Y1/510,-112> + -Y2I51-2,312>
-Y2I51-1,-112> + -Y2I51-2,112>

1112,112> = -Y2I512,-312> - -Y3/1011,-1I2> + -Y1I510,112>
- -Y1I101-1,312>
1112,-112> = -Y1/10 11,-312> - -Y1I510,-1I2> + -Y3/101-1,112>
- -Y2I51-2,312>

14,4> = 12,2>
14,3> = -Y11212,1> + -Y11211,2>
14,2> = -Y3/14 12,0> + -Y8I14 11,1> + -Y3/14 10,2>
14,1> = -Y1I14 12,-1> + -Y611411,0> + -Y6/14 10,1> + -Y1I14 1-1,2>
14,0> = -Y 1170 12,-2> + -Y1617011,-1> + -Y3617010,0> + -Y161701-1,1>
+-Y117012,-2>
14,-1> = -Y1I14 11,-2> + -Y6/14 10,-1> + -Y61141-1,0> + -Y11141-2,1>
14,-2> = -Y3/14 10,-2> + -Y8I14 1-1,-1> + -Y3/14 1-2,0>
14,-3> = -Y1121-1,-2> + -Y1121-2,-1>
14,-4> = 1-2,-2>
13,3> = -Y1I212,1> - -Y11211,2>
13,2> = -Y1 12 12,0> - -Y11210,2>
13,1> = -Y3/10 12,-1> + -Y211011,0> - -Y2I1010,1> - -Y3/101-1,2>
13,0> = -Y1I1012,-2> + -Y4/1011,-1> - -Y4/10 1-1,1> - -Y1I101-2,2>
13,-1> = -Y3/1011,-2> + -Y2I1010,-1> - -Y2I101-l,0> - -Y3/101-2,1>
13,-2> = -Y11210,-2> - -Y1121-2,0>
13,-3> = -Y1121-1,-2> - -Y1 12 1-2,-1>

APPENDICES

12,2> = -Y21712,0> - -Y31711, 1> + -Y217/0,2>
12,1> = -Y6/14 12,-1> - -Y1I1411,0> - -Y1I1410,1> + -Y6/14 1-1,2>
12,0> = -Y4/14 12,-2> + -Y1I1411,-1> - -Y4/14 10,0> + -Y1I14/-1,1>
+ -Y4/14 1-2,2>
12,-1> = -Y6/14 11,-2> - -Y1I14 10,-1> --Y1I14 1-1,0> + -Y6/14 1-2,1>
12,-2> = -Y11210,-2> - -Y1721-2,0>
11,1> = -Y2I1O 12,-1> - -Y3/1011,0> + -Y3/10 10,1> - -Y2/101-1,2>
11,0> = -Y4/1012,-2> - -Y1I1011,-1> + -Y1I101-1,1> - -Y4/101-2,2>
11,-1> = -Y2/10 11 ,-2> - -Y3/1010,-1> + -Y3/10 1-1,0> - -Y2I101-2,1>
10,0> = {l7512,-2> - -Y1I511,-1> + {l7510,0> - {l751-1,1> + -Y1I51-2,2>
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Ab initio calculation, 163---M
Active-electron approximation, 150-54,
160-62,164-67,171,175,186-87,
198-99
Allyl radical, 305-7
Anderson theory, 155-59
Anisotropy
in chain compounds, 257-62
in Cu(II) dinuclear compounds, 136-38
in Cu(II)Fe(I1I) compounds, 127
in Cu(II)Fe(I1I)Cu(II) compounds, 217-18
of the g-factor, 12-14
and first-order orbital momentum, 31-51
and intermediate-spin state, 88
in Mn(II)-radical compounds, 319
in Mn(II) phthalocyanine, 324
and rare earth-containing compounds,
50-51
and spin-admixed state, 91-94
in ThCI 9Cs 3, 207-9
and zero-field splitting, 14-26
Biomagnetism, 2-4
Bleaney and Bowers equation, 104
Bohr magneton, 2, 10
Boltzmann distribution law, 5, 26
Bonner and Fisher method, 252. See also
Ring chain technique

Brillouin function, 11
Carbenes,311-13
Chain compounds
alternating chain compounds, 263-69,
294-300
regular chain compounds, 251-63. See
also Ferrimagnetic chain compounds
Charge transfer, 151-53, 155-59, 199-202,
291-94
Chromium(I1I)
Cr(I1I)Ni(II)3 tetranuclear compound,
195-96,231-34
dinuclear compounds, 193
and zero-field splitting, 21-23
Classical spin, 258, 273-74
classical-quantum spin calculation, 274,
281-84
Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, 234, 307, 337,
367-73
Cobalt(II)
in chain compounds, 261-63
and low-spin high-spin transitions, 56,
80-82
mononuclear compounds, 38-43
Cobalt(I1I)
and low-spin high-spin transitions, 80
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Configuration interaction, 7, 148-50, 300,
305-6
Cooperativity, 59-66, 79
Copper(II)
acetate, 106-8
and anisotropy of the g-factor, 12-14
azido-bridged compounds, 109-11,
166-67
bibridged Cu(II) dimers, 159-64
chain compounds, 251-57, 263-67
cubane-like compounds, 237-38
Cu(II)Fe(III) compounds, 126-27,
143, 196
Cu(II)Fe(III)Cu(II) compounds, 215-20
Cu(II)Gd(III)Cu(II) compounds, 245-46
Cu(II)Mn(II) chain compounds, 313-19
Cu(II)Mn(II)Cu(II) compounds, 215-20
Cu(II)Ni(II) compounds, 121-24, 186, 198
Cu(II)-radical compounds, 177-81
Cu(II)VO(II) compound, 177-81
Cu(II)VO(II)Cu(II) compound, 237-38
dinuclear compounds, 103-12, 135-38
dinuclear compounds with extended
bridges, 167-74
and orbital complementarity and
countercomplementarity, 164-67
tetranuclear compounds, 234-38
trinuclear compounds, 213-15
Correlation
between magnetic and structural
properties, 159-61, 194, 198
Correlation length, 271, 287-88
Critical temperature
and low-spin high-spin transitions, 56,
60-67
and magnetic ordering, 284-87
Cubane ,236-24 1
Curie law
derivation, 9-10
and rare earth-containing compounds,
43-48
Curie-Weiss law, 26-29,1 32,302- 3
Cytochrome c oxidase, 219
Day and Robin classification, 336
Decamethylferrocenium. See
Metallocenium charge-transfer salts
Diamagnetic susceptibilities, 3-4
Diamagnetism, 2-4
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Dinuclear compounds, 103-32, 135-43,
145-82, 185-208
heterodinuclear compounds, 120-30
Domains
and low-spin high-spin transitions,
67-69, 73
and molecular-based magnets, 288-89, 315
Double exchange, 337. See also Spindependent delocalization
Double group, 15-16,8 9-90
Dzialoshinski-Moriya Hamiltonian, 138-39
Effective magnetic moment, 10
Effective spin, 42-43
Electron delocalization, 333-52
electron delocalization parameter, 341
Endor spectroscopy
in polycarbenes, 311
EPR (Electron Paramagnetic Resonance)
spectroscopy
and anisotropy of the g-factor, 14
of Cu(II) acetate, 109
of Cu(II) dinuclear compounds, 138, 203-4
of Cu(II)Ni(II) compounds, 130
of Cu(II)Mn(II) chain compounds, 315-16
of Fe(III) dinuclear compounds, 119
and low-spin high-spin transitions,
54-55, 73
of mixed-valence compounds, 336, 348
of organic radicals, 289, 302
of polycarbenes, 312-13
and spin-admixed state, 92-93
Escalator operators, 40, 365
EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine
Structure), 254
Exchange
kinetic exchange, 156, 163
potential exchange, 155, 163, 179
Exchange-transfer, 350-51
Ferrimagnetic chains
alternating ferrimagnetic chains, 281-84
magnetic ordering of ferrimagnetic
chains, 313-20
regular ferrimagnetic chains, 269-80
Ferromagnetism, 94, 287-328
Field, 1
coercive field, 289, 296, 320, 324
critical field and Haldane gap, 259

INDEX
critical field and metamagnetism, 256-57
demagnetizing field, 288-89
Fisher equation, 258
Free-ion approximation, 43-47
Fullerene, 326
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antiferromagnetic interaction, 26, 103-32,
145-82,
antisymmetric interaction, 138-43,
202-4,3 21-25
biquadratic interaction parameter, 119-20
competing interactions, 241-45
Galvinoxyl radical, 301-2
dipolar interaction, 135-38, 261
g-factor, g-tensor, 14
ferromagnetic interaction, 26, 103-32,
in dinuclear compounds, 121-25, 136
145-82
in trinuclear compounds, 212-18
interaction between pairs of magnetic
and zero-field splitting, 17-26
orbitals, 190-99
Goodenough-Kanamori rules, 190-91
isotropic interaction, 103-132, 145-82
Goodenough mechanism, 199-202
pseudo-dipolar interaction. See Anisotropic
Gorun and Lippard correlation, 198-99
interaction
Interchain interaction, 254, 313-20
Haldane gap, 258-61
Intermediate spin, 87-89, 97-100, 323-24
Hartree-Fock calculation, 155-59, 163,
Intermolecular interaction, 287-90
171,179 -81
between dinuclear compounds, 131-32,
spin-restricted, 155, 305
138,177
spin-unrestricted, 155,305
between mononuclear compounds, 26-29
Hatfield and Hodgson correlation, 158-61
and low-spin high-spin transitions, 59-66
Hay-Thibeault-Hoffmann model, 158
Intervalence band, 336, 348
Heat capacity
Iron
of Co(II) chain compounds, 262
Fe(II)Fe(III) mixed-valence compounds,
of ferrimagnetic chain compounds, 278
347-48
of galvinoxyl, 302
Fe-S proteins, 238-41, 347, 350-52
and low-spin high-spin transitions, 68-69, 75 Iron(II)
and magnetic ordering, 287
Fe(II) imidazolato, 322-23
of nitronyl nitroxide compounds, 303
Fe(II) phthalocyanine, 323-24
Heisenberg-Dirac-Van Vleck Hamiltonian,
Fe(II) porphyrins, 96
106,112 ,148,18 5-87,20 4-5,
FEPS 3 ,325
239,268 ,345
and low-spin high-spin transitions, 56,
Heitler-London approach, 148, 186-90,
74-80
202,306 -7
Iron(III)
Hemerythrin, 115
dinuclear compounds, 114-20
High-spin molecules, 245-48, 279-80,
and low-spin high-spin transitions, 56,
309-13
71-74
Hund's rule, 53, 199,290
Fe(III) dithiocarbamato derivatives, 71-73,
Hysteresis
93-94,3 25
and low-spin high-spin transitions, 55,
Fe(III)Ni(II) compound, 129-30
60-67, 72, 78
Fe(III) phthalocyanines, 96
and molecular-based magnets, 289, 296,
Fe(III) porphyrins, 94-96
315,320 ,322
Fe(III) salen derivatives, 97, 115
oxo-bridged Fe(III) compounds, 198-99,
Infrared spectroscopy
243-44
and low-spin high-spin transitions, 54, 79
and spin equilibrium involving an
Interaction
intermediate-spin state, 97-100
anisotropic interaction, 135-38, 202-4,
and zero-field splitting, 23-25
216
Ising Hamiltonian, 261-63
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Isotropic interaction. See Interaction
Jahn-Tellerdistortion, 35-37,193-94,291,
326,349-50
Kramers doublet, 21, 37, 38-42, 88, 90-91,
129-30,217-18,240,261
Lande interval rule, 119, 340, 343
Lamellar material, 325
Langmuir-Blodgett film, 79
LIESST (Light Induced Excited Spin State
Trapping), 57-58, 80
Local anisotropy, 14-26, 125-30,216-18.
See also Zero-field splitting
MacConnell-Breslow mechanism, 291-94,
297-99
MacConnell mechanism, 303-9. See also
MacConnell-Breslow mechanism
Magnetic circular dichroism
of cytochrome c oxidase derivative, 219
Magnetic orbital, 136, 146, 185-86
and atomic orbital contraction method,
150, 186
interaction between pairs of magnetic
orbitals, 190-99
natural magnetic orbital, 149-50, 152-54,
167,175-81,189-99,239
orthogonalized magnetic orbital, 148-49,
150-52,171,175-81,187-88,290
Magnetic ordering, 94, 277, 279, 287-328
Magnetic susceptibility
average magnetic susceptibility, 17-26
of chain compounds, 251-84
and Curie law, 9-10
definition, 1
of dinuclear compounds, 103-31,
and intermolecular interactions, 26-29,
131-32
of rare earth-containing compounds, 43-51
of tetranuclear compounds, 229-41
of trinuclear compounds, 211-28
Magnetization
of Cr(III)Ni 3 compound, 233
definition, 1
field-cooled magnetization, 315
fundamental equations, 4, 10-11
high-field magnetization, 224-25
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of Mn(ll) phthalocyanine, 324
remnant magnetization 289-90
saturation magnetization, 11, 295-96,
315,322
zero-field-cooled magnetization, 315
Maltempo model, 90-93
Manganese
Mn(III)gMn(IV)4 cluster, 247-48
Mn(III)Mn(IV) mixed-valence compounds,
349-50
Manganese(ll)
Mn(II) chain compounds, 259-61
Mn(II)Cu(II) chain compounds, 313-19
Mn(II)Cu(II)3 compound, 229-31
Mn(II)Cu(II)Mn(ll) compound, 220-23
Mn(II) phthalocyanine, 323-24
MnPS 3,325
Mn(II)-radical compounds, 278-80,
319-20
Mn(II) trinuclear compounds, 223-26
and zero-field splitting, 23-25
Manganese(III)
and low-spin high-spin transitions, 70-71
Mn(III) porphyrin-TCNE compound,
320-21
oxo-bridged Mn(III) dinuclear compounds,
201-2
Metallocenium charge transfer salts,
294-300
Metamagnetism, 256-57, 297, 303
Mixed-valence compound, 333-52
Molecular-based magnets, 288-328
Molecular electronics, 82-84
Molecular-field approximation, 26, 131
Molecular orbital approach, 7, 146-48,
304-6,310-11
Mossbauer spectroscopy
of Cu(ll)Fe(III)Cu(ll) compounds, 219
of Fe(ll)Fe(III) mixed valence compounds,
348
of Fe(III)Ni(ll) compound, 130
of Fe(III) porphyrins, 95
of Fe3S4 clusters, 347
and low-spin high-spin transitions, 54, 57,
73-76
Neutron
inelastic neutron scattering, 107-8, 259
polarized neutron diffraction, 261, 304
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INDEX
Nickel(ll)
chain compounds, 277-78
dinuclear compounds, 194
Ni(I)Ni(ll) mixed-valence compound,
346-47
and zero-field splitting, 17-18
Nitronyl nitroxide, 278-80, 303, 319-20
NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance)
of metallocenium charge-transfer salts, 300
Nuclear relaxation, 333-37, 343-45
Occupation operator, 341-43
Orbital complementarity and
countercomplementarity, 164-67
Orbital degeneracy, 31-51, 290-94
Orbital momentum, 31-51, 357-59
Orbital reduction factor, 32, 34
Orbital reversal, 169,255
Orthogonality (of the magnetic orbitals)
accidental orthogonality, 163-64, 191-99
strict orthogonality, 174-81, 191-99, 219,
228,233,299,325-26
Overlap (between magnetic orbitals), 14950, 152-54, 162, 188
Overlap density, 163-64, 178-79
Partition function, 5, 11
Pascal Tables. See Diamagnetic
susceptibilities
Phase transition, 74-77, 287-88
Point charge approximation, 136
Polaron, 328
Polymer, 326-27
Preferred magnetization axis, 289, 315, 319
Radical, 173,303-5
Rare earth
Eu(ll),47-48
Eu(III),48-49
Gd(III), 47-48, 245-46
magnetic properties of rare earthcontaining compounds, 43-51
Sm(ll), 48-49
Sm(III) 49-50
Regular solution model, 60-67
Resonant delocalization, 350. See also
Spin-dependent delocalization
Ring chain technique, 252-53, 257-58, 27273,278

Slichter and Drickamer model, 60-62
Sorai' and Seki model, 67-69
Spin-admixed state, 89-100, 240
Spin canting, 140-41,257,287,321-25
Spin density, 136, 173,300,304
Spin-dependent delocalization, 337-52
Spin frustration, 241-45, 325, 352
Spin-orbit coupling, 31-51, 89-93,135-43,
202-8
Spin-Peierls transition, 267-69
Spin polarization, 155-57, 181,300,303-9
Spin population, 304, 307
Spin state. See also Spin-admixed state
high-spin state, 53-54
intermediate spin state, 73, 87-100
low-spin state, 53-54, 218-20
transition between spin states, 53-84,
97-100
Spin state structure
irregular spin state structure, 220-23, 270
regular spin state structure, 120,215-31
Spontaneous magnetization, 6, 288-328
SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device), 4
Temperature-independent paramagnetism,
4,7-8,37,46-47,140
Tetranuc1ear compounds, 229-41
Tetrathiafulvalene
spin-Peierls transition in TIF+ derivatives,
268-69
Titanium(III)
magnetism of mononuclear compounds,
32-38
TizCIl-, 204-9
Topological degeneracy, 309-13
Topology, 244, 247
Trinuclear compounds, 211-28
Units, 1,355-56
Valence bond approach, 310-12
Vanadium
V(TCNE)z.1I2CH zClz, 320-21
Van Vleck formula
and Curie law, 9-10
derivation, 5
and dinuclear compounds, 103-30, 207
and first-order orbital momentum, 31-51
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Van Vleck formula (continued)
and spin-admixed state, 92
and tetranuc1ear compounds, 229-41
and trinuc1ear compounds, 212-28
and zero-field splitting, 17-26
Vectorial approach, 226, 229, 240
Vibronic coupling, 336, 343-45
Weak ferromagnetism, 140-41,287,322-23
Wigner-Eckardt theorem, 123
Wigner coefficients. See Clebsch-Gordon
coefficients
XY Hamiltonian, 261-63
Xa method, 181-82
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Zeeman coefficients
and Cu(II)Ni(II) compounds, 123
definition, 6-7
and dinuc1ear compounds, 113-41
and first-order orbital momentum, 31-51
and spin-admixed state, 91
Zeeman perturbation, 7, 35, 40-42, 46, 207
Zero-field splitting, 14-26
in chain compounds, 257-61, 274
in Cu(II) dinuc1ear compounds, 135-41,

203-4
in Fe(III) dinuc1ear compounds, 119
in heterodinuc1ear compounds, 120--30
in trinuc1ear compounds, 216-18
zero-field splitting parameters, 17-26, 94
zero-field splitting tensors, 17, 125-30
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